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Foreword
The First International Conference on Mobile Services, Resources, and Users [MOBILITY 2011], held
between October 23 and 29, 2011 in Barcelona, Spain, started a series of events dedicated to mobility-at-large,
dealing with challenges raised by mobile services and applications considering user, device and service
mobility. We welcomed technical papers presenting research and practical results, position papers addressing the
pros and cons of specific proposals, such as those being discussed in the standard fora or in industry consortia,
survey papers addressing the key problems and solutions on any of topics, short papers on work in progress,
workshops and panel proposals.
Users increasingly rely on devices in different mobile scenarios and situations. "Everything is mobile", and
mobility is now ubiquitous. Services are supported in mobile environments, through smart devices and enabling
software. While there are well known mobile services, the extension to mobile communities and on-demand
mobility requires appropriate mobile radios, middleware and interfacing. Mobility management becomes more
complex, but is essential for every business. Mobile wireless communications, including vehicular technologies
bring new requirements for ad hoc networking, topology control and interface standardization.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the MOBILITY 2011 Technical Program
Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much
of their time and efforts to contribute to MOBILITY 2011. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final
conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations, and
sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the MOBILITY 2011 organizing committee for their help in handling
the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that MOBILITY 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the areas of mobile services, resources and
users.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. We also
hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm of Barcelona, Spain.
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OghmaSip: Peer-to-Peer Multimedia for Mobile Devices
Raimund K. Ege
Department of Computer Science
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, IL 60115, USA
ege@niu.edu
Abstract—Mobile devices are rapidly being accepted as
primary vehicle to consume multimedia content. Capable
smart phones with high-speed next-generation Internet
connectivity are becoming common place. Peer-to-peer
content delivery is one way to ensure that sufficient data
volume can be efficiently delivered. However, the
openness of delivery demands adaptive and robust
management of intellectual property rights. In this paper
we describe a framework and its implementation to
address the central issues in content delivery: a scalable
peer-to-peer-based content delivery model, paired with a
secure access control model that enables data providers
to reap a return from making their original content
available. We describe our prototype implementation for
the Android platform that uses the session initiation
protocol (SIP) for peer communication.
Keywords-multimedia sharing; peer-to-peer content
delivery; session initiation protocol

I.

INTRODUCTION

High bandwidth Internet connectivity is no longer
limited to reaching PCs and laptops: a new generation
of devices, such as netbooks and smart phones, is
within reach of 3G/4G telecommunication networks.
Smart phones have ushered in a new era in omnipresent broadband media consumption. Services such
as iTunes, YouTube, and FaceBook are popularizing
delivery of audio and video content to anybody with a
broadband Internet connection.
In this paper, we describe a framework for
multimedia content delivery that is based on peer-topeer file sharing. Peers communicate with messages
according to the session initiation protocol to discover
each other and exchange data. We describe the
implementation of a video player application for the
Android platform that delivers video in a secure and
managed way.
Delivering multimedia services has many
challenges; the ever increasing size of the data requires
elaborate delivery networks to handle peek network
traffic. Another challenge is to secure and protect the
property rights of the media owners. A common
approach to large-scale distribution is a peer-to-peer
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model, where clients that download data immediately
become intermediates in a delivery chain to further
clients. The dynamism of peer-to-peer communities
means that principals who offer services will meet
requests from unrelated or unknown peers. Peers need
to collaborate and obtain services within an
environment that is unfamiliar or even hostile.
Therefore, peers have to manage the risks involved
in the collaboration when prior experience and
knowledge about each other are incomplete. One way
to address this uncertainty is to develop and establish
trust among peers. Trust can be built by either a trusted
third party [2], or by community-based feedback from
past experiences [3] in a self-regulating system. Other
approaches reported in the literature use different
access control models [4] [5] that qualify and
determine authorization based on permissions defined
for peers. In such a complex and collaborative world, a
peer can benefit and protect itself only if it can respond
to new peers and enforce access control by assigning
proper privileges to new peers.
The broader goal of our work is to address the trust
in peers which are allowed to participate in the content
delivery process, to minimize the risk and to maximize
the reward garnered from releasing data in to the
network. In our prior work [9] [15], we focused on
modeling the nature of risk and reward when releasing
content to the Internet. We integrated trust evaluation
for usage control with an analysis of risk and reward.
Underlying our framework is a formal computational
model of trust and access control. In the work reported
here, we focus on the implementation aspects of the
framework, especially the use of the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP).
Our paper is organized as follows: the next section
will elaborate on how the data provider and its peers
can quantify gain from participating in the content
delivery. It also explains our risk/reward model that
enables a data source to initially decide on whether to
share the content and keep some leverage after its
release. Section III describes our prototype architecture
that uses the session initiation protocol to establish a
community of peers to share content. No central
tracker manages a database of peer and trust
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information, but rather peers maintain a distributed
database. Peers can serve both as source and as
consumer of data. Section IV introduces our prototype
client for the Android platform and its implementation
in Java. Data is exchanged using the Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) and is secured using a
PKI-style exchange of public keys and data encryption.
The paper concludes with our assessment of how peerto-peer systems can shed their freewheeling image via
sensible access control additions.

II.

QUALIFYING THE VALUE OF MULTIMEDIA

It is amazing at what rate multimedia data is
introduced to the Internet and consumed. Almost any
kind of multimedia data has value to somebody.
Releasing it to the Internet carries potential for reaping
some of the value, but also carries the risk that the data
will be consumed without rewarding the original
source. In addition to the cost of creating the original
multimedia data, there is also a cost associated with
releasing the data, i.e., storage and transmission cost.
For example, consider the life of a typical “viral”
video found on a popular social media site: the video is
captured via a smartphone camera (maybe even
accidentally), then is uploaded to the social media site,
discussed (i.e., “liked” and “friended”), and viewed by
a large audience (measured in millions of hits). The
video taker is rewarded with fame, rarely gets a
monetary reward, the entity that is getting rewarded is
the social media site, which will accompany the video
presentation with paid advertising.
Let us first recap our model (described also in [1])
to asses risk and reward, by quantizing aspects of the
information interchange between the original source,
the transmitting medium and the final consumer of the
data. Our emphasis here is on the reward quantity,
rather than on how trust in peers affects the outcome.
In a traditional fee for service model the reward
“R” to the source is the fee “F” paid by the consumer
minus the cost “D” of delivery:
The cost of delivery “D” consist of the storage cost at
the server, and the cost of feeding it into the Internet.
In the case of a social media site, considerable cost is
incurred for providing the necessary server network
and their bandwidth to the Internet. The social media
site recovers that cost by adding paid advertising on the
source web page as well as adding paid advertising
onto the video stream. The site’s business model
recognizes that these paid advertisings represent
significant added value. As soon as we recognize that
the value gained is not an insignificant amount, the
focus of the formula shifts from providing value to the
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original data source to the reward that can be gained by
the transmitter. If we quantify the advertising reward as
“A” the formula now becomes:
Even in this simplest form, we recognize that “A” has
the potential to outweigh “D” and therefore reduce the
need for “F”. As the social media site recognizes, the
reward lies in “A”, i.e., paid ads that accompany the
video.
Mediation frameworks can capture the mutative
nature of data delivery on the Internet (see also our
prior work [8]). As data travels from a source to a
client on a lengthy path, each node in the path may act
as mediator. A mediator transforms data from an input
perspective to an output perspective. In the simplest
scenario, the data that is fed into the delivery network
by the source and is received by the ultimate client
unchanged: i.e., each mediator just passes its input data
along as output data. However, that is not the necessary
scenario anymore: the great variety of client devices
already necessitate that the data is transformed to
enhance the client’s viewing experience. We apply this
mediation approach to each peer on the path from
source to client. Each peer may serve as a mediator that
transforms the content stream in some fashion. Our
implementation employs the stream control
transmission protocol (SCTP) which allows multimedia to be delivered in multiple concurrent streams.
All a peer needs to do is add an additional stream for a
video overlay message to the content as it passes
through.
The formula for reward can now be extended into
the P2P content delivery domain, where a large number
of peers serve as the transmission/storage medium.
Assuming “n” number of peers that participate and
potentially add value the formula for the reward per
peer is now:
n

Rp   ( Fi  ( Di  Ai ))  Fp
i 1

and
are now the delivery cost and value incurred
at each peer that participates in the P2P content
delivery. is the fee potentially paid by each peer.
is the fee paid to the data source provider. Whether or
not the data originator will gain any reward depends on
whether the client and the peers are willing to share
their gain from the added value. In a scenario where
clients and peers are authenticated and the release of
the data is predicated by a contractual agreement, the
source will reap the complete benefit.
In our model, we quantify the certainty of whether
the client and peers will remit their gain to the source
with a value of trust. Trust is evaluated based on both
actual observations and recommendations from
referees. Observations are based on previous
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interactions with the peer. Recommendations may
include signed trust-assertions from other principals, or
a list of referees that can be contacted for
recommendations. Our model enables an informed
decision on whether to accept a new peer based on the
potential additional reward gained correlated to the
risk/trust encumbered by the new peer.

III.

PEER-TO-PEER ARCHITECTURE

Our prototype of peer-to-peer multimedia delivery
aims to deliver multi-media content from a source to a
large number of clients. We assume that the content
comes into existence at a source. A simple example of
creating such multimedia might be a video clip taken
with a camera and a microphone, or more likely video
captured via a smartphone camera, and then transferred
to the source. Likewise the client consumes the
content, e.g., by displaying it on a computing device
monitor, which again might be a smartphone screen
watching a Internet video. We further assume that there
is just one original source, but that there are many
clients that want to receive the data. The clients value
their viewing experience, and our goal is to reward the
source for making the video available.
In a peer-to-peer (P2P) delivery approach, each
client participates in the further delivery of the content.
Each client makes part or all of the original content
available to further clients. The clients become peers in
a peer-to-peer delivery model. Such an approach is
specifically geared towards being able to scale
effortlessly to support millions of clients without prior
notice, i.e., be able to handle a “mob-like” behavior of
the clients.
The nature of the source data will dictate the exact
details of delivery: for example, video data is made
available at a preset quality using a variable-rate video
encoder. The source data stream is divided into fixed
length sequential frames: each frame is identified by its
frame number. Clients request frames in sequence,
receive the frame and reassemble the video stream
which is then displayed using a suitable video decoder
and display utility. The video stream is encoded in
such a fashion that missing frames don’t prevent a
resulting video to be shown, but rather a video of lesser
bit-rate encoding, i.e., quality, will result [7]. We
explicitly allow the video stream to be quite malleable,
i.e., the quality of delivery need not be constant and
there is no harm if extra frames find their way into the
stream. It is actually a key element of our approach that
the stream can be enriched as part of the delivery
process.
In our architecture, peers participate in peer groups.
A peer is a network-connected computing device. The
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purpose of a peer group is to facilitate the
dissemination of the multimedia data. Multimedia data,
e.g., some video clip, comes into existence at a source.
The source tells a single peer about its network
location and addressability, i.e., IP and port number.
The single peer serves as the “bootstrap” peer, it
disseminates the knowledge about the video to the
peers in its peer group. The source also advertises the
single peer as the “seed” peer on the web. Peers can
partake in the video stream either via being told by a
peer in their peer group, or by retrieving the “seed”
peer from its web advertisement and contacting the
“seed” peer and joining its peer group. Peers can do 3
things: (1) they continuously request frames from other
peers (the original source is viewed as just another
peer) and store them; (2) they may display the frames
as video to the user of the peer device; (3) and they
make the stored frames available to other peers. Peers
don’t have to provide all 3 services. A peer that
provides only service (1) and (2) is an “edge” peer, i.e.,
an end user consumer. A peer that provides service (1)
and (3) is a “relay” peer. Relay peers are specifically
important for peers that have limited access to the
public Internet, i.e., peers behind network boundaries,
such as a NAT firewall. In addition, peers stay in
contact with each other to continuously update the peer
group and source data availability.
Peer communication is achieved via session SIP
messages. Each message has a message type and
carries a payload. The initial message is of type
“peer_join” that a new client peer sends to an existing
peer in the peer group. The payload of the message
contains the peer’s public key, which will later be used
to enable encrypted media delivery. The peer answers
with a list of peers that currently make up the peer
group. The “ping” message is sent periodically by
peers to each other to establish whether they can reach
each other: again, a peer that receives a “ping”
message answers with its current list of peers in the
peer group and its public key. Peers that have answered
to a message are maintained as “neighbor” peers and
will always by queried first. Another important type of
message is “query_media”, which inquires about which
media is available and maintained by the peer group.
The answer to this message is a list of which peers are
able to serve which parts of the available media. The
answer also provides communication details such as
the IP and port number at which a peer will serve up
frames of the media. Every peer constantly monitors
the rate of response it gets from the other peers and
adjusts its connections to the peers from which the
highest throughput rate can be achieved.
Figure 1 shows an example snapshot of a content
delivery network with one source, one bootstrap peer,
2 relay peers and one edge peer.
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Figure 1. Peer Group with source & active peers

The source is where the video data is produced,
encoded and made available. The bootstrap peer knows
the network location of the source. Peers connect to the
bootstrap peer first and then maintain sessions for the
duration of the download: the 2 relay peers and the
single edge peer maintain a peer group. The bootstrap
peer initially informs the peers in the peer group which
source to download from: peer 1 is fed directly from
the source; peer 2 joined somewhat later and is now
being served from the source and peer 1; the edge peer
joined last and is being served from peer 1 and peer 2.
In this example, peer 1 and 2 started out as edge peer,
but became relay peers once they had enough data to
start serving as intermediaries on the delivery path
from original source to ultimate consumer.

IV.

Figure 2. OghmaSip Login Screen

Figure 2 shows the login screen to our OghmaSIP
mobile client. It uses OpenID[6] user credentials and
allows to establish a connection to a bootstrap peer via
a web URL lookup. The client generates a pair of
public/private keys and sends “peer_join” message to
the bootstrap client.

JAVA IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation has 3 major components: a
typical source application, a typical relay peer, and an
edge peer to run on a mobile device. All 3 components
are implemented in Java. We chose the Android
platform to implement a proof-of-concept client for a
mobile device. Android is part of the Open Handset
Alliance [10]. Android is implemented in Java and
therefore offers a flexible and standard set of
communication
and
security
features.
The
communication among the peers within their peer
group uses session initiation protocol (SIP) messaging
based on the Sip2Peer library [16]. The actual media
exchange uses the Java implementation [13] of the
SCTP [14] transport layer protocol. In the following
we will first showcase the Android client, and then
present details of the relay peer implementation.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show three sample screen shots
taken from the Android system. They illustrate our
OghmaSIP media app.
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Figure 3. OghmaSip Available Video Streams
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Once the bootstrap peer has authenticated the new
peer it will respond with a list of available video
streams (Figure 3). After the user has made a selection,
the screen shown in Figure 4 appears.

Figure 4. OghmaSIP Video Delivery Screen

Once a sufficient read-ahead buffer has been
accumulated, the video stream starts playing on the
Android device.
We also provide a Java desktop implementation of a
peer. The typical peer is a “Relay” peer, i.e., it will
request media frames from the source, potentially show
them locally to a user, and then make these frames
available to other peers. Peers that wish to participate
in the content delivery must first locate media sources.
A peer will start by looking up the bootstrap peer via
its web advertisement. Like the mobile client, the
typical “relay” peer generates a public/private key pair
and sends a “peer_join” message to the bootstrap peer.
Figure 5 shows the relay peer’s graphical user interface
that tracks the peers in the peer group: the center of the
screen shows peers that have been accepted into the
P2P content delivery network; the bottom of the screen
shows a log of access requests from other peers.
Overlaid is a popup-screen showing the public key
information of a selected peer.
At least one source must exist for the content
delivery network to get started. The source first
advertises its bootstrap peer. It generates a PKI [11]
public/private key pair and transmits its public key to
the bootstrap peer. It then stands ready for data
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requests from clients. If a request from a client peer is
received, it looks up the client’s public key and uses a
Diffie-Hellman key agreement algorithm [12] to
produce a session key. The session is then used by the
source to encrypt all data that is sent to the client. Peers
that become “relay” peers use the same method to
encrypt frames as they are sent to other peers.
Our prototype uses the Java implementation [13] of
the SCTP [14] transport layer protocol. SCTP is
serving in a similar role as the popular TCP and UDP
protocols. It provides some of the same service features
of both, ensuring reliable, in-sequence transport of
messages with congestion control. We chose SCTP
because of its ability to deliver multimedia in multiple
streams. Once a client has established a SCTP
association with a server, packages can be exchanged
with high speed and low latency. Each association can
support multiple streams, where the packages that are
sent within one stream are guaranteed to arrive in
sequence. Each source can divide the original video
stream into set of streams meant to be displayed in an
overlay fashion. Streams can be arranged in a way that
the more streams are fully received by a client, the
better the viewing quality will be. The first stream is
used to deliver a basic low quality version of the video
stream. The second and consecutive streams will carry
frames that are overlaid onto the primary stream for the
purpose of increasing the quality. In our framework we
also use the additional streams to carry content that is
“added value”, such as advertising messages or
identifying logos. The ultimate client that displays the
content to a user will combine all streams into one
viewing experience.

Figure 5. Peergroup listing and security info
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a framework for new
content delivery networks that almost implements
access control for its participating peers. We have
described a prototype implementation that uses SIP
messaging to establish a P2P network, where a group
of peers disseminate information on which sources are
available to download from, and includes a Java-based
client for the Android platform for smart phones. Such
P2P content delivery has great potential to enable large
scale delivery of multimedia content. Our framework is
designed to enable content originators to assess the
potential reward from distributing the content to the
Internet. The reward is quantified as the value added at
each peer in the content delivery network and gauged
relative to the actual cost incurred in data delivery but
also correlated to the risk that such open delivery
poses.
Consider the scenario we described earlier in the
paper: a typical “viral” video found on a social
networking site: the video is captured on the fly, then
uploaded onto the site, stored and transmitted for free
and viewed by a large audience. The only entity that is
getting a reward is social media site, which
accompanies the video presentation with paid
advertising. The only benefit that the original source of
the video gets is notoriety. Using our model, the
original data owner can select other venues to make the
video available via a peer-to-peer approach. The
selection on who will participate can be based on how
much each peer contributes in terms of reward but also
risk. Peers will have an interest in being part of the
delivery network, much like Facebook and YouTube
have recognized its value. Peers might even add their
own value to the delivery and share the proceeds with
the original source. Whereas in the social media
approach the reward is only reaped by one, and the
original source has shouldered all the risk, i.e., lost all
reward from the content, our model will enable a more
equitable mechanism for sharing the cost and reward.
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Abstract—Customer loyalty systems that use barcode-based
cards have gained a lot of popularity in the last decades, resulting
in customer wallets that are overwhelmed with barcode-based
loyalty cards. In this paper, a solution for this problem is
provided. Based on general and market research of customer
loyalty systems, a customer loyalty system that uses NFC (Near
Field Communication) technology is designed that requires only
one NFC medium (e.g., an NFC-enabled smart card or an NFCenabled mobile device) for each customer, which is capable of
holding multiple virtual loyalty cards.
Index Terms—Customer loyalty, NFC, group loyalty, city
loyalty, NFC smart card, mobile NFC.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As an old proverb states: the customer is always right, and
nothing is more truthfully nowadays. Due to the current economical crisis and the rising expectations of the technologyenriched customers, the variableness and the switching behaviour of customers has increased significantly [1]. For this
reason, many companies are forced to turn into customercentric companies in order to attract new customers and retain
the existing ones.
In a customer-centric company, the focus lies on the needs
and behaviours of the customers instead of on the companys
internal drivers. One of the key factors of a customer-centric
company is customer loyalty, a very powerful tool for merchants [2]. By rewarding customers for their purchases, customers are retained. Furthermore, new and existing customers
are attracted by publicity campaigns, resulting in an increased
turnover. Research [1] has shown a revenue increase of 20%
per customer. Other advantages of a successful loyalty system
are marketing effectiveness, building true loyalty, increased
word of mouth (WoM) marketing, strengthened value and
brand proposition and increased long-term profits.
Existing loyalty systems are in need of improvement [3].
In this paper, a system is described that takes customer
loyalty to a higher level, giving both merchants and customers
new opportunities to enrich their relationship and build true
loyalty. Decreased marketing costs and increased marketing
effectiveness by using real-time sales data are the main benefits
for merchants.
NFC (Near Field Communication) technology is used as
enabler-technology to ensure an efficient and convenient usage
of the system. This very promising and relatively young
technology is slowly penetrating the market and has a number
of advantages over traditional loyalty systems technologies
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(e.g., loyalty points on a barcode-based medium and paper
strips for some short-term promotion).
This paper proposes a NFC-based loyalty system which allows the customer to use only one medium containing multiple
virtual loyalty cards. From a merchant point of view the main
advantage the system delivers is the easy implementation and
managing of a loyalty system by joining the platform.
In the following section, we give a description of the
concept of customer loyalty and in Section 3 we give a
brief overview of NFC technology. In Section 4 we discuss
the customer loyalty system. Section 5 handles about the
performed interviews. Future works can be found in Section 6
and finally, the conclusion of this paper is located in Section
7.
II. C USTOMER LOYALTY
The main focus of customer loyalty is to retain customers.
In order to achieve customer loyalty, a relationship between
a store or brand and the customer has to be built up. This is
done by rewarding loyal customers. A customer is considered
loyal when the customer actively participates in a loyalty
program. Promotions and other forms of publicity are also
used to increase the retaining rate of customers and to attract
new customers, who, hopefully, will be converted into loyal
customers.
Some examples of loyal customers rewards are a reduction
on the total price, a cash value, a free product, a reduction
on a specific product, a lottery game ticket (of a lottery game
organised by the store or company), a reduction in another
store or even a reduction in the customers parking ticket price.
A larger reward is likely to retain more customers, but also
decreases the revenue.
Coupons or promotion codes, which a customer can exchange for a reward, are also often used for attracting new
customers or for rewarding loyal customers. When the reward
is a free product or reduction, sometimes a catalogue is
available from which customers can choose their free product
or a product with reduction. A membership card is a kind
of loyalty card as the members can be considered as loyal
customers that are entitled to a reward.
A distinction can be made between issuers, who want to
increase the loyalty of their own products or brand, and
merchants, who want to increase the loyalty of their stores,
which offer a wide range of products. In this paper, the focus
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lies on merchants because issuers only distribute coupons, not
loyalty cards.
In order to increase loyalty, customers must be satisfied
about the given reward and the received publicity. Because no
customer is the same, there is no one-size-fits-all solution for
delivering rewards and making publicity. Therefore, the concept of customer segmentation, where customers are divided
into groups with each their specific characteristics regarding
loyalty, is used. In this way, customers are better targeted
by the publicity campaigns and more satisfied about the
given rewards, thus increasing the customer loyalty. However,
if the customer segmentation is done badly, customers will
receive rewards and publicity in which they are not interested,
resulting in customer churn. Its therefore important that good
analysis of the customers is performed and optimally used in
order to make a profitable loyalty system.
Research of Accenture [1] summarizes this in a three-step
scheme. The first step is about knowing the customer in order
to choose good segmentation criteria. The second step is all
about customer-centric marketing (the actual publicity to lure
customers to the store). The rewarding of loyal customers is
discussed in the third step.
As loyalty can be increased by dividing the customers
into groups, we can state that an optimal loyalty level can
be reached by examining each customer separately. This
approach is called one-to-one marketing [4]. Using one-to-one
marketing, fully customized campaigns can be generated to
reach the customers optimally and to boost loyalty. There can
also be a much faster response to the increasingly switching
behaviour of customers.
In order to measure the success of a loyalty system, so
called loyalty or marketing factors must be carefully chosen
and constantly measured. Those loyalty factors will determine
the success of the chosen rewards and incentives, and the
chosen customer segmentation.
Marketing agents have to keep in mind to make offers
compelling but not too intrusive in order not to spam the
customers. It is after all the customer that decides to opt-in to
the promotions or not. Also, if customers take advantage of
the system and better organise their redemptions, the system
will have less impact [5]. Systems like mFero [6] or Puntavista
[7], which help the customer to choose the best reward, reduce
the complexity of choosing the best reward at the POS (pointof-sale) and could reduce the impact as well.
Todays younger generation uses smartphones intensively but
good examples of mobile marketing are still hard to find.
Research has shown that people care more of losing their cell
phone than their wallet [8] and that 75% of the people take
their cell phone with them everywhere [3]. Keeping that in
mind, it is no surprise that mobile marketing is a hot topic
nowadays. Customers that can be reached everywhere and
at any time, using a different amount of technologies, make
the customers mobile device an ideal marketing medium. The
wide range of technologies that a smartphone offers can be
used to for time based and/or location based loyalty at low
cost.
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III. NFC TECHNOLOGY
NFC (Near Field Communication) technology is a closerange communication technology with a typical operating
distance of approximately 10 cm [9]. Its operating frequency
is 13.56MHz. In 2003, NFC has been approved as ISO/IEC
standard making it a very modern technology.
Next to its shorter distance and other operating frequency,
NFC differs from other technologies such as RFID, Bluetooth,
ZigBee, IrDA and Wi-Fi by a slower data rate [10]. The
maximum data rate of NFC is 424 kB/s. This small data rate is
no problem, as the size of the by NFC transmitted information
is usually small as well.
NFC is, due to its short operating range, said to be very
secure. However, research [11] has proven that some important related security issues like eavesdropping, data corruption, data modification, data insertion and man-in-the-middleattacks remain. Solutions are available but not always easy to
implement.
Typical NFC applications are smart posters, payment or
ticketing and loyalty. Many different NFC trials in countries
around the world have been held from those applications.
However, during the last years the research about NFC has
focussed primarily on mobile NFC [8]. Mobile NFC is the
integration of NFC in mobile phones whereby mobile payment
systems are primarily very popular nowadays.
IV. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
The idea behind the system described in this paper is that
customers can replace all their loyalty cards with one NFC
medium. This medium could be an NFC card or, in the
future, an NFC GSM, which most customers already carry
with them. This should be well accepted by customers since
they are overwhelmed with paper vouchers and plastic loyalty
cards nowadays. Issuers and merchants have lower costs and
are more eco-friendly since theres no need for printing and
distributing paper vouchers or catalogues.
A customer then only needs one NFC medium that is usable
in different stores. Many actions can be automated, reducing
processing time at the terminal. NFC is also said to be faster
since there is no need for searching for a loyalty card in the
customers wallet as this is automatically done by the terminal
[5]. The tap and go functionality of NFC devices allows
the customer to perform more intuitive actions which makes
NFC an easy-to-use technology and results in an increased
impulsive buying behaviour.
Since multiple stores use the same medium, the price can
be split among them. Also, a medium already owned by the
customer could be used, reducing the medium costs to zero. A
disadvantage is that the branding aspect of traditional loyalty
cards is lost, but the customers interface can be used for better,
more personalised publishing resulting in increased customer
loyalty.
A. System, terminals and mediums structure
The system consists of a backend which contains the
webserver and database, terminals which are located at the
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POS (point-of-sale) in the stores, NFC mediums (possessed
by the customers) and a website as an online interface for
both customers and merchants. This is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1.

System overview

An online architecture is used, meaning that all data is
stored in the central database and the customers medium
is only used for identification. The data is accessible via
the online interface of the customers and merchants in realtime, which enables real-time monitoring of the customers
(marketing information) on the merchants interface. The online
medium and terminal architecture is needed to ensure this realtime data on the backend and website.
All operations (processing of the data) are performed on
the backend (alternative is on the terminals) which enables
efficient updating of the software. When implementing a new
condition (see Section 4.3), only the code on the backend
needs to be modified, all terminals can use the new backend
code without need for updating. Also, when there are multiple
branches of a store, all the data is already centralised; so, no
additional synchronisation is needed (in contrary to when all
or part of the data would be stored at the terminals).
Choosing an online architecture for the medium makes the
system medium independent as only an identification number
needs to be saved on the medium and all mediums support
this. The most common NFC mediums are NFC smart cards
and mobile NFC devices, as discussed in the previous Section.
However, mobile NFC devices have not yet penetrated the
market sufficiently, but NFC smart cards have (reaching even
95% penetration in Hong Kong) [8]. Therefore, smart cards
are currently the most suited medium to use.
With 2011 that is announced as a promising year for mobile
NFC, the breakthrough of mobile NFC will not last much
longer, so the use of mobile NFC devices is supported by the
loyalty system in order to be future proof. Its a small step
to port NFC cards to mobile NFC devices. The intermediate
solutions towards mobile NFC devices that currently exist,
NFC stickers and NFC MicroSD cards, could also be used
as a solution for the current absence of mobile NFC devices
[12].
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Because all data is stored in the database on the backend, an
OTA transaction is required when us ing a mobile NFC device
to consult this data. A semi-offline mobile NFC medium would
not require an OTA transmission but as the new generation of
smartphones all support mobile internet and the current price
of mobile internet is descending, this should not be a problem.
An online architecture requires no memory storage on the
medium (which is limited in size). This leaves room for other
applications, it enables the possibility to have multiple users
per medium and backups can easily be managed since all data
is centrally available on the backend. A backup could be used
to restore the data of a stolen medium which can be blacklisted
instantly.
The only disadvantage of an online system is that the
terminals require a constant connection with the backend to
access the database. This is more expensive than a nonconstant connection, the used terminals have to support network connections and there is the possibility that the connection is broken. However, using a buffer, in case of a broken
connection the system can switch to a limited operation mode
where it is still possible for customers to gain loyalty points but
not to redeem them (see Section 4.4). In this way, customers
still have to come back to the store (where loyalty is all about),
so the system is still effective. The connection should be
restored as soon as possible to ensure a full operating system
in which customers can also redeem items so the customers
loyalty experience remains positive.
Considering the terminals, three different terminals were
implemented. Firstly, loyalty functionality was added to an
online mobile terminal, the ACR880 GPRS Portable Smart
Card Terminal. Secondly, an online fixed desktop pay desk
was implemented and extended with an NFC reader, barcode reader, eID reader and loyalty functionality. Finally, the
same fixed desktop terminal was implemented and extended
with loyalty functionality to work in a semi-offline manner,
which means processing the data on the terminal and logging
all resulting data to the backend system at regular times.
Advantages of this approach are no need for a constant
connection with the backend and the ability to use productspecific conditions without the need for the product database
to exist on the backend. The data on the backend (and the
interface) is not real-time. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 dont apply to
this terminal type as the data processing and management are
not system-specific.
B. Support for different kinds of loyalty
Normal loyalty fits the scenario of stores with possible
multiple branches with each one or more terminals per store.
The following kinds are supported as well so more customers
can be reached. All the different kinds of loyalty can be
combined at will.
If a store has already an electronic barcode-based loyalty
system in place, this system can be replaced by storing the
barcode of the current loyalty card of a customer on the
customers medium. An extra module would be needed in the
terminals to support the NFC mediums in the system and to
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log all data to the backend system. The semi-offline terminal
could be used for this purpose. The advantage of this approach
is obviously the support for existing barcode based loyalty
system, which are very popular nowadays.
Group loyalty fits the scenarios of common loyalty points
for a group of stores with each possible multiple branches and
one or more terminals per store. The problem arises that the
points have a monetary value. For example, customer X gains
499 points in store A after 10 visits, then gains 1 point in store
B (1 visit) and receive a reduction of 5 (promotion says: for
each 500 points, you receive a reduction of 5 ). This would
mean that store B would pay for 1 visit in store B and 10
visits in store A which isnt correct.
This money mismatch requires all transactions to be logged
to make regular money exchanges between all participation
stores possible. Another option is that the stores can buy
and sell the points from and to the system. Points need to
be available on-the-fly and a store should never run out of
points. Due the systems online infrastructure, this could be
implemented without much effort. The monetary value of
points also raises the need for increased security of the system.
Advantages for the participating stores are not only raised
profits due to the increased foot traffic but shared publicity
costs as well.
As an extension of group loyalty, city loyalty additionally
has third-party payment devices in the loyalty environment,
e.g., a parking meter. Cities are found the most suitable places
to perform this kind of loyalty, hence the name, but city loyalty
is not restricted to cities at all, e.g., shopping malls are also
a perfect location. The advantages of group loyalty remain.
In addition, when using this kind of loyalty, customers find
themselves in a complete loyalty environment, which they are
yet more likely to return to.
Next to store-specific loyalty, product-specific loyalty is also
an option as stated in Section 2. When enough stores use
the system, cross-store product-specific promotions (branding)
could be organised by the manufacturers, bringing new players
to the loyalty ecosystem.
C. Promotions configuration
A difference is made between receiving points and receiving
a reward (redeeming points). Both are triggered by conditions.
There can be different kinds of conditions implemented.
Examples of receive conditions are: receiving points for each
visit, receiving points as a function of the total price, receiving
points as a function of the price of a specific product or
receiving a fixed amount of points for each visit. There are
also different kinds of rewards as discussed in Section 2. All
rewards are triggered by an amount of points.
When a promotion is configured, a merchant chooses which
receive and redeem conditions to use. Minimum one of each is
required but multiple conditions can be combined at will. Each
chosen condition needs to be configured. The system can easily be expanded with new conditions, not requiring updating
the terminals due the online architecture as mentioned above.
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Multiple promotions are possible on a stores virtual loyalty
card just as this is now the case with traditional loyalty
systems.
D. Use cases
1) Normal flow: The following steps summarise the general
customer flow at the terminal.
1) The cashier enters all products
2) The cashier asks the customer to put the medium on the
reader
3) The cashier asks the customers which promotions and
items of that promotions the customer wants to receive
points for
4) The customers choice is sent to the backend and processed, a list of available rewards is returned. If this is
the first time a customer uses the loyalty card in that
store, a virtual loyalty card is created automatically. If
this is the first time a customer uses the promotion on
the virtual loyalty card of that store, a counter is created
automatically.
5) The cashier asks the customers which rewards the customer wants to collect. If a customer doesnt select a
reward, no points are redeemed. This enables a customer
to save for a certain reward, e.g., 100 points give a free
magazine and 200 points give a free book, etc. Another
possibility is that the reward is e.g., a free hamburger
and that the customer already bought food and wants to
postpone the reward to the next visit.
6) The customers choice is sent to the backend and processed.
7) Next customer.
Some of the promotion items to receive points and receive
a reward are chosen automatically. This is configured by the
merchant on the merchants part of the website.
Received points can be added to the points balance before
there is checked if enough points are available to receive a
reward or afterwards. This is also configured by the merchant
on the merchant part of the website. If afterwards, this means
the customer will have to return to the store in order to retrieve
the award (which is the basic of loyalty, letting customers
return to the store).
2) New customer flow: Customers can start saving points
immediately after receiving their medium in the store and
providing their eID information the first time they use their
medium to save points.
The systems goal is to increase loyalty. In order to achieve
this goal, merchants must have access to information of their
customers. This information is obtained when an NFC medium
is used for the first time to ensure every new customer provides
this information.
Customers will have the choice between using an eID reader
or handover the eID to the cashier which will enter the data
manually in a form (in order to ensure correct data). The
manual option is for customers who fear their privacy as it
is unclear for the customers which data is obtained from their
eID.
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The advantage of using an eID reader for entering the
customers information is the reduced processing time. Instead
of paper registration forms that need to be processed (manually
entered in a computer system), this is done automatically, the
customers eID data is even available in real-time. In addition,
the entered eID data has a very low error-rate.
Following steps summarise the new customer flow at the
terminal.
1) A new customer asks for and receives an NFC card (or
uses an already owned NFC medium)
2) The cashier enters all products
3) The cashier asks the customer to put the medium on the
reader
4) The cashier asks the customers which promotions and
items of that promotions the customers want to receive
points for
5) The customers choice is sent to the backend and processed, a list of available rewards is returned. If this is
the first time a customer uses the loyalty card in that
store, a virtual loyalty card is created automatically. If
this is the first time a customer uses the promotion on
the virtual loyalty card of that store, a counter is created
automatically.
6) The cashier gets a notification that the customer is a
new customer. The customer is asked to handover the
customers eID card.
7) The cashier reads out the eID card or enters the data of
the eID card manually (if preferred so by the customer)
8) The cashier asks the customers which rewards the customer wants to collect If a customer doesnt select a
reward, no points are redeemed. This enables a customer
to save for a certain reward, e.g., 100 points give a free
magazine and 200 points give a free book, etc. Another
possibility is that the reward is e.g., a free hamburger
and that the customer already bought food and wants to
postpone the reward to the next visit.
9) The customers choice and eID data is sent to the backend and processed. An un-activated customer website
account with the eID data linked to is created at the
backend.
10) The customers registration code is printed on the cash
ticket.
11) Next customer.
After using their medium for the first time, customers can
(optionally) register an account on the website interface using
their registration code which is printed on the cash ticket.

other news via advertising on the pages. Finally, each store has
also its own information page with the stores address details,
a map, opening hours and other information.
Customers can also add additional profile data using the
website as an extension to the eID data as this data is not
complete (e.g., phone numbers are missing). The customers
email address is retrieved during the registration process.
F. Merchant interface
On the merchant interface (website), merchants can manage
the promotions of their store. Each store has its own space on
the website with information about the store such as the stores
address, opening hours and general information.
Merchants have access to the points balance and history
of their customers, the (relevant) eID information of their
customers and other marketing information of their customers
and promotions which allows them to increase loyalty. Different graphs and other tools are available, e.g., a map with all
addresses of their customers in order to view the distance to
the store or a graph that shows the amount of customers that
visited the store during the past week.
V. S ECURITY & PRIVACY
Various security levels were implemented in the system.
Firstly, all communication between the backend system and
clients (website users and terminals) is encrypted using SSL.
Secondly, Web pages or web services require authentication
(expect the public pages). Finally, each user or terminal is
restricted to see only the appropriate data. The system should
prohibit data duplication (points). This is obtained by securing
the backend, all data is stored there.
Considering the privacy, access to customers data (personal
data and loyalty data) is restricted to merchants of stores where
customers have a virtual loyalty card. One is considered a
customer of a store if a virtual loyalty card of that store exists.
By visiting a store, a customer opts-in to that store and a virtual
loyalty card is created, giving the merchant of that store access
to that customers profile information.
The eID reader brings privacy issues with it as well. Laws
exist that protect the customers privacy and that should not be
ignored and, as discussed above, an alternative to the eID is
provided by giving the option to let cashier manually insert
the eID data in to the system.
Confidence agreements between merchants and the system
administrators have to be made as well. Those regard the
loyalty and sales data of the stores which should not be sold
to third-party organisations by the systems administrators.

E. Customer interface
Customers have an online, browser based interface (website)
on which they can view the stores of which they have a
virtual card and view their points balance and history of each
promotion. In their account settings they can opt-in and opt-out
to various aspects of the system so at any time their privacy
is guaranteed.
All stores that use the system and their promotions can be
viewed. Customers are informed about new promotions and
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VI. I NTERVIEWS
7 interviews were held in 5 different stores, ranging from
small local stores to national stores with multiple branches.
The currently used loyalty mediums vary from none to paper
and barcode cards. Both normal loyalty and group loyalty were
encountered.
The system was well accepted in all stores. The same goes
for the NFC technology. Merchants find NFC easy to use and
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faster than traditional loyalty mediums. The possibility to optin to the loyalty system and keep the existing (barcode) loyalty
system was found to be a good alternative.
The opinions about the competition between the stores when
using a shared medium and the loss of the mediums publicity
aspect are divided. However, everyone is enthusiast about the
possibilities of the online platform. The customer interface
and the merchant interface were found well-thought out and
complete.
The layout and usability of the website were rated very
high. None of the interviewees found any missing parts in
the interface pages. We made the suggestion of adding billing
information on the interface but this was found not needed
and to complex and confusing for the customers by the
interviewees.
The interviewees have, as expected, wishes for some specific information of the customers regarding their preferences
(store-specific marketing data). Further, the interviewees liked
that the offers and publicity can be personalised using the
marketing data on the website and noticed this is already
possible with their current loyalty system but not done as it
takes to much effort. Loyalty on product level is a requirement
of the larger stores. The small stores were only interested in
the basic functionality of the system. Social media integration
was also well accepted by all stores. See the next Section for
more information about those items.
The use of an eID reader to collect customer information
was also well accepted. Some of the stores admitted that they
never used the collected paper forms because the processing
took too long while other stores simply dont gather customer
information due the manual processing.
Finally, privacy of the customers was found to be a delicate
subject. The interviewees are very aware of the fact that
customer privacy should not be ignored.
VII. F UTURE WORKS
A. Backend
Barcode replacement, group loyalty, city loyalty, productspecific loyalty (branding) and combinations of those, discussed in Section 4.2 are not implemented yet and can be
added to the system.
Not all conditions, discussed in section 4.3, are implemented
yet. Note that the implementation of product-specific conditions will require product information to be stored in the
backend database as this data is needed for the processing
of the product-specific conditions which takes place on the
backend. The product data is also needed on the terminals to
ensure a fast barcode/price lookup. Product-specific conditions
are currently implemented on the semi-offline fixed desktop
terminal, avoiding the need for a product database on the
backend.
On the merchant interface managing the advertising (adding
and removing ads), new graphs on the marketing pages and
a marketing data export functionality, to export the marketing
data to a more advanced CRM (customer relationship management) program, could be implemented. The marketing data
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should be usable to segment customer into groups and ideally
to perform one-to-one marketing by generating more personalised advertising (on the customer interface), publishing (via
folders and mailings) and promotions based on the customers
preferences. This can already be obtained but is not yet fully
automated which is required in order to provide a full surplus
to the system. When a store has multiple branches, it should
be possible to manage those branches and filter the marketing
data per branch.
Both on the customer and merchant interface newsletter
functionality and/or a news page per store could be implemented. Also, integration with social media is possible.
Merchants and customers could opt-in to a loyalty system
where the customers social media is used for publishing in
exchange for loyalty points (given to the customers). The
online interface can also be used to provide support towards
the customers and merchants.
The billing part for the merchants needs to be implemented.
A flat fee could be used or the billing could be directly based
on advertising, server space (database space), the number of
terminals, the number of customers the number of website
users, the number of distributed NFC cards and/or NFC GSMs
and/or other parameters.
B. Terminals
The buffer functionality, discussed in section 4.1 is not yet
implemented on some of the terminals. Also, the customer
flow is not fully implemented on the terminals. The selection of promotion receive and redeem items (including auto
selected items) is not possible.
The customer flow at the terminal and or the website can
be extended to show the rewards a customer may expect
next visit. It should be possible for the cashier to manually
enter a custom amount of loyalty points instead of choosing a
predefined promotion in order to make corrections or to make
a one-time loyalty receive or redeem transaction.
Modifying the eID data should be done via the eID reader
or form on the terminals, instead of via the website, to ensure
correct eID data of the customers. Customers should still be
able to modify the additional customer information via the
website (email address, phone numbers, etc.).
When the system is combined with an NFC payment
system, even faster processing times at the terminals can be
achieved.
C. Mediums
New possibilities arise when an NFC smartphone is used as
medium as discussed in section 4.1. The customers and/or merchants interface can be accessed using a mobile web browser
or a smartphone application. A smartphone application is
preferred due the higher user-friendliness. Such an application
requires OTA application management (downloading, installation, updating and removal).
It is also possible to perform P2P (peer-to-peer) transactions
using NFC smartphones. This functionality could be used for
exchanging points between customers (if permitted).
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The system can be extended by Smart Posters (only work
with active NFC mediums such as an NFC smartphone) or
Smart Kiosks (also work with passive mediums such as an
NFC smartcard). When using a Smart Poster or Smart Kiosk
a semi-offline medium is required. Using a mobile NFC device
and an OTA connection with the backend, a semi-offline
medium could be emulated, enabling the use of a Smart Poster.
Finally, if required, a terminal page on the merchant interface or a terminal smartphone application could be implemented.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
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After performing extended market research and literature
research an NFC customer loyalty system is developed that
bundles all advantages of NFC technology and traditional
customer loyalty systems.
An online system architecture is found to be the best
choice and an online platform is created. An optimal customer
flow is designed to ensure a convenient and user-friendly
loyalty experience. During the implementation process there
was ensured at any time that the system was as generic as
possible. The system has been tested extensively. Convenience,
speed, security and privacy were fully considered.
Next to normal loyalty, other kinds of loyalty such as group
loyalty and city loyalty are supported. Its also possible to
extend existing loyalty systems to interoperate with the system.
The backend framework, the website (customer, merchant
and public interfaces) and the web services for the terminals
are implemented. The Event Wallet Mifare Desfire NFC smart
card is used as medium. Three different kinds of terminals
are implemented. The mediums are portable to mobiles NFC
devices, making the system future proof.
The interviews learn that the choices that were made during
the research and implementation phase are correct. Merchants
are waiting for automated one-to-one marketing and an online
platform is preferred. This customer and merchant interface
is found to be complete and user-friendly, because most users
are familiar with web interfaces.
Considered future works, there are a lot of possibilities to
go from now, also due the generic structure of the system.
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Abstract— This paper describes the Amazon-on-Earth project
that enables users to look for, navigate to and find objects of
interest inside a physical space. We implemented a working
prototype system in one of the libraries on our campus and ran
a user study to see if there was any advantage to using the
system relative to the existing library information services.
Results show that subjects using our service were able to find
information about a book 35% faster and were able to navigate
to a book 52% faster. We also found that the control group
made four times as many navigational errors and had to ask
for help five times more than the experimental group.
Measuring qualitative variables we found that subjects using
our system rated the ease of finding the book in the library as
easier than the control group and felt more positive towards
the service. The results make it clear that the use of such a
service can substantially help a user find an object inside a
space in a faster, easier and more pleasant fashion. We end the
paper by pointing out a number of shortcomings of the system
and how they might be dealt with.
Keywords- Indoor Navigation; Mobile Phone; QR Code

I.

INTRODUCTION

For a number of years now, efforts have been made in
research and product circles to enable digital information
services within the context of real world scenarios. The
growing sector of powerful Smartphones with their multiple
embedded sensors and networking systems have made them
a prime focus in consumer based location based services.
These have spawned a number of commercial systems that
can point out relevant physical services close to a person’s
current location [3, 6]. Such systems are mostly used while
driving or walking near or within a shopping area. While our
system uses location as an important dimension, we focus on
using indoor navigation to enable users to find objects in the
physical world and to interact with them. Thus, our “objects”
do not transmit their existence to the world (there are simply
too many of them to make this feasible)- but once a user
using our navigation maps finds them, the system enables a
number of relevant functions to be enacted in relation to the
object.
This paper has the following structure: we start with a
short section about previous related work. We then describe
the system we have built and present the empirical study we
have run to test its effectiveness. We then present the results
of our study and end with a discussion of shortcomings and
how the system can be improved.
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II.

RELATED WORK

1) Mobile Interaction with the Real World
Smith et al. [15] presented a prototype for mobile retail
and product annotation services. Their system enabled the
user to scan the object’s barcode and receive relevant
information about that object which was found on existing
web services such as Amazon.com. Their system used a
special purpose barcode scanner to decode the object’s ID
for further querying (since then, 1D and 2D visual tag
decoding software have become available for most
Smartphone systems). But their system did not help users
find an object within a physical space, nor to conduct a
transaction to buy the object if the user wished to. Many
additional research projects have focused on this space in the
last few years, i.e., [3][4][7][13].
Broll et al. [4] present models for tag – service
interfacing. The physical tag (be it a visual barcode or a Near
Field Communication (NFC) RFID tag) was used as
shortcuts to online services. Henze et al. [7] go further by
showing how the camera can be used not only to decode
visual tags, but also as a tool to create visual (photo based)
tags in the real world. Although interesting, these systems
only focus on linking a physical device to online services
without exploring navigation per se.

Figure 1: Visual Contextual Bookmarks [6].

Rukzio et al. [13] explored different tag based services
but focused mostly on how tags can be used to enable phonebased discovery and access to online services. Using NFC
tags embedded inside public posters, a user can walk up to a
poster, visually identify the NFC enabled functions as
landing spots on the poster and activate the services by
touching their NFC enabled phone to the landing spots.
More relevant to our work, Serra, Caboni and Marotto
[14] showed the use of 2d barcodes as part of an initial
indoor navigation system, but they used barcodes only as
URL addresses to download maps of an indoor space onto a
mobile phone.
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2) Indoor Navigation
Nokia Research [9] ran a public trial of their Locate
Sensor system in the Kamppi shopping center in Helsinki in
2009. The system enables mobiles phones to track and
present the location of special tags on the phone’s screen. In
this case the use was mostly for advertising- enabling a
person to look for a specific store in the shopping center and
receive promotional coupons relevant to their location. But
their system relied on the use of special purpose hardware.
Puikkonen et al. [12] tested a WIFI based indoor
navigation system in the Kamppi Mall also. Their system
showed the location of the user on the map, but at very low
precision (resolution was about 50 meters- meaning that it
could localize a person to the level of a section of the Mall
and no more). Although such services show future promise,
the low resolution exhibited makes them of limited use for
most cases.

Another point of interest in their system was that they
kept the camera on at all times and had it continuously
search for tags in the environment, automatically updating
the location on the map when a marker was seen. Although
this seems promising from a user interface point of view,
they admit that such an approach was deemed impractical in
their real world tests since it consumed too much power and
depleted the battery too fast. Additionally, although their
system could show the last seen marker location on the map,
their system did not generate navigation paths to a target
location for the user.
Nokia research recently [10] showed a prototype of their
Indoor Navigator system using the Nokia High Accuracy
Indoor Positioning system. In demos presented at the Nokia
World Conference in 2010 they seem to show very high
precision, but we have not seen any research presenting their
capabilities systematically. Although simpler to install and
maintain than previously mentioned high precision systems,
it still needs the installation of special purpose positioning
equipment.
III.

Figure 2: Kamppi Indoor Shopping Service [11].

Mulloni et. al. [8] developed and tested the Signpost
indoor navigation system. After implementation they focused
on studying end user’s feedback about the ease and
usefulness of the system. They compared the user ratings for
a simple 2D map view with no location information in it, a
more advanced model using discrete point localization (using
2D barcodes) that shows the location of the last seen marker
and a third and most sophisticated model using a simulation
of a real time indoor GPS (using a wizard of Oz approach
where an operator would walk behind the subjects and
update the location on the application). They found that
discrete localization was seen as easier to use and more
useful than the simple map approach, whereas the real time
indoor GPS simulation was deemed most useful. Since it is
not practical to have an operator walk behind every user, the
most relevant result of their study in our opinion is that they
show that indoor navigation using 2D barcodes is a realistic
and useful approach.

AMAZON-ON_EARTH LIBRARY NAVIGATOR

Our Amazon on Earth Library Navigator project explores
a method of enabling map-based navigation inside a physical
space, but with the added value of being able to show the
user their last known or current location as well as being able
to generate a navigation path to a wanted target, all without
the need for any specialized or expensive localization
hardware. Our service also offers pre and post object finding
services. This project is a continuation and improvement of
our previous work [5].
A. Description
Our project focuses on enabling a person with the
following main capabilities:
• Search for information about an object they are
interested in
• Physically find that object in an indoor space via a
navigation path drawn on a map
• Receive recommendations about relevant alternative
objects
• Pick-up-n-Go: Pick the object up, purchase the
object, and carry it out of a store.
1) System Test Location
We implemented the system in one of the libraries on our
campus. The reason for this was proximity and ease of
access, and should not be taken to mean that we are focusing
only on libraries. The opposite is true - a library to us is a
representation of a physical retail store. Such a store has
stock (the books), a physical space to view the stock and
handle it (the book cases and desks), and a checkout counter
where people can buy (borrow) the books. To us, such a
system is conceptually equivalent to retail stores, while
allowing us to explore and test flows and methods without
the obvious difficulties involved in using a real store
location.

Figure 3: Signpost Indoor Navigation System [8].
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2) Scenarios
The AoE Library Navigator system enables our users to
perform the following scenarios:
a) Finding Information about a book
Our user is looking for a specific book they need for their
work. They go to our web site and run a search for the book
(using key words, author names or ISBN number). They
receive an information page about the book and can browse
the information that has been gathered from the Google
Books and Amazon web sites using their public application
programming interfaces (API’s). Information about a book
can also be accessed by scanning the barcode on the book
with our application. This process returns the ISBN number
that is then fed into our web-based query system, returning
the same information page.

b) Adding a book to their personal list
If they are interested in the book, they can enter it into
their book list after signing in to the system. They can now
go to the “store” to view the book, and check it out.
c) Navigating to the book in the library
Once they arrive at the library, they launch the AoE
Library Navigator mobile application and select the book
they are interested in. This brings up a navigation map that
shows them the path they need to take in order to reach the
book. If they navigate properly, they will reach the bookcase
that holds the book they are looking for. If they get lost, they
can walk to one of a number of public and centrally located
navigation tags and scan them or alternatively, take any book
from the shelves and scan its barcode. This will give them a
new map with an updated path to reaching the bookcase.

Figure 4: AoE Library Navigator Web Site Book Information Screen
Figure 7: AoE Library Navigator: Navigate Screens

If they find that the book is not there, they can get
information about additional books that can be relevant for
them. The other books can be scanned using their bar codes
and available information can be viewed.
d) Taking the book with them
Lastly, if the user wants to take the book with them, they
can select the Check Out option under the book screen and
receive feedback that the book has been successfully
checked out and that they can take it with them.

Figure 5: AoE Library Navigator Phone Book Information Screen

Figure 8: AoE Library Navigator: Check Out Screens

Figure 6: AoE Library Navigator: Tag Based Information Search: Scanning
the book barcode initiates a web based search
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B. Technical Description
Figure 4-18 presents the main Amazon-on-Earth Library
Navigator (AoE) system modules:
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Figure 9: AoE library navigator architecture

1) External databases
• EXTERNAL COMMENTS DB: Uses Google Book
information and Amazon’s ratings and opinions.
Enables us to shows this information for any book in
the library.
• EXTERNAL BOOKS DB: Use the library’s web site as
the main search database. Since the library would
not allow us to interface directly to their internal
database, we access the book database by sending
HTTP queries directly through their public web site.
• MAPPING SYSTEM: A mapping database that
interfaces with our Map Middleware and returns
results as text (may include links to maps stored on
the web).
2) Book Comments Database Manager (BCDM)
An item may have several servers where users’
comments are stored. The BCDM layer supplies a
convenient abstraction for multiplexing comments from and
to several DBs. This allows us to present a single interface
where the user can see comments that were created internally
by library visitors as well as externally via the Amazon and
Google books APIs.
3) Internal comments DB
Since not all DBs are writeable, this DB is used to store
local users’ comments.
4) Users DB
Stores data regarding users who are eligible to access the
system (i.e., User names, passwords, and custom data: “My
Books”, Preferences and user privileges).
5) Item interface
This is an interface for generalized access to information
about an item. The information is separated into 3 subcategories:
• INFO: General information for identifying and
describing the specific item.
• POSITION: Positioning (global and/or local, absolute
and relative to a given point)
• COMMENTS: Getting/adding comments capabilities
(might use the BCDM interface if many sources for
comments are available).
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6) Mobile Client Application
The mobile part of the service is enabled via a native
Android application. The application is responsible for:
• Preserving the internal state of the user’s requests
• Initiating requests to the server(s) based upon
requests.
• Parsing data returned from server(s) as response to
requests.
• Displaying the incoming data.
• Interacting with Physical World Objects via the
Physical World Connectivity Module
7) The Physical World Connectivity (PWC) Module
This module is responsible for acquiring and analyzing
information from the world in the following methods:
• 1D/2D barcodes
• Keyboard input
• Optional: RFID and Voice Recognition
Output of this module is unified for all acquisition
methods. At this point in time only 1D/2D barcodes and
Keyboard input are supported. Adding RFID and Voice
recognition is relatively simple. Voice input is already
available via the Android input method, but the results will
need to be parsed appropriately for our use. RFID input will
soon be available via the NFC interfaces that are starting to
be used in the newest Android phones (i.e., Nexus S in Dec
2010).

Figure 10: Navigation Tag and Resulting Map

8) Map Middleware System
The system includes a Library Map descriptor and
Location Pattern Convertor (what we call the Map Engine).
We use the Dijkstra algorithm for finding the shortest path in
a directed graph between a start location and the target
location. The system converts any possible location string
that might be received from an external source (such as websites or similar) to one of the targets in the map. In other
words, this function connects between any string (from
decoded Tags) to the set of strings used as location
names/aliases in the map.
We developed a Map Builder desktop application that
makes it easy to insert new maps into the system and then
connect between a textual target and their symbolic location
on the map. The result is a database with relations between a
symbolic code and their symbolic location on the represented
maps.
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continue from there. This allows us to break the navigation
into easier to understand paths for the user and also leaves
more screen real estate free for showing the largest graphic
possible.

Figure 11: AoE Library map builder

Figure 14: AoE library navigator: navigation map to the target book
Figure 12: Relating symbolic location to visual map

The Output of the Map Engine is:
• A graphic representation of the Map. Draws a line
on top of the map to mark the resulting path.
• An ordered list of Edges. Indicating the x,y
coordinates of the starting and ending points relative
to the graphics coordinates.
• An ordered list of Strings. These are the textual
directions relevant to the layer being shown.
We have created some enhancements to the Dijkstra
algorithm. First is Angle Testing with built in thresholds to
determine if the instructions should be “Go straight”, “Turn
Right” or “Turn left”. We then use Edge Grouping to enable
us to present simpler instructions to the user: instead of [go
straight to shelf 1àgo straight to shelf 2 à go straight to
shelf 3] we get [go straight to shelf 3].
We initially developed a Java prototype on a Sony
Feature-phone but later changed to the Android platform.

C. Implementation
We implemented the system using a mixture of web
based and native mobile technologies. The server modules
were written in Python, and hosted within an Apache HTTP
server. The mapping application was implemented in .NET
and it created an XML map file for the library, above which
the navigation path was drawn at run time with Python. The
Databases were implemented in SQL Lite. The check out
part of the scenario used HTTP POST to write to a Check
out service on the HTTP server. The checkout station used a
barcode scanner interfaced to a netbook computer that in turn
was connected to an Arduino Microcontroller system for
activating the demagnetizer. The check out system worked
but because of time and financial constraints was not hooked
up to a demagnetizing station- so although a book could be
checked on the phone, and the barcode scanning system
could check with the service that it was in fact checked out
and could be taken out, the book had to be manually
demagnetized.
IV.

Figure 13: Android based Aoe library navigator

The navigation screen presents the navigation broken up
into floor-sized sections. So if a path necessitates moving
through more than one floor, the navigation on the first part
will steer the user to the stairs and tell them to travel to the
additional floor. The second part of the navigation will
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USER STUDY

A. Method
We sent out a call for subjects and recruited students
from departments at the University that are located on a
separate campus at the other side of the city. This was to
ensure that they were not acquainted with the physical
premises of the library. Subjects were invited at 30-minute
increments and were tested alone.
Subjects first read a general explanation about the test
procedure in which it was made clear to them that there is no
correct or incorrect performance. We asked them to act as
naturally as possible and that in the performance of the tasks
they were given they could ask for help from anyone in the
building except for the tester.
1) The Tasks
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We used a between-groups design. Both groups were
asked to search for information about a specific book and
then navigate to and find the physical book in the library.
CONTROL GROUP: This group used the existing IT
infrastructure in the library (a number of computer stations
using a well known library management and search system).
The subjects walked over to a station and ran a search for the
book. They then wrote down the library code for the book.
This was the first variable we measured: time to find
information about the book. We then asked them to find the
physical book. They were told that they could ask for help
from the librarians or other people in the library. This was
the second variable we measured: time to find the physical
book in the library. We also recorded how many navigation
errors they made and how many times they asked for
assistance in the process of finding the book. After they
found the book we asked them a number of qualitative
questions to gauge how they felt about the system and their
experience of using it. We then explained the study to them.
Ten subjects were in this group, 5 of them male and 5
female.
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: This group was given the same
tasks using our system. The initial information lookup about
the book was done on a laptop using the web site we created
for the system. After they found the information about the
book they were asked to add it to their book list on the
system (My Books). This was the parallel step of searching
for and writing the book code information by the control
group. They were then given a mobile phone (an HTC Nexus
1) with the AoE Library Navigator application running on it
and were asked to open the book information in the
application and tap the Navigate button. This brought up the
Navigation map to the book. We explained to them how to
use the application and then told them that they now needed
to find the physical book in the library using the map. We
explained that they could ask for help from anyone in the
library (except for the tester) and also showed him or her
how to use the built in feature to scan strategically placed
tags or books in the library if they got lost. They then started
the search for the book and we timed how long it took them
to find it, how many navigation errors they made and how
many times they asked for assistance. After they found the
book we asked them a number of qualitative questions to
gauge how they felt about the system and their experience of
using it. We then explained the study to them. Ten subjects
were in this group, 5 of them male and 5 female.
B. Results
Figure 15 shows the results of the test. As can be seen,
the two main metrics (time to find information about the
book and time to navigate to and find the physical book)
show a clear advantage for the experimental group. The
average time to find information about the book was 77
seconds for the control group but only 51 seconds for the
experimental group (35% faster) (T=1.93, P<0.05). The
control group then took an average of 287 seconds to find the
physical book, while the experimental group took only 138
seconds on average (149 seconds faster- 52% faster)
(T=5.29, P<0.01).
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Figure 15:	
  Results of Second Navigation Test (in seconds).	
  

	
  

Figure 16:	
  Navigation Errors and Requests for Help.	
  

We also analyzed the amount of navigation errors that
were made by the subjects and how many times they
requested help in finding the book. We define a navigation
error as a situation where instead of getting closer to the
target the user’s navigation at a certain point in time enlarges
the distance from the book. By Assistance we mean asking
for help from another person or the librarian or by scanning
barcodes to request a new map. As can be seen in Figure 16,
once again the experimental group showed an advantage.
Whereas the experimental group showed an average of 0.30
navigational errors per task, the control group made an
average of more than 4 times as many navigation errors
(1.30) (T=3.87, P<0.01). The control group also needed
much more assistance – they asked on average 1.70 times for
assistance per task, while the experimental group asked for
assistance only 0.30 times on average per task (more than 5
times as much). (T=6.33, P<0.01).
Figure 17 shows the qualitative questionnaire results.
Ease of searching for information about a book: Both
groups rated the ease of searching for information about a
book as “Easy” (Control = 4.6, Experimental group = 4.5).
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Figure 17: Subjective Feelings towards the systems.

	
  

Ease of finding the book in the library: Not
surprisingly, the experimental group showed an advantage
here- giving on average the rating of “Easy” (4.2) while the
control group viewed this on average as neutral (2.9).
(T=4.99, P<0.01).
Feelings towards the method: We found a difference in
how positive or negative the subject’s feelings were towards
the methods - The experimental group showed positive
feeling towards the system (average of 4.2) while the control
subjects showed a neutral feeling towards the system
(average of 3.2). (T=2.23, P<0.05).
V.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results show a very clear advantage for using the
system. Not only is the time to find a book drastically
lowered (by 52%), but also the time to find information
about a book was lowered by 35%. Additionally, the amount
of navigation errors made while looking for the books was
lowered substantially, and probably because of that, the need
to ask for assistance also dropped substantially. Only one of
the experimental subjects made a real navigation error (they
went down the wrong set of stairs and found themselves in a
different part of the library). That subject then used the
navigation barcodes on one of the walls to get a new map
generated and was able to reorient themselves and continue
the search for the book.
Interestingly, even though the empirical evidence shows
that using the system for finding information about a book is
faster with our service, on average, the subjects rated the
regular library search system to be as easy to use as the
experimental system. We think that this has to do more with
familiarity than with usability. Most users know and have
had experience using the in-library catalog search systems,
while none of them have used our system before. This
novelty might cause them to think that the existing system is
easier to use even while the data shows that it might not be.
It seems that a 35% reduction in time is not pronounced
enough to be felt by the users as large enough to warrant
them to feel that it is better than something they already
know and feel comfortable with. For that to happen they
must see a much more pronounce performance change.
That is precisely what we think has happened when
subjects rated how easy it was to find the book. As shown in
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the results, the experimental group felt that it was easier to
find the book using our system relative to the control group.
So in this case, although they were used to searching for
books using the standard catalog stations and then physically
search using the book coding system, the performance
enhancement offered by our system was pronounced enough
to make that crossover- and even though it was not familiar
to them, they rated it higher than the control group. This
“added value” that they received from the new system seems
to have caused them to show a general positive feeling
towards it, while the control group showed a neutral feeling
towards the system they know so well. We see this as
meaning that if your system offers enough value to the end
user, that added value can overcome their built in bias
towards using something they are familiar with.
A. Future Improvements
While building this service and testing it we have found a
number of things that need to be improved before such a
service can be used in the real world.
1) User Interface Design
The interface design we have used can and should be
improved.
1. We found that users found it initially difficult to
understand the map and it was not clear to them
where the path starts. This can easily be solved by
adding a START HERE tag and placing it in the
proper place on the map.
2. We found that users sometimes missed seeing the
actual book library code on the map screen- this is
important information since they need it in order to
identify the actual book on the shelf. This
information should be made more pronounced and
visible on the screen.
3. The current architecture breaks up the multi- floor
navigation into multiple screens. This means that
when the user moves from one floor to the next, they
need to request the next map from the server by
tapping the next button. In hindsight we think it will
be better to download all parts of the navigation into
one screen and have the user scroll through the
screen to reach the later parts of the navigation path.
This also ensures that all the data has been
downloaded and cached on the phone at the
beginning of the navigation and potential WIFI or
Cellular Data weak spots will not disrupt the
navigation.
2) Check Out System
Because of time and financial constraints we did not
finish the physical demagnetizer station. We built a physical
and working proof of concept but did not add it to the final
testing scenario. A system without this feature will still be
useful, but allowing the full cycle from search, find, pickup
and go will make this an even better system.
3) Enhanced Social Input:
Although the current system can access and show
comments about a book from Amazon and Google books, its
built in social features are limited to allowing a user to add
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their own comments about a book into the system. These
comments stay in the system and are not published to the
Amazon or Google books systems. We think that this service
will be enhanced if its users can add and publish information
about a book. Thus, users should be able to tweet or publish
to their Facebook pages that they have checked a book out,
what they think about a book, and also create socially based
lists that can help others. This data can then be used as a
crowd-sourced collaborative filtering service that can offer
an alternative book to the one being searched.
VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Amazon on Earth Library Navigator is the first
system we have built in our efforts to enhance indoor
navigation. We have developed a system that includes a back
end and middleware service to map an existing physical
space and the locations of objects in it. Working at the
Harman library, we were able to create a system that allows a
user to search for information about a book, add that book to
their book list, and then inside the library, use our service to
receive a personal map showing a navigation map to the
book. If the user gets disoriented during their walk to the
book, they can scan preconfigured navigation tags, or
alternatively, use the barcodes on the books themselves, to
generate a new map. The new map will show them the path
from the current location to the book they are looking for.
We ran a series of tests to explore the utility of the
system, and after ironing out some initial problems, we show
that the service in fact has promise: Using our service,
subjects were able to find information about a book and then
navigate to that book substantially faster and with less
mistakes than using the existing method of doing this in the
library. We found that while users did not feel that the
service was easier to use for finding information about a
book, they did feel that it made finding the physical book in
the library an easier task.
All this makes us conclude that such a service does in
fact offer real value for people in such situations. If the
system makes it easier and faster to find a book, then the
time saved can be used for other purposes- if to find
additional books, or to have more time to think about what
books are relevant to find. But we view this prototype as
representing a more general model in which such services
can help people find things within indoor spaces. These
things can be books, but they can be merchandise in
commercial settings (i.e., products in a store) or objects
inside large warehouses. Additionally, such a service can
also be used by people moving through unfamiliar
surroundings: this can be a new worker in a large buildingthe Pentagon for example, or an emergency services worker
needing to find someone quickly in an unknown building.
Many additional use cases can be thought of where such a
system can be useful
A. Limitations
Such a system has some very clear limitations. The first
one is that the system can only work as long as the target
objects being looked for have a known location and they do
not move. If an object is moved and its location is not
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updated in the system, then the utility of the system breaks
down, since the map generated will send a person to the last
known location of the object. Another limitation is that the
system does not provide the user with a real time signifier of
his or her own location within the building. Being able to do
so will help the end user orient themselves within the space,
just as a car GPS system shows the location of the car
relative to the path being taken. These issues are dealt with in
another project.
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Abstract—Support for mobility has become a key requirement
for computer networks. Users now expect to be connected at
any time and from anywhere. At the network level, this will be
done using vertical handover techniques across multiple
network technologies. However at the service level there is no
agreed mechanism by which to support mobile users. Current
service delivery techniques that depend on overprovisioning
are no longer valid as they are inefficient in terms of network
resource management. Furthermore, mobile users now want
access to demanding applications such as multimedia services,
i.e., iPlayer, YouTube and 3D-TV. These services often have
constraints in terms of bandwidth and latency that need to be
properly supported in the mobile environment. This paper
outlines the challenges involved in the design of a service
delivery model for mobile nodes with high Quality of Service
requirements. The proposed approach uses service migration
techniques that take into account user mobility and network
conditions so as to ensure efficient use of network resources. In
this paper, we introduce the novel concept of user clustering to
help us decide when and where services should be migrated.
We also show how this idea can be used to support a video
streaming service.
Keywords- mobile; services; clustering; migration; NMS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technological advancements in recent years have made
mobile devices more accessible to a large number of people.
Smart-phones and tablets are increasingly becoming more
common and users now expect to be connected to the
Internet while they are on the move. In addition, these
devices now come with multiple network interfaces such as
Wi-Fi, High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and
Bluetooth which allow them to have network connectivity at
all times. The concept of vertical handovers will allow these
devices to stay connected to the Internet as they move from
the range of one network technology to another [1].
Transport mechanisms including Mobile IPv6 [2], Stream
Control Transport Protocol (SCTP) [3] and Multipath TCP
[4] attempt to support ubiquitous connectivity at the network
level. However, service delivery issues in mobile
environments also need to be addressed.
Legacy networks use an overprovisioning approach to the
delivery of services. This approach relies heavily on
allocating resources in anticipation of user requirements over
long timeframes. Such an approach is unable to adapt, in an
appropriate way, to a mobile environment where users are
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constantly moving around and results in significant waste of
network resources. Hence a new approach is needed.
Furthermore, in recent years, the popularity of audio and
video streaming, as well as browser applets and HTML5 has
made the Internet more multimedia-centric. Multimedia
applications have strict temporal and Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements that have to be continually supported in
this mobile context. Continual service provision for these
applications requires that we keep response times to a
minimum. 4G technologies such as Long Term Evolution
(LTE) offer more bandwidth to the users and higher QoS,
which in turn, increase the need for fast service delivery on
the server side.
One way to address these problems is by creating ondemand instances of a service. These instances can run on
multiple servers and in different geographical locations in
order to balance the load and where possible, put a service
closer to mobile users. Better load balancing and better QoS
can be achieved through this service delivery scheme
compared to existing methods.
This paper addresses the issues of Service Migration in
the context of delivering services to mobile devices. The
concept of User Clustering in which we group users into a
cluster is introduced. This cluster is tracked in order to
determine when and where a service migration should occur.
Bringing these two concepts together allows us to create a
service delivery platform capable of creating service
resources based on user movement and demand. The rest of
the paper is outlined as follows: Section II discusses related
work. Section III details the key areas of the problem. In
section IV we propose solutions for each area. Section V
introduces the test platform we will use to carry out our
proposed solution. Section VI demonstrates how we aim to
use a working model of this technology to achieve video
streaming. The paper concludes at Section VII looking at
future aims.
II.

RELATED WORK

A service-centric networking platform has been
developed at Princeton University. The SCAFFOLD [5]
architecture is capable of providing flow-based Anycast
with moving service instances. Rather than retaining their
addresses as the hosts move, SCAFFOLD allows end-point
addresses to change dynamically. This enables hosts to
migrate across Layer-2 boundaries. When end-points move,
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in-band signaling is performed to update the remote endpoints of established flows. Thus, when a service moves, the
network automatically directs new requests to the new
location. This architecture is aimed at maintaining service
availability in the event of server failure but it can also work
in our context.
The Y-Comm framework [6] is a network architecture
that supports vertical handover. Y-Comm uses two
frameworks: the first is the Peripheral framework that
manages different functions on the mobile terminal. The
second is the Core Framework which deals with operations
in the core network to support different peripheral networks.
As shown in Fig. 1, these frameworks are brought together to
represent a future telecommunications environment that
supports heterogeneous devices, disparate networking
technologies, network operators and service providers.
Although, the two frameworks share the first two layers, they
diverge in terms of functionality but the corresponding layers
interact to provide support for heterogeneous environments.
In the context of this paper, we are interested in the service
and application environment layers which are used to
support services and their delivery to mobile nodes. In YComm, the service platform layer is independent of the
underlying networks but is used to facilitate service level
handovers in an integrated fashion.

Figure 1. The Y-Comm Framework

III.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Existing service delivery technologies rely on providing a
fixed amount of resources that is greater than the expected
service requests within a timeframe. In a scenario where the
requests exceed the capacity of the service, some users are
not served or in the worst-case scenario, the entire service
fails. This does not happen frequently but there are examples
due to flash crowds or Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. The
continuously increasing popularity of always-online mobile
devices results in a higher number of constantly connected
users. Moreover, as mobile devices gain more processing
power, users are able to multitask in the form of connecting
to multiple services concurrently i.e. weather updates, video
streaming, social networking and file sharing. Hence, a more
efficient resource management scheme should be used in the
future.
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Using a proactive service model allows us to create
resources on-demand and gives us the ability to move
services closer to users, thus improving QoS and decreasing
routing costs. The key challenge is the integration of service
migration strategies with models of user mobility. Service
migration solutions should also be aware of the network
status and available resources before attempting to move a
service. Therefore, an efficient service migration strategy
must take into account network and server resources as well
as user mobility in a scalable fashion.
In terms of user mobility, it is necessary to be able to
track the movements and service usage patterns of mobile
nodes. To achieve this, we need to be able to track a node’s
location. In order to efficiently allocate service resources to a
geographical area, we need to group similar users into a
cluster. The cluster size and its movement will define when
service migration is desirable. The reason we are clustering
similar users together is so that we can attach a service
instance to the group and use it as a mechanism that triggers
service migration. An added advantage of this method is that
we can treat user clusters as Multicast groups for services
such as Internet Television and Internet Radio.
There are also network factors that determine when
service migration should take place. Latency, congestion and
bandwidth are some of the metric that we should consider
before a service is moved between locations. QoS
requirements for each service are also an important factor
that will determine when migration is desirable and
beneficial. Similarly to monitoring users, we need to be able
to monitor these resources in real-time. For example, if the
network reports higher congestion at a service migration
point, there will be little benefit in moving the service to that
point. So network statistics are vital to the system.
Another aspect of the problem is the handover at the
service level. This needs to be integrated with the networklevel handover in order to support seamless connectivity. In
order to replicate a service to a new server, we need to
transfer relevant user information and service content. There
are two types of service-level handoff occurring in sequence.
The first type of handoff is between the instances of the
service. This transfers user and service data such as active
sessions, user files and data caches. The second handoff is
between the clients and the service. It binds the client nodes
to the new service instance by registering new service IDs
and follows with a network-level handover that reroutes all
connections from the old service’s IP address to the new
one’s. We assume that a transparent addressing scheme is
used in which devices always have the same IP address, even
if they move across heterogeneous networks [7].
Finally, node tracking introduces privacy concerns and
there may be users who wish to opt-out from tracking but
still want to access services. Furthermore, some services may
hold sensitive data and may have security requirements such
as encrypted file systems and encrypted connections. The
system should consider these factors and services must not
migrate to servers that do not support adequate security
levels.
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IV.

SOLUTION APPROACH

A. User Clustering
In order to make correct service decisions, we need to be
able to track users as they move and the services to which
they are currently subscribed. The concept of user clustering
attempts to group similar users together by allocating them
into clusters based on their location and their service
subscriptions. User tracking can be done either by Global
Position System (GPS) capabilities on the mobiles nodes or
by GSM antenna tracking. Another possibility is Wi-Fi
hotspot tracking as used by Google for Street View. Hotspot
tracking is similar to GSM antenna tracking in which the
mobile node can estimate its location by scanning for nearby
Wi-Fi hotspots and comparing the results to an online
database that holds hotspot names and locations. These
technologies provide varying accuracy in user position
ranging from a few meters to the size of a city block but for
the purposes of our system, they all provide enough
accuracy.
A user cluster is defined as a group of users subscribing
to the same service and sharing the same approximate
location. In our initial investigation we are proposing the use
of simple parameters. For example, we define a cluster as
having a Centre (c) and a Radius (r). Furthermore, for the
purposes of scalability, we will limit the maximum Cluster
Population (p). A cluster is first created when the first user
subscribes to a service at a specific location. When a cluster
reaches maximum population, another cluster is created in
the area. An example of the clustering mechanism is shown
in Fig. 2.
The concept of clustered mobility introduces two kinds of
dynamics that need to be tracked: The first type of dynamics
involves the collective movement of a cluster as its members
move from one location to another. This can be defined by
Velocity and Acceleration vectors (u) and (a) respectively.
The second dynamic involves users joining and leaving a
cluster either by subscribing or unsubscribing from a service
or by crossing the boundaries of a cluster. This is defined as
Cluster Entropy (E). We should also consider the merging of
clusters in cases where two clusters attached to the same
service come close together and the sum of their members is
less than the Maximum Population (p).
The parameters discussed above need to be tracked in
real-time so as to form a correct model of the movement of a
cluster. Using that model we are able to predict the probable
speed, direction and location of a cluster at a point in the
future. Finally, all cluster data such as cluster ID (CID) and
others mentioned above will be held in a database and
updated in real-time so that the service migration logic can
process it.
B. Network Resource Monitoring
By using the data from the clustering database and
combining it with real-time network metrics we can create an
algorithm that will instruct a service to migrate to an
appropriate location. Real-time network metrics will include
data such as network congestion, latency, and available
bandwidth. Additionally, we need to know of candidate
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servers that can accept a migrating service. Metrics such as
available CPU and storage resources as well as security
parameters will be used by the migration logic to decide
which server is best suited for the type of service that is
being moved.
Network metrics are a good indication of the state of a
particular network or subnet. Knowing the available
bandwidth and latency will allow the Migration Logic to
make correct decisions on where to move a service or if it is
worth moving the service at all. For example, if a cluster is
about to move to an area where wireless signals are not
strong and latency is increased while bandwidth is decreased,
the Migration Logic will issue an urgent migration of the
service to a server as close as possible to the cluster in order
to improve QoS as much as possible. In a scenario where
network conditions are good the service will be migrated
more casually. Similarly, if a server reports an overloaded
status, the Migration Logic may decide to move a service to
another location in order to balance the load evenly across
servers.
Clustering Server

New service
subscriber

Service

Cluster

Figure 2: User clustering example.

To gather this data we can use Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) and routing protocol
information. We can also query participating servers for
available resources. This data will be held in a database and
updated at frequent intervals. This information allows us to
know where best to move a service. In addition to the above,
the Network Resources Database (NRD) will also hold
Security Level Agreement (SLA) data that define what level
of security a participating server offers and whether or not it
can accept sensitive services.
C. Migration Logic
The Migration Logic should be able to process cluster
mobility data and attempt to predict the future location of a
cluster. Eventually the centre of the cluster is going to
exceed a distance threshold from the location of the service.
At that point, it will instruct a service to replicate itself to a
location as close as possible to the predicted location of the
centre of the cluster. This will give users lower network
latency and will also decrease congestion on a large scale.
An additional effect will be decreased costs to the service
provider due to decreased packet routing and switching. If
the Migration Logic predicts that a service migration is not
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going to improve QoS, it will attempt to recalculate the data
after a time period. This process will be repeated until the
distance threshold is not exceeded anymore, a successful
migration occurs or the cluster itself ceases to exist.
If the system fails to predict the future location of a
cluster due to erratic movement or other factors, the
algorithm will only instruct a service to replicate to a server
closer to the cluster’s present location. Other parameters that
will affect such decisions include the cluster’s population,
the type of service and whether or not it would be cost
effective to replicate an entire service.
When the criteria are met for a replication event, a call
packet will be sent by the replication logic to the instance of
a service that needs to be replicated. The packet will include
a flag for migrating or replicating a service and the address
of the target server. If the call is for migration, then the
service will make a copy on the target server and delete itself
from the initial location. This scenario applies when a cluster
moves to a new location as a whole and is demonstrated in
Fig. 3 below.
A replication call takes place when a new instance of the
service needs to be created without deleting the old instance.
In this scenario, the new instance of the service is created
with a new service ID and bound to the cluster ID.
Replication calls typically apply to load balancing events
when more resources are needed. Finally, a kill signal can be
sent to a service if it is not needed anymore or a service can
be set up so that it shuts down if there are no service requests
after a defined time period. If the service is then needed, the
requests will be routed to the nearest live service instance
and a replication event will occur.
Glasgow Server

London Server

Serv

ice

o
tion t
migra

go
Glas

Travel

w

Cluster 1 in
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Figure 3: Service migration example.

D. Migration Mechanism
The migration mechanism should be capable of moving a
service and its context from the memory of one server to the
memory of another server. In addition to moving the service
itself, user data should also be moved to the new location.
The mechanism should also be capable of launching the
service in the new location and terminating the one in the old
location. Service level handover should take place once the
service has migrated to the new location.
Depending on whether the service in question is stateful
or stateless, a handover at the service level may not be
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needed. Services that rely on stateful user sessions will need
to pass session information to the new instances. Otherwise,
a stateless service, such as streaming a video, does not need
this information passed on, as it is up to the client to request
the next block ID of the video. These are called lightweight
handovers.
After the service has been migrated, the Cluster Logic
can Multicast to all the members of a cluster the new server
address. At that point the connection level handover takes
place and new connections are initiated while connections to
the old service instance are terminated. In order to explore
service replication, we will look at replicating instances of
the Network Memory Server (NMS) detailed below.
V.

NETWORK MEMORY SERVER

A. NMS Features
The Network Memory Server [8] is an example of a
simple, stateless service; it stores blocks of data from clients
in its memory (RAM). Clients can create, read, write and
delete blocks of data. The NMS is primarily made as a
storage platform for mobile users. In order to provide support
for mobility, the NMS is divided into two parts: The Mobile
Memory Cache (MMC) and the Persistent Storage Server
(PSS). The MMC initially runs on the same network as the
mobile client. If a client moves to another network then the
MMC is migrated in order to achieve better performance.
The PSS offers permanent data backup for the MMC and
there is a level of redundancy implemented so that an MMC
can be backed up in multiple instances of the PSS. This is
achieved by a multicast call to all the associated PSS.
Furthermore, the NMS stores data at the block level in order
to provide maximum flexibility in terms of storage and
access. The client is responsible for any added-value
abstractions, for example, a file-level abstraction. An
independent low-level socket interface is used for the server
and so the overall interface as seen by applications on client
machines is unstructured and can be manipulated as
necessary for the needs of the client.
In addition to the above, the MMC provides security to
the clients by employing an access rights mechanism over
the blocks of data. The owner of a block has full access to it.
A user cannot read any blocks that do not belong to them
unless given read access to the blocks. Two levels of
encryption are also supported in the NMS. A lower level of
encryption is used between the client and server as they are
on the same network and a higher level of encryption is used
between the MMC and the PSS because they are in different
networks.
B. NMS Migration
At the moment, the NMS is not capable of migrating
from one server to another and only a simple prototype of the
PPS is implemented. We will initially explore NMS
replication by trying to transfer storage blocks from one
MMC instance to another. Because the NMS is stateless, this
is a good starting point for our work.
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The Service Replication mechanism queries the target
server for available resources and upon a positive response,
triggers the replication of the servlet to the new location.
Once the servlet is moved to the new location, a signal is
sent to the Storage Migration mechanism to copy the
relevant video files to an NMS server that is close to the new
servlet. The Storage Migration mechanism then uses the
CXTP to transfer the cached videos from the old storage
server to the new storage server. Once this is completed, it
sends a signal back to Service Replication.

Figure 4: Example of NMS work scenario.

Additionally, we will attempt to implement the PSS in order
to have a level of data redundancy during replication. The
above will be implemented and tested on a blade server and
service migration will be explored across the independent
blades. Fig. 4 shows an example of service migration with
the NMS using the MMC as the mobile front-end between
the WLAN at work and the Home Network. This migration
is done using the Context Transfer Protocol (CXTP) [9,10]
as shown in Fig. 5 below.

Figure 6: Replication framework for mobile video streaming.

Finally the Service Replication sends a signal to the
Connection Handover mechanism, which in turns informs
the mobiles nodes within the cluster of the new location of
the videos.
In order to make the service efficient and keep it simple,
mobile nodes pull the video streams directly from the
Storage Server using prefetching algorithms [11]. This
means that the Storage Architecture can be stateless, with the
relevant state information stored in the mobile nodes. This
also means that the actual data is streamed directly between
the mobile nodes and the Storage Server.
VII. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Figure 5: NMS migration model.

VI.

MOBILE VIDEO STREAMING SERVICE

The NMS example detailed above is a simple mechanism
for network storage delivery and will be the first service we
will attempt to migrate. We would like to support a mobile
video streaming service in which the streaming service itself,
as well as the video file streamed, is migrated across a
network. Fig. 6 shows the various components of a
framework to support mobile video streaming. The entities
and their interactions are described as follows:
The Clustering Mechanism keeps track of User Clusters
as they move and the location of the services for each cluster.
Once the distance between a user cluster and the service
location exceeds a threshold, the clustering mechanism reads
the Server Location Database for an available server closer
to the location of the cluster. It then sends a signal to the
Service Replication mechanism to move the service,
suggesting a target migration point.
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In order to explore service migration, a test platform will
be built here at Middlesex University. We initially aim to use
the test platform to explore service migration on the NMS.
The first step is to have a working prototype capable of
replicating the MMC to a server in the local network. The
replication signal will be sent to the MMC manually at first
in order to simplify the development process.
The second step is to automate the replication signal
using real mobile devices. The initial replication logic will
be able to group users into a cluster and track them as they
move around on campus. In addition, it will be able to
remove users from a cluster if they leave the network or stop
accessing the service.
To test this functionality, we are implementing a GSM
network on campus that will allow us to use mobile devices
to access the NMS. As we move around on campus, the
devices will handover between GSM base stations and we
will use those signals to trigger service migration between
servers. In the long term we are aiming to use NMS service
migration in order to achieve video streaming for support of
mobile video server applications.
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In this paper, we have briefly outlined the challenges
presented by user mobility in future networks. Current
models of service delivery are inefficient and will not scale
to cover the future needs of mobile users. We believe that the
combination of User Clustering and Service Migration can
bring a better solution to the efficient management of
network resources while providing a high quality of
experience for users. The authors recognize that there is
much to do and would welcome feedback on this paper.
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Abstract—Many recent initiatives indicate an evolution towards an open electronic wallet to perform all sorts of electronic transactions, like for example micropayments, loyalty,
and transport ticketing. Furthermore, the smart phone is
emerging as an indispensable tool for many, containing more
and more personal information. Hence, it seems like the ideal
medium for carrying the electronic wallet as well. The fast
and intuitive touch-and-go philosophy and the integration
in mobile devices, makes Near Field Communication (NFC)
the perfect technology for an electronic wallet. However, the
complex ecosystem is holding back the world-wide integration
of this technology in mobile handsets, resulting in a low market
penetration of NFC smartphones. This paper discusses the use
of an active NFC Bluetooth sticker as an intermediate step
towards an open electronic wallet on NFC smartphones. Two
requirements are set: backwards compatibility with an existing
DESFire smart-card solution and support for all the different
smart phone platforms. The first requirement will be satisfied
through the deployment of a DESFire emulator on the Java
Card of the NFC Sticker. The second requirement will be
fulfilled by using the Smart Card Web Server functionality of
the secure element, which will provide a platform independent
interaction with the content of the electronic wallet. Finally, the
proposed solution was evaluated in terms of user-friendliness,
transaction speed, compliance with the imposed requirements
and feasibility of success in the current NFC ecosystem.
Keywords-NFC; eWallet; NFC Sticker; SCWS; Java Card.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The giant leaps of progress in the field of microelectronics
since the 1970s have created a solid foundation for the
smart card technology of today. An intelligent smart card
contains both a microprocessor and data storage, which are
integrated on a single silicon chip. This allows cryptographic
algorithms to be executed in order to protect sensitive data
against tampering and other security threats [1].
This high level security environment has opened the door
for applications that resolve around electronic payments
(e.g., online/offline debit cards or E-purse cards). However, a
lot of the commercial payment systems that exist today are
geared towards the general transaction of solely e-money;
whereas cases exist that ask for a more specific approach.
The Artesis University College of Antwerp in Belgium
has started the Tetra EVENT project [2], which focuses on
the development of an open electronic wallet for the event
sector. This project will use an online/offline hybrid payment
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system and several types of items can be stored on the wallet
(e.g., vouchers, tickets, coupons, credits, loyalty).
The wallet itself resides on a passive DESFire tag and
relies upon terminals equipped with Near Field Communication (NFC) technology to initiate the actual transactions.
One of the main advantages in comparison to other existing
electronic wallet systems is its inherently scalability aspect
in function of big events, because of its online/offline hybrid
system. Another advantage is its open character, which
allows other 3rd party modules to co-exist on the same
physical wallet.
Even though the current market situation imposes the
project to focus on NFC tags, a proof of concept will be
carried out to test the feasibility of using mobile phones
instead. These devices hold a number of intrinsic advantages
over tags such as allowing users to view and interact with the
contents of the wallet, whereas tags rely solely on terminals
instead, which can be deemed to be a shortcoming.
Unfortunately, there is still a low market penetration of
NFC enabled mobile phones [3]. A temporary solution to
this problem is the use of NFC stickers, which allows
any handset to gain NFC functionality through a Bluetooth
connection. An extra benefit gained from the use of an NFC
sticker is its build-in NFC reader, which allows external
DESFire tags to be accessed.
Since current terminals are intended to be compatible
with only passive DESFire tags, one of the goals is that
the mobile counterpart adopts the current protocols used
between terminals and tags. A DESFire emulator will be
deployed on a Java Card to ensure backwards compatibility
with the currently used system.
Furthermore, there is a lot of differentiation between the
various handsets currently available on the market, which
means that the wallet implementation needs to be as crossplatform as possible. A Smart Card Web Server (SCWS)
servlet [4] will be employed to provide the means of
interaction with the contents of the electronic wallet.
Nevertheless, the result of deploying an electronic wallet
on a mobile phone could prove to be very useful in the long
run. The subsequent sections of this paper will focus on the
development of an electronic wallet, which allows the user
to interactively work with the contents of the wallet, taking
into account the various aspects and hindrances mentioned
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before. This paper is structered as follows: the next section
goes into details about the research and development done.
The third section describes the results and is followed by a
concluding section.
II. R ESEARCH AND D EVELOPMENT
The research put forth in this paper focuses on carrying
out a proof of concept, which will be used as a basis
to determine the feasibility of using mobile handsets for
the deployment of an open electronic wallet system. The
results will be compared with the passive tag version that
is currently used in the EVENT project. Furthermore, the
project will have to meet certain requirements in order to be
accepted as a full-fledged and valid alternative to the use of
passive tags. These requirements are the following:
• Finding an intermediate solution to the NFC ecosystem
problem, which is currently limiting and/or preventing
the further expansion and deployment of NFC services
on a larger scale.
• Providing backwards compatibility for the existing passive DESFire Smartcards [5], which are used in the
EVENT project for holding the wallet data.
• Allowing the wallet to be used on various different
handsets and thus broadening the pool of potential
users, by making the system cross platform.
• Taking the aspect of security in account since sensitive
data will reside locally on a mobile device.
• Comparing aspects like user friendliness and transaction speed with a passive NFC tag.
A. Project architecture
The software architecture (Figure 1) and hardware used
during this project is dictated by the earlier mentioned
requirements and can be divided in a number of components.
All components are interconnected with each other using
either internal or external communication links.
The first component is the interface of the wallet, taking
full advantage of the readily available screen and keyboard
provided by the mobile device, which is in contrast with the
passive tags that rely purely on terminals for the readout of
its content.
There is a lot of differentiation however between the
mobile devices of different manufacturers (e.g., a variety of
different available mobile platforms), which makes creation
of a universal interface across platforms currently very hard.
A second issue presents itself in terms of secure data storage
since the data stored in the memory of the mobile device has
some monetary value and the memory itself is intrinsically
unsafe (tampering may occur by both the user itself or third
parties).
Both the cross platform issue and the secure data storage
issue can be solved by the use of a Java Card with a SCWS
[6] deployed on it. The Java Card is used as a secure element
to prevent any illegal access to the data and an HTML
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(a)
Figure 1.

General setup of the system

interface is rendered in the browser of the mobile phone by
the SCWS servlet, which will generate the necessary HTML
pages. The operation of the Java Card is done by its own
local OS and it is thus separated from the general operation
of the mobile device OS itself.
The second component of the architecture is the DESFire
emulator, which will provide backwards compatibility with
the DESFire tags currently used in the EVENT project.
This emulator is utilized to link the mobile wallet with the
payment terminals through to use of the DESFire protocol.
This allows communication links to be setup without having
to alter the existing payment terminals.
The third and last component deals with the NFC ecosystem problem, namely the lack of NFC functionality in many
currently available mobile devices. We made the decision
of using NFC stickers, which are designed specifically for
this issue and will provide NFC functionality through a
Bluetooth link to a mobile device. The sticker is attached
to the back of a mobile phone.
The next sections of this paper will be dedicated towards
providing a more in depth discussion regarding the components mentioned before and the actual hardware that has
been used.
B. Smart Card & Java Card
The main objective in the use of smartcards is providing
the necessary level of security for the storage of sensitive
data to an otherwise unsafe environment. This allows applications to be developed around this sensitive data using
a subset of the Java programming language [7]. A wellknown example is the SIM (Subscriber Identity Module)
card, which is used for the identification of a mobile phone
user in order to give secure access to the GSM/UMTS
network.
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Most SIM smartcards are Java Card based these days,
which offers the benefit of allowing third-party software to
be loaded on the card and executed through a Java Card
API.
A high level of security is still maintained on Java Cards
by isolating the memory regions of each individual applet
from each other through a software firewall, each applet runs
in its own context. Furthermore, cryptographic functions can
be executed to secure data communication and applets can
run in parallel with each other after having been selected by
the OS.
However, there are cases where an applet still requires
the data and functionality from a foreign applet. A way
of acquiring this is through the use of SIO (Shareable
Interface Objects) [8][9]. It is important to note that the
access mentioned before is only limited in scope. Solely
the functions which are defined through the use of one
or multiple interfaces are visible outside the applet who
grants outside access. Additionally, this access is usually
only granted to an outside applet that can identify and authorize itself through the use of its unique AID (Application
Identifier).
C. Interface
Mobile handsets offer a very large advantage in terms
of user interactivity when compared to passive tags. The
former comes equipped with a functional keyboard and
screen and grants the possibility of an interactive interface
for the mobile electronic wallet. This section will provide the
necessary information about the interface part of the project.
The first step in the development of the interface was to
compare several types of interfaces with each other and determine which type best suits the basic project requirements
mentioned in section II.
The possible interface types are:
• Using an external SATSA MIDlet residing in the memory of the phone itself
• Using SIM Application Toolkit (SAT)
• Using a SCWS servlet residing on the Java Card
Even though SATSA MIDlets [10] offer a lot in terms
of the visual interface options and adequate security, these
MIDlets lack in terms of the cross platform requirement
since they are designed specifically for a J2ME environment.
Furthermore, this MIDlet needs to be installed on the handset
itself and thus a reinstall is required every time a user
decides to switch handsets. Lastly, only very few handsets
are currently supporting the JSR 177 API required for using
SATSA MIDlets.
The SAT on the other hand offers full interoperability
since everything is stored on a SIM card, which is useable
by any kind of handset and is furthermore deemed to be very
secure. While this may sound tempting to use, the flipside
is that it lacks seriously in terms of visual interface options.
Moreover, its usability is limited to only SIM cards as SE.
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A good compromise is the use of a SCWS installed on a
Java Card. A SCWS is a HTTP 1.1 web server embedded on
a Java Card and is available since the Java Card 2.2 version,
offering a device independent way of the management of
personal user data in a secure fashion. This option still puts
the application on the SE for security and interoperability
purposes. The difference is however that a relatively good
HTML interface can be offered by providing static and
dynamic content to the browser of a mobile phone through
the http://127.0.0.1:3516/ address, which is OS independant.
The last interface type seems to be the most beneficial
in terms of the electronic wallet project, because of its
advantages in both maintaining a good visual interface as
well as the interoperability, security and user friendliness
aspects.
The application and data can be additionally managed
externally through an Over The Air (OTA) link using web
protocols. A secure tunnel will be opened between the
SCWS on the Java Card and the OTA platform [11], which
is used for the administration of the SCWS.
D. NFC Bluetooth sticker
NFC stickers are contactless cards/tags designed to be
glued on the back of a mobile phone and are designed
to offer a solution to the current complex NFC ecosystem
that prevents a world-wide integration of NFC technology in
mobile handsets. A ferrite backing layer prevents distortion
to occur between the components of the phone and its radio
signal. The sticker also has an internal antenna installed for
communication purposes.
An alternative to this is the use of MicroSD cards, which
have an embedded chip that will grant NFC functionality to
the host device. The antenna itself can be either external or
integrated in the package. Additionally, MicroSD cards use
similar read/write functions as integrated NFC handsets.
Both have their advantages and disadvantages. An NFC
MicroSD card is basically plug and play, thus eliminating
difficult setups, but requires the handset to have a MicroSD
slot. The NFC sticker on the other hand only needs a
Bluetooth radio, which is a very common feature in most
of the mobile phones currently produced. The drawback is
however that these are less user friendly to setup compared
to NFC MicroSD cards.
After carefully weighing both options, we decided to
integrate a MyMax NFC sticker from Twinlinx in our
project. This will make the project potentially compatible on
a much larger variety of mobile handsets compared to the
small number of handsets currently available that support a
SE on a MicroSD card.
1) NFC sticker characteristics: The sticker has been
designed to be as small as possible. A small low voltage
battery is used to power the internal Bluetooth chip. This
chip is responsible for setting up a connection with the
handset and has the capability of making between 300 and
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500 connections before the battery is drained. The battery
itself can be wirelessly recharged using a specialized USBcharger.

develop a J2ME test project Midlet. The purpose of this
project is to read the values of an external tag through
the reader chip of the MyMax sticker. DESFire APDU
commands are transmitted to the external tag using functions
found in the MyMax Library to send APDU.
3) Combining the sticker with the Java Card: Setting up
a secure Bluetooth link between the Java Card residing on
the handset and the external SE on the sticker is absolutely
vital to safeguard the read/write keys that are used in the
application for accessing and altering the wallet information
from unauthorized use. The purpose of this is to prevent any
counterfeiting from occurring.

Figure 2.

MyMax NFC sticker architecture

The MyMax sticker can act either passively or actively
(Figure 2). An active sticker will rely on its own internal
power source, while a passive sticker will use an emitted
magnetic field from an external reader to draw power from.
Furthermore, the sticker can go into 3 different operation
modes; the first mode is a passive mode where the sticker
will act as a passive NFC tag. An external reader can be used
to read and/or alter the contents of the NFC chip/internal SE
on the sticker. It is important to note that a sticker operating
in this mode will work completely independent from the
handset that it is attached to (i.e., the handset is not required
to be powered).
The second mode requires that both the MyMax sticker
and its corresponding mobile phone draw power actively
from an internal power source. This mode allows a connection to be established between the sticker and the mobile
phone. Consequently, the content of the internal SE/NFC
chip can be read or changed by the handset through this
link.
The third mode takes advantage of the internal reader chip
of the sticker, which makes it possible to create a connection
to an external tag and allow the mobile phone to read or
change the contents of this tag.
2) Testing the capabilities of the sticker: We carried out
some preliminary tests with the NFC sticker to determine
several key aspects of the sticker that are necessary in the
development of the project.
First, we wanted to determine whether the active part and
the passive part of the sticker share the same SE. In order to
use the active part, we installed the MyMax demo projects
on the handset to write new values to the internal NFC tag of
the sticker. These values are readable by an external reader,
thus proving that the active and passive part of the sticker
share the same SE since the reader only reads the passive
part.
The second test involved the use of the MyMax SDK to
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It is important to note however that the JSR 82 API
for Bluetooth is not supported in general by the currently
available Java Cards. This obligated us to look for alternative
ways to gain this functionality, since the sticker as mentioned
before uses Bluetooth technology when accessed from a
handset and it is imperative that the overall security of the
system is kept at a high level.
A first potential solution for this issue is the use of SATSA
(Security And Trust Services APIs) Midlets [12], which are
designed specifically for the secure access of Java Card
applets. The availability of the JSR 82 API for SATSA
Midlets allows data to be passed between the Java Card and
NFC sticker in a more indirect fashion.
Two different communication APIs are possible with
SATSA Midlets. The first communication API is the SATSA
JCRMI (Java Card Remote Method Invocation), which requires a Java Card applet to first extend the java.rmi.Remote
interface before any data can be shared with an external
application [13][14]. The second communication API is the
SATSA APDU, which uses APDU messages to access the
on-card objects.
The flipside however in the use of SATSA Midlets is
losing the cross platform aspect of the project since SATSA
Midlets are J2ME specific, thus narrowing down the number
of compatible handsets. Additionally, it turns out that almost
no mobile phones support SATSA JCRMI in the first place
and only a small number support the SATSA APDU API.
Despite the fact that SATSA Midlets gave good results in
terms of programming functionality, they are not viable to
be used in our project due to lack of support.
A second potential solution to gain Bluetooth functionality
is the use of the BIP (Bearer Independent Protocol) that allows OTA support for the Java Card. While it is theoretically
possible to setup a Bluetooth connection using this protocol
with the sticker, the lack of publically available practical
information for development purposes has prevented us from
actually implementing this functionality in our project [15].
The addition of this functionality has been scheduled for
future work.
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E. DESFire emulator
One of the goals of the project is to maintain backwards
compatibility for the existing passive DESFire Smartcards
that are used during the EVENT project for holding the
wallet data.
The MyMax sticker uses a mifare 1K Classic chip with
1KB of memory, which is a lot smaller compared to its
DESFire counterpart that can hold up to 8 KB. The latter
can thus hold a lot more wallet data and also uses certain
functionality and encryption algorithms (3DES) that the
sticker lacks. This results into an inability to port the passive
DESFire Smartcard wallet directly to the sticker.
A way to overcome this problem is the deployment of a
DESFire emulator on the SE of the sticker to emulate the
DESFire wallet functionality. Some additional advantages
are its larger sticker SE memory (32KB EEPROM) and it
can also be deployed on NFC phones or NFC MicroSD
cards.
We will be using a NFC MicroSD card instead of the
sticker for testing purposes during this project because of
the problems with initiating a secure Bluetooth link from
the SE as mentioned earlier.
III. R ESULTS
This section will provide some deeper insight regarding
the inner workings of the application. This application
(Figure 3) exists out of an interface and two Java Card
applets, which are responsible for providing the actual wallet
data.

Figure 3.

A. Application interface
The design of a mobile interface requires some special
attention, more so than its workstation counterpart.
First, there is a large differentiation between different cell
platforms, each whom presents its own interface. Secondly,
physical obstacles such as different screen sizes, aspect ratios
and physical buttons need to be taken into account as well.
Lastly, there is the user aspect, which demands that an
interface needs to be intuitive and easy to learn.
We made the decision to use a SCWS to provide a
consistent interface by taking full advantage of the mobile
phone browser capabilities, which is tasked for the rendering
of an HTML based interface for the wallet application. This
interface is theoretically universally applicable to any mobile
phone that supports Java Cards. Recent developments like
jQuery Mobile and PhoneGap make it possible to build
native looking and responsive HTML and javascript-based
applications.
The design of the interface of the application itself is
based upon known design principles [16], which dictate how
information on a page is to be presented to its user. This
includes but is not limited to bringing information to the
top of the interface by limiting the amount of links a user
has to go through thus, minimizing navigation or bringing
a collection of relevant information together, based on the
desired intent of the user.
1) Interface structure: The wallet interface consists of
three main tabs that allow a user to browse through a
number of subtabs. The main interface tabs are the ”Events”,
”Wallet” and ”Settings” tab.

Application components

The content of the event wallet is displayed in the
interface on the mobile phone of the user. This HTML
based interface can be divided into a number of interface
components that are individually requested from a SCWS
residing on the Java Card through various HTTP requests.
The servlet that is responsible for providing the interface
with the necessary data is running on the SCWS and will
send specific SIO requests to the DESFire emulator on the
Java Card. This emulator is another applet residing on the
Java Card and will (after authentication) provide the servlet
with the desired data. The servlet will then, based upon the
collected data, give an answer to the previously made request
by the interface.
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(a) The event tab
Figure 4.

(b) The wallet tab
The interface

The ”My event list” subtab (Figure 4(a)) is used to list all
the possible events that a user currently has access to. This
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list is kept up to date through a connection with a backend
server. A number of possible items are linked to each specific
event and are shown in the ”My wallet” subtab (Figure 4(b)).
Items can be bought and/or spend using the local terminals
or through OTA functionality [11].
The settings tab allows for various options, including
setting the number of listed items and/or events on the events
and wallet tab pages. The interface is resolution independent
and can thus be used on a number of different handsets. The
layout can additionally be changed altogether depending on
the preferred style of the user.
Finally, the wallet tab includes the option of purchasing
items OTA. The purchased items will be listed on the ”My
wallet” subtab as ”reserved items”, meaning that they still
need to be synchronized by specialized terminals called
”sync points”. The main advantage of this is that wait time
for the user at a terminal will be cut down significantly since
a user only has to touch the terminal and through a NFC
link will the previously purchased items be made available
for use.

an AID to select a specific event on the DESFire emulator
and then request the value of a specific item of that event
using its FID.

B. Data flow
The next part of the application consists of two elements,
namely the GUI Servlet and the DESFire emulator, which
are both tasked with the provision of the actual data to the
interface mentioned earlier.
A GUI Servlet is a Java Card application that runs on the
SCWS and will act both as a server and a client when data
is requested by the interface, since it will serve information
to the interface after it has requested the necessary data from
the DESFire emulator.
The DESFire emulator is also a Java Card application
and consists of an emulated DESFire card with additional
communication logic. This emulated card follows the same
wallet structure of the passive tags used in the Tetra EVENT
project, which is responsible for holding the wallet content.
The additional communication logic of the DESFire emulator allows a mobile phone to communicate with the terminals
that are used for monetary transactions during an event.
As a result of our project still being in a relative early
stage, we have opted to replace the DESFire emulator with
a temporary stub in order to fabricate a working prototype.
This stub will hold the same functionality from the point of
view of the servlet compared to the actual DESFire emulator.
1) Retrieval of data: A backend server forms the backbone of the system, because all the event dates, event names
and item names are requested from this server. Providing
a page in the interface with values requires the servlet to
request a list of AIDs and FIDs first from the DESFire
emulator.
These IDs represent the various events and items tied to an
event respectively and are required to be translated by the
back-end server to their actual corresponding names. The
item values shown on the wallet page are collected by using
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Figure 5.

Retrieval of an item value

Every request done by the interface will thus trigger a
series of steps in the background of the application (Figure
5). The GUI servlet will perform a SIO method call to select
the AID that is linked to the desired event. The emulator
will respond with a confirmation message and the actual file
value will then be requested next by using the FID of a
specific item. The File value is passed back to the servlet,
which will pass it to the interface for visualization.
The backend server and its data have been temporary
replaced in our project by a number of vectors that store the
different names and dates mentioned before in a hardcoded
manner. The reason for this is identical to the stub in that
it is caused by the fact that the EVENT project is still in a
relatively early stage.
C. Installation on a Java Card
This section describes the installation part of the application on an actual Java Card and any problems that occurred
in the process [17].
The first step of the deployment on a Java Card is the
conversion of the class files of the project, along with any
additional required export files, into an executable binary
CAP-file (Converted Applet File). This type of file format
is designed specifically for Java Cards and is used by an onchip installer to install the applet and link it with the classes
that are already available on the card [18].
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1) Used hardware and installation problems: In terms of
hardware we used a G&D Sm@rtCafe Expert 5.0 microSD
Java Card in combination with the Gemalto Developers Suite
for the development of the project. The assumption was
made that our project, which is developed for a Java Card
version 2.2.2, would run on any physical 2.2.2 Java Card
without problems, but this original assumption turned out to
be false.
Different vendors use different implementations on their
Java Cards [19], which resulted in our case in the use of
libraries that are specifically made for Gemalto Java Cards
and thus are unavailable on the G&D card that we are using.
It should still be theoretically possible to deploy an applet in
a cross platform manner by following only the actual global
standards put forth by the Global Platform [20].
In order to test this hypothesis, we decided to rewrite the
DESFire emulator stub using the Java Card Development
Kit V2.2.2 from Sun and were able to successfully install it
on the G&D Java Card, thus proving our earlier made point.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The goal of this research was to determine how the
functionality of a contactless smart card wallet on a mobile device can be incorporated and improved; using an
intermediate step towards NFC enabled devices and taking
aspects such as security, usability, backwards compatibility
and interoperability into account.
By using a Java Card, a high level of security for
safeguarding the sensitive data residing in its memory is
maintained. The combination of a Java Card and the SCWS
allows the wallet to be deployed on a wide range of mobile
devices since no application is required to be installed on
the device itself.
The structure of the interface is based upon known design
principles to create an intuitive interface for the end-user.
Furthermore, the interface has been designed to take aspects
such as scalability into account, which is important for
overcoming physical obstacles such as different screen sizes
of the mobile device.
The current price for a MyMax sticker is 20 EUR, but its
price is expected to drop relatively fast, to around 10 EUR,
as a result of mass production. The length of the battery life
is long enough for it to be used on daily basis. Moreover, it
is easy to pair the sticker with a mobile phone.
These factors in combination with our research have
proven the MyMax sticker to be a good intermediate solution
in terms of the NFC ecosystem problem. However, we were
unable to setup a working Bluetooth connection between the
Java Card of the mobile handset and the sticker due to the
lack of publically available BIP documentation.
The backwards compatibility requirement of the project
can be fulfilled through the deployment of a DESFire
emulator on the MyMax sticker. Since a working emulator
was unavailable during the research phase, we developed a
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DESFire emulator stub to offer temporary functionality to
prove the backwards compatibility of the mobile wallet by
installing the stub on the SE of the MyMax sticker.
Our conclusion is that a contactless smart card wallet on a
mobile device can be developed, in spite of the current NFC
eco system problems, while also taking the fundamental
requirements of the project into account.
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Abstract—Energy related technology such as Smart Grid has
become one of the main interests in modern industry. Deciding
whether to supply or store energy by predicting the amount of
energy consumption rate is the core technology in Smart Gird.
In this paper, we present a situation-based prediction (SBP)
system that not only utilizes user’s usage history data but also
makes use of the user’s situation that is derived from various
sensor data. According to our experiment, situation-based
prediction system has about four times better performance
compared to the time-based prediction system which solely
relies on user’s usage history.
Keywords-situation; context; energy; Bayesian Networks

I.

INTRODUCTION

A large number of researches have been done on energy
management system. At the initial stage, most of the systems
were based on simple rule-based system and have evolved to
use some contexts (e.g., location) to predict whether more
power will be required or not [1][2].
However, most of these context-aware prediction systems
are based on simple sensor data and past usage history. Past
usage history is not sufficient to detect unordinary conditions
and sensor data can only distinguish simple circumstance
unless we draw a meaningful significance from those sensor
data.
We anticipate that the next stage of energy management
system is to understand the gathered contexts and derives
meanings from them. In our system, we call it a situation.
One possible way to analyze and derive situation from
contexts is to use probabilistic network such as Bayesian
networks (BNs), also called belief networks, Bayesian belief
networks, which are widely used to model uncertain and
complex domains [3]. Our situation-based prediction (SBP)
system is based on this Bayesian Network, where a cell
phone acting as a main device loaded with BN. Cell phone
gathers contexts from itself along with other electronic
devices at home or office (e.g., TV, light, PC) and uses these
contexts as evidence for running Bayesian Network [4]. The
main idea of situation based prediction system is to keep
track of user’s energy consumption rate based on user’s
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situation. We believe recording and analyzing situation can
eventually tell user’s life pattern and adjust the energy
management system to specific user or group of users.
This paper is about our research and development of
situation-based prediction algorithm for energy management
system and its potential benefit compared to other energy
prediction systems.
The organization is as follows: Section 2 starts with the
definition of the term “Situation”. Section 3 explains the
process of gathering and utilizing the usage history data
associated with situation. Section 4 covers retrieval and
application of feedback data. Section 5 gives a short
description of the experiment, and Section 6 presents the
advantage of situation-based prediction system. Lastly, we
present our conclusion along with possible future works.
II.

DEFINITION OF SITUATION

We define situation as interpretation of various sensor
data. Sensor can be any device that can give information
(context). For example, heater and air conditioner can tell us
the temperature of that area. Motion detector, light sensor
can present the location of the users in that area. Situation is
derived by analyzing these raw sensor data.
One sample situation can be “Sleeping at room”. This
situation can be derived by using time, light sensor, and other
electronic equipments in room. If light sensor and other
electronic equipments are off and the time is late at night, we
can assume that the user is sleeping or about to get to sleep.
In our system, we classified 5 different situations; Sleeping,
Watching TV, Eating, Working, and Resting. In addition, the
system detects user movement to decide whether to derive
the situation or not, since all 5 situations we classified occur
while user staying in one position. The sensors we have used
to derive situation were personal cell phones, TVs, lights,
and personal computers.
III.

RECORDING AND PREDICTING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
RATE

SBP records user’s energy consumption rate every two
hours. However, if the system detects that user is moving, it
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does not react until the user’s movement is finished. We
defined moving as a movement from one isolated place to
another isolated place. For instance, moving from a living
room to a dining room would be considered as moving,
whereas a movement within the living room is not. When
recording user’s energy consumption rate, SBP first derive
the current situation in probabilistic matter by running the
Bayesian network. A sample result of running the network
can be: Sleeping (87%), Watching TV (50%), Eating (10%),
Working (15%), and Resting (60%). We only record the
highest probable situation which would be “Sleeping” in this
case and the amount of consumed energy at that point. In
order to derive reliable data, we only record the situation and
the consumed energy amount only if the probability is higher
than 75%. Once a pair of situation and amount of consumed
energy data is collected, we store these data to the database
which is composed of time slot, average amount of
consumed energy and the number of occurrence. Each
situation has its own database table. (Fig. 1)
The number of occurrence data is used to update the
average amount of consumed energy and to apply feedback
data which will be discussed in Section 5. When an update
occurs, we increase the number occurrence by one, and
update the average amount of consumed energy. (Fig. 2)

Figure 1. Database table for each situation
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Figure 2. Calculating average amount for each situation

One subtle issue in the system is to decide when to derive
a situation. As we mentioned above, the SBP detection
occurs every two hours, when no user movement is found.
We believe energy consumption rate varies if user moves
from place to place. For example, move to dining room to
watch TV, move to kitchen to cook, etc. Therefore, if user
movement is detected, the system waits until user settles at
certain place. However, if the system urgently needs the
energy prediction rate, it forecasts the next possible situation
by comparing the “Occurrence” field of each situation
database. For example, if current time is 2:00 AM, the
system retrieves the occurrence field of “2~4 AM” from each
database and selects the one that has the highest number.
Since the main object of our experiment was to compare
situation-based prediction to time-based prediction, the
system tries to detect the movement of the user every two
hours. We are also considering deriving a situation whenever
a user movement is detected regardless of time. In this way,
the size of the situation database will decrease by one twelfth
but may require more updates if user frequently moves from
place to place.
Once the database is filled with enough data, the system
utilizes these data to predict user’s energy consumption rate.
We believe the prediction accuracy increases as the size of
the database grows and converges at certain point.
Discovering the convergence point would require an
experiment in real world. As for now, we gathered a month
period data before prediction.
Following are the two steps that SBP uses to predict the
amount of energy consumption rate.
1) SBP first runs the Bayesian network and derives the
current situation by picking the highest probable situation.
Since the probability threshold is set to 75%, SBP does not
give its prediction value if the probability is less than 75%.
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When a tie occurs on situations, although it rarely happens,
we randomly pick one situation.
2) Once a situation is selected, the system retrieves the
database of the selected situation, and gets the average
amount of consumed energy of the current time slot. For
example, if current time is 12:30AM and selected situation
is “Sleeping”, the system retrieves energy consumption data
of “0-2 AM” from “Sleeping” database for its final
prediction rate.
IV.

APPLYING FEEDBACK DATA

As we mentioned before, SBP is based on probabilistic
network such as Bayesian Network and is used to discover
user’s current situation. In addition to discovering situation,
we built a separate database that keeps track of energy
consumption rate. Once the system gives its prediction, it
observes the actual amount of consumed energy. The
difference between the actual amount of consumed energy
and the predicted amount is used as the feedback data, and
affects future prediction.
In our system, there are two kinds of feedback data,
positive feedback and negative feedback. We call it a
positive feedback when the predicted consumption rate is
higher than actual consumption rate and negative feedback is
the opposite where predicted amount is less than the actual
one.

derived situation. The Situation-Based Prediction system
makes it prediction assuming the derived situation is accurate.
However, the accuracy of the Bayesian Network is not
always 100% and needs to adjust its network to a specific
user or a group of users. Since cell phone is working as a
main device by actually running the Bayesian Network.
Whenever a situation is derived (once every two hour), the
cell phone outputs the resulting situation and asks whether
the situation is correct or not. This feedback data is only used
to reinforce the Bayesian Network.
V.

EXPERIMENT

At this point, our experiment is being done in a
simulation environment. The simulator consists of a dining
room, four living rooms, and two bath room where each
room equipped with TV, light, and personal computer. The
experiment is targeted to verify two main issues. First is to
check the competitiveness of our Bayesian Network by
analyzing the accuracy of the derived situation. The other
issue is to see whether SBP indeed gives better performance
compared to other energy prediction systems. Unfortunately,
it is hard to present the results without experimenting in real
environment; however, according to our simulation SBP
does have high accuracy when the derived situation is
accurate. The details of our simulation are following. We
built a simulator that simulates user’s daily home life. User
randomly acts one of 6 situations; Sleeping, Watching TV,
Eating, Working, Resting, and Moving. As we mentioned
before, when “Moving” occurs, the system waits until user
enters a certain space and detects one of the situations. We
recorded 2 hour based energy consumption rate for 30 days
in simulator environment. Fig. 4 shows the results of the
experiment.

Figure 3. Applying Feedback Data

After receiving the feedback data, we reflect this data to
our future prediction by dividing the difference between the
predicted amount and the actual amount by the number of
data we have used to draw our prediction (# of occurrence).
For example, let’s say the current situation is “Watching TV”
and the received feedback is +110 KW (predicted amount =
550 KW, actual amount = 440 KW, number of occurrence =
10). We divide 110 KW by 10 which give us 11 KW and
then subtract this number from our prediction amount. In
other words, our next prediction amount of that situation at
that time slot will be 539 KW instead of 550 KW while the
number of occurrence remains as 10. (Fig 3)
The feedback data we have mentioned above are only
used to modify the prediction amount of consumed energy.
In addition to that, we also allow user to give feedback to the
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Figure 4. Comparison between Time-based prediction and Situationbased prediction.

For comparison, each graph presents average prediction
value of time-based system, situation based system, and the
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actual usage rate of the user. Situation-based prediction
system gave much better performance when multiple
situations occur in certain time slot. For instance, if user
either watches TV or sleeps in certain time slot, there is a big
difference in consumption rate between these two situations
and time-based prediction cannot reflect this circumstance.
In average, time-based system had 54% average error
rate when multiple situations occur in certain time slot
whereas, situation-based system had only 12% average error
rate. We need to acknowledge that simulation was run upon
assumption that situation was accurately derived at all time.
The accuracy of our Bayesian Network needs to be measured
in real environment, and for now we leave it as our future
work.
VI.

ADVANTAGE OF SITUATION-BASED PREDICTION

A. Accuracy
While most of the modern energy management systems
rely on past energy consumption history, SBP tracks history
by analyzing user’s situation. Energy consumption happens
when activity occurs and situation is one of the best ways to
predict user’s activity. We are certain that SBP’s accuracy is
at least higher than the system that solely relies on past usage
history, since SBP is also based on history data. The biggest
difference is that, SBP segments these usage data and
retrieves the most relevant history.
B. Specialization
As we mentioned earlier, SBP is based on probabilistic
network such as Bayesian Network. One of the biggest
strength of Bayesian Network is that it evolves as it receives
feedback data from users. There are plenty of ways to
receive feedback data from users directly or indirectly.
However, we will not get into details of receiving and
analyzing feedback data of Bayesian Network since it is
beyond the scope of this paper. The essential point is that
SBP keeps evolve as the size of the usage history data grow,
and as it receives more feedback data from users. In other
words, SBP evolves to get customized for a specific user or a
specific group of people.
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VII. CONCLUSTION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we presented a Situation-Based Prediction
system for energy management. The system is based on
Bayesian Network, and derives user’s situation in order to
associate it with energy consumption rate. We are certain
that SBP is more efficient than other energy managing
system that solely relies on users’ past usage history and is
capable of adjusting the system to a specific user or group of
users.
SBP is currently targeted for a single user. Our future
work will be focused on expanding our SBP to support
multiple users in a distributed environment [5]. Each user
will use his/her cell phone acting as a main sensor, and share
information with one another. The biggest challenge of our
future work will be detecting correlation among users. For
example, when SBP detects that multiple users are watching
TV, it needs to find out whether all of the users are watching
the same TV or not. In addition, creating a database that
holds individuals’ past situation and associating one another
to draw a reliable prediction will be the key challenge.
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alloowing end-userrs to create andd manage mobille applications.

sem
mantically-baseed abstractionn method to represent com
mplex
appplications in teerms of abstraacted scenes inn a storyboardd. Fig.
1 shows the ooverview of the storybooard-based m
mobile
appplication authooring method.

Keywords - Mobile Appplication Auth
horing; Appliication
Stooryboard; Endd-user Softwaree Engineering; Visual Program
mming.

I.

IN
NTRODUCTION

To achieve the user-centtricity goal inn providing mobile
m
appplications [1],, new compuuting paradigm
ms such as seerviceoriiented computting (SoC) annd task-drivenn computing ((TDC)
havve emerged [22][3]. These appproaches focuus on separatinng the
conncerns of seleecting and cooordinating speecific servicess from
thee concerns of rrecognizing users’ high-level computing goals.
Thhese allow endd-users to moore easily interract with num
merous
com
mputing resouurces in a mobbile computingg environmennt with
theeir high-level task goals. Hoowever, SoC aand TDC in mobile
m
com
mputing have been consideered mostly w
within the conttext of
“usse of applicattions” rather tthan “authorinng of applicattions”.
Thherefore, it is nnormally diffiicult for end-uusers to definee their
tassk goals andd to arrange and access mobile compputing
ressources that arre necessary too accomplish thheir goals.
In this papper, we propoose a storybboard-based mobile
m
appplication autthoring methhod by whicch end-userss can
inttuitively speciify their task goals as a stooryboard and easily
gennerate a mobbile applicatiion from thee storyboard. In a
stooryboard, userrs can specify the necessaryy functionalitiees and
stru
ructure of an application aas high-level activities (sccenes).
Onnce a mobile application is created, it can be validated,
exeecuted, evaluaated, and persoonalized.
Our approacch also allow
ws users to identify and reuse
com
mmon patternns of defining storyboards too accomplish a type
of goal. The m
main elemennts of our appproach incluude a
stooryboard moddel to structuree the mobile applications and a
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Fiigure 1. Overvieew of the storyboaard-based mobile application authooring

Scaffidi et aal. reported thhat most of thhe computer users
thesse days are noon-professionaals who do nott know much aabout
connventional prrogramming [18]. In m
mobile compputing
envvironments, thhere is even a bigger prroportion of nonproofessional end--users.
End-user soft
ftware engineeering is a paraadigm of alloowing
endd-users to devvelop softwaree to meet theirr own needs w
while
briddging the gapp between theeir high-level requirementss and
detaail system cappabilities [4]. Our approachh provides an enduseer software enngineering fram
mework that covers the ovverall
lifeecycle of software development incluuding requireement
speecification, appplication generration, evaluattion, and evoluution.
In ccomparison too the existing visual prograamming paraddigms
whiich mostly ffocus on vissually compoosing fine-grained
proogramming eleements, the stooryboard-basedd authoring meethod
enaables end-userrs to representt their requirements in a hiigherleveel abstraction.
This paper is organized aas following. We introduce the
majjor requirements of end-usser mobile appplication authhoring
andd explain the related workss in Section III and Sectionn III,
resppectively. Secction IV andd Section V describe the core
appproach of the storyboard-bas
s
sed authoring.. Section VI shows
s
the evaluation ressults. Finally, Section VII concludes
c
the ppaper
by explaining thee main contribuutions and futuure works.
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II. REQUIREMENTS OF END-USER MOBILE APPLICATION
AUTHORING
A. User-centricity – Task-driven abstraction and
visualization
In a mobile computing environment, it is especially crucial
for end-users to access mobile computing resources based on
their task goals without considering any technical details. Endusers need to be able to focus on describing what they need to
achieve their task goals rather than expressing the detail
structure and functions to be implemented in their applications.
In addition, there must be a visual aid to allow users to
intuitively represent their task requirements and to understand
the core activities to be supported by a mobile application.
B. Efficiency – Automated and non-error-prone authoring
and instantiation processes
Most end-users are non-programmers who do not have
enough technical skills to create, recognize and compose
services and to monitor applications [5]. Therefore, it is
essential to minimize such technical burdens of users by
automating the process of selecting and combining component
services that are necessary to accomplish a task goal. In
addition, there must be a mechanism of bridging the gap
between a high-level task representation and a set of services
available in a mobile computing environment, and making
automated bindings between those two different abstractions.
End-users’ authoring activities are normally error prone.
Therefore, the authoring process should support the ways of
resolving mismatches between required capabilities and
available service functions, and validating an application
against a user’s task goal.
C. Reusability and Evolovability – Reuse of common
application patterns and support of application evolution
In mobile computing environments, there is a wide
spectrum of applications to be supported for diverse types of
users. In these environments, reuse of common application
patterns and evolution of applications based on users’ feedback
are critical to reduce development efforts of applications and to
improve the quality of applications [11][12]. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide a mechanism to identify a common
structure and functionalities to support a similar set of user
tasks and to enable these common application patterns to be
refined and extended based on users’ feedback. The application
instantiation process also needs to meet these requirements by
providing a mechanism of reusing successful task-service
bindings for similar situations, and by making these binding
patterns evolvable.
D. Mobile Usability – Usability support in user-interfaceconstrained mobile computing environments
Mobile usability is about allowing mobile users to
effectively interact with an application by using User Interface
(UI)-constrained computing environments such as smart
phones and tabular PCs. The end-user mobile application
authoring environment should support mobile usability such
that users can effectively represent and recognize the core
structure of task activities by using their mobile devices. The
granularity of UI elements that comprise a task-driven
abstraction of an application needs to be coarse-grained enough
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to be efficiently visualized on a small screen, and to be
controlled by using constrained input methods. Especially, it is
essential to make the high-level UI abstraction of an
application consistent with the detail application integration
structure [6].
III. RELATED WORK
End-user software engineering is a paradigm to allow endusers to create and manage software applications without
having deep programming knowledge and skills [4]. Many
approaches have been developed to help end-users conduct
various development activities throughout the software
development lifecycle.
A. Flowchart-based Approach
In this approach, end-users can draw a flow of component
services and conditions by using a common format or template
provided by developers [13][14]. Although this allows users to
structure an application based on the main flow of activities
and events that are important in a specific domain, it is often
difficult for end-users to learn and understand detail notations
(branches, loops, etc.) and options (e.g., sequential structure vs.
parallel structure) to represent a flow.
The activities in a flow are normally represented at the
same abstraction level as component services. Therefore, users
need to associate each activity to a specific component service
to be used. It is usually a difficult job for end-users to
recognize, select and compose component services with
understanding their functionality and other technical factors
such as interfaces, preconditions and post-conditions. In
addition, the detail flow structure cannot be shown effectively
on a small screen of a mobile device.
B. Wizard-based Approach
In this approach, end-users can create and customize
applications by creating forms and representing dialogues that
are needed to be used in user interactions [15][16]. The stepby-step dialogue sequence and appropriate forms to provide at
each step can be specified in the application definition. The
wizard-based approach relatively does not need users to
understand complex notations and technical factors. However,
this approach requires careful modeling of the forms and
dialogues. The forms need to be modeled such that the users
can easily understand the desired inputs to be provided at a step.
In addition, detail conditions and branches of the steps cannot
be easily programed by end-users. In this approach, some errortoleration features can be incorporated to ensure the quality of
data filled in a form.
C. Spreadsheet-based Approach
This approach allows end-users to create applications by
putting values and assigning computations to designated cells
in a spreadsheet [19]. Since spreadsheets are widely used by
people, end-users can easily learn how to make applications by
editing cells in a spreadsheet. In addition, some features to
improve the dependability of application can be supported by
adding interactive and dynamic testing capabilities described in
[19]. However, the types of applications that can be developed
by using this approach are limited to the ones that require
management and computation of data in a tabular form. In
addition, computational rules are normally hidden behind the
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vissual representaation of a sprreadsheet, andd novice userss may
havve difficulty oof creating andd validating theem.
D. Storyboard-bbased Approacch
A storyboardd is a series oof visual illusttrations sequenntially
arrranged and dissplayed. It hass been widelyy used in the movie,
m
advvertisement, aand multi-meedia domains. There have been
som
me attempts tto use storybooards for desiigning and creating
appplications [9][[10][17]. In this approach, service functioons are
absstracted to ‘sccenes’ that cann be arranged iinto a storyboaard. A
stooryboard visuualizes the sstructure and semantics of
o an
appplication, andd provides useers with a serries of interfacces to
intteract with thhe application.. To create an application,, enduseers firstly idenntify availablee service functtions via predeefined
moockup scenes, and then sellect and arrannge the sceness in a
stooryboard tempplate. Users caan understand the semantics of an
appplication by innterpreting the sequence of tthe scenes seleected.
This storyboard-based appproach providees end-users w
with an
inttuitive interfacce to select annd compose ccomponent serrvices.
In addition, a moockup scene caan be used to effectively
e
vissualize
thee essential funnctionality of a component sservice. In adddition,
a storyboard thhat is composed of multipple scenes caan be
b
effecctively on thee small screenn of a
vissualized and browsed
moobile device.
milar to the wiizard-based appproach, most of the
However, sim
stooryboard-basedd approachess cannot visuualize and ccontrol
dettail applicattion structurres. In adddition, largee-scale
appplications thatt need to be coomposed of maany scenes arrranged
in various structuures cannot bee efficiently crreated and maanaged
by using storybooards. Some reesearchers havve tried to overrcome
thee limitations bby providing detail
d
structuree representatioons on
stooryboards. How
wever, the com
mplex storybooard representtations
inccreased the ddifficulties off understandinng and contrrolling
com
mponent serviices to be acceessed to accom
mplish a user taask. In
othher words, althhough we can represent som
me control struuctures
succh as loops, branches andd parallelism in a storyboaard, a
moobile applicatiion that is preesented in a sstoryboard beccomes
tooo complex to uunderstand andd manage by eend-users.
In each scenne of a storybboard, users nneed to be abble to
reppresent their ccomputational needs in their own perspeective.
Hoowever, most storyboard-bas
s
sed approachees lack the ability of
hidding the technical detailss of componnent servicess and
harrdware devicees in an enviroonment. In adddition, most off them
do not support tthe reuse of existing storybboards to makee new
moobile applications based on ppreviously deffined composiitional
pattterns. Withouut the supportt of finding aand reusing exxisting
stooryboards, it iss hard for thee end-users to represent a service
com
mposition from
m scratch withh considering different canddidates
of services in a local envvironment andd the dynam
mically
As we discusssed in
chaanging contexxt of using ann application. A
Section II, it is necessary
n
for eend-users to finnd most approopriate
pattterns of makiing storyboardds for their neeeds, and generrate an
appplication by ssimply extendding and custoomizing them
m. The
preevious storybooard approachees also do not provide facilitties to
vallidate the corrrectness of a service com
mposition generated
froom a storyboarrd.
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IV. STO
ORYBOARD-BA
ASED MOBILE APPLICATION
COMPOSITTION MODEL
We have ddeveloped ourr storyboard--based appliccation
com
mposition moodel based onn the task-orriented appliccation
fram
mework [20]. As depicted iin Fig. 2, the model
m
is compposed
of three
t
differentt views: visuaalization modeel (called U-booard),
taskk meta-model,, and instancess.
The visualization model is for allow
wing end-userrs to
desscribe their com
mputing tasks as a story whhich is compossed of
multiple activityy scenes. Thhe task metaa-model definnes a
deccomposition sttructure of useer-centric appllications. A taask is
creaated for each computational
c
l goal of a userr, and compossed of
unit tasks each of which deffines a compoositional pattern of
servvices for perfforming an aaction in the task. A unit task
deffines a set of
o necessary component services andd the
inteerconnection structure
s
amonng them. The iinstances are aactual
insttances of applications and services that caan be run in a local
envvironment. Insstances of a taask are generaated by considdering
system specific characteristics and environm
mental conditionns.
As shown inn Fig. 2, the ttask meta-moddel maps the usercenntric visualizaation into thhe elements of an appliccation
insttance. All thee entities in our models are describedd and
mannaged by usinng ontologies. In other wordds, the semantiics of
taskk stories, scenes, tasks, unit tasks, and serrvices are desccribed
by using domaain specific oontologies, annd their sem
mantic
relaationships annd similarity can be infeerred by usinng a
reassoning enginee [20]. In this section, we fo
focus on explaaining
the content of thee visualization model.

Figure 2. Thrree views of the sttoryboard-based m
mobile applcationn
composiition model

A. Scene Visualiization Model
As we discusssed in Sectionn II, each sceene of a storybboard
neeeds to be highlly readable evven on mobilee devices. A shhown
in Fig.
F 2, a scenne is composeed of three paarts: activity nname,
representative im
mage, and context informaation. The acctivity
nam
mage
me is a textual name of a sceene, and the reepresentative im
visuualizes the esssential characcteristics of a scene such aas an
object, movemennt, and operaations. The coontext inform
mation
represents the tem
mporal and sppatial context in which the sscene
b
valid..
is aactivated and becomes
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V. IMPLLEMENTATION
N

F
Figure 3. Exampples of scene visualization (the scennes defined in thee task
Having a Meeting’)
story called ‘H

B. Scene Types
mposed of sceenes that are either
A task storyy can be com
invvariant or variiant scenes. Innvariant scenees are static paarts of
a sstory that are not
n changed oover time and are common across
a
diffferent situatioons. At the eexample storyy shown in F
Fig. 3,
‘M
Meeting Call’ and
a ‘Closing M
Meeting’ are the scenes (m
marked
with the yellow
w background) that are common in every
meeeting tasks, aand defined ass invariant scenes. Variant sscenes
aree the ones thatt can be replacced by an alteernative scene based
onn user prefereences and ennvironmental conditions. IIn the
exaample above, ‘Sharing Matterials’ and ‘S
Setting Environnment’
aree variant scennes that can bee substituted to an environnmentspeecific or cuustomized sccene. For exxample, ‘Shaareing
Maaterials’ can bbe replaced bby a scene off exchaning ssecure
em
mails to handlle critical info
formation. In most of the cases,
varriant scenes are replaceed by persoonalized or more
speecialized scennes automaticaally based on user preferencces or
envvironmental conditions. T
This is to m
meet the efficciency
reqquirement expplained in Secttion II.
Scenes are also categorizeed into four grroups based onn their
conntrol structurres: sequentiial, concurreent, iterative,, and
connditional sceenes. The sccenes that aare arranged in a
stooryboard are ssequential in default. The concurrent sscenes
thaat need to be executed in pparallel can bbe grouped toggether
intto a scene as ddepicted in Figg. 3. The comppound scene ccan be
exppanded into multiple,
m
conccurrent scenes by clicking oon the
conntrol icon (ovverlapped recctangles). Sceenes with a curved
c
arrrow are iteraative scenes, which servvices are exeecuted
iteratively whilee a condition iis met. The iteeration conditiion of
a scene is reprresented as a set of properties, and caan be
cheecked by douuble clickingg on the curvved-arrow icoon. A
diaamond icon thhat is shown on a scene meaans that the sccene is
a cconditional sccene. A condiitional scene iis activated w
when a
conndition, whichh is representeed as a set of pproperties, is m
met.
In our approach, control sttructures can be
b imposed onnly on
eacch scene ratheer than across multiple scennes in a storybboard.
Although this limits the repreesentation pow
wer of controlls, our
mple and grraphical contrrolling mechhanism makes the
sim
autthoring and m
management oof storyboardss much simpleer and
eassier for end-ussers.
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We have impplemented a pprototype of ouur end-user m
mobile
appplication authooring tool. Fig.. 4 shows screen shots of thee tool.
Thee main screenn shows a storryboard canvaas and a task rradar.
Thee task radar allows users to visually contrrol some conteextual
asppects such as sppatial, social, temporal and personal aspects to
narrrow down thee candidate stooryboard to reeuse for a taskk. The
taskks found are shhown in a hierrarchical structture (based onn their
onttological relatiionships) in the
t task brow
wser. When a task
storry is selected from the task browser, the ssequence of sccenes
is displayed
d
in tthe storyboardd canvas, andd the detail liist of
scennes and theirr decompositioon structures are shown inn the
scenne browser.
Our tool is developed bby using Javaa SWT. We used
jfreeechart 1.0 forr implementinng the task raadar. This clieent is
insttalled in two ultra-mobile PCs (SAMS
SUNG Q1, Fuujitsu
U20010). In additiion, the semanntic descriptionns of unit taskks and
taskk stories are m
made by usingg the Protégé oontology editoor [7].
Thee semantic reaasoning of finnding storyboaards and scenees are
impplemented by uusing the Jenaa library [8].
By using thiss tool, a user ccan define an iinitial task story by
findding and selecting a storryboard tempplate that is most
apppropriate for his or her task. Then, the end-userr can
cusstomize the innitial task stoory by rearrannging, adding, and
deleeting scenes oon the storybooard. A task sstory is defineed by
arraanging a set oof scenes eacch of which has
h its URI, nname,
conntrol structuree type, variability conditionns, and conteextual
prooperties.

Figure 4. Layout of the moobile application aauthoring tool

While a task story is defineed, the applicaation authoringg tool
anaalyzes the relaationships amoong the sceness and automatiically
sugggests necessarry modificatioons on the taskk story if it deetects
missmatch betweeen inputs andd outs of connsecutive scennes or
conntextual inconssistency among scenes.
Once all authhoring steps aare finished, thhe end-user caan hit
the ‘save’ buttoon to initiate the process of convertingg the
storryboard repressentation into a concrete seervice compossition
thatt can be execuuted in the loccal environmeent. The storybboard
is saved
s
with som
me semantic ddescription andd can be foundd and
reuused for similarr purposes.
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VI. EVALUATION
To evaluatee our approaach whether it meets alll the
reqquirements to enable end-ussers to create m
mobile applicaations,
wee conducted a uuser test. We recruited
r
sixtyy users and proovided
theem with an ooperation mannual (Table I) of the application
autthoring tool. The
T users are mostly graduuate students at our
schhool, but onlyy few of theem are expertt programmerrs. To
com
mpare our approach aggainst the eexisting storyyboard
appproaches, we divided the siixty users into three groups.. Each
grooup participateed in evaluatinng one type of approach to avoid
leaarning effects because we measured thee time to finissh the
cusstomization off a task story according
a
to a given scenariio and
couunted the num
mber of steps too accomplish tthe job.

We evaluatedd the three grooups to check whether they meet
the usability, effficiency and rreusability reqquirements thaat we
expplained in Secction II. To meeasure the usaability, we couunted
the time taken byy the user grooups to finish customizationn of a
taskk story, and aasked a seriess of questionss to check vaarious
usaability factorss. Efficiency is measured by countingg the
num
mber of steps to finish the customizationn of the task sstory,
andd by checking the effectivenness of error prevention
p
faciilities
suppported by thee tools. Reusaability is meaasured by asking a
couuple of questions that are about
a
the easiness of manaaging
scennes, and the effectiveness
e
oof finding andd accessing exiisting
scennes and task stories. Table II summarizees these evaluuation
critteria and methoods.

TA
ABLE I. OPERATIO
ON MANUAL OF T
THE APPLICATION
N AUTHORING TOO
OL
Operation

Delete

Descriptionss
D
Drag and drop sceenes onto U-Boardd among the
reecommended scennes
P
Press delete key onn the scene

Move

D
Drag and drop sceenes onto the any cell in U-Board

Add

Retrieve

Innput the functionaality of scenes to the retrieval winddow

Save

P
Press save button oon task authoringg tool

Undo

P
Press undo button to rollback to thee original task storry

(a) U
Usability

TABLE
E II. EVALUATIO
ON CRITERIA AND
D METHODS
R
Requirements

Evaluation Metthods
Easy to entry
(measure time too finish customizinng a task story
according to a giiven scenario)
Intuitiveness of sscenes and task sttory
Q) Difficulties too understand scennes and task story

Usability

Efficiency

Reusability

(b) Effficiency

Appropriateness of the size of useer interface
considering mobbile device
Q) Appropriateness of the size of each scene
Appropriateness of the volume off information
m
information to
Q) Do you think we provide too much
bother the use off tool?
User efforts
mber of steps to customize a given task
(measure the num
story)
Error prevention
Q) Do you think the guidelines aree helpful to solvee
difficulties in cusstomizing task stoory
Ease of Add/Delete/Move/Save Scenes
Q) Do you thinkk Add/Delete/Moove/Save functionns are
working properlyy
Accessibility to eexisting scenes annd task stories
Q) Do you thinkk it is easy to acceess to existing sceenes
and task stories

s
To the first ggroup of users, we provideed a tool that shows
only a monolithhic image for each scene annd does not suupport
thee abstraction aand mapping of scenes intoo task activitiees. To
thee second grouup of users, w
we provided a tool that visuualizes
sceenes based onn our scene vvisualization m
model, but doees not
suppport the tassk-oriented abbstraction of scenes. Our taskoriiented storybooard authoring tool was giveen to the third group
of users.
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(c) Reeusability
Figure 5. Evvaluation Results

Fig. 5 shows the evaluationn results. As sshown in Fig. 5(a),
ourr approach (C
Case 3) lowerred the barrieer to entry too the
appplication authooring job by reeducing the tim
me to learn hoow to
cusstomize and maanage task stoories. The answ
wers to the usaability
queestionnaires also show thaat our approaach is much more
intuuitive and satissfactory than oother two apprroaches.
In terms of efficiency,
e
ourr approach conntributed to reeduce
the number of stteps to custom
mize task storries and to prrevent
wn in
erroors during thee application aauthoring process. As show
Figg. 5(b), by usiing our approaach, the userss had to perfoorm 9
stepps in average where the first approach reequired averagge 22
stepps.
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Finding appropriate storyboards to reuse is crucial to
improve the reusability of service compositions. The survey
result shown in Fig. 5(c) proves that our approach helped the
users to find and access useful storyboards to reuse.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the storyboard-based end-user
mobile application authoring method. The main goal of our
approach is to allow end-users, who do not have sophisticated
technical knowledge about developing mobile applications, to
easily create and customize those applications. We identified
three essential requirements (usability, efficiency, and
reusability) of mobile application authoring for end-users to
successfully represent their task goals and required contexts in
an application description.
Our task-oriented storyboard approach provides an
environment in which end-users can develop mobile
applications without having technical knowledge. Users can
visually browse through existing storyboard templates by
controlling multi-dimensional aspects, and easily extend and
customize them to generate mobile applications to achieve their
computational goals. By using our tool, users can represent
compound scenes and essential control structures that are
effective to manage and dynamically instantiate storyboards
according to the changes of environmental conditions and user
requirements.
We are currently in progress on testing our application
authoring tool by applying it to the public application domains
in our campus and conducting a research to make the
application authoring more evolvable by accepting and
reflecting feedbacks from end-users. The accumulated
feedbacks are analyzed in spatial, temporal, personal, and
social perspectives. These can be automatically reflected in
selecting or composing unit tasks and services for application
authoring.
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Abstract—The development of mobile devices and wireless
communications networks is an opportunity for the companies
that want to achieve their customers anywhere and anytime.
This work in progress explores the factors that influencing the
adoption of m-commerce and proposes a methodology to
aggregate the total influence of the incentives on the intention
of use. The knowledge of these effects should improve the sale
promotions policy, based on incentives, and can influence the
adoption of m-commerce. The regression analysis confirms the
relationship between the studied variables.
Keywords–Incentives; m-commerce; Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM); theory of the forgotten effects.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wireless communication networks are spreading
worldwide at a rate ever recorded to date by any other
communication technology [1]. It has become an everyday
technology that is changing the relationships at work, family,
personal relationships and use of leisure time available
anywhere and anytime.
To date, the m-commerce had been to buy ringtones,
screensavers, games, videos, etc. This is a stagnant market in
which there is to think about developing new kinds of
content that appeal to the majority, which is a challenge for
marketing departments of content providers as stated [2].
The development of mobile technology and the growth of
access to navigation via mobile devices open up new
possibilities for m-commerce. New kinds of e-commerce
transactions, conducted through mobile devices using
wireless networks and other wired e-commerce technologies.
Is possible group the m-commerce [3] in transactions
services (e.g., mobile shopping, ticket purchasing, stock
trading), information services (e.g., news, location/traffic
information) and entertainment services (e.g., download
rings tone, download movies).
The literature on the adoption of the m-commerce is
centered in the study of the intrinsic factors that influencing
the intention of use of the m-commerce, but the companies
need external factors that they can manipulate to influence
the users. This research introduces the incentives, as external
factor, and evaluates the total effect, direct and indirect, on
the intention of use of the m-commerce. We consider that the
knowledge of the real impact of the incentives improves the
policy of promotions with the objective to influence the mcommerce adoption.
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This work is structured in five sections: the first section
presents a review on adoption of m-commerce; the second
section presents the research model and explains the used
factors; the third section is detailing the data collection and
the measurement of variables and proposes the analysis
methodology; the fourth section shows our preliminary
results of the research, and finally, expose the main
contributions for the business and scientific community, and
comment future research.
II.

ADOPTION OF M-COMMERCE

Many authors have defined the concept of m-commerce
as the extension of electronic commerce that use wireless
devices and telecommunications networks to accede
anywhere and anytime to the exchange goods, services and
information.
A review of the concept of m-commerce can be obtained
from [4]. A base for studying the determinants of the
intention of use is the Theory of Reason Action (TRA) [5]
Behavior and attitude toward are subjective norm related to
behavioral intention. Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [6]
adding the perceived behavior determinant of the behavioral
intention. Numerous studies take the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) [7], based on TRA, to study the determinants
of technology adoption. Many authors have used the TAM
model in the study of acceptance of different technological
innovations: Internet and mobile Internet, software, laptops,
etc. For the purpose of this work should highlight the work in
the fields of m-commerce [8][9][10]. Although there are
various studies on the potential of wireless technology and
mobile services it is necessary to explore new factors that
affect the use intention of m-commerce.
III.

THE RESEARCH MODEL

A. Objective
The purpose of this work is to understand the influence
of the factors that affect the use intention of m-commerce
adding the incentives to the TAM. The incentives are
external factors that can be manipulated by the enterprises.
So the main objective of this research was to determine the
overall effect of incentives on the use intention of mcommerce, direct and indirect effect through other factors.
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B. Proposed research model
The context and the incentives have significant impact on
users' behavior. We introduce in the model the incentives (I)
as antecedent of the intention of use of the m-commerce
(BIm).
H1: The incentives have a direct positive effect on
intention of use of the m-commerce.
The incentive strategies influence the attitude toward the
technology and the perceived usefulness (PU) in the self
check-in service. Therefore we introduce in the model the
incentives as antecedent of the attitude and PU.
H2: The incentives have a direct positive effect on
attitude toward m-commerce.
H3: The incentives have a direct positive effect on
perceived usefulness.
Considering the uses and gratifications theory a person
who receives incentives will be most happy. Greater
happiness can influence the perception. Based on the uses
and gratifications theory, several studies [7] show the
influence of intrinsic motivation in the decision to use
mobile services. We introduce in the model the incentives as
antecedent of the perceived enjoyment (PE).
H4: The incentives have a direct positive effect on
perceived enjoyment.
Perceived ease of use (PEOU) as "the degree to believe
that which a person using a particular system is free of
effort" and observed a positive interaction of PEOU with the
PU [7]. PEOU has been considered as an important
determinant in adoption of past information technologies
such as intranet [11], 3G [12], online banking [13][14]
wireless internet [15], Internet commerce [16] and mcommerce [17][18][19][20][21]. We introduce in the model
the PEOU as antecedent of the PU.
H5: The perceived ease of use has a direct positive effect
on perceived usefulness.
An application of the m-commerce easier to use will also
more funny to use [22][23][24][25][26]. We introduce in the
model the PEOU as antecedent of the PE.
H6: The perceived ease of use has a direct positive effect
on perceived enjoyment.
H1
H2

Perceived
Usefulness
H3

H8

H5
Perceived
Ease of Use

Incentives
H4

H7

H6

Attitude
toward
m-commerce
H9

Perceived
Enjoyment

H11

H10

H12

m-commerce
intention of
use

PU as "the degree to believe that which a person using a
particular system would enhance his or her job performance”
and observed a positive interaction of PE with the PU [7].
Similarly, [27][28] and [29] working this hypothesis. We
introduce in the model the PE as antecedent of the PU.
H7: The perceived enjoyment has a direct positive effect
on perceived usefulness.
PU and the PE as antecedent of attitude applied to
technology acceptance [7][24][25][30]. Similarly, the PE is
present in the studies of [31][32]. We introduce in the model
the PU and the PE as antecedents of the attitude.
H8: The perceived usefulness has a direct positive effect
on attitude toward m-commerce.
H9: The perceived enjoyment has a direct positive effect
on attitude toward m-commerce.
TAM propose the attitude toward particular system as
antecedent of the behavioral intention of use following the
TRA and the TPB. Then we introduce in the model the
attitude as antecedent of the intention of use of the mcommerce (BIm).
H10: The attitude toward m-commerce have a direct
positive effect on intention of use of the m-commerce.
The social influence is present in the TRA [5] and the
TPB [6] as antecedent of behavioral intention through the
subjective norms. We introduce in the model the social
influence (SI) as antecedent of the PE and the attitude toward
the m-commerce (Attm).
H11: Social influence has a direct positive effect on
perceived enjoyment.
H12: Social influence has direct positive effect on
attitude toward the m-commerce.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

A. Data collection
We made a survey with students because they are more
susceptible to use this kind of services. A total 367
questionnaires have been validated. The sample is formed of
60.3% of women and 39.7% of men, with ages between 19
and 37 years. As for the experience in online purchase,
95.6% have occasionally bought on the Internet and 14.7%
have bought some product through the mobile devices.
B. Measurement of variables
A literature review facilitates the scales for measure the
constructs. According to [33][34] a factor analysis allows
checking the validity of measurement scales. All items
should be higher of 0.6. A Cronbach's alpha analysis was
done in order to analyze the reliability of the used scales and
to test internal consistency of the scales. All factors exceed
0.7, as recommended [35].
Likert scales (ranging from 1 to 7), with anchors ranging
from „„strongly disagree‟‟ to „„strongly agree‟‟ were used for
all questions.

Social
Influence

Figure 1. Reseach model.
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THE SCALES‟ FIT

TABLE I.
Sacales

Items

KMO

m =m m m
ad

Total
Variance
Explained

Cronbach's
Alpha

PE

1-9

0.835

58.316%

0.907

PU

10-14

0.864

82.529%

0.946

PEOU

15-20

0.807

66.822%

0.896

SI

28-31

0.676

86.896%

0.949

A

32-37

0.87

75.006%

0.933

BIm

38-40

0.733

86.089%

0.918

I

41-45

0.85

83.842%

0.947

m (m m
₀
ab

m

D. Incidences of first order and higher
The incidence between two variables is the cause-effect
relationship of one variable on another. The simplest case is
the incidence of first order (e.g., A affects B) where A is the
cause of B. Second order is considered where the impact is
not direct (e.g., A affects B through C).
In the the model there are incidences of first order: I  A
Incentives (I) affect the attitude (Attm). But there are
also incidences of second order: I  A  BIm,
Incentives (I) have an indirect effect on the intention of
use of m-commerce (BIm) through attitude toward the mcommerce (Attm).
With the intention of determining the overall effect of
incentives on the intended use of m-commerce use the theory
of the forgotten effects. To calculate the maxmin convolution
of the impact of A on C from the impact of A on B and the
incidence of B on C using the formula [36]:
(1)

i = 1, 2, 3,…
j = 1, 2, 3,…
k = 1, 2, 3,…

bc

I BIm =

ab

₀

bc

In the case of an incidence of order 3:
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₀

cd) =

(

m m)m

m m

₀
ab

₀

bc

cd

(4)

I PE

V.

₀

PE PU

₀

m

PU A

₀

m

A BIm

(5)

RESULTS

An exploratory analysis has been made with 67
questionnaires of the sample. The results of regression
analysis can be seen in the following table:
TABLE II.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OUTPUTS

Dependent variable: Intention of use of the m-commerce.
Adjusted R2: 0.859
SE: 0.483
Independent variables
Attitude

B
0.698

SE
0.110

t
6.367

Sig
0.000

PE

0.208

0.113

1.837

0.071

Incentives

0.087

0.047

1.852

0.069

Dependent variable: Attitude toward the m-commerce.
Adjusted R2: 0.833
SE: 0.505
Independent variables
PE

B
0.495

SE
0.101

t
4.892

Sig
0.000

PU

0.251

0.067

3.768

0.000

Incentives

0.142

0.048

2.932

0.005

Social Influence

0.049

0.012

3.981

0.000

Dependent variable: Perceived usefulness.
Adjusted R2: 0.671
SE: 0.839
Independent variables
PE

B
0.454

SE
0.131

t
3.457

Sig
0.001

PEOU

0.383

0.088

4.365

0.000

Incentives

0.321

0.070

4.605

0.000

Independent variables

ac

(3)

cd

Dependent variable: Perceived enjoyment.
Adjusted R2: 0.501
SE: 0.678

Maxmin convolution can be represented with the symbol
(ο) so that the process can be summarized as follows:

m =m m

₀

In the case of incentives (I) there are incidences of first
(I  BIm), second (I  A  BIm), third (I  PU  A 
BIm) and fourth order (I  PE  PU  A  BIm)
on the intention
of
use of m-commerce
(BIm).
As develop the following:

C. Factors influences
To calculate the influence of each factor on the proposed
constructs (perceived usefulness, perceived enjoyment,
attitudes toward the m-commerce and intention of use of the
m-commerce) has made four multiple regression analysis.
The table II shows the preliminary results.

For all ai, bj y ck

bc

Given that the maxmin convolution satisfies the
associative property:

We use the software SPSS 17 to make the factor analysis
and the reliability test. We confirm, in a preliminary analysis
the validity and the reliability of all scales considered
keeping in mind the adjustment measures previously
discussed.

µ (ai, ck) = V (μ (ai,bj) ⋀ μ (bj,ck))

₀

ab

(2)

POEU

B
0.166

SE
0.068

t
2.457

Sig
0.017

Incentives

0.141

0.053

2.646

0.010

Social Influence

0.070

0.014

5.075

0.000

All variables in the regression models are significant
(Sig<0,1). Then is possible to confirm the hypothesis of the
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research model. Although is necessary develop a
confirmatory analysis with the 367 questionnaires of the
sample.
Confirmed the hypothesis we calculate the impact of
incentives on the set of constructs studied in the model with
the proposed methodology based on the theory of forgotten
effects.
VI.

[11] P. V. Chang, “The validity of an extended technology
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[13]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The development of the methodology proposed will
allow study the aggregate effect of one factor on another,
keeping in mind direct and indirect effects. It is important to
aggregate the effects to know the importance of the factors in
the acceptance of m-commerce process. Besides the
incentives is a controllable factor for the company, so it can
be used as a tool to improve the acceptance of m-commerce.
The combination of the regression analysis and forgotten
effects provide a solution to aggregate all influences, direct
and indirect, that exists between two variables. Other kind of
analysis such as structural equation models obtain result
from a group of factors on others but does not offer solution
to find the total effect of one variable on another.
If the responsible of decision-making knows the total
effects of the incentives on the intention of use of mcommerce then can influence to the users. The findings of
this research can incorporate in the sales promotion policy to
accelerate the acceptance of this new channel and
augmenting sales.
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Abstract— One of main objectives of Ambient Intelligence is
the reduction to a minimum of the user’s interactive effort, the
diversity and quantity of devices with which people are
surrounded with, in existing environments, increase the level of
difficulty to achieve this goal. The mobile phones and their
amazing global penetration, makes it an excellent device for
delivering new services to the user, without requiring a
learning effort. An NFC-enabled mobile phone will allow the
user to demand and obtain services, by touching its different
elements in the environment. In this paper we present a
proposal where we analyze the scope associated with touch
interaction, and where a model to perceive touch interaction
through the tagging context is designed.
Keywords-tagging context; touching interaction; mobile
services;context aware.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the first definitions of smart environment [1] [2]
[3] arises from Ubiquitous Computing, which “created a new
field of computer science, one that speculated on a physical
world richly and invisibly interwoven with sensors,
actuators, displays and computational elements, embedded
seamlessly in the everyday objects of our lives and
connected through a continuous network” [4], although Mark
Weiser does not define it explicitly.
The vision of Ambient Intelligence [5], which is an
evolution of Ubiquitous Computing, proposes a new way of
thinking about computers, which will disappear in the
environment, meaning that this perceiving and responding
automatically to the presence of people is creating a smart
environment.
The Ambient Intelligence (AmI) paradigm visualizes
environmental management by applications, which will
perceive in a continuous way the characteristics of the
entities that comprise it and the natural interaction between
them, thereby enabling applications to offer services either
proactively or with the smallest possible interactive effort.
Another characteristic of this type of environment is that,
even with a strong technology, it is “invisible” to people; this
disappearance can be obtained by embedding it in daily
objects in the environment.
The final objective of a smart environment is to satisfy
users’ needs by providing services that require minimum
interactive effort from them (the ideal service is one which
the user receives without explicitly demanding it).
A smart environment must be able to perceive all the
interaction techniques that people can develop. From these
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methods, the interaction of contact (or touch interaction)
represents an opportunity area, justifying the design of a
system that perceives. This interaction technique is simple,
requires minimal effort and it is part of the natural reactions
of people when they want to use an element of the
environment, if it is within reach (if the device we want to
use is near, we say we touched it).
Touch interaction can replace complex techniques and
even intricate learning processes, for example: sending a
photo to a new device, printing a document on a printer that
has never been used, just as an older person will be able to
request a meal from a company merely by touching a picture
of it, etc. This feature and its ease of use by older people will
play an excellent role in certain current issues, such as
dependency.
Touch interaction is a simple technique; when it is
developed between persons or between a person and an
environmental element, it may involve a large amount and
flow of information, which would represent a significant
contribution to a smart environment.
A system that perceives and administers an
environment’s touch interaction would be able to offer
services to users they could not have imagined and will be
fundamental to the construction of the ideal smart
environment.
Our work proposes perception of the touch interaction,
which will be used to demand services at the moment of
interacting with the environmental elements or entities. In
order to obtain this perception, the “tagging” of the
environment’s entities will be necessary. The intention is
that, when perceiving this interaction, the application that
manages this environment will obtain information on the
entities involved that, properly combined with the
information in the application’s databases, will enable
services to be delivered.
II.

USER SCENARIO

In the following scenario, we describe some activities at a
research group; in these the users obtain services through
"touching interaction". This scenario is the support for the
application we are developing and testing.
John arrives at the building door, where his office and
other workspaces (laboratory, other members’ offices, and
meeting room) of his research group are located. With his
NFC-enabled mobile phone he touches the tag at the side of
the main door of the building and the NFC-enabled mobile
phone reminds him that he has an important comment for
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George who is already working at his desk. For this reason
John decides to go to the laboratory (where George is). At
the moment John touched the tag, all the members of the research group, who are working in a computer, receive a
message indicating that John has entered the building.
In a corridor, John can observe (on a public display) a
summary of the research group’s current work, such as
deadlines of the congresses in which they will participate, the
last versions of the papers being written, the identity and
location of each person working in the building, etc.
When John arrives at the door of the laboratory he can
observe who is in inside by looking at a little display. He can
also see the degree of progress of the different activities
(along with notes on projects, programs, articles, etc.) that
the members of the group are developing. Before entering he
touches the tag of the next door. Inside the laboratory he can
observe a reminder of all “notes to comment on”, on a public
display at the laboratory, which has been stored in his mobile
phone. Meanwhile, all users who have “notes to comment
on” to John, can see a reminder indicating that John entered
the laboratory on their computers.
While John talks to George, John places his mobile
phone near the tag on the display of George´s computer to
show a file. After commenting on it, they decide to show it to
everyone in the laboratory. To this end, John touches the
public display with his mobile phone.
Before John leaves the laboratory, George decides to
send him a paper for checking, but, due to its large size, it
does not fit in the mobile phone’s memory. He therefore,
decides to send the file to John so that it can be checked from
any computer in the AmI environment.
When John leaves the laboratory, he runs the exit service
in his mobile phone to aware the AmI environment that he is
coming out of the laboratory. When John arrives at his office
and touches the tag in the door, his mobile phone shows the
list of people who came to see him while he was out, as well
as the messages left for him.
III.

ENVIRONMENT ENTITIES

The model we are proposing would endow an
environment with the capability of perceiving the touch
interaction between environment entities, which we define
as: The intentional approach of two entities in order to obtain
a service. This implies that when an entity approaches
another one, the touch interaction arises. The objective of
this model is limited to the touch interaction, which involves
only two elements, of which one is a person. This is the
reason why the touch interaction of interest to us is defined
as: A person’s deliberate touching of an environmental entity
(the latter can be another person) for the purpose of obtaining
services.
One of the most popular and referenced context and
entities definition is given by Anind K. Dey, who states that
“any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place or object
that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user
and an application, including the user and application
themselves” [6].
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Owing to the fact that we are interested only in a specific
interaction technique between a person and an environment
element or another person, we have adapted Dey’s definition
so as to define the context limited to touch interaction as: any
information on the involved entities that is required to
deliver the services offered by the touch interaction.
A. Entities
The PICTAC (it perceives touch interaction through
tagging context, in Spanish) objective is to develop a system
that manages the touch interactions of an environment in
which at least one person takes part. This is the reason why
the entity "application" will not be considered by us.
Since the capacity to participate in a touch interaction
that is perceived by the environment is not a person’s natural
ability and so that a system can take into account a person,
their data must have been captured previously. If we add
these capabilities to the “person” entity, we create the “user”
entity (which would be a subset of the entity proposed by
Dey), as used in our model.
Dey’s “object” entity has proved to be too general for the
purpose of the model, since from the standpoint of the
service it can provide, we can distinguish two categories of
objects: Devices, those whose service can be demanded
through a touch interaction (basically electronic or computer
equipment), and Objects, those whose service is not
"suitable" or cannot be demanded through a "touch" (e.g., a
desk, furniture). However, in the case of the latter, through
their location and continued use, we can take advantage of
them to integrate some in the model we are proposing and
offer services. This is the reason why we have broken down
the object category into two types of entities: "object" and
"device". It must be remembered that an object does not
even have the capacity to process and communicate which is
the reason why the capacities that it could have will depend
on the available computer device that allows it to participate
in a touch interaction and on the user’s capacities.
TABLE I.

COMPARISION BETWEEN DEY ENTITIES AND OURS
PICTAC Model

Dey entities

Adaptation
Entities

Person

Only the
person or
equipment are
considered

Object

They are
divided into
two, depending
on the form
given to the
services

Place

Idem

Application

Not relevant

User

Object

Device

Place

Description

Person with the
capacity
to
participate in a
touch interaction
Those
whose
service
is
not
"suitable" or cannot
be
requested
through "touch"
The service can be
demanded through a
touch interaction
Represents a part of
a smart environment
or even the entire
environment
Not used
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TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF TAGGING CONTEXT PROPERTIES

IV.

THE MODEL TO PERCEIVE TOUCH INTERACTION
THROUGH THE TAGGING CONTEXT

Tagging Context Properties

Contact

Identification

Context

Services
references
Memory

Processing
Communication

As it is the user which makes the touch, it
must have contact property to carry out the
touch interaction.
This will be given to other non-user entities,
which will be responsible for responding to
the touch made by the user
This can be one of two types: the context
limited to the touch interaction, which is the
information about the entities involved in the
interaction, or the environmental context.
So as not to keep all the information in the
touched entities, only these are placed.
Although our model will focus primarily on
data, the memory property is implicit and
necessary.
It processes the services references.
Linking the entities involved with the
environmental infrastructure.

"Place" is an entity that will remain and will allow us to
represent a part of a smart environment or even the entire
environment, since it will have the capacity for selfinclusion, in which the place may contain entities (or even
another place). Although, in the first instance, a user has the
capacity not to associate the service offered by a place, this
could be considered because, on touching the place it will
provide the service, entering the smart environment and the
user could even obtain the opening of the door. A summary
and comparison of PICTAC and Dey entities is shown in
Table 1.
Whenever a user touches any of the four entities
described above, it will generate one of the four classes of
touch interaction managed by PICTAC: user-place, userdevice, user-object and user-user, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The four types of the PICTAC Model Touch Interaction.
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The objective of the model that we are proposing is to be
able to develop a system that endows the environment with
the capacity to perceive the touch interaction using the
tagging context.
The model consists of three parts: the properties that the
environment must have, the tagging context and the services
that can be offered.
A. Environmental Requirements
The PICTAC Model is designed in such a way that the
system developed can easily integrate with other applications
in a smart environment or it can be the only one of its type
operating in the environment. To develop the system that
manages the touch interaction and maximize the use of the
information flow generated for the delivery of services, the
environment must have two properties or infrastructures:
1. Processing and storage (considered together so that
they can be offered by one technology)
2. Communication
Although these properties are essential to the
development of the vision of an environment that manages
the touch interaction, we believe that they will almost
certainly exist in any environment in which an application of
this type will need to be developed. This is partly due to the
fact that the majority of workplaces have them and because
the touch interaction is ideal for operating the electronic and
computer devices in today’s workplaces.
Both infrastructures are the common “technology level”,
which is shared by all the applications that will make up the
ideal smart environment.
B. Tagging Context
If tagging is to put a tag on something and context is any
information about entities, tagging context could sound
incongruous but the intention of creating this paradox is to
give emphasis to the idea.
Tagging will be necessary for two reasons: we will have
to indicate the place where the entity must be touched and
we must augment the entity with the capacity to perceive
another entity’s “touch”.
The word context is used because we will augment the
entities with the data needed to deliver the services
originated by the touch interaction.
The tagging context requires generic properties to be
developed: perception of touch, containment of information,
processing and communication. These capabilities will be
provided by different properties, of which all or some of
them will be put in the entities. We define the tagging
context as:
“Augmentation of the environment’s entities with the
necessary properties to participate in the touch interaction
perceived by a system”
Two properties are necessary for the touch interaction’s
perception: contact and identification. As it is the user who
makes the touch, it must have the contact capability. This is
just a way of distinguishing the roles performed by each one
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of the entities that touch. The identification capability will be
given to other entities (non-user) which will be responsible
for responding to the touch made by the user. In other
words, the entity that is touched is the one which identifies
(responds to the touch).
For an entity to contain information, it will require
memory capability. Although our model will focus primarily
on data, the memory capability is implicit and necessary.
The data involve two properties: context and services
references.
Context is the information needed to deliver the service
and can be of two types: the context limited to the touch
interaction, which is the information about the entities
involved in the interaction, and the environmental context.
The first is saved in the same entities as those involved in
interaction and the second in the environmental
infrastructure.
In order to deliver a service, some processing of
information must be carried out and, because we are not
certain where such processing is carried out (in the user, in
the environment infrastructure or in a device with processing
capability), it was decided that, instead of the entity that is
touched containing all the necessary instructions for
processing the data, it will contain the necessary services
references. The services references are all the necessary
information to process and deliver the service to the user.
C. Services
The reason for any device or object in the environment is
to offer users, as a minimum, an intrinsic service and in order
to obtain it the user must interact with the object. The object
of PICTAC is to offer services from the environmental
elements by means of the touch interaction and, together
with these services, to deliver others in an implicit way.
The classification established for the services is based on
the manner in which their execution is originated or who has
put them. The intrinsic services of the elements in the
environment (which can be natural to the item or established
by the system) are the default services, which are received by
the user who touches. The implicit services are those that
accompany the above and can be received either by the user
who touches or other related users. The optional services are
those created by the PICTAC system that can be received by
any user and put in any entity. Table 3 gives a summary with
the characteristics of each one of the service categories.
1) Default Services
All the environmental elements with which people are
surrounded have at least one function or main use for which
they were designed. The model that we propose is designed
so that such use or service will be delivered to the user at the
touch of the entity. These services are called default services
and will be delivered to the user automatically whenever it
touches an element.
In a device, the default service is intrinsic to it and is
easily identifiable (e.g., the printing of the printer, the
display of the monitor, etc.).
In an object, default services do not exist because they
are not inherently associated with any services that can be
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obtained through touch interaction (e.g., the desk). The
object will only contain optional services.
In a place entity, the ideal default service, which the
user would expect to receive, is to open the door, but its
implementation will depend on the available technology;
however, touching the place is essential for the user to
"enter" or "exit" the application that manages the touch
interaction and, should it fail to do so, it will not receive the
service.
2) Implicit Services
These services are one of the benefits of implementing a
PICTAC system. Sometimes and when the system has just
been installed, they may not be easily associated by the user
who carries out the touch. In other words, they are services
under or attached to the default services.
Implicit services are developed to take advantage of the
information flow that is generated when a default service is
demanded and, like this one, can be delivered automatically.
All the services that are received either directly or
indirectly by the related entities and the entities that
participate in the touch interaction and/or are in the place
where touch interaction is carried out will be implicit
services.
3) Optional Services
These services will be put on entities by the users,
depending on their requirements; they were originated to
take advantage of the foreseeable and daily use of some
environmental entities.
These services allow those elements that do not have an
intrinsic service (the objects) to be regarded as part of the
PICTAC system and offer services to the touch.
They can also be placed in any type of entity, the use of
which can be considered structured. For example, when a
user reaches its workplace, it will first touch the door of the
building before entering its office; any user that pays a visit
to the office must touch the door, etc. Thus, optional
services can be placed in the entities that take advantage of
such use.
Another example of an optional service is to leave a
message to any or a specific user on the door of a building,
on its desktop or any entity in respect of which we can be
certain that it will be touched by the user to whom we wish
to communicate something, or a note for a specific user
when visiting the office in our absence, etc.

TABLE III.

Default
Implicit
Optional

DESCRUIPTION OF SERVICES

PICTAC Services
The entities’ intrinsic services
These services accompany the default
services
These will be put on entities by users in
the case of elements that do not have
intrinsic services
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TABLE IV.

PROPERTY-TECHNOLOGY CORRELATION

Properties
Technology

I

M

Cc

P

C

Interaction
technique
Touch

 

 
Barcode
Passive
 

  Not necessary
RIFD
Active
 

  Not necessary
RFID
NFC
 

  Touch
Bluetooth ≈
 

  Not necessary
ZigBee
 

  Not necessary
Wi-Fi
Infrared
 

  Movement
I=Identification
M=Memory/Context/Services References Cc=Contact
P=Processing C=Communication

V.

MODEL TECHNOLOGY CORRELATION

The first method of validating the PICTAC model is to
establish a correlation between its properties and the existing
technologies with which they could be implemented. As
some of these properties are matching, in this section we
decided to consider them jointly in two cases: contactidentification and memory-context-services references. The
four categories of model-technology correlation are
explained below.
A. Information Flow
The automatic identification technologies make it
possible to provide the environmental elements with contact
and identification capabilities. Some of these technologies
(voice, OCR, biometrics, etc.) do not have a relationship
with this model, that is the reason why we decided to analyze
three: Barcode, RFID and NFC.
Barcode technology has contact and identification
properties, meaning that it can be used to add these
properties to an entity that could be used in the contact
interaction.
Near Field Communication (NFC) technology can
establish a link when an initiator-reader is within two inches
or less of a tag. This short distance gives the impression that
the user is touching the tag (some would touch without
problems). So the NFC is appropriate for providing these
capabilities to entities in the environment.
B. Memory-Context-Services References
The memory property is essential for storing information
whose significance is essential for our model because it will
contain two properties: context and services references.
It is important to mention that although technologies
exist, that by themselves do not provide these properties,
they could be embedded in a device that has them. This is the
reason why a technology cannot be discarded only on the
basis of not having them and why devices in which it is
possible for them to be embedded must be examined.
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Another important feature is that the memory must be rewriteable since the context is constantly changing.
The barcode is not an appropriate technology for this
because of two reasons: saving information in a barcode is
unworkable and it would not be possible to modify it.
The RFID and NFC technologies have the memory
property by default in the tag, while in the reader the
memory can be obtained from the device that controls it.
C. Processing
This property must be obtained from the device (or
computational device that controls it) where the technologies
that provide the other properties are embedded.
The power of this ability will be what determines the
complexity of the services that can be offered, without
depending on the environmental structure’s processing
power.
D. Communication
As in the case of the processing property, communication
must be provided by technologies that are embedded in
gadgets that provide other properties. To meet this
requirement, we considered: Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The major
drawback of Bluetooth is that each connection requires the
user’s participation, whereas Wi-Fi technology only requires
configuration of the first time that the gadgets are linked.
A summary (Table IV) of the analysis made in the three
previous sections allows us to observe that none of the
technologies considered has processing properties, which
turns this into a requirement of the gadget that we use.
The bar code-contact only provides identification, so this
can be ruled out.
NFC technology is the solution to the Bluetooth
drawback, as it enables the automatic link via Bluetooth.
RFID technology is a good option for implementing the
PICTAC system; unfortunately, although the costs of RFID
and NFC tags are equal, prices of the antennas and the
complete set of RFID make this unaffordable, although
trends indicates that these will fall and once this is the case it
will be possible to reconsider this option.
E. Technological Suitability Model
In order to adapt the PICTAC model to a proposal that
combines different technologies for its implementation, we
divided it into two main areas: the “tagging context” and the
infrastructure environment. The latter is divided into two
parts: storage-processing and communication. These and the
tagging context are the three sections of the technological
model, which can be summarized as shown in Figure 2 and
is explained as follows:
• The gadget technology to implement the tagging
context will endow the entities with the properties to
participate in the touch interaction perceived by the
PICTAC system: contact, identification, memory
(which contains the context and services references),
processing and communication.
• The communication section, which will allow entities
to link with the processing and storage infrastructure in
the environment.
• Processing and storage, defined as the distribution and
operation of the computer equipment that will execute
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the services, similar to the way in which they store the
information from the environment (context) and
process some services.
The “tagging context” properties can be satisfied by an
NFC-enabled mobile phone and NFC-tag; the NFC-enabled
phone also offers different communication alternatives (some
models have Bluetooth, GSM, SMS, MMS, XHTML,
SMTP, POP3, IMAP4 EGPRS and/or GPRS) and a large
memory (up to 2 Gb).
The PICTAC model will use computer technology (with
the communication, processing and storage properties) that
can be found in most of the workplaces where people
operate. This is established as a requirement for the
environmental infrastructure because we consider it
unattractive for the PICTAC system to be developed in an
environment that does not have them.
VI.

PICTAC VISUALIZATION

To formalize the relationships and elements that have
been explained in previous sections that comprise the
PICTAC model, we use UML class diagrams.
In the conceptual PICTAC model shown in Figure 3, the
largest element is the smart environment that contains the
PICTAC system, the normal environment, the
communications infrastructure, processing, data storage,
context and intelligent interfaces.

Figure 2. The Technological Sections of the PICTAC Model.

The intelligent interfaces are those involved in user
interaction with environmental elements. The environmental
elements include objects, places and devices, which together
with the user compose the PICTAC model entities.

Figure 3. UML Description of the PICTAC Model.
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A system that perceives touch interaction through tagging
context consists of tagging entities in which a user touches
the tagging entity for the purpose of obtaining services. This
contact is perceived through properties that obtain and
process the necessary data to deliver the service. This
information and processing property may be contained in
gadgets that can deliver services without needing the
environmental infrastructure. However, the quality and
quantity of these services depend on the technical
characteristics of the technologies used to provide the
properties. Within a communications infrastructure,
processing and data storage are essential if the goal for the
PICTAC system is to be part of an intelligent environment.
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Abstract — The worldwide spread of mobile phones and its
increasing trend makes them the main vehicle for mobile
communications. Mobile Operators can provide valuable services
to their clients by using context information to personalize
multimedia content distribution. The knowledge of users’
situations shall guide applications to select the most helpful
content in each specific instant. This paper proposes IMS (IP
Multimedia Subsystem) as a context service enabler allowing
Mobile Operators to offer more useful services to their clients by
applying the Internet of Things vision into the
telecommunications world.
Keywords: Context; IMS; IoT; Mobile; Services.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A core challenge to Mobile Operators is to afford clever
services based on the user’s current situation in order to make
them cheaper and useful. The mobile devices explosion and the
wireless networks diffusion allow users to be always connected
enabling a ubiquitous access. Furthermore, it is expectable that
sensor networks technologies will be fast widened all over the
world fostering the Internet of Things (IoT) accomplishment.
The information gathered from these sensors networks can be
treated as context information, which enables the usage of
intelligent models that can be employed by context-aware
services to improve their utility. Mobile Operators require an
effective communication framework that allows context
information to flow from their providers towards the context
consumers making possible to get better services and
personalized contents distribution.
This paper devises IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) as a
context service facilitator enabling Mobile Operators to provide
valuable services to end-users. It is here proposed context as an
IMS service that instead of delivering multimedia content
makes available context information to context-aware services
allowing Mobile Operators to offer the right content to the right
client.
The rest of the paper is as follows: in Section II the main
motivations for context usage are referred; Section III presents
the devised framework that allows Mobile Operators to use
context information to provide useful services to their clients;
in Section IV is introduced the procedures that enable the
context exchange between interested entities by showing the
proposed demonstration scenario. Finally, Section V
summarizes the main conclusions.
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II.

MOTIVATION

A. Context in Mobile Services
Context can be understood as sensed information that
changes over time, which can be used by context-aware
systems to improve their performance. Nowadays, Mobile
Operators are already offering some context-aware services
based on users’ location by selecting the content that best fits
the user position. But Mobile Operators can go further since
they are in a privileged position to collect information about
their clients’ situation. They can bring together statistics on
their clients most accessed web pages or their favorite
programs and channels; they can even collect figures about
their online shopping profile. Furthermore, following the IoT
fashion, through the use of external sensoring, it is possible to
collect extra context information, like noise, temperature or
movement. All this information is critical to Mobile Operators
since it allows them to offer useful services through optimized
networks to end-users. Figure 1 presents possible sources of
context information.
Environment
User

Content

Mobile
Services

Terminal

Network

Figure 1. Possible Context Sources

B. Service Scenario
This is the raining season. A huge storm is flooding the
regional roads letting the population out-of-the-way.
Unhappily, there is often a lot of kills victims of these natural
catastrophes and, most of them, are tourists caught napping in
the storm. In order to reduce their impact, the Government is
funding Mobile Operators to offer a service that streams videos
indicating to each of their clients in critical situation the best
way to reach a shelter having food and potable water. The
name of the service is: Get safe.
Mobile Operators using their native capabilities can
imprecisely check their clients location based on their attached
antennas. If they are nearby a flooding area, Mobile Operators
check which ones have on their terminals the Global
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Positioning System (GPS) and try to immediately get the right
users’ location in order to provide the most accurate locationbased helping video. Due to those users, Mobile Operators
require context information and, consequently, they become
context consumers of a context service that converts user
geographic coordinates into user street location. The
geographic coordinates are supplied to the Context Service by
the context provider based on the clients GPS information.
Furthermore, Mobile Operators makes even use on their clients
profile in order to check their native language.
Based on users’ location and using their specific language,
Mobile Operators can offer understandable videos with clear
indications about the way to reach a shelter saving hundreds of
lives.
C. Related Work
The use of context in mobile networks is nowadays a key
research topic in scientific community. Its usage in
telecommunications systems allows the service personalization
over optimized networks.
The FP7 (Framework Program 7) SENSEI (Integrating the
Physical with the Digital World of the Network of the Future)
project aimed to provide the necessary network and
information management services to enable consistent and
accurate context information retrieval and interaction with the
physical environment [1]. The work carried out in [2] has
proposed a set of interfaces enabling Applications and Services
to access real world information.
PERSIST (Personal Self-Improving Smart Spaces) was a
FP7 project intending to develop Personal Smart Spaces (PSS)
that were able to learn and reason about users, their intentions,
preferences and context [3]. The PSS was enabled to extend
and enhance as the user meets other smart spaces. In [4] is
presented the overall design of the main components
supporting the operation of Personal Smart Spaces.
The FP7 C-CAST (Context Casting) project aimed at
evolving mobile multimedia multicasting to exploit the
increasing integration of mobile devices with our everyday
physical world and environment [5]. Furthermore, it has
designed an innovative approach allowing personalized content
delivery to multiple mobile users independently of the
underlying networks. In [6] and [7] was defined an architecture
to support a complete context management functionality along
with service components like group management and content
selection. The work carried out in [8] and [9] has defined a
framework to collect sensor data, distribute context information
and manage efficiently context aware multiparty data
distribution. In [10] and [11] were developed a set of
mechanisms for autonomous context driven content creation,
adaptation and media delivery.
The research presented in [12] demonstrates the usefulness
of context-awareness usage to improve the interface between
the user and the mobile devices. The context is derived from
the fusion of multiple sensors. The article also proposes a
hierarchically working model to structure the context concept.
In [13] was proposed a layered conceptual architecture
where the layers were increased with interpreting and
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reasoning functionalities, which allows the detection and the
context usage.
Another research has been carried out in [14] where a
layered conceptual design framework was proposed
highlighting the different elements common to most contextaware architectures.
The research done in [15] has studied the impact of context,
sensors and wireless networks in the telecommunications field.
Several scenarios were suggested stressing the possible
synergies between the defined areas.
In [16] is devised a convergent context-aware architecture
where IMS is used to convey context information and to
control MBMS (Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service)
and E-MBMS (Evolved MBMS) multimedia channels allowing
Mobile Operators to easily offer innovative services over
efficient networks.
The work introduced in [17] exposes the benefits of using
context information for the vertical handover decision
procedures. It devises a context-aware information server
skilled to manage dynamic information retrieved from both the
network and the terminal side entities, which leads to an
improved handover process.
III.

IMS AS A CONTEXT FACILITATOR

A. IMS Architecture
3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) Release 5 has
introduced IMS as an extension of the UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunication System) architecture [18]. It has
added a set of new functions linked by new standardized
interfaces. IMS uses the IETF (Internet Engineering Task
Force) SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) in order to manage
multimedia sessions [19]. It provides QoS (Quality of Service)
by means of resource reservation and allows operators new
charging schemes for multimedia sessions. Finally, IMS makes
possible fast service deployment enabling more and better
services to end customers. The IMS architecture, as defined by
3GPP in [18], is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. 3GPP Release 5 IMS Architecture
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B. Context as a Service
Context is defined in [20] as the information employed to
characterize the situation of entities. A situation is defined in
[21] as the state of a context at a certain point in space at a
certain point in time, identified by a name. A situation is even
matched up to a snapshot taken by a camera where it captures
the momentary profile of the context attributes. A service can
be considered context-aware if it uses context information to
adapt its behavior to optimally perform its tasks.
Context-aware services require services that provide
context-aware information. Consequently, context-aware
services need context services to afford users’ situation
information. A Context Service (CxS) can be defined as a
service that makes available context information to contextaware systems [16]. CxS uses context information provided by
Context Producers (CxP) and presents users’ related situation
to Context Consumers (CxC). So, CxSs gather context
information from CxPs and make it available to CxCs.
CxS can have different complexity behaviours. It can just
bypass basic sensor information, such as the user location, or it
can apply demanding algorithms based on mixed context
sources in order to get more complex information such as
users’ wishes or needs.
CxS can collect context information from different sources.
The information can then be filtered to select only the valid
data. Additionally, fusion processes can be applied enabling the
consistent values attainment through the integration of similar
data sources. Aggregation mechanisms can run over
heterogeneous sources of information to obtain higher level
context data. As a final point, reasoning mechanisms allow
CxS to wrap up users’ situation by applying logical rules over
collected context information.
CxC, CxS and CxP can exchange context information by
request (where is the client now?), periodically, (where is the
client in each 5 minutes?) or on an event-based (let me know
when the client leaves the train station). The functional
interaction can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. CxC, CxS and CxP interactions

C. Context as an IMS Service
One of the main IMS advantages is the easy development
of multimedia services. Following the same approach, IMS can
be very useful as a context service facilitator enabling
awareness in mobile services. This analogy is presented in
Figure 4.

WLAN

Multimedia Services

Context Services

IMS Control

IMS Control

UMTS

EPS

CxPs

CxCs

Figure 4. IMS Moving Towards a Context Enabler

This paper proposes to have Context Services playing de
role of IMS specific applications that make the bridge between
context producers and context consumers. It is here devised
IMS as a context facilitator in which the IMS Application
Servers are used to manage context instead of the standard
multimedia services. The proposed framework is context
agnostic being capable of controlling all types of context
information. CxS shall collect context information from CxP,
then they shall apply their own logic and finally they shall
provide inferred context information to CxC. This process shall
take place independently of the type of information exchanged
between all context entities.
Context Service
Service Logic
Function
CxF
Resource Adapters

HTTP

HTTP

IMS Control

Application

SIP UA

SIP

SIP

Application

SIP

CxC

SIP UA
CxP

Figure 5. Context Framework

CxS can be further elaborated by splitting the application
logic from the Context Function (CxF) that has functional roles
allowing applications to bypass the details of communications
with CxC and CxP. For instance, all the management of
context dialogs established between CxP, CxS and CxC shall
be transparent to applications. Also, Resources Adapters are
fundamental since they hide the signaling details to the higher
layers. Consequently they enable both SIP signaling for context
transfer and HTTP for, for instance, service generic
information presentation or subscription purposes.
CxP and CxC shall be considered as SIP UA (User Agents)
that are able to register under IMS networks and to manage SIP
specific signaling. They shall have their own logic allowing the
context information transfer between involved entities. As
stated in [18], SIP is the protocol adopted for session control in
the IMS systems. Therefore, it makes sense to use it for an
IMS-based context management. The context framework can
be seen above in Figure 5.
IV.

SCENARIO DEMONSTRATION

The use of IMS as a context enabler allows the fast context
services creation. An instance of the signaling procedures for
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the scenario suggested in Section II.B using the framework
proposed in this paper can be seen in Figure 6. The signaling
is detailed below.
CxC

CxS

CxP

MESSAGE contextServiceURI (doReadService (XML))
200 OK
Step 1

MESSAGE contextProviderURI (doReadProvider (XML))
200 OK
Step 2

MESSAGE contextServiceURI (doInformService (XML))
200 OK
Step 3

MESSAGE contextConsumerURI (doInformConsumer (XML))
200 OK
Step 4

SIP
Signaling

CxC: Context Consumer
CxP: Context Provider
CxS: Context Service

Figure 6. Signalling Flows

A. Step 1
A Mobile Operator (CxC) providing the ―Get Safe‖ service
intends to obtain immediately the exact street address of one of
its clients in order to provide him the most appropriated video
to let him reach the shelter. For that it sends a SIP MESSAGE
towards the CxS encompassing a XML file describing the user
identification, which in this case is the user SIP address. The
XML file sent by the Mobile Operator is presented in Figure 7.
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE hdr SYSTEM "MLP_HDR_200.DTD">
<svc_init>
<hdr ver="2.0.0">
<client>
<id>ptin</id>
<pwd>test</pwd>
<serviceid>Get Safe</serviceid>
<servicetype type="PASSIVE"/>
</client>
</hdr>
<slir ver="2.0.0" res_type="PERSISTENT">
<msids>
<msid type="URI">bob@ptin.pt</msid>
</msids>
</slir>
</svc_init>
Figure 7. Request XML file sent from CxC towards CxS
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B. Step 2
The CxS after validating the request coming from the CxC
forwards it towards the CxP using a SIP MESSAGE where the
XML file is included, but instead of requesting the street
address, it will request the geographic location.
C. Step 3
The CxP checks the mobile identity and uses its own
mechanisms to get the user geographic location. The
information is compiled in the XML file which is sent towards
the CxS inside a SIP MESSAGE, as presented in Figure 8.
<svc_result>
<slia ver="2.0.0">
<pos>
<gsm_net_param>
<cgi>
<cellid>35086</cellid>
<lac>305</lac>
</cgi>
</gsm_net_param>
<msid type="URI">bob@ptin.pt</msid>
<pd>
<alt>87.145419</alt>
<shape>
<circle>
<point>
<ll_point>
<lat>38.741602</lat>
<long>-9.197874</long>
</ll_point>
</point>
<rad>791.795320536137</rad>
</circle>
</shape>
<time utc_off="+0000">20101215152929</time>
</pd>
</pos>
<result resid="0">OK</result>
</slia>
</svc_result>
Figure 8. XML file sent from CxP to CxS including user geographic location

D. Step 4
The CxS shall use its own mechanisms to translate
geographic location into addresses location. After doing the
conversion, CxS sends the answer back towards the CxC,
which in this case is the Mobile Operator, providing the Get
Safe service. A SIP MESSAGE is sent containing the XML file
described in Figure 9. Having the right user location, Mobile
Operators can now select the video that best helps the user
running away from the flood.
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<get_place_result>
<content type=street>
Avenida Comandante Jika
</content>
</get_place_result>
Figure 9. XML file sent from CxS towards CxC including the street address

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has devised a framework where IMS works as a
context enabler allowing Mobile Operators to offer useful
services to their end-clients. The context information usage
enables the selection of content that best matches the user
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situation making possible to have personalized content
distribution. A service scenario was here presented exposing
the potentialities of the Internet of Things usage in the mobile
services domain.
System performance evaluation is envisaged as future
work. A particular attention will be given to the delays
introduced by the context management. Moreover, the impact
of the additional signaling introduced by the context
information transport will be analyzed in the IMS-based
context-aware system.
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Abstract—Mobile devices support speech interfaces that are
inadequate for working with web applications. Providing
speech-based interaction with web applications from a mobile
device opens up a world of computing to users on the go. We
have developed a mobile browser that allows users to easily
interact with SpeechWeb applications from their mobile device
in a hands-free mode. To overcome the limitations of mobile
devices, a new method of parsing speech has been developed.
The result is a more accessible web, allowing users to do some
of the more interactive tasks, even while traveling, that
traditionally required a personal computer.
Keywords-SpeechWeb; speech web; speech recognition;
voice recognition; speech applications; web applications; mobile
application; natural language processing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. An Introduction to SpeechWeb Applications
Speech applications have recently been the subject of
increasing interest. This is especially true for mobile devices
where traditional input mechanisms are limited and output
displays are inconveniently small. On mobile phones, which
are often used while driving, using a keyboard or
touchscreen for input and/or a display for output are both
impractical and dangerous. Speech applications are common
for dialing phone numbers, obtaining driving directions,
sending text messages, and checking E-Mail. However,
there are still many applications, such as web applications,
that do not have a speech interface on mobile devices.
The web browser grew quickly during the 1990s to
become the most popular Internet application. This growth
was fostered by the ease of development of web sites,
through standardized mechanisms. Even non-programmers
could develop a web site to share their ideas. During the
following decade, web sites evolved into interactive web
applications, due mainly to the fact that anyone could
develop those applications on any platform using any
programming language. In the current decade, applications
and data are migrating to the cloud, and many of these
applications are web applications.
A SpeechWeb is a hyperlinked set of web pages with
speech interfaces. SpeechWebs allow interrelated pages to
connect. The traditional web and a SpeechWeb could be
used to represent a semantic web. Speech websites are
websites with speech interfaces. Speech websites could be
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speech interfaces to existing web pages, or specialized
speech applications with a web interface. An important
consideration for building a semantic web is to remove
emphasis on notation and make it easier for people to
develop their own sites. A SpeechWeb should facilitate the
creation of sites with speech interfaces, with a broad range of
complexity, in any programming language. By harnessing
the same simplicity of the world wide web in the 1990s, a
SpeechWeb can experience similar growth.
As an example, consider a mobile user driving to work.
Current technology allows them to be entertained, make
phone calls, send text messages, and navigate, all using
hands-free interaction. Through SpeechWeb applications,
these users could also obtain other information, including
data stored in the cloud, and conduct transactions online
using their voice. For example, a user could search for and
hear restaurant reviews, translate French to English, or learn
geographical statistics about a new state or province they
have just entered (e.g., What is the population of the state of
Michigan?). Google voice search implements a SpeechWeb
application specifically for search, and is widely available
for mobile devices [8].
The PipeBeach project [6] tried to merge the existing
standards of VoiceXML and WML. At the time, WML was
becoming popular as a platform for the mobile web. Since
then, WML has declined in popularity, due to the increased
power of mobile devices. The idea of combining a visual
markup language and a speech markup language to create a
multi-modal interfaces has also been used within traditional
browsers [4]. The PipeBeach project has since been
discontinued. Our project attempts to create a SpeechWeb
browser that uses voice as its primary input and output
mechanism. The w3voice project [7] is another attempt at
creating a SpeechWeb infrastructure. This project uses an
architecture that results in significant data transfer, and
heavy processing loads on the server tier.
B. Limitations of Speech Interfaces
Most current speech interfaces to web applications use a
screen-scraping approach. They simply read the text on a
web page and provide mechanisms for the user to skip
paragraphs, follow links, and fill out forms. Finding answers
to a question can be very difficult. Speech interfaces to
many of the existing web applications are not sufficient.
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C. Limitations of Mobile Devices
The limitations of mobile devices are, for the most part,
widely known.
The screens are small, and current
implementations can be difficult to read in bright light. Also
due to the small screen, interacting with the touch screen can
be error-prone. Keyboards, if available, are inconvenient,
error-prone, and not ergonomically designed.
While download rates are catching up to home Internet
access speeds, users still want to limit data transfer, due to
very high costs on typical mobile plans. Browsing the
traditional web results in a very large amount of data flow.
Mobile-optimized websites often do not limit data flow, but
merely use style to re-structure the information visually.
Speech interfaces also have limitations on mobile
devices. Processing, memory, and disk space are limited.
Voice recognition can test these limits.
Even more
significant, mobile devices often do not support grammarbased recognition, but only dictation. Dictation, while more
flexible, is the less accurate approach, since any word in the
target language could be spoken at any moment. Grammarbased recognition can improve recognition accuracy by
narrowing the possible spoken words based on what is
acceptable according to the grammar, and therefore relevant
to the application.
D. Accessing Speech Applications with Mobile Devices
Our efforts have been focused on making SpeechWeb
applications easier to create, much as web applications and
websites were easy to create in the early days of the world
wide web. As a result of our research into these problems,
we have produced the following:
•
•
•

•

A working prototype of a mobile SpeechWeb
application browser.
A method for improving the recognition
accuracy of dictation-based voice recognizers.
An XML-based language for describing
SpeechWeb application interfaces, called
SWML.
A framework that allows programmers and nonprogrammers alike to create SpeechWeb
applications.

E. Outline of this Paper
This paper first provides an overview of our approach. We
describe an architecture suitable for a SpeechWeb. We
describe an example language, SWML, that could be used
for creating SpeechWeb applications. We discuss a method
for overcoming the limitations of dictation-based speech
recognition, common in mobile devices. Finally, we analyze
our approach, and discuss related work.
II.

OUR APPROACH

Our research has developed a SpeechWeb browser for
mobile devices, using the Android platform.
This
application is designed to take advantage of the mobility and
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specialized hardware provided by these devices, and account
for their limitations. This browser provides a client for
interacting with SpeechWeb applications.
SpeechWeb
applications can be designed to take advantage of the speech
interface, and minimize the effort required for the user to
carry out their desired tasks.
As an example, consider a encyclopedic application. There
are several such applications on the traditional web. By
integrating a speech browser with an application that uses
natural language processing, and semantic evaluation, the
user can merely ask a question and immediately obtain the
answer.
Other application tasks, such as filling out
registration forms and conducting banking transactions can
also be accommodated through a question/answer approach.
Simpler applications, analogous to the websites created by
non-programmers in the 1990s, are also possible, provided
that there are simple, yet flexible, tools to write them.
Applications that are more complex are also possible.

Figure 1: An overview of the SpeechWeb system

With the goal of making SpeechWeb applications easy to
develop, an XML-based language for creating the speech
interfaces for web applications, SpeechWeb markup
language (SWML), has been created. This language allows
SpeechWeb applications to be created in a similar manner to
how web applications are created.
The SpeechWeb application browser also mitigates the
inaccuracy typical of dictation-based voice recognition
software by post-recognition filtering using a grammar.
While this approach doesn't provide the accuracy of
traditional grammar-based recognition, it does improve
recognition accuracy significantly.
Our group has also developed a SpeechWeb application
infrastructure, which should help users create their own
SpeechWeb applications, even if they do not understand
programming languages [1,2]. Our work into natural
language processing has also produced several interesting
applications, which have been integrated into the
SpeechWeb.
III.

DETAILS

A. SpeechWeb Architecture
Previously, it has been proposed by our research group that
SpeechWeb applications use a local recognition, remote
processing (LRRP) architecture for transmitting data to a
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speech application [1]. In this model, all voice recognition
occurs on the client side. This was motivated by the fact that
the raw audio data would be very large, and yet most user
devices are rich clients. On mobile devices, this architecture
is even more appropriate due to typical users' desire to limit
data flow. Performing the voice recognition on the clientside results in less data flow, since the output of voice
recognition is much more compact plain text. A comparison
of these speech application architectures is given in Figure 2.

parsed by software, tools can be developed to make
development even easier for non-technical users.
For a file format for SpeechWeb applications, there are
three primary requirements. First, there should be away of
welcoming the user and giving them instructions on how to
use the SpeechWeb application. Second, there needs to be a
way to specify what are the valid expressions of the
application's language, often expressed as a grammar. The
main purpose of the grammar on the client is to improve the
accuracy of speech recognition. Third, there needs to be a
way to determine how the SpeechWeb application should
respond to inputs. For example, when the application has
collected sufficient data, it should send that data to the server
for processing.
VoiceXML [3] is a similar file format to SWML. Both
formats are largely interchangeable, but the main advantage
of SWML over VoiceXML is its simplicity. A simple file
format, similar to HTML in the 1990s, should make it easier
for non-programmers to develop SpeechWeb applications.
However, for more interactive applications, VoiceXML
would be preferred. One advantage of VoiceXML over
SWML is that VoiceXML documents can specify, using
JavaScript, how to respond to inputs using client-side code.
This capability allows AJAX-like interaction in a
SpeechWeb application.

Figure 2: A comparison of RRRP and LRRP architectures

In an LRRP web application, the voice recognition occurs on
the client device. This process converts the raw audio data
into plain text. This plain text is transmitted to the server
side of the web application, in a similar fashion to how data
is sent to the server side in an web 2.0 web application via
AJAX. This approach has the following significant benefits:
•
•

Data flow is typically reduced by a far greater
amount than would be possible through
compression alone
Server-side processing requirements for a server
side SpeechWeb application under heavy load
are significantly reduced

This approach is in contrast to that used by speech-based
calling centres, which use voice recognition to allow users to
navigate through a complex telephone system. These calling
centres use remote recognition, remote processing (RRRP),
increasing the processing requirements on the server side.
For SpeechWeb applications, where data would be labeled as
data by the mobile provider, the cost of transferring the large
amount of audio data would also be a significant problem.
B. SpeechWeb Markup Language (SWML)
SWML is an XML-based language, not unlike HTML for
traditional web applications. The purpose is to convey
information to users, and provide means of collecting
information from them. The XML syntax is familiar to
many existing web developers. As it can also be easily
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The existing format for SWML is a simple, proof-ofconcept file format, which allows developers of a
SpeechWeb application to specify:
•
•

•

An initial prompt, which gives the user an idea
of what they can do with the application
The conditions that must be satisfied in order for
data to be submitted to the server side of the
SpeechWeb application
The grammar rules, which describe the sort of
sentences the user can say

Shown in Figure 3 is a simple SWML document, which
could be used by a non-technical user for a simple
question/answer SpeechWeb application. The grammar can
simply describe the possible questions that are valid.
The prompt is used to introduce the user to the
SpeechWeb application. It can be used simply to greet the
user, or it could be used to provide instructions on how to use
it. Existing prototype applications use relatively short
prompts, in keeping with the minimized data flow policy.
The submit condition describes when the browser has
collected the right amount and type of data to send to the
application. In the example in Figure 4, a sentence is the unit
of data transfer. Once the browser gathers a complete
sentence, defined in the grammar itself, it sends that data
onto the server to the URL specified. This server side of the
application can answer the question itself, or act as a web
portal to a non-web application. A submit condition can also
include boolean expressions, which is useful for surveys
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where multiple questions need to be answered before the
results are submitted to the server tier.
The grammar substructure describes a complete contextfree grammar. Our browser uses this grammar to improve
the accuracy of its voice recognition. In addition, the
browser also supports local parsing and optional client-side
transformation. Terminal symbols are described using a
traditional rule, containing a name (category) and its
definition (rhs). The definition is often a single word, but
can be phrases or sentences in more trivial applications. If
there is more than one terminal rule for the same category,
each of the rules are treated as or conditions.
For non-terminals, nearly the same format is used. The
category names the non-terminal, and the rhs describes a
sequence of terminals and non-terminals, separated by a
space. This sequence describes a single rule for that nonterminal. If there are multiple rules for the same category,
each is treated as an or condition. An optional transform can
be added, which describes how the expression should be
modified before being submitted to the server tier. This
eliminates the need, in some applications, where the server
tier requires the expressions to be transformed in some way,
such as parenthesization. This is optional, since some
applications have no need for such transformations, and other
applications perform the transformations on the server tier.
<speechweb>
<prompt>
Welcome to the solar system encyclopedia.
</prompt>
<submit-condition url="/simple.php">
<any-of options="question" />
</submit-condition>
<grammar>
<terminal category="sentence"
rhs="what is your name" />
<terminal category="sentence"
rhs="what is your favourite colour" />
<terminal category="sentence"
rhs="what is your favourite food" />
<terminal category="sentence"
rhs="how old are you" />
<non-terminal category="question"
rhs="sentence" />
</grammar>
</speechweb>

Figure 3: A Simple SWML Document

The submit-condition can be extended to accommodate less
trivial conditions.
For example, if the SpeechWeb
application asked a question, the user could answer the
question directly, or perhaps ask a question of their own. A
SpeechWeb application could be designed to conduct an oral
survey with the user, requiring that some or all questions
have been answered. The example in Figure 4 illustrates a
simple SpeechWeb application that requires the user to make
statements of a litigious nature. The submit-condition can
contain arbitrarily nested and and or conditions to facilitate
both of these scenarios.
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<speechweb>
<prompt>
Welcome to the solar system encyclopedia.
</prompt>
<submit-condition url="/submit.php">
<all-of options="s1,s2" />
</submit-condition>
<grammar>
<terminal category="s1" rhs="I hereby
acknowledge that the work being submitted is my
own work" />
<terminal category="s2" rhs="I hereby deny
that I have submitted all or part of this work
for an assignment in another course" />
</grammar>
</speechweb>

Figure 4: An SWML Document with a Non-trivial Submit
Condition

Shown in Figure 5 is another sample SWML document.
This example illustrates a context-free grammar for a very
small subset of English. In this case, there are a set of
terminal and non-terminal rules describing the valid
sentences of the language. In this example, the grammar is a
context-free grammar, used for a natural language processing
application. For simpler applications, the grammar could be
as simple as a list of acceptable phrases or questions.
In the example in Figure 5, the grammar has also been
augmented with rules for transforming the English sentences
into sentences marked up with parse information (e.g., planet
→ COMMON_NOUN(planet)). In this example speech
application, to which we're sending the user's utterance, some
words have been defined as semantic functions, so the user's
phrase has been modified to have the expected syntax. In
this example, the vp (verb phrase) function returns a list of
matching objects (for example, a list of objects that rotate).
The np (noun phrase) function filters this list according to its
noun (for example, earth might limit the results to include –
at most – earth).
<speechweb>
...omitted for brevity...
<grammar>
<terminal category="pnoun"
<terminal category="pnoun"
<terminal category="tverb"
<terminal category="iverb"

rhs="luna" />
rhs="earth" />
rhs="orbits" />
rhs="rotates" />

<non-terminal category="np" rhs="pnoun" />
<non-terminal category="vp" rhs="iverb" />
<non-terminal category="vp" rhs="tverb np"
transform="^tverb ( ^np )" />
<non-terminal category="s" rhs="np vp"
transform="^np ( ^vp )" />
</grammar>
</speechweb>

Figure 5: An SWML Document with Transformation Rules

C. Improving Recognition Accuracy
Grammar-based voice recognition is more accurate than
dictation-based voice recognition for one simple reason: The
grammar is used to limit the possible words that can be
accepted. Consider the grammar in Figures 5 and 6. If the
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user says “mars,” it matches an np (noun phrase). If parsing
an s (sentence), we next expect a vp (verb phrase). In this
simple grammar, only two words are allowed next (orbits
and rotates). As this is a simple example, such results should
not be expected in the general case, but the reduction is still
significant.
With fewer choices available, the voice
recognizer has a better chance of being right about what was
uttered.

D. Benefits to Our Approach
The mobile SpeechWeb application browser gives mobile
users the ability to use speech interaction for applications
that currently do not support speech input. This browser
differs from a typical speech browser, such as those used by
the visually impaired, in that it is not intended to simply
dictate the text in a traditional web application but provide a
browser for a whole new web built upon speech interfaces.

Unfortunately, many mobile devices do not support
grammar-based voice recognition.
To get past this
limitation, we can apply the grammar after recognition for
dictation-based voice recognizers that support the return of a
list of possible phrases (often including probabilities for each
phrase). Any phrases that do not follow the syntax
established by the grammar are eliminated as options, and
the remaining phrase with the highest probability is chosen.
This process is illustrated in Figure 7.

In the cloud computing era, desktop applications and
their data are migrating onto the web. Speech applications
provide a convenient way to access data.
Mobile
applications allow people to access this data while on the go.
Combining the convenience of a speech interface with the
mobile devices is a natural progression. There are examples
of speech applications on mobile devices. However, speech
applications that provide access to locally-stored data,
obtained through traditional approaches (e.g., using IMAP to
download E-Mail messages), are not sufficient for most users
needs. These users are increasingly using web applications
in their daily life. These applications compute and store data
on the web. When web applications provide access to data
in the cloud, a speech interface to those web applications
allows users to access to that data in a non-traditional way.
The advantage is that speech interfaces allow mobile device
users to access their data in a hands-free manner. For
example, users could access cloud data while driving, if
those applications had a speech interface.

Figure 7: A Comparison of Data Flows in Grammar-based
Recognition and Grammar-based Filtering

Dictation-based voice recognizers generally allow the user to
utter any sequence of English words, grammatical or not.
This flexibility is useful when writing E-Mails or word
processing documents, but results in frequent mistakes.
When a sequence of words is uttered, it does not limit the
words that follow; although it may affect the probability
assigned to the results in some context-capable recognizers.
The main difference between grammar-based recognition
and applying grammar-based filtering to dictation-based
recognition results is the granularity, to which the grammar
is applied. In grammar-based recognition, each word is
subjected to the constraints of the grammar before it is
accepted. In grammar-based filtering, a number of phrases
have already been recognized and any phrases with nongrammatical words or sequences of words are eliminated.
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The browser limits data flow in two significant ways.
First, it uses the LRRP architecture that sends only the postrecognition plaintext across the network. Second, the
SpeechWeb applications are specially designed with efficient
access to narrow information in mind. Rather than download
a complete web page with pages of text, and using a
cumbersome speech interface to navigate through that text,
the speech applications should be designed to give exactly
the information the user needs. For example, a encyclopedic
SpeechWeb application might answer queries about the data
they contain, unlike web-based encyclopedias that return all
known data on a specified topic. This strategy is more
appropriate for mobile users, since – as their name implies –
they are on the move and may not be able to navigate
through data as easily as a user at a desktop application or
traditional web application.
IV.

ANALYSIS

The post-recognition parsing takes a list of possible
spoken phrases, in the order of their probability and removes
any phrases that do not match the grammar. The order of
probability is retained. Assuming the grammar is correct,
any phrase not matched by the grammar is not correct.
Therefore, we would expect the recognition accuracy to be
as good or better than dictation-based recognition.
To demonstrate typical improvement, a user study was
conducted. In this study, users are shown 28 valid sentences,
containing transitive verbs and noun phrases, from a sample
English-based grammar and are asked to speak these phrases
aloud. The dictation-based recognition proceeds to generate
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up to 25 possible spoken phrases based on the user's speech
input. The position of the correct phrase in this list, if any, is
recorded. This same position is determined again, after the
list of possible spoken phrases is filtered by post-recognition
parsing. These two statistics are used, along with the
percentage of first-rank results, to compare the accuracy of
each approach. The results of this study have been included
in Figure 8. In this table, the results for post-recognition
parsing are found under the name grammar filtering.
Method
Dictation-based

Average Rank Percentage of FirstRank
8.16

19.64%

Grammar filtering 4.96

40.54%

Figure 8: A Comparison of the Accuracy of Grammar-based
Recognition and Grammar-based Filtering

As shown in Figure 8, the recognition accuracy in the user
study was improved by 20.9%. Recognition in this case has
very poor accuracy, as is typical for dictation-based
recognition when recognizing complete sentences. As
expected, the average rank of the correct sentence in the list
of possible utterances has improved, since non-grammatical
sentences in this list are removed in the process.
V.

RELATED WORK

A. Related Projects
The simple XML-based document format, SWML, was
created for simplicity; to facilitate non-technical users
creating SpeechWeb applications. VoiceXML [3], X+V [4],
and Salt [5] are other file formats that contain similar data.
However, these formats are complex, which can be a
deterrent for non-technical users. Users can begin creating
SpeechWeb applications quickly, and for simple
question/answer applications the SWML document can be
auto-generated.
For more interactive SpeechWeb
applications, such as those requiring scripted behaviour, the
flexibility of VoiceXML would outweigh its complexity.
None of these speech application formats have widespread
support on mobile platforms.
The discontinued PipeBeach project [6] provided a
speech interface to the traditional web for mobile devices.
This project builds upon the VoiceXML standard, and as
such is dependent upon VoiceXML application support. At
the time, mobile devices with speech recognition capability
were not yet widely available, and thus no VoiceXML
browsers could be executed on the devices. One of the
project's goals was to combine the WML and VoiceXML
standards. One approach is server-side translation of WML
into VoiceXML. The popularity of WML was limited, due
to rapid changes in mobile device capabilities.
The w3voice project [7] is a Japanese-language
SpeechWeb initiative.
The project uses an RRRP
architecture, sending raw audio data to the server side for
processing by a third-party speech recognizer. RRRP
architectures require large data transfers, since the raw audio
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data must be transferred to the server-tier for recognition.
RRRP architectures also require significant resources on the
server tier for recognition, since all clients' audio must be
recognized on the same site.
LRRP SpeechWeb
architectures, on the other hand, send only plain text to the
server tier, and use a decentralized recognition model.
Our research group has also developed a desktop
SpeechWeb browser, based on X+V [9]. Support for X+V is
not provided by any known open source applications for
mobile devices, and thus a simple port of this browser was
insufficient. The mobile SpeechWeb browser uses a custom
file format, and post-recognition parsing to improve
accuracy.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our group has created a speech browser for mobile devices,
that improves recognition where the device uses dictationbased speech recognition. The browser performs voice
recognition on the device itself, to reduce data transfer
requirements and server processing requirements.
This SpeechWeb application browser has been integrated
into the larger SpeechWeb project, the goal of which is to
create useful speech-based web applications and encourage
others to do the same. We have developed speech
applications for query encyclopedic databases, such as
information about the solar system, as well as simple
applications, such as one that tells jokes. Applications that
are used to conduct speech-based surveys are being
developed to service people in areas where mobile phones
are common, but traditional computing devices are rare.
The SpeechWeb application infrastructure is being used
as a test platform for natural language syntax and semantic
processing research, allowing additional semantic evaluation
constructs to be demonstrated, and providing useful
SpeechWeb applications to users.
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Abstract - While smart home services have been on the
agenda for over three decades, advances in mobile
technologies and concepts like Internet of things are
creating a new wave of interest in the market.
Traditionally, smart home applications were offered in
stovepipe architectures by individual organizations,
leading to a plethora of service platforms. Today, smart
home service providers are increasingly looking to
collaborate in order to jointly develop and share
common service platforms. However, collective action
literature asserts that such collaboration will only take
place if the motives to collaborate outweigh the hurdles.
In this paper, we study which motivational drivers lead
to collective action for smart living services. We do so in
a survey study among 140 home installation companies
that are member of the major Dutch branch
organization. We find that the tendency to collaborate is
mainly driven by motives related to new business
opportunities, and that more strategic and solidarity
motives do not play a role.
Keywords - collective action; business ecosystem;
motivation; platform; smart living
I.

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to mobile technologies and concepts like the
Internet of things, the vision of Smart homes is changing
from simple home automation systems toward advanced
smart entertainment, health support and energy management
services. Obviously, what is “smart” depends on time [1]. In
the 1980s, the “smartness” of smart home concepts merely
involved predefined automation of appliance tasks. Since the
year 2000, smartness involves much more flexible task
automation adapting to the situation based on past usage
data, user preferences and interaction with other devices. In
addition, the (mobile) Internet make smart home applications
accessible regardless of the device and location of the user
[2]. Therefore, the concept of “smart home” no longer fits
and we coin the notion of “Smart Living” to represent
bundles of innovative ICT-enabled services that aim to add
value for home tasks and routines.
Although smart homes have been on the agenda for over
three decades, and despite many commercialization attempts
in different sectors, smart living services typically do not
make it into the mass market [3]. This might be a result of
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the great fragmentation and complexity in smart living
service platforms. In an earlier paper, we find that smart
living service platforms are often based on closed
architectures and are typically sector specific [4]. Typically,
functionalities are replicated in the various industry-specific
service platforms, and they are not being shared or reused.
Practitioners working in the field of smart home services
increasingly point to this fragmentation of service platforms
as one of the major hurdles, which is also clear when
considering major standardization initiatives like KNX.
As such, there are opportunities for service providers to
share such generic functionalities on a common service
platform to be used in multiple service offerings [4]. Sharing
service platforms and collaborating across industry sectors
may not only reduce investment costs, but may also reduce
complexity and increase flexibility for consumers. Moreover,
open innovation literature stipulates that sharing platforms
across company boundaries may increase service innovation
[5, 6]. As such, collaboration for smart living services may
lead to new business opportunities. Other motivation for
open forms of collaboration may come from trends like
corporate social responsibility and people-planet-profit
paradigms (i.e., sustainability of natural resources), which
lead to more altruistic and solidarity types of motives.
To achieve such vision of common service platform for
Smart Living services, actors from distinct sectors of
industry need to work collectively. However, difficulties in
cooperation specifically when actors are from different
sectors, may hamper collaboration in this domain. For
instance, one of the critical issues is that while actors
cooperate for creating a shared value, they compete over
having the biggest piece of pie [7]. Accordingly, several
problems may arise such as conflicts over division of costs,
revenues and investments between parties as well as the
division of roles and responsibilities [8]. On the other side,
increasing dependency between parties may also influence
the governance mechanisms and raise concerns over trust or
risk of opportunistic behavior of parties [9, 10].
Such issues of cooperation have often looked from the
perspective of game theory or mechanism design [11] and
there are relatively less empirical studies have been done in
this field. While extensive bodies of literature on collective
action have discussed motivations in different context like
social and political [12-14], less attention has been paid to
motivations in high-tech industry, especially to the smart
living domain. Indeed fostering innovation in high-tech
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industry like Smart Living is mainly dependent on the
collaboration between several actors to integrate their
knowledge and resources. Such open innovation happens
only when different parties are motivated enough to work
together. Therefore, to mobilize such cooperation, decision
makers in high-tech industry need to know how those
external independent parties may become interested in an
innovative cooperation [15].
This paper aims to improve understanding on what drives
or blocks collaboration in the field of smart living. More
specifically, we explore which types of motivational sources
exist in the field of smart living and analyze how those
sources of motivation in turn affect the tendency to
collaborate for smart living services. To do so, we develop
and analyze the results of a survey among 140 installation
companies that are active in the field of smart living
services. While doing so, we compare different types of
smart living services, i.e., energy types of services and
entertainment and security services.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
theoretical background. Section III provides the method. In
Section IV, we present the results, and finally, in Section V,
we discuss the results and make recommendation for future
study.
II.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH MODEL

Technology-wise, a service platform is an evolving
system in the form of hardware architecture, an operating
system or a software framework. A typical service platform
usually contains several components that are required by the
services running on that platform, and which those services
would otherwise need to include themselves [16]. The
network of service providers and platform providers that are
working together around a service platform to stimulate
innovation around it can be viewed as a „business ecosystem‟
[17]. One of the important characteristics of business
ecosystems is the interconnectedness between actors which
make it necessary for them to cooperate for a shared fate
[18]. As such, it is in the interest of most members of a
business ecosystem to work collectively to develop and
expand an existing market [19]. However, there may be
several hurdles that hinder actors to join a business
ecosystem and cooperate around an innovation. Examples of
such obstacles are handling conflicts, differing motivations
and conflicting strategic interests.
The cooperation within members of a business ecosystem
can be viewed through the of lens collective action theory.
Collective action theory is often applied to explain
phenomena in which heterogeneous actors collaborate in
order to reach a common goal [20, 21], especially when there
are sources of conflicts in achieving „common goal‟ through
individual action [22]. In collective action literature,
motivation is considered as an enabler for cooperation. On a
general level, motivation can be viewed as an impetus or
inspiration that move an individual towards something [23].
Such inspiration in collective action is typically toward
pursuit of a common goal.
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The classical dilemma of collective action is that
“rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve
their common or group interests” and they tend to free-ride
on contributions of others [24]. Such issue of free-riding may
hinder many actors from entering into a cooperation and lead
to „start-up dilemma‟ [25]. To solve the free-riding problem
and to motivate actors for cooperation, Olson [24] argued the
essence of „selective incentives‟. „Selective incentives‟ can
be viewed as those private benefits that are provided for
those individuals who have contributed for provision of
collective good [26]. Thus, those actors with high interests in
„selective incentives‟ are more likely to move in a
cooperation [27].
The two terms „motivations‟ and „incentives‟ have been
used in the literature interchangeably [14, 27]. However, in
this research we distinguish „motivations‟ from „incentives‟
in a way that motivations are intrinsic or extrinsic impetus
toward achieving common, while incentives are those
benefits that are provided within a group to stimulate
cooperation. In this paper, we mainly focus on the
motivations and how they play roles in starting up
collaboration.
Based on the previous discussion, we propose the
following hypothesis:
H1. Stronger motivations to be involved in smart living
projects increase the collective orientation in smart living
projects
There are several interpretation of the notion of
Collective orientation in the literature [28]. Following
Driskel and Salas [29], we view collective orientation as an
individual‟s tendency to work collectively rather than alone.
Several streams of literature have studied motivation for
collective action in different contexts and proposed different
categories of motivations [12, 13, 30]. While some studies
suggests that cooperation between individuals may be
induced by financial motives [14], others identify other types
of motives like normative, occupational, lobbying, material,
social and information-motive [27] that play roles in enabling
cooperation. In the psychology literature, motivations are
generally categorized into two types of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations. According to [23] intrinsic motivations can be
defined as “doing the activity for its inherent satisfaction
rather than for some separable consequence.” An intrinsic
motivated person, perform an activity because of the fun,
challenges or the good feeling that the activity entail. In
compared to intrinsic motivation, [23] define extrinsic
motivation as an action that is induced by instrumental value
and is toward achieving „separable outcome‟.
Similar to humans, companies may also encourage in
specific activities on the bases of their intrinsic or extrinsic
motivations. Put this in the context of Smart Living domain,
there might be several types of intrinsic and/or extrinsic
motivations for companies to cooperate over a common
service platform. For instance, one possible intrinsic
motivation could be to make life easier and more convenient
for people. However, in competitive business world,
extrinsic factors tend to be more critical. As such, in this
paper we focus on exploring the extrinsic motives that lay
behind cooperation in the smart living domain.
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One of the obvious forms of extrinsic motivation is the
business value from cost reduction or more income. For
instance, platform providers or service providers may invest
in a common service platform if they expect that they can
reduce their costs and have more return on their investments.
Business value can also be achieved by gaining access to
specific information (e.g., customers, market), innovative
technology, and/or new market opportunities [15]. We refer
to these types of motives as „new business‟ motives:
H1a. Stronger motivations to be involved in smart living
projects for generating new business opportunities increase
the tendency to act collectively in smart living projects
Another less tangible types of extrinsic motivation in the
smart living domain is networking and building up
relationship. Typically, companies may engage in
cooperation to enlarge their networks, extend business
opportunities and access more partners and projects. These
types of motives are mainly cooperation-oriented and their
values last longer than business values [15]. We generally
refer to them as „solidarity motives‟:
H1b. Stronger motivations to be involved in smart living
projects for solidarity reasons increase the tendency to act
collectively in smart living projects
Beside business and solidarity motives, companies may
participate in a cooperative activity to achieve more highlevel strategic objectives related to their status and reputation
within a market [31]. For instance, being the first one in
accessing or using a new technology is important to build up
status and strategic position in the market. In this paper, we
refer to these motives as „strategic motives‟:
H1c. Stronger motivations to be involved in smart living
projects for strategic reasons increase the tendency to act
collectively in smart living projects
We assume that collaboration between actors is needed to
get smart living projects towards the implementation and
commercialization stage. Underlying assumptions are that
sharing of service platforms that provide generic modular
functions, like identifications, authorization and managed
data storage, or business functions, like support, management
and maintenance, will make it easier to develop new services
for smart living service providers [32]. In addition to that,
sharing of risks, investment funds and knowledge may
benefit the smart living projects. To test these conjectures,
we will test the following hypothesis:
H2. The stronger the tendency to act collectively in
smart living projects, the more likely that the actor is
involved in smart living projects
Obviously, there may be a direct effect between
motivations to be involved in smart living projects and the
extent to which actors are involved in these projects, without
the collective orientation mediating that effect. To test for
such direct effect of motivation on smart living involvement,
we will also test the following hypothesis.
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H3. The stronger the motivations to be involved in smart
living projects, the more likely that the actor is involved in
smart living projects
Figure 1 visualizes the conceptual model for this paper.
H3
H1
Motives

Collective
Orientation

H2

Actors
involvement

Figure 1. Research Model.

III.

METHOD

A. Sampling
We conducted a survey among members of a Dutch
branch organization that are providing technical and
installation solutions in the area of Smart Living. The survey
was conducted through an online questionnaire in January
2011. While the branch organization has in total 5300
members subscribed, 1796 of them were invited to
participate that are already involved in domotics or other
ICT-enabled solutions. An invitation e-mail was sent through
the branch organization to which 144 members responded
(response rate 8%). 66% of them participated after receiving
the first email and 34% after receiving a reminder. To check
non-response bias, we compared the means of the first group
of respondents to the latter group of respondents and found
no significant differences in overall data [33]. Of the 144
responses, 133 were valid for analysis.
Regarding the background of respondents, 70% of
respondents were the owners of the company, 22% were
involved in operational management and 8% were project
managers. The majority of the participants were involved in
strategic and policy management (79%). Similar to the
population of installation companies, most participants work
at SMEs, as only 14% have more than 100 employees.
B. Measures and Items in the questionnarie
The items to measure motivations were largely adapted
from [27, 34]. Respondents were asked to indicate to what
extent the statements are important for them, using Likert
seven-point scales ranged from not important to very
important. We conduct Exploratory Factor Analysis, using
principal axis factors with Oblimin Rotation method and
Kaiser Normalization on all the measurement scales, see
Table 1. The three extracted factors were consistent with our
expected motive types, i.e., new business motives, strategic
motives and solidarity motive.
The likelihood of engaging in collective action is
conceptualized as ‘collective orientation’ and the items were
mainly adapted from [35, 36]. Table 2 shows acceptable
factor loadings (i.e., > .5) and construct reliability (i.e., >
.7).
With regard to the involved actors and their sectors, the
respondents were asked to indicate to what extent they are
involved in different field of smart living projects. (7-point
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Likert scales ranging from not involved at all to is our core
business). Typically, actors in the smart living domain are
involved in offering different types of activities. For
instance, many companies are involved in offering energy
management solutions as well as security and safety services;
several companies are providing domotics and home
automation solutions. Recently, healthcare solutions like
telecare or telemedicine are also gaining momentum.
Accordingly, we include measurements items for four
categories of activities in energy, security, health,
entertainment and communication fields. These categories
for the smart living domain have been confirmed by an
expert in the domain.
Table 1. Extracted factors for motivation for cooperation (Oblimin
Rotation- KMO =.94, Bartlett‟s test= 2063.55, p < .001).
Our organization
should participate in
smart living projects to:
(7-point scale: Highly
unimportant – Highly
important)
To improve our
reputation
To improve our position
To emphasize our
mission and objectives
To experiment with new
technologies
To create new market
To improve our market
position
To increase our income
To gain access to more
customers
To have market
opportunities
To increase cooperation
with other companies
To develop joint smart
living projects
To raise funds for smart
living projects
To strengthen the
relationship with other
organizations
To help other
organizations in smart
living projects

New
busine
ss
Motive
α= .95

Solidarit
y Motive
α= .92

Strategic
Motive
α= .92

Com
mun
alitie
s

.89

.89

.77
.63

.74
.76

,67

.77

.81
.75

.74
.83

.88
.80

.80
.76

.97

.90
.55

.71

.84

.82

.86

.77

.49

.80

.56

.63

Table 2. Extracted factor for positive attitute towards cooperation (Oblimin
Rotation- KMO=.74, Bartlett‟s test= 187.29, p < .001).
To what extent do you find
collaboration necessary for smart
living services?
(7-point scale: Highly disagree –
Highly agree)
Collaboration leads to problems (R)
The reasons to collaborate are scarce in
smart living services (R)
Collaboration leads to better services
It‟s belter to deliver smart living services
alone rather than with others (R)
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Commun
alities

.59
.90

.35
.81

.64
.71

.41
.50
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(R) Reversely coded

For actors‟ involvement, despite our expectation of the
four categories of smart living services, only two factors
were extracted based on a cut-off eigenvalue of 1.00, see
Table 3. The first factor includes activities in the field of
energy and the second factor covers other fields like,
security, health, entertainment and communication. We refer
to the first factor as ‘energy field’ and the second factor as
‘other fields’.
Table 3. Extracted factors for fields of involvement (Oblimin RotationKMO=.83, Bartlett‟s test= 658.43, p < .001).
To what extent is your company
currently involved in smart
living projects in the field of:
(7-point scale: We are totally
not involved – Is our core
business)
Energy supply smart grids and
smart meters
Systems for heating and
ventilations management
Applications in the health
Applications that improve elderly
independent living
Integrated entertainment and Info.
communication services
Smart security services
Smart anywhere any time
working services
Smart climate systems
Intelligent water management
system

IV.

Energy
fields
α= .83

Other
fields
α= .88

Commu
nalities

.53

.57

.63

.81
.78
.83
.84
.75
.62
.85

.63
.66
.65
.59
.53
.68
.48

.68

RESULTS

A. Correlations
After extracting factors, in order to test our research
model, we correlate the extracted factors. (See Table. 4 for
correlation between the factors)
Table 4. Correlation between extracted factros (* p < .05, ** p < .01 ).

New business
motive
Solidarity
Motive
Strategic
Motive
Collective
orientation
Other fields
Energy field

New
busine
ss
Motive
1

Solida
rity
Motiv
e

Strategi
c Motive

Collecti
ve
Orienta
tion

.70**

1

.80**

.72**

1

.19*

.12

.11

1

.24**
.11

.30**
.22*

.34**
.22**

-.033
-.058

Other
fields

1
.57**

With regard to our first hypothesis, not surprisingly, there
is a positive correlation between new business motives and
collective orientation. However, there is not a significant
relation between the two other types of motives (i.e.,
solidarity and strategic motives) and collective orientation.
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This implies that material values play more important role in
motivating actors to work together in this domain. Still,
considering the strong correlations between the different
dimensions of motives, there may indeed be a direct or
second-order effect of the other motivation types and the
collective orientation.
H1 – Partly supported (H1a: Supported; H2b: Rejected;
H1c : Rejected)
In our second hypothesis, we assume that collective
orientation leads to actor‟s involvement in smart living
project. However, it appeared that actors‟ involvement is not
related to their collective orientations. Put simply, even if
actors are involved in the smart living projects, it does not
mean that they have positive attitude toward cooperation.
H2 – Rejected
We also correlate the factors of motives to the factors of
actors‟ involvement to control for the direct effects between
them. Apparently, the actors in all fields are generally
motivated for cooperation. However, their motivation is
mainly self-centered and toward strategic positioning in the
market, i.e., towards improving the reputations, status or
emphasizing their own objectives.
H3 – Supported
V.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
STUDIES

The results indicate that the primary motivation for
cooperation in the smart living domain is to create new
business opportunities. This result is opposed to our initial
lessons in our ongoing, qualitative case studies where many
practitioners refer to solidarity and cooperative-oriented
motives to be important in this domain. Possibly, there is
little cooperation going on in this field at this moment and
mostly actors are still perusing their goal in isolation.
Despite our expectations, there is not any relation
between ‘collective orientation’ and the actors‟ current
involvement in this domain. In other words, collaboration
between actors is not related to the extent to which they are
involved in smart living projects. Apparently, collaboration
is not a prerequisite at this moment for being involved in
smart living projects. Alternatively, this may imply that
there might be several issues in collaboration that hinder
even interested actors to move in this domain.
With regard to the motivations, there is a stronger relation
between motivation and involvement in other fields rather
than the energy field. This is quite in line with our
observations in the domain where many service providers in
energy sectors are offering isolated smart metering services
[4]. However, in both groups, strategic motives are stronger
than solidarity and business motives. This might be
explained by the fact that still there is not a dominant actor
in the smart living domain and actors from distinct sectors
seek to effectively position themselves in this growing
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market. As such, companies are tapping into each other
business and trying to prove themselves in this industry. For
instance, telecom companies are considering to provide
energy services to households through their fiber
infrastructure [37]. This indicates that having a strategic
position, status and reputation in the smart living domain is
in the interest of all the involved actors.
Despite the competition for dominance in this domain,
literature discusses the importance of inter-organization
cooperation for the growth of smart living industry [38].
The current trends of proprietary service platforms with
differentiated standards leave no space for cooperation,
while the promise of a shared service platform highlights the
growing importance of cooperation between parties around
the platform, i.e., through open API or open standards, to
stimulate innovation in the smart living business ecosystem.
However, the challenge is how to set up such collaboration,
considering several underlying issues that may hamper
actors to move in cooperation.
In this paper, we aimed to answer the questions about
motivations that lay behind the actors‟ cooperation in the
smart living domain, though, the questions about „selective
incentives‟ and their importance in persuading actors for
cooperation
remained
unanswered.
Furthermore,
demotivation issues, like conflicting strategic interests, lack
of trust and disagreement over division of costs and benefits,
that may hinder cooperation are missing in this study. We
also didn‟t study the effects of actors‟ performance or the
level of interdependency among them. We suggest that
further research include the effects of those issues in their
studies.
As in any cross-sectional survey study, a limitation is that
we measured the independent, mediating and dependent
construct at the same moment in time. As such, we cannot
test one of the conditions of causality, that is, time
difference.
Regarding the population, this study just includes the
installation companies and no service providers, network
providers, or IT vendors. This makes our results stronger in
terms of internal validity, though, less strong regarding
external validity. As such, one subject to be explored in the
future studies is whether the motivations differ when other
actors are included in the population.
In this study, we mainly use exploratory data analysis
techniques to explore the measurement scales and the causal
model. In subsequent analysis, we will use more
confirmatory and stringent techniques to test the results. We
will use confirmatory factor analysis to test the measurement
model. Moreover, we will use structural regression analysis
in SEM to more stringently test the mediation effect that the
collective orientation may have on the relation between
motivations and involvement in smart living projects.
Possibly, given the strong correlations between the
different types of motivations, there may be a multilevel
structure inherent in the measurement model. A second-order
construct Motivations that influences the three underlying
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dimensions explored in this paper may better explain the
other theoretical constructs. Similarly, the strong correlation
between the two types of smart living projects may be
explained by a higher-order factor. We will test for such
higher-order factors in our subsequent research steps using
structural equation modeling.
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Abstract—Friend-to-Friend (F2F) computing is a popular peer
to peer computing framework, bootstrapped by instant messaging. Friend-to-Friend (F2F) Computing is a simple distributed
computing concept where participants are each others friends,
allowing computational tasks to be shared with each other as
easily as friendship. The widespread availability of applications
and services on mobile phones is one of the major recent developments of the current software industry. Due to the also emerging
market for cloud computing services we mainly find centralized
structures. Friend-to-Friend computing and other Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) computing solutions provide a decentralized alternative.
However these are not very common in mobile environments.
This paper investigates how to extend the Friend-to-Friend
computing framework to mobile environments. We describe our
process and point out possible pitfalls and achievements. For this
investigation, we ported our private cloud environment Friendto-Friend Computing to Android and Symbian. We demonstrate
a mobile gaming application using Friend-to-Friend Mobile.
Keywords—Distributed Computing; Peer-to-Peer; Social Networks; Android; Symbian; Mobile Software; Mobile Networking
and Management

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will present a case study on how we
ported our F2F Computing framework to Android and the
Symbian S60 mobile platform. Based on our observations we
will outline the process of making P2P computing frameworks
mobile aware.
Along with the increased availability of software as a service
(SaaS) on PCs, services are also moving into the mobile
market. Moreover, a smart phone nowadays has become a
commodity device with millions subscriptions worldwide. It
is not just a mere voice only device anymore, but offers
many alternative communication technologies. The importance
of running applications and accessing services becomes the
key demand from the users. Also having access to these
in a convenient manner plays an important role. Users do
not care about installation process, installation locations–on
the phone or in the cloud–, only about the provided functionality. They appreciate the possibility of having a set of
self selected applications on their devices. The importance
of this application and service support becomes evident with
the success of the iPhone [1] and Android platforms as well
as with the struggling of Nokia [2] to provide a competing
architecture. In addition, Nokia’s investment in Maemo and
Meego, opensourcing and withdrawing Symbian and now the
switch to Windows 7 at the same time as well as Google’s
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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success with Android prove the same point. Their strategy
is to offer other ways to distribute applications and services
as an alternative to Apple’s very popular and successful but
proprietary platform.
The approach of providing computational resources from
smart phones for various collaborative tasks is conceptually
similar to providing services on them. This was studied
at the mobile web service provisioning project [3], where
Mobile Hosts were developed, that provide basic services
from smart phones. Mobile Hosts enable seamless integration
of user-specific services to the enterprise by following web
service standards, also on the radio link and via resource
constrained smart phones [4].
Friend-to-Friend (F2F) Computing is a simple distributed
computing concept where participants are friends or acquaintances of each other, allowing computational tasks to be shared
with each other as easily as friendship. It will be explained in
more details in Section II. A network of friends is the base for
F2F Computing. A similar concept can be seen among mobile
device users. People using these devices are often socially
connected. There are multiple services for mobiles available
nowadays, which support this concept. Examples for such
services are Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, blogging, youtubing,
or multiplayer games.
In this paper we describe the simply installable extension of
F2F Computing called F2F Mobile running on the Android and
Symbian mobile operating systems. We will show the achieved
transparency between mobile and static systems from a developer’s point of view. We will show some of the difficulties in
extending P2P computing to the mobile environment, which
have to be addressed by other mobile platform developers.
We will also present an application demonstrated on top of
our F2F Mobile.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
will give a brief outline of Friend-to-Friend (F2F) Computing. Section 3 introduces the F2F Mobile concept, its
implementation details, the demonstrated application, and a
small reference of criteria for mobile platform selection and
implementation issues. Section 4 shows related work for F2F
and mobile environments. Section 5 concludes the paper with
future research directions.
II. F RIEND - TO -F RIEND C OMPUTING
Friend-to-Friend (F2F) Computing was initially motivated
by the complexity of setup, usage, and administration of Grid
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Figure 1. F2F Pidgin plugin screenshots: F2F Group friends, F2F Chat,
application selection and debug window

networks. Encouraged by the fact that Skype made voiceoverIP
(VoIP) usable for everyone and these deficiencies of current
Grids, we combined the best parts of both ideas into a system
today known as Friend-to-Friend Computing. F2F Computing
is an open source project for spontaneously running distributed
applications using the resources provided by computers of
friends. The initial setup of the virtual parallel or distributed
computer environment makes use of Instant Messaging (IM)
software as the triggering means. As a result, people can share
computation tasks and other resources in an easy and intuitive
manner through their social connections.
Creating an F2F Computing network consists of specifying
a set of IM contacts and starting distributed applications or
services. An important aspect of F2F Computing is its ability
to be plugged into various different instant messengers and its
independence of and interoperability between different instant
messaging protocols. F2F Computing tries to choose from a
set of network protocols the fastest one to connect each peer
with each others. It also uses Network Address Translator
(NAT) traversal techniques to accomplish efficient connections
in case of address translating network devices. Figure 1 shows
a collection of screenshots of dialogs of the F2F Pidgin plugin.
It shows the list of friends added to a F2F Group, an F2F Chat,
the application selection, and a debug window of a running
F2F application.
The new architecture of F2F Computing (see Figure 2)
allows different clients for setting up F2F networks and
running applications or services on them (F2F Adapters). Most
commonly used are plugins for IM (we have plugins for
Pidgin and SIP Communicator – now Jitsi [5]). To run an
F2F network the plugins need to be installed on the devices
of all participants. One of the group members has to initiate the
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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F2F Group by adding initial participants. After authorization
by these, applications or services can be started as jobs. There
are also command-line clients for starting initiators without
user interaction.
Once the F2F network is established, the clients can exchange files between their friends in their contact lists, use
collaboration tools like a whiteboard, play games, or accelerate computational intensive tasks like rendering or research
simulations. Computational applications that have been carried
out on F2F Computing include Monte Carlo computations,
distributed matrix multiplication making it possible to solve
large distributed systems of linear equations, and rendering
tasks on Blender [6].
The first version of F2F Computing [7] was written in Java
and was realized as a plugin of the multi protocol instant
messenger SIP Communicator (Jitsi). F2F Computing was
later rewritten to have a lower footprint. The core is now
implemented in C allowing it to be ported even to restricted
platforms like mobile devices. On a standard x86 system, the
core itself has now only a size of 34k. We also re-implemented
the application layer. This means, we implemented the instant
messaging adapter as a plugin for Pidgin and as a Python command line client. For the execution adapter, which executes the
tasks, we initially used Python. Python is here only used as a
prototype for the access to the actual core. Currently, we are
adapting Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) [8] and Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) as execution adapter to allow other
languages (like C, C++, and FORTRAN) for the executed
applications and services. Python is only used here to access
the F2F API.
The F2F Computing framework needs fast communication
between participating peers (friends). The research was triggered by the need for fastest available communication for
distributed desktop computing (cycle scavenging) applications.
However, the fact that also other IM applications like VoIP,
Video over IP and file transfer, are in real need for direct and
fast communication availability, F2F Computing has grown
into other application domains as well. We have successfully
used F2F Computing for the aforementioned computational
applications, for teaching, a cross-IM-brand whiteboard application, two computer games and a file transfer application.
Figure 2 shows the F2F Computing architecture. The framework consists of four layers: F2F enabled applications, application, adapter, core, and communication. In the adapter layer
we provide the abstraction from the different communication
providers of the communication layer in one uniform interface for F2F Computing applications, which can be run via
the Computing adapter as byte-code compiled from various
languages. This abstraction provides access to the concepts
service, peer, and group.
One of the important requirements of F2F is reliable connectivity between peers and speed of communication. Therefore
the framework has various connectivity possibilities like the
TCP communication provider, reliable UDP communication
provider, or the IM communication provider. In the future, the
communication layer can be easily extended by implementing
the specific communication providers (for example, Bluetooth,
Infiniband). The framework chooses always the fastest way. If
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peers are in the same local network direct TCP should be
possible. If it is not, the framework attempts to establish UDP
connection using NAT traversal techniques implemented in the
UDP communication provider. In the worst case, if peer-topeer connectivity is impossible, the messages are sent through
instant messages of the respective instant messenger.
III. F2F M OBILE
F2F Computing is based on a simple and transparent social
concept: being friends or acquainted with others. It also offers
an easy way to share resources on demand between a network
of such friends. The mobile phone is one of the most important
appliances for supporting social interaction. The demand for
services and applications ubiquitously supporting this social
interaction is growing [9]. However, due to the strongly
fragmented nature of mobile technology, current service and
application development is complex and focused on single
services or products. Our hypothesis is that F2F Mobile will
introduce a transparent environment for social applications
and services. F2F Computing allows a spontaneous creation
of social networks and the deployment of applications and
services within this network. Including mobile devices in such
a network is an obvious step.
Consider the use case where a group of people want
to share some content in private and independent of third
party services. Having F2F Computing embedded into mobile
devices allows them to spontaneously create a private network
of friends in order to share content or run an application.
F2F Computing relies on a third party service only while
bootstrapping the P2P network. After direct connections were
established the communication is happening only between the
peers in the private group.
Before designing F2F Mobile, we considered two major
factors – the market penetration of mobile platforms on the one
hand and the simplicity of third party development of mobile
platforms on the other hand. At the time of carrying out this
research, Nokia’s Symbian, Google’s Android, and Apple’s
iPhone OS had approximately the same share of applications
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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on smart phones. However in short time Android and iPhone
OS have significantly gained importance and currently Nokia
is far below 50 percents market share. Today we would suggest
to target the Android platform first as it comes with less
restrictions especially in a legal sense than Apple’s iPhone OS.
It is not allowed to run a virtual machine, like for example
Python, without violating the EULA. As Android was not
that popular and not that feature-rich (there was no possibility
to run native code) at the time we started our research, we
selected Nokia’s Symbian S60 for our F2F Mobile prototype.
It provided a proved C development environment, Python
support, and accessibility to the devices. However, the next
F2F Mobile port will be Android based, the development
process will be addressed later in this section.
F2F Computing is currently mainly based on C and several language interfaces. Symbian S60 supports by default
a development in C and C++. A Software Development
Kit (SDK) [10] and a development environment based on
eclipse [11] are provided for free. A well maintained Python
port [12] exists. However, the build of Symbian binaries is
supported well only on Windows platforms, and this was a
biggest disadvantage, as our research lab is Linux-based. In
comparison Android SDK is supported on all three platforms
(Windows, Linux and Mac OS).
Mobile devices are usually very restricted concerning their
hard- and software. Applications are event-driven rather than
multithreaded. In Symbian multithreading is possible and is
used inside the Operating System, but it is generally avoided
in applications, because it potentially creates several kilobytes
of overhead per thread. Therefore, we avoided threads in the
Symbian port. Because of memory limitations, applications
are restricted in comparison to standard PC systems in their
memory allocation strategy. The heap might be only several
Megabytes and the stack be even smaller. Allocating memory
dynamically can easily lead to termination of the application,
system crashes, or kernel panics. Therefore, as a first step, the
core of F2F Computing was rewritten completely in ANSI C
without threading and with static memory management. Symbian does not provide the standard C libraries by default. We
used Open C/C++ [11] to provide the missing C libraries. For
the Python adapter and Python execution environment, we had
to add more missing C libraries and the corresponding Python
interfaces. To allow simple installation of the F2F Mobile the
imported libraries were packaged additionally into the F2F
Mobile package, also including the F2F Core, and the Python
F2F Adapter as application layer (Figure 2).
Another limitation is that the S60 SDK emulator only
emulates but not replicates the mobile device. In some cases
it even represents fewer constraints (memory, access rights)
compared with the real mobile device. Developing, testing and
debugging with the SDK means that the application needs to
be re-tested on the real devices in the real environment to
make sure it is behaving as expected.
For the installation, there have to be four packages installed
(in this order): Python for S60 3rd Edition 1.4.5, corresponding
Python shell, Open C/C++, and the F2F Mobile package.
The actual receiving client Python script comes as a separate
file. It will be started from the shell. After logging in to
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criterion
platforms to consider
market penetration, for
personal target market

comment
Symbian, iPhone, Android, Blackberry RIM,
Windows Mobile, Maemo [13], Meego
•
•

maturity of platform

distribution channels

non functional
requirements

Take into account current penetration
and make platform decision accordingly
Development/change of the penetration
over time (growing, shrinking?)

How established is the platform? Has there
been done already a lot of development on it?
Is there an active community of developers?
iPhone OS and Android are for example still
young players, but have a very big and fast
growing community.
How can applications be uploaded to a phone,
is it only possible via an application store, do
other possibilities exist? Is the kind of
material, which can be distributed, restricted?
•
•
•

Are used programming languages
supported?
Does an SDK exist? Is it free or not?
Is a development environment
provided? Is it free or not?

legal issues
•
•

•

Figure 3.

Screenshots of demonstration application on F2F Mobile.
•

F2F Mobile core, it will wait for the application–the F2F
task– to arrive. The application itself can be sent either from
another mobile device (with a server script) or from an instant
messenger with the F2F plugin installed on a full PC. The
application arrives to the mobile client and executes on all the
arriving peers and automatically makes the spontaneous F2F
network infrastructure available for all participants. As one
sample application we implemented a small hangman style
game taking approximately 200 lines of code. The application
runs both on mobile and PC platform. At the moment the
GUI is still coded separately for PC and mobile platform. In
this game one player thinks of a word and all other players
have to guess it in turns, either guessing a new letter or the
whole word. If somebody guesses the word, this player can
think of the next word. Figure 3 shows some screenshots of
the start up and running the game on two different mobile
devices. The first two screenshots were taken on an Nokia
E70, the second two in the S60 Emulator. The setup we used
here were a PC with the emulator, an E70, an E61, and a PC
with Pidgin and the F2F Plugin. We submitted the application
from the PC. The first two screenshots show the configuration
and application deployment phase, the last two screenshots are
taken while the game is running.
Table I and Table II summarize our experiences, when
porting F2F Computing to Symbian S60. Table I summarizes
possible problems porting a platform to a mobile environment.
Table II shall be a reference for the technical realization of
such a port. It depicts our problems and selections we had to
make to achieve the port.
We did some experiments with Maemo and could prove
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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•

License fees, are all interfaces
available, which are needed?
Consider legal technical restrictions (for
example no virtual machine allowed on
iPhone)
Application signing issues, can only
signed applications be run?, how
difficult/expensive is signing?
Do you use open source libraries
(GPLv3), that you will not be allowed
to use in a potential restricted
environment?
Are there usable open source (OS)
components? These can avoid a lot of
problems and simplify development
very much.

Table I
S ELECTION CRITERIA FOR A TARGET MOBILE PLATFORM .

that we can compile the F2F Computing with Python adapter
directly. This is not surprising as Maemo is basically a far less
stripped down Linux than Android.
Addressing the criteria, which are summarized in the tables,
we present our initial experience with the F2F Computing
Android port. Portability and performance are only two of the
many advantages of Friend-to-Friend Computing. Its modular
architecture allows to build different sets of installations in
order to fit specific platforms. In the Android port we reuse
the F2F Core component with only minor changes to the code.
These changes are mainly in regard to providing the Java
interfaces. The graphical user interface (front-end) can then be
implemented in Java using Android specific widgets. Having
a platform specific front-end helps utilizing the corresponding
platform related features like touch screen, drag and drop,
scaling, or 3D rendering. Utilizing these features is essential
to provide user-friendly GUI.
The performance is granted by the core component written
in C. During implementation of the Symbian S60 port, we
faced multiple issues based on limits of S60 platform (Open
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criterion
threading
multi-tasking

memory management
test on real device
languages

library dependencies

datatype sizes

ensure simplicity of
installation

comment
Try to avoid threading, some platforms might
have problems.
There might be different levels of
multi-tasking available. iPhone: no multi
tasking for applications, Maemo full
pre-emptive.
Low footprint, avoid dynamic memory
allocation.
The Symbian emulator has different
restrictions.
Choose a good balance between languages
you use, try to have an abstracting core or
library, try to use a wrapper.
Check the dependencies and try if referenced
libraries are either available or compilable.
We had problems with hashlib and Pyexpat
(XML).
Make sure to wrap datatypes, so they can be
used in a mobile environment. Usually the
size has to be fixed in number of used bits.
See, how the packaging mechanism for you
target platform works. Is it possible to pack
all in one package?

Table II
C RITERIA TO ACCOUNT FOR IN THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE .

C/C++ library, small memory and avoiding the threads usage).
According to Android documentation there is a Bionic library
[14] (custom libc) and Native Development Kit (NDK) [15]
starting from Android 1.5. While taking a closer look at the
Bionic library we found incomplete support of the POSIX
threads and C++ exceptions. The pthread_cancel() is not
supported and pthread_once() is limited as we use not these
functions neither C++ in F2F Core component implementation
it will be well portable to Android platform featured with
Bionic library. We add the Android tool-chain to our build
scripts. This is not an issue due the Python based SConstructor
(SCons) [16] builder that we use. There is an exhausting
manual how to provide a new tool-chain for SCons [17], there
is also project [18] using combination of SCons and Android
NDK. Considering legal issues, there is no special licenses
needed for Android development and the development tools
are free to download for Linux, Windows and Mac.
Android uses Java classes (Widgets) to provide an API
for writing user interfaces. In order to wire the Java based
user interface and the native C-code of F2F Core and the
corresponding C routines are exposed to Java using Java Native
Interface (JNI). The entire process can be completely automated with Simplified Interface Wrapper Generator (SWIG)
[19]. The same solution was applied to expose F2F Core
routines to the Python back- and front-end in the F2F mobile
prototype for Symbian S60.
The computing engines are essential to remote-execute the
code in F2F. For Symbian there was Python support, for
Android there are two ways: either we build standard Python
from sources [20] using NDK or we use the scripting-layer
(SL4A) [21]. SL4A allows to access Android Native API using
various scripting languages including Python. In addition it is
possible to run scripts from native code using Intent Builders
of the Android SDK. This means that we are able to run
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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the remote Python Scripts on Android platform. Having the
Python support is essential to have compatibility with existing
Symbian S60 port and the Desktop builds of F2F Computing.
As Android is Java based there is not much effort needed
to provide Java computing engine for F2F Android port. The
F2F Core component is loaded into JVM (Dalvik) at runtime,
corresponding Java routines are accessible using standard JNI
methods (FindClass, GetMethodID, CallVoidMethod, CallIntMethod).
Another project we carried out on Android was porting
LLVM with the purpose to execute the native code remotely on
Android platform. The LLVM port to F2F was successful on
the Desktop platforms, therefore the next step to keep compatibility is to introduce it on the mobile platforms. As LLVM supports multiple languages (C/C++/Fortran/Java/Python) porting
it once to Android allows us not care about running remote
Python or Java code.
Android standard and native development kits are supported
by major platforms (Windows, Linux and Mac OS X). In
addition there is an Android development plugin for Eclipse.
These experiments and observations with Android show that
the modular architecture of F2F Computing is well suited to
be ported to Android.
IV. R ELATED WORK
There exist several groups trying to realize concepts similar
to F2F. We took a look at the akogrimo [22], [23] project. It
claims to achieve the step “from Cluster Grids toward Mobile
Collaborative Business Grids”. It outlines a similar vision to
our F2F Mobile on several whitepapers. Case studies, market
analysis, and real deployed networks are missing. Therefore,
the actual differences in software and implications from the
mobile fragmentation are not addressed.
F2F Computing focuses mainly on the mobile client side
and on the option to spontaneously setup private cloud environments. Conceptually, it does not distinguish the type of
device that is participating in the F2F Computing network.
Therefore, F2F Mobile works similar to the mobile clients for
public clouds, yet helps in sharing resources and CPU cycles
of individual mobiles. Thus F2F Mobile looks similar to P2P
Computing, but we still distinguish the general perception of
P2P and F2F Computing. For example, Boinc [24] is regarded
as a P2P Computing application. It allows harvesting the
CPU cycles via a central mediator. Even if it is called a P2P
Computing solution, it only facilitates P2P in a collaborative
sense but still uses a star topology and therefore becomes an
example for a client server architecture. In that sense F2F is
more related to P2P than these traditional applications that are
thought to be P2P.
Regarding moving P2P based systems to the mobiles we
have studied other projects, ex: LightPeers [25]. LightPeers
provides a good proposal of the lightweight P2P platform with
a well defined architecture. They also propose P2P protocols
that are minimalistic and easy to implement. They studied
other existing P2P protocol libraries (JXTA, JXME, Proem)
and identified the problems with adapting these technologies
for the mobile environment, thus were proposing their own
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set of architecture and protocols. However, there is not much
information provided about the implementation as well as the
way to distribute and parallelize applications that run on top
of the LightPeers platform.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
With this paper, we showed how the F2F Computing platform can be extended to mobile devices. This drift supports
establishing mobile private clouds with significantly less effort.
The paper listed several tricks and difficulties and choices
taken to avoid them in building F2F Mobile. The paper also
showed some applications that were implemented, proving the
technical feasibility of the concept.
Not only proving the concept of F2F Mobile, the study also
provides several guidelines in building such systems. Especially with the tables provided in Section 3, we highlighted
the points in selecting the destination mobile platforms and
architectural choices to be taken care of in building application
and services. This study will generally be useful for any
community that is working and building private clouds and
distributed computing platforms that have in foresight shifting
their platforms to mobiles.
While the first prototype of F2F Mobile is ready, it provides
a lot of scope for further research. Our efforts are especially
directed to the possibility of writing code in any language
and be able to run it on mobiles. For this, we are developing
support of other execution adapters like LLVM [8] in addition
to Python. This will allow us to support multiple languages
for development and in terms of hardware architecture heterogeneous execution environments. A further important goal is
to create a release candidate for Android. If Apple changes
some of its software restrictions an iPhone port would also
be possible. Furthermore, we are also interested in building
more applications and services for F2F Computing, especially
in collaborative, mobile gaming, and m-learning domains.
Another huge issue is a standardization of some GUI elements
offered transparently in the F2F environment. Due to the
severely different screens and use patterns on the client devices
such an abstraction will be a challenging research area.
Because of the strong fragmentation in terms of hardware,
software, and operators, there still remain many problems with
transparent on demand software deployment across multiple
static and mobile participants in today’s networks.
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Abstract - In the UK, implementing personal development
planning (PDP) is an obligatory requirement across all Higher
Education awards. This has led to a number of institutions
requiring students to produce electronic portfolios to meet this
requirement. However, far too little attention has been paid to
utilising the powerful functionalities and high levels of
connectivity of emerging mobile technology. This social study
seeks to discover a potential role of emerging mobile
technology in portfolio development and its effects on students’
reflective capacity and engagement with PDP. To raise
students’ engagement with PDP, a mobile application (HUD
iPDP) for Apple mobile devices was developed with fifty-one
undergraduate students participating in this study. The data
collected was both qualitative and quantitative. Results
revealed a high level of interest among students and the
potential for mobile technology to enhance the process of PDP.
Keywords - Reflection; PDP; e-Portfolio; Mobile learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of mobile technology, its
suitability to learning activities is growing. It is providing
students with access to truly mobile computers that fit in
their hands and can go in their pockets. Mobile devices today
are more powerful in functionality and connectivity than the
desktop computers we used to have in the late 1990s.
Students are attracted to new mobile phones because they are
small, interactive and provide connectivity. Their ubiquity
provides a valuable opportunity for educators to embed
learning more effectively by enabling students to reflect at
any point on their studies and development.
Personal Development Planning (PDP) is considered a
significant pedagogical tool in higher education. It enhances
the capacity for learners to reflect, plan and take
responsibility for the primary objectives of PDP [1]. The
traditional paper-based portfolio format has existed in HE in
the past; however, the recent trend has been towards
electronic e-Portfolio. The terms ‘e-Portfolio’, ‘Progress
File’ and ‘PDP’ are often mentioned interchangeably in the
literature [2]. JISC projects discovered that there have been
tangible benefits in the use of e-Portfolios in relation to
efficiency and enhancement in quality of PDP [3]. Most ePortfolios are dynamic web applications using databases
which enhance the quality of evidence, reflection, skills
development and students’ motivation. Emerging mobile
technologies are equipped with hardware and software
powerful enough to provide functionality and a high level of
connectivity to easily augment existing e-Portfolios. As we
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use mobile devices in portfolio development, this can be
described as m-portfolio (mobile Portfolio).
The aim of this paper is to discuss the outcome of a
social study conducted to investigate the potential use of
mobile technology in portfolio development. The paper
evaluates the students’ experience with PDP using
smartphones, and with a bespoke mobile application to
support PDP, which was developed and tested. The paper
consists of four parts. First, it reviews the existing literature
relevant to PDP, e-portfolio and role of mobile technology
within this. Following this, the research method and
procedures used in the study are presented. Next, results are
discussed and summarised. Finally the paper concludes with
a discussion on the implications, limitations and directions
for further research.
II.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The current policy on Personal Development Planning
(PDP) emerged from the Dearing Report [4] which
recommended that UK Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
should formulate a progress file, PDP, to enable students to
‘monitor, build and reflect on their personal development’
[4]. The Dearing Report advocated HEIs provide a
mechanism for PDP but left the actual implementation to the
discretion of individual institutions. The Quality Assurance
Agency for Higher Education [5], who oversee its use, define
PDP as ‘a structured and supported process undertaken by an
individual to reflect upon their own learning, performance
and / or achievement and to plan for their personal,
educational and career development’ [5]. The concept of
personal development itself had existed in many institutions
[6] long before Dearing’s recommendations, with the idea of
a ‘reflective practitioner’ [7] already popular in nursing and
teaching professions for example.
Reflection is a key element of the process of PDP and
acts as a vehicle for turning ‘experience into learning’ [8] by
combining different thoughts and ideas together. This
personal experience in combination with formal learning
results in ‘deep’ learning [9]. The QAA guidelines for PDP
state that reflection is ‘a process that involves self-reflection,
the creation of personal records, planning and monitoring
progress towards the achievement of personal objectives [5].
Boyd & Fales [10] define reflection as ‘a process of
internally examining and exploring and issue of concern
triggered by an experience, which creates and clarifies
meaning in terms of self and results in a changed conceptual
perspective’. It has been suggested that reflection process
based on personal experience at regular instances enables
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students to clarify for themselves the process of
development.
A considerable amount of literature has been published
suggesting benefits from implementing e-portfolios [9, 11,
12]. Using a paper-based portfolio (PBPs) has been an
approach practiced by some disciplines in HE such as
nursing, teacher training, art and finance. However,
electronic portfolios are becoming more commonplace as
technology advances. Electronic portfolios or web-basedportfolios (WBPs) are preferred over paper-based portfolios
(PBPs) because they enhance students’ motivation and are
more user-friendly [13]. Madden [14] described an eportfolio as ‘an archive of material, relating to an individual,
held in a digital format’. Many projects funded by JISC [3]
discovered that e-Portfolios enhance the quality of evidence,
reflection and the skills development process. An electronic
portfolio saves time in information retrieval, supports
reflection, raises presentation and improves students’
motivation for PDP. It gives students an opportunity to
customise the PDP and increase their ability to share and
transfer information more conveniently. Research shows that
time spent on PDP increases significantly with the use of
web-based portfolios as compared to paper-based portfolios
[13].
Advances in mobile technology are changing the
pedagogical possibilities of ‘Mobile Learning’. Research
suggests mobile technology can enhance various features of
teaching and learning such as reducing the time for tedious
work, engaging students in learning activities, facilitating
group collaborative learning, empowering the teacher to
monitor students’ learning progress and recording teaching
and learning processes as portfolios [15]. The positive
implications of e-Portfolios and pedagogical possibilities of
new mobile technologies can be used to enhance the process
of PDP by using it in portfolio development.
III.

•
•

METHODOLOGY

The target population for this study consisted of first year
undergraduate students in the School of Computing and
Engineering at the University of Huddersfield. A sample of
74 randomly chosen students was divided into three groups;
group A comprised 27 students with Apple mobile devices
(iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad), group B consisted of 27
students with non-Apple smartphones; whilst group C
contained a control group of 20 students. The control group
was not introduced to the study until their views were
collected in the form of questionnaires, interviews and a
focus group session. From each group, eight participating
students were randomly chosen for interviews and eight for
focus group sessions. This selection was made from the
students who completed the online survey. The length of this
study was approximately eight weeks, which started from the
first week of the students’ academic year in university.
In order to evaluate the students’ perception of using
mobile technology to enhance PDP, a mobile application for
Apple mobile devices (iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad) was
developed (Figure 1). The selection of Apple mobile devices
for this study was made due to their high level of
functionality, reliability, usability and design. They also were
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more popular amongst the student population at the time of
the app development. The aim of the development was to
develop an attractive tool that would enrich teaching and
learning by providing students with an engaging means of
creating, adding and accessing PDP contents on a mobile
device. The application was introduced to the users of the
Apple mobile devices during the first week of their academic
year. No training was given to the HUD iPDP users;
however, a user guide was made available to them via the
Blackboard VLE, used at the University of Huddersfield.
A questionnaire was generated and pre-tested using a
convenience sample of 10 second year IT students using the
method described by Cooper and Schindler [16] called
collaborative participant pretesting. Data for the main study
was collected using an online controlled questionnaire during
week 8 of the students’ academic year. Incentives in the form
of books were provided to participants in acknowledgement
of participation in this study and to compensate for the time
taken, but they were not promised such incentives before the
experiment. One week after the initial call for completion of
the controlled online survey, a reminder email was sent to
the participants who had not completed the survey.
Interviews and focus group sessions were arranged during
week 8 and 9.
In the questionnaire, 29 multiple choice questions
including demographic questions were set. Most open ended
questions from the online questionnaire were also included
in the list of discussion topics for the focus group sessions. A
few questions were also further explored during the one to
one interviews. The following four key questions were asked
in this study:
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•

Which method would you prefer to complete your
PDP?
Do you think the mobile devices can raise your
motivation by providing access to your PDP
anywhere and at any time?
Regardless of the mobile device you are using at
present, what features would you like to have and
what services would you like to access via a mobile
device?

Figure 1. HUD iPDP application
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•

All responses to the questionnaire, received from three
groups, were classified separately to analyse the differences.
Students in group A (users of Apple mobile devices) were
also asked the following additional questions related to the
HUD iPDP application:
•
•
•
•
•

TABLE II.

What are your major concerns about using mobile
devices in portfolio development?

Do you think the HUD iPDP app has helped you in
updating the contents of your PDP?
Was it easy to collect the contents in the form of
text, audio, image and video for your portfolio?
Which features of the HUD iPDP did you find
useful?
Which features of the HUD iPDP did you not like?
Please provide any further suggestions to improve
the app

The last three questions were open questions to collect
qualitative information about the developed application.
IV.

RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

The response rate from the online questionnaire,
interviews and focus group sessions was good. Fifty one
students responded to the questionnaire representing
approximately 20% of the entire cohort and 69% of the
sample group of 74 students. The majority (88%) of the
respondents were between the ages of 18 and 25. Table I
shows cross-tabulation between groups and their response
rates in detail.
The results of the questionnaire show that most students
are eager to use an online portfolio system. Those with
smartphones had the greatest tendency towards the use of
mobiles in the PDP process, perhaps because of their
exposure to the app. A multiple choice question was asked
from all participants to know their preferred method to
complete PDP. Overall, a large majority chose an online
portfolio system (67%) followed by an offline electronic
portfolio system (53%). However, on analysing the
individual results from each group it revealed that the
preferred method to work with PDP for the students in group
A was online using a PC or laptop (83%) followed by using
mobile devices (50%). Table II provides us more detail on
students’ preferred method to complete the PDP and a visual
representation can be seen in Figure 2.
The results summarised in Table II were further explored
in interviews and focus group sessions, which revealed that
low scores for using mobile devices to organise PDP were

APPLE
NONAPPLE
CONTROL
GROUP
TOTAL

PREFERRED METHOD TO COMPLETE PDP

Paperbased

On a
PC/laptop
offline

Online
using a
PC/laptop

6%

33%

83%

On an
internet
enabled
mobile
device
50%

6%

47%

71%

35%

13%

81%

44%

25%

8%

53%

67%

37%

as a result of a lack of synchronisation functionality in the
HUD iPDP for the group A, and because of the lack of
availability of any suitable application for the students in
group B, who were using other mobile devices. Group A
was using the HUD iPDP application, which was only
helping students in data collection. No online platform was
available to students to sync data automatically.
Applications were not able to communicate with the
Blackboard portfolio system due to a number of security
issues. Moreover, it was not compulsory for the students to
use Blackboard but they were allowed to create their own
online portfolio or use any open source portfolio system
available online.
All the students who participated in the focus group
sessions and attended interviews suggested that they would
have used the HUD iPDP application if more
synchronisation functionality had been made available to
them. Although two students in group B indicated that they
used their mobiles in portfolio development, the large
majority expressed disappointment with the unavailability
of an appropriate application. Low tendency for using
mobile devices in portfolio development among group C
was because the idea of using a mobile portfolio was new
to them. By comparing the results, it can be seen quite
clearly that the students in group A are in favour of using
mobiles in portfolio development compared to groups B
and C (Figure 2) which is positive indication given the
above mentioned grounds.
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Figure 2. Preferred Method to Complete PDP
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The second key question asked was about students’
views on the potential of mobile devices in raising
motivation for PDP. Four possible answers were given to
choose from. Table III shows cross-tabulation survey results
from each group, also shown graphically in Figure 3. It is
quite clear from the Figure 3 that students are enthusiastic
about the use of mobile technology and support its use for
portfolio organisers.
The next key question was about the desired feature
students would like to have in a mobile application. The data
collected suggests that students were keen to see a number of
other features to support their studies such as access to
Blackboard, learning resources, lecture notes, class
timetable, assignment deadlines, feedback on assignments,
library catalogue and many more. The overwhelming
emphasis, in students’ feedback, was that they valued the
affordances of mobile technology and were enthusiastic
about using it in their university experience.
The last key question asked was about the major
concerns on using mobile devices in portfolio development.
Syncing data, interactivity, content quality, speed, reliability
and security were the options, which were rated (on a scale
of 1-5, 1 is lowest and 5 is highest). Students in all groups
considered them equally important.
Additional questions were asked from group A (users of
the HUD iPDP app). Eighteen survey responses were
gathered of which 15 (83%) participants still had the HUD
iPDP installed on their mobile devices. Out of 15 students,
14 (93%) used the HUD iPDP application to collect the
content for their PDP. Most students found the various
features easy to use and were satisfied with the application in
general. However, a few students also pointed out in the
focus group session and interviews that lack of training in
PDP and unavailability of an online version of application
with data sync functionality caused low level of engagement
with the application. Out of 14 students, 8 (57%) believed
that HUD iPDP app helped them in content collection,
however, 6 students (43%) did not find it useful. Open
questions in the survey, interviews and focus group session
revealed that the primary reason for less interest among the
students was the data transfer issue from mobile devices to eportfolio.
A number of issues were identified from the interviews
and focus group session with all three groups. This study
clearly discovered a demand from students for a coherent
multi-functional application with synchronicity and
availability of an appropriate application to support the PDP
process in different devices. Students were enthusiastic about
TABLE III.

VIEWS ON POTENTIAL OF MOBILE DEVICES TO RAISE
MOTIVATION FOR PDP
Yes

APPLE

56%

Probably
Yes
44%

NONAPPLE
CONTROL
GROUP
TOTAL

18%

59%

24%

0%

25%

69%

0%

6%

33%
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Figure 3. Views on potential of mobile devices to raise motivation
for PDP

availability of learning resources on their mobile devices.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The research objective was to uncover the potential of
mobile technology in portfolio development. A mobile
application was developed for PDP to provide an interface
for Apple mobile devices and tested to analyse its potential
impact on portfolio development. It has been revealed from
the students’ responses that there is huge interest in the use
of mobile technology in this domain. Using mobile devices
enhances student motivation, quality of e-portfolio and can
improve ease of reflection. However, research on mportfolios is still in its infancy and needs extensive
pedagogical research. More research is required for example
to discover if support of m-portfolio for e-portfolio makes a
difference in students’ engagements with their studies across
a range of portfolio approaches. As mobile technology is
becoming ever more accessible to students, the knowledge
base in this domain needs expanding to understand its true
value. Future work would aim to develop guidelines for the
use of m-portfolio applications.
A new phase, an m-portfolio project, has started. In
addition to making changes in the HUD iPDP application, a
bespoke web application will be developed for e-portfolio.
This will assist in resolving the synchronicity issue faced
with Blackboard e-portfolio system. Another pilot study will
be carried out during the next academic year in order to
conduct thorough functionality, usability as well as
pedagogical evaluations. Feedback via questionnaires, focus
groups and interviews will be collected and analysed. One of
the main aspects of research will focus on whether using
mobile devices in portfolio development raises students’
engagement with PDP and enhances its content quality.
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Abstract— Recently, we have noticed the wide spread of GPS
enabled mobile phones, which enable mobile applications to
track users locations and start pushing customized
advertisements to them. For a small benefit a user might get
from these Ads, a user might be willing to share his or her
location without even knowing the impact this might have on
his or her privacy. In this paper, we propose a dynamic
approach for evaluating those coming requests for users’
locations based on users pre-described privacy preferences by
providing users with what we call a Privacy Threat Level (PTL)
indicator. We have developed a simulation console and
presented a scenario showing how this approach can work in
practice.
Keywords-Privacy; User preferences; Information Collectors;
Smart Phones; Service Providers; Pervasive Computing;
Location-based services (LBS)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent development in pervasive computing have paved
the way for the deployment of pervasive and ubiquitous
services [1]. We have also seen how the introduction of the
latest technology of smart phones like iPhone 4, Blackberry,
Android, iPads etc. has led to a complete set of locationbased services (LBS) capabilities like road navigators for
example. LBS collect and use users location to provide new
or improved services [2]. Despite the benefits these services
can bring to users and stakeholders, they pose a threat to user
privacy. We have also noticed that most smart phones now
come with a built-in GPS capability, which makes it possible
for mobile applications to get users location and start
pushing advertisements and services. According to a recent
survey by the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) [3],
about two thirds of iPhone owners now use location-based
services at least once a week mostly to locate nearby points
of interests, shops and services. Location information may be
collected rather unobtrusively or passively and used by
service providers without users‟ notice or informed consent
and that represents a real threat to user privacy.
Consider the case, a system engineer Jo works for a
system developing international company, which supports
different oil refining sites located in the sea. Jo has a smart
phone with an application installed that is called BeThere.
BeThere provides Jo with the logistic services to help him
with his work activities and guarantee his safety. If Jo wants
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to leave one site to go to another, he plans his trip via
BeThere. A helicopter comes to pick him up from the place
where he is. BeThere also has business partners near each
location: tourist guides, hotels and restaurants. BeThere
keeps a profile of Jo, which got Jo‟s personal information
such as name, identity etc., payment information, location
information, and calendar information.
BeThere business partners or simply third parties will
also like to have some of Jo‟s private information for their
services provisioning or promotions even though they are
unknown to Jo. This can mean that Jo will not know that
they collect private information. Furthermore, Jo will not be
able to know, which party collects what information from
BeThere even when he is triggered by their push services or
Ads. Tourist guides will like to gather Jo‟s personal, and
location information to provide customized guiding. They
will collect payment information as well. Hotels will like to
gather Jo‟s identity information and payment information to
recommend accommodation in each location. Restaurants
will like to gather context information: location, eating
preference, and schedules to provide suitable meals (see Fig.
1).
Although Jo‟s first privacy preferences will be that no
third parties can have access to his information, Jo will be
interested to use specific services depending on his situation.
It is not that he gets push services that he will not be
interested in. Sometimes there might be an interesting popup with a nice offer, which one cannot refuse. For example,
when Jo enters a restaurant, he wouldn‟t mind it if the
restaurant sends him an offer of what they can offer of drinks
with a special price. Most of the times we see that LBS
services are based on opt-in subscription from the customer.
But what we also can see is that these types of services are
pushed to customers in a dynamic way. Jo is not against that
but would like the process used to get these services to be
reliable, simple, flexible and safe. Jo, as many others, is very
concerned about having control of his privacy at anytime and
everywhere specially with the spread of such push services.
Accordingly Jo, as a customer of BeThere, will like to be
able to express his privacy preferences when using
BeThere‟s services. Jo will initially allow travel agencies and
tourist guides to have access to his information while
entertainment providers will be blocked. Additionally Jo
would like to be informed when there is a privacy breach and
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to intervene. Last and not least, he wants to be able to change
his preferences at any time, which makes the process of
managing his privacy preferences complex.
Personal
Payment
Entertaining

Personal
Payment
Location

Personal
Payment

Restaurant

Traveling

Personal
Payment
Location
Tourist

Personal
Payment
Location
Calendar

Be There

Personal
Payment
Location
Calendar

Figure 1. Jo and BeThere

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we discuss existing approaches and related work. Then in
Section III, we discuss the most relevant principles of the
P3P platform. Next, we introduce our proposed Privacy
Threat Level (PTL) approach in Section IV. Thereupon in
Section V, we present a prototype example based on what
the concepts where prototyped. We finalize by presenting
our conclusions in Section VI.
II.

EXISTING APPROACHES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

Privacy threats emerge as a result of the linkage between
user identifying information and his or her context-related
data. Therefore, most literature has focused on the separation
between both types of information when dealing with
privacy issues: whether to control users identities, by
controlling identity capturing through the use of anonymity
solutions as in [4-8], or by access control mechanisms like
[9-12], distributing and encrypting of data packets in [13]
and physical security through limiting data access within a
specified area in [14].
Most of these approaches presented so far focus on
conventional data management techniques, which are static
[5, 9-11, 13, 15-17]. In other words, they are not aware of
user context. Knowing user‟s context, it may be possible to
recover his or her identity even if his or her real identity
itself is not communicated. For example, if an anonymous
user (on a chat site) tells someone that he was working for a
company X from year 2000 till year 2006. Then, his identity
is now limited to employees of company X till year 2006.
Knowing employees who left company X in year 2006 and
knowing the user‟s current location and or personal interests
can help reveal that person‟s real identity. Therefore, we like
to argue that not only user identity information but other
information with different degrees of confidentiality should
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be protected as well, which in turns represent the context of
that user.
Controlling the full collection of user contexts may
represent the most realistic approach in pervasive
environments towards user privacy protection as we have
seen in Jo‟s case. This can be achieved by either reducing the
accuracy of the collected data as in [18] or by enforcing user
decisions of whether to allow user context to be collected by
a certain party. In order to do so, information collectors‟
ways of dealing with the user contextual information need to
be communicated to the user to be able to make a decision.
Besides that users should be able to describe their
preferences when it comes to their private information. In
Jo‟s example, when he receives a pop-up pushing some nice
meal or drink asking for his location, Jo would like to control
who else can get this information. One of the leading efforts
in this approach, the platform of privacy preferences (P3P)
[19] has defined a way of describing information collectors /
service providers data practices that constitute a P3P privacy
policy. Each practice possesses a descriptive value that is
defined by APPEL, the P3P Preference Exchange Language
1.0 [20], which was proposed as the language for expressing
user preferences. We think that a P3P based description of
user preferences is considered insufficient for describing a
dynamic data enriched environment such as the pervasive
and mobile environment because it is focused on Internet
applications and may not have support to dynamic situations
as we will see later in this paper.
One of the well-known P3P based privacy preferences
description approaches is „AT&T privacy bird‟ [21]. AT&T
privacy birds help Internet users to stay informed about how
information they provide to Web sites can be used. An
AT&T Privacy Bird automatically searches for privacy
policies at every website a users visits and asks users for
their privacy strictness levels. They can also customize their
preferences themselves by importing an XML pre-defined
preferences list. To the best of the author‟s knowledge, the
AT&T privacy bird is not designed to deal with mobile and
pervasive environments.
Based on the above-given review of previous research
results, we argue that there is a need for the development of a
flexible approach for privacy that can deal with the dynamics
as present in pervasive and mobile computing environments.
By preference, such models should be consonant with
existing successful, de facto standard platforms for privacy
preferences. In this paper, we adopt the P3P as reference
model and add some enhancements to suit with dynamic
environments.
III.

THE PLATFORM OF PRIVACY PREFERENCES (P3P)

P3P [19] has defined a number of data practices that
together constitute a P3P privacy policy. A Privacy Policy is
a collection of both vocabulary and data elements that
describe the data practices of particular website (or section of
a web site). A Privacy Policy includes a sequence of
statement elements that may have the following sub
elements:
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Purpose: A purpose is represented in the P3P
syntax as a PURPOSE element. Each PURPOSE
element can contain one or more sub elements that
describe a site‟s reasons for collecting the
information. The P3P vocabulary defines twelve
kinds of purposes.
 Recipient: The recipient defines the party with,
which the collected data will be shared. Recipient
is represented in the P3P syntax as a RECIPIENT
element, which can contain one or more sub
elements that describe kinds of recipients. The P3P
vocabulary defines six types of recipients.
 Retention: Retention defines the duration for,
which the collected information will be kept.
Retention is represented in the P3P syntax as a
RETENTION element, which can contain one or
more sub elements that describe kinds of
retentions. The P3P vocabulary defines five types
of retentions.
 Consent Behaviour: The consent is defined in P3P
to be of three kinds; request, limited and block. A
request consent means complete agreement from
the user, and a block consent means no agreement
at all. A limited consent, however, assumes consent
with blocking identification information from
transmission.
Given these data elements, a typical P3P model for users‟
privacy preferences (in terms of consent decisions to be
made) is based on the following rule description:
{<purpose>, <recipient>, <retention>}  user consent
behaviour
A. P3P Limitations
As we have discussed above, privacy preferences are
used to describe users‟ allowed data practices, i.e., they
define what users allow the service providers or information
collectors to do with their information. A user may specify
privacy preferences written in APPEL [20]. The process of
writing users preferences using APPEL rules that function
properly is cumbersome due to some limitations and
shortcomings in the APPEL language design principles [22].
One of these shortcomings is that people cannot specify what
is acceptable rather than specifying what is unacceptable. It
is not easy to write an APPEL statement that defines request
consent for a specific behaviour of a service provider.
Agrawal, Kieren et al. [22] argue that even exact connectives
(or-exact, and-exact) will result in incorrect behaviour when
being used to avoid this problem. Therefore, they proposed
Xpref based on Xpath [23] to replace APPEL specifications.
Though the approach of correcting APPEL seems a
fundamental one [22], we assume that replacing APPEL is a
process that will take a long time and needs a lot of effort as
well. In this paper we will adopt another approach here by
making use of the so-termed PTL Approach.
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IV.

THE PTL APPROACH

In this section, we present a way of dealing with
dynamics through asserting a PTL value to data practices
combinations. At each moment in time, we get an updated
user consent decision that corresponds to the dynamics
caused by the change of user situation or location.
A. Calculating aggregated PTL Values
Information collectors such as service providers usually
present one single list of practices, expecting users to either
accept it or reject it as a whole. However in practice,
different combinations of data practices as offered in a
service provider‟s privacy policy can have different impacts
on user privacy concerns. This impact may vary from one
user to another and from one context to another. In our
approach, the difference in impact on privacy is expressed in
the form of a numeric value, which is a weighting value
reflecting the threat a particular request for information poses
to a person‟s privacy. The PTL is calculated by dynamically
evaluating the service provider data practices.
The PTL always has a value between 0 and 1: the higher
the value, the higher the underlying threat to privacy. For
example, if the threat value of requests with telemarketing
purpose is set to 0.8 and that of contact to 0.5, this means
that collecting user data for telemarketing is considered more
invasive than for contact. What the user specifies in his or
her preferences using the PTL approach is how he or she
thinks a telemarketing purpose is threatening to his privacy
concern. Average users are unlikely to understanding P3P
vocabularies, and as a result there is a possibility that the
values they define do not accurately reflect what they want.
This means that a way has to be found to carry out the
weighting process in a user-friendly way, taking into account
the changing domain specifications.
As argued above, each request may pose a threat to
privacy depending on how the requested information will be
dealt with. In other words, depending on what we call
allowed data practices compared to asked ones. However,
combinations of practices can have different impacts on
privacy. For example, the purpose of „individual analysis‟
can have a lower PTL value if combined with a recipient of
„ours‟ rather than that of „unrelated third parties‟. Here,
„ours‟ may represent the set of family people or group of
close friends and „unrelated third parties‟ may denote the set
of non-business partners. Fig. 2 shows an example of how
practices‟ combinations can affect the various PTLs: the
tailoring purpose PTL equals 0.6 and if combined with other
data practices, the overall combination has different
aggregated PTL values. For example, a “tailoring, ours”
combination has the lowest combined PTL in violating
privacy compared to the “tailoring, third parties”
combination.
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we assign PTL
values per combination of practices rather than per single
practice. The final aggregated PTL of a certain engagement
of a service provider is thus composed based on the
aggregation of all PTLs per practices‟ combinations.
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Figure 2. Aggregating weight combinations of data practices yielding
different PTL values.

B. Privacy Rules Design
In the previous subsection, we argued that combinations
of data practices influence PTL values of given services
providers‟ data practices. In this section, we elaborate further
on this issue. Preferences description refers to the way
preferences will be presented to the end users. In this paper,
our proposed model is based on the P3P specifications‟ one.
Service providers‟ data practices are also expressed using
P3P vocabularies [19]. Our proposed model uses PTL values
as a representation of how users think their privacy can be
violated. We can define the PTL model in the following way:
{<purpose>, <recipient>, <retention>, <situation>} 
PTL
The underlying rationale for choosing this rule
description is to make it more user-friendly. This way one
user can indicate a PTL value instead of having to worry
about making a consent decision herself. Before a user
decides whether to give consent or not, he or she has first to
think whether this rule is threatening his or her privacy by
assigning a PTL value. He or She can afterwards decide
based on the aggregated PTL values whether to give consent
or not. If we look again at the previous example adding the
situation to the model has impacted the overall PTL (see Fig.
3).

Ours

Stated

PTL = 0.8

PT
L

=

0.

6

PTL = 0.5

Situation
(at the Pop)

Tailoring

PTL = 0.8

PT
L=

privacy preference rule, or just referred to as privacy rule in
the rest of the paper, can be described as follows:

PTL = 0.3

0 .6
Third Party

PTL = 0.7

Indefinet

Situation
(at Work)

PTL = 0.3

Figure 3. Aggregating the Situation Impact on PTL

We assume that a privacy preference consists of one or
more privacy preferences rules (statements). Each rule
consists of a specific data practices combination, associated
consent behaviour, and a PTL value. The statements are
connected via connectives as described below. Our proposed
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C. Rule Connectives
Rule connectives are logical operators that define the
influence of each privacy statement on the others in order to
evaluate the overall behaviour. We adopt the P3P defined
connectives; AND, OR, NON-AND, NON-OR, ANDEXACT and OR-EXACT. The connectives govern the way
preferences statements are compared to those in the privacy
policy as follows:
1) AND
A rule will fire only and only if all contained statements
are found in a privacy policy and matched.
2) OR
Any match of the contained statements is enough for
firing.
3) NON-AND
Any of the contained statements should not match (logical
complement of AND).
4) NON-OR
None of the contained statements should match (logical
complement of OR).
5) AND-EXACT
All contained statements should match in the privacy
policy of the collector for acceptance and no other
statements (not matched) should exist in the privacy policy.
6) OR-EXACT
A match of any of the contained statements is enough to
fire both and no other statements should exist in the privacy
policy.
D. Privacy evaluation mechanism
As mentioned above, a privacy rule is a statement
specifying a PTL value associated with a certain data
practices
combinations
and
associated
situation.
Furthermore, situation also influences PTL values. The next
step is to specify the evaluation mechanism needed to
automate the process of assessing PTL values. A weighting
analyzer will be needed to develop an output that consists of
{consent, PTL} for example, {request, Low}, which means a
consent type of request with a PTL value of Low. The
consent here refers to the output coming from APPEL
evaluation. The weighting analyzer will look for practices
combinations in the policy and accumulate the overall PTL
value. Within the weighting analyzer, evaluation takes on the
following pattern: first find available combination matches
and then accumulate weights according to matching
combinations.
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Information collectors asked data practices for location
information are shown in Table II.

Figure 4. Assign Preferences Form

V.

A PROTOTYPE EXAMPLE

We have built a prototype console using visual basic.Net
in order to simulate the evaluation process of the proposed
privacy rules using the PTL approach. Fig. 4 shows how
users would have to assign preferences. In this prototype, we
provide two ways of expressing user preferences; a static and
a dynamic way. In the static way, preferences consist of
allowed practices combinations associated with a PTL value.
While in the dynamic way, we associated PTL values with
the user situation. In this console, and for the sake of
simplicity, we used a PTL range from 1 to 10. The user
could assign data practices values per context group as well.
We defined three context groups; personal, professional and
location. Each preference could have multiple data practices
combinations. Each preference is assigned a behaviour value.
The user can define the rule connective among the six
defined connectives in the P3P specifications. Fig. 5 shows
how the form of assigning dynamic preferences can look
like.
Let us get back to Jo‟s case as was shown in Fig. 1. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume the following:
 We take an example of only location type of
requests.
 PTL values are accumulated using an OR logic
meaning that we take the highest value among the
matching rules connected with the OR connector.
 Low PTL values means PTL < = 4, Medium PTL
values means 4 < PTL < = 7, High PTL means
PTL > 7.
 Jo‟s situation is classified to three situations: {“in
my Room”; “in the Hotel‟s Bar / restaurant”; “at
the client”}. Associated PTL values are {8,4,2}.
Jo classifies his allowed data practices combinations
(privacy preferences / rules) as shown in Table I while
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Figure 5. Assign Dynamic Rules Form

Purpose
Not
specified
Not
specified

TABLE I.

JO'S PRIVACY PREFERENCES

Recipient
Not
specified
Not
specified

Retention
Stated
Purpose
indefinite
period

Consent
Request

PTL
3

Block

9

TABLE II.

INFORMATION COLLECTORS ASKED DATA PRACTICES

Information
Collector

Purpose

Entertaining
Traveling

Marketing
Delivery
Not
specified

Restaurent

Marketing

Tourist

Marketing

BeThere

Not
Specified

Recipient
Not
specified
Ours
Not
specified
Not
specified
Not
specified
Ours

Retention
indefinite period
Stated Purpose
indefinite period
Stated Purpose
Stated Purpose
Stated Purpose

In case BeThere requests location of Jo, then this is what
happens:
 The weighting analyzer collects BeThere asked
data practices. These are: {Not Specified, Ours and
Stated Purpose}
 The weighting analyzer checks Jo‟s allowed data
practices and associated PTLs. According to
APPEL evaluation, the output consent behaviour
becomes “Request” while the accumulated PTL
value is “3”. Then the weighting analyzer checks
for Jo‟s current location that is asked by BeThere,
let‟s assume that Jo is at the the restaurant, this has
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a PTL value of “4”. This leads to a final PTL of
“4”. The recommended output becomes then
{“Request”, “Low”}.
 In case Jo location changes, for example to “in my
room”, PTL becomes “8”, having said that, then the
final PTL becomes “High”. Though APPEL output
doesn not change and remains “Request”, Jo
should reject this transaction at that time because
his situation being at his room is considered highly
private by him.
The rest of the information collector‟s evaluation takes
place similarly. The evaluation output is displayed in Tables
III & IV. Table III shows the output behaviour without
taking Jo‟s situation into account while Table IV shows the
evaluation taking Jo‟s situation into consideration. For
example, collection of Jo‟s location is rejected for indefinite
retentions although the other allowed data practice of
Entertaining has an output of {“Request” & “3”}, the final
static evaluation for Entertaining would be: {“Block”, “9”}.
When taking dynamics into account, Jo‟s evaluation does not
change much because the static evaluation scored already
privacy threat when dealing with Entertaining service
provider.
TABLE III.
Inf.
Collectors

Recipient

Retention

Marketing

Not
specified

Delivery

Ours

Traveling

Not
specified

Restaurent

Marketing

Tourist

Marketing

Not
specified
Not
specified
Not
specified

BeThere

Not
Specified

indefinite
period
Stated
Purpose
indefinite
period
Stated
Purpose
Stated
Purpose
Stated
Purpose

Entertaining

TABLE IV.

Ours

VI.

Block

9

Reques
t

3

Block

9
3
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Request
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From the above tables we notice that for some cases the
static evaluation scored already a threat when the service
provider is intending to keep Jo‟s details for indefinite period
of time as in case of Entertaining and Travelling ones (see
Table III). Therefore the dynamic evaluation will not be
expected to differ. In other cases, the static evaluation can
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Abstract—In this paper, we first introduce how virtualization
technologies can mitigate mobile application software publishing
problems due to platform diversity and fragmentation. In our
previous work, we proposed a distributed server arrangement
and the corresponding hand-off protocol to provide better user
experience for application virtualization on mobile devices and
evaluated the performance using the modified UMTS outdoor to
indoor pedestrian mobility model. We continue our previous work
on evaluating performance of the proposed service architecture
using the UMTS rural vehicular mobility model with similar
modifications. In this paper, combined with our previous work,
we complete the establishment of quantitative relations between
the performance improvement or impact and the infrastructure
related parameters in the typical mobility model.
Index Terms—telecommunication and wireless networks, computer networks, information technology, UMTS mobility model.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK
Advanced wireless communication and low-power semiconductor technologies have enabled mobile computing widely
available to consumers and dramatically expanded our imagination on personal computing. Mobile computing devices,
however, are hardly considered as technical extension of
general purpose computers. Mobile computing devices are
limited in computational resources, communication-oriented,
and highly compact. Therefore, mobile computing devices are
“advanced interactive embedded real-time systems” rather than
“reduced PCs”.
The nature of mobile computing devices inevitably makes
the software engineering on them tightly managed by platform vendors. Although centrally managed software publishing helps software developers securing their revenue, this
paradigm also enables platform vendors to take much more
control on SDKs, design guidelines, and whether a 3rd party
software product can be shipped or not. Furthermore, various
mobile operating systems are still competing with each other
and none is expected to dominate the market in 2 or 3
years. Software developers have to deal with multiple dictating
bureaucracies, instead of one, to make their products available
to most customers and maximize their revenue. Therefore,
developing cross-platform software for mobile computing devices is a costly work using conventional frameworks.
Fortunately, virtualization technologies can work around
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the difficulties of deploying cross-platform mobile application
software. Roughly speaking, application virtualization technologies can be categorized into two major paradigms: one is
creating a compatible runtime platform, i.e., virtual machine,
on each client’s device and publishing well managed code
packages running on top of it [1][2], and the other is executing
application software on a well managed server while each
client’s device only handles user inputs and server outputs
[3][4][5]. We generally refer to the later paradigm as the
browser-based approach since web browsers provide a very
ideal framework for it.
Despite being technically feasible, deploying a virtual machine running on top of a mobile operating system to execute
downloaded common codes circumvents the official software
publication platform and generally is considered a violation of
the “Non-Compete” policy [7][8] by marketplace operators.1
Therefore, the browser-based approach becomes the remaining
legitimate way to provide application virtualization services
on mobile computing devices for general 3rd party developers
without special privilege, unless marketplace operators enforce
the “Non-Compete” policy against interactive web contents.
The conventional web-based application virtualization relies on a centralized server to provide the service through
established Internet infrastructure. Although this configuration
can be built with low cost, the long response latency could
significantly reduce the user experience since every input
must travel through a series of routers and bridges to the
colocation center and the corresponding update has to traverse
backward through the nodes. Each node along the route
induces processing delay, queuing delay, and transmission
delay, and each link comprises the route induces propagation
delay. Generally speaking, network delay is highly related to
the geographical distance between two end points given similar
network infrastructure technologies.
1 VMware’s Mobile Virtualization Platform (MVP) [6], which implements
this paradigm, is not available in Android Marketplace. To install MVP on an
Android phone requires sideloading, and only Android platform leaves this
loophole to install apps outside the marketplace, which is at the mercy of
Google and wireless service providers. In fact, some wireless providers do
block sideloading on some Android phones. Furthermore, among the major
mobile device players, only Android is supported by MVP. Therefore, even
VMware starts their own app store for MVP, it doesn’t help cross-platform
software deployment anyway.
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In our previous work [11], we have proposed an alternative configuration to address this issue that geographically
partitions the service area into multiple smaller service areas
and deploys a smaller server for each one to provide the
service locally. The proposed configurations should significantly reduce propagation delay in most case due to the shorter
average communication distance. The proposed configuration,
however, has to handle hand-off cases, i.e., mobile stations
in use moving from one service area to another. Therefore,
we also proposed a hand-off protocol offering seamless user
experience.
Handling hand-offs induces longer response latency and
thus the overall performance depends on the hand-off behavior model. Therefore, we used an empirical and simplified
approach to evaluate the performance as a result of infrastructure arrangement and application software’s properties in our
previous work [11]. We also used one of the UMTS mobility
models to empirically establish the correlations between the
performance and the size of each local service area and the
capabilities of the network infrastructure in [12]. In this paper,
we complete the performance simulation of the proposed
architecture with the UMTS rural vehicular mobility model.
In the UMTS rural vehicular mobility model, base stations
(BSs) are sparsely but optimally placed, mobile stations (MSs)
move faster and more freely, and the hand-off behavior among
base stations is different as well. Consequently, the simulation
program in the UMTS rural vehicular model is significantly
different from the one presented in our previous work though
sharing the same concept. The simulation algorithm and results based on the UMTS rural vehicular mobility model are
represented in this paper.
There are several papers proposed to optimize service
migration though for different applications. Bienkowski et
al. proposed competitive analysis for service migration in
optimizing the server allocation in VNets in [9]. Arora et
al. proposed some strategies for flexible server allocation in
[10] following the previous work [9]. Although these works
were not specifically for mobile application virtualization, they
provide a precious insight on the performance evaluation for
dynamic service allocation considering both user experience
and operational cost. However, the analytical approach used
in these works is topological and does not focus on the
user mobility and interaction models. In our approach, we
simulate the user mobility geographically based on the UMTS
mobility models which provides an alternative performance
preview in resource migration. Furthermore, the authors of [9]
and [10] allow services being temporarily interrupted during
migrations, which is not feasible for application virtualization
services. In the proposed configuration, application services
are available to users with reduced performance during handoffs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe the proposed configuration aim to improve
the user experience of application virtualization services. In
Section III, we propose a VM-level hand-off protocol to
handle the additional information exchange brought by the
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proposed server configuration. We specify our experiment
design, settings, and cost metrics in Section IV. Then the
simulation results given different parameter adjustments are
presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work and
outline some future work we expect to do in Section VI.
II. P ROPOSED C ONFIGURATION
Running application software on a remote server while creating an illusion that the client has full control of the software
in hand is conceptually similar to the usage model of timesharing mainframe computers in the 1960s [13]. Although the
communication bandwidth between terminals and mainframe
servers at that time was very low by modern standards, it did
not affect the user experience thanks to the text-only display
and short traverse distance. However, in recent application
virtualization technologies which follow the same concept,
such as Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) proposed by
VMware [14], much more versatile and bloated content must
be exchanged over much longer distances between clients and
servers than their predecessors.
An infrastructure ready to offer mobile users application
virtualization services includes base stations covering the
whole service area, a core network connecting base stations
and servers together, and a server hosting the services. A
command sent by a mobile station has to travel over the
wireless channel to the BS, go through the backhaul network to
the server, and then make some changes on the server. Should
any update corresponding to the command be sent to the MS,
the information has to travel all the way backward. In order
to reduce the network delay generated by long transmission
distances among the backhaul network, we geographically
deploy multiple servers among a wide area to serve their
nearby MSs in the proposed configuration, instead of setting
up one centralized server serving all MSs.
In the proposed configuration, each server connects to
several nearby BSs to form a local service group (LSG). The
area covered by the BSs of the same LSG is defined as the
local service area (LSA). Every BS should belong to one
LSG in order to provide the service all over the wireless
network’s coverage area. When a user demands a virtual
application program, the server of the LSG, based on VDI
[14] paradigm, starts a virtual machine (VM) dedicated to the
user and launches the application software on top of it. The
MS only handles inputs and outputs that interact with the VM
at the server.
As long as the MS stays in the same LSA, the user can
enjoy using application software with low response latency. If
the MS moves from the original LSA to a nearby one, a handoff at the VM level, which transfers the runtime environment to
the server of the next LSG, is triggered. Therefore, a protocol
to deal with the hand-off condition is required.
III. H AND - OFF P ROTOCOL
The purpose of the proposed hand-off protocol is to transfer minimum information required to recreate the runtime
environment on a remote server, i.e., the snapshot, without
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aborting the hand-off procedure would not generate any noticeable glitch. This hand-off abortion mechanism can prevent
unnecessary data transmission from moving VM servers back
and forth if an MS were moving around the edge of an LSA.
On the other hand, if the MS moved to Server C’s LSA
before the hand-off was completed, Server C initializes another
hand-off procedure with Server B. In addition to the snapshot,
Server B has to transfer the input record before Server C joins
the hand-off chain. We allow pipelining transmission to reduce
hand-off periods and shorten subsequent hand-off chains in
this scenario.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Fig. 1.

Protocol timeline for an MS moving from Server A to Server B.

interrupting the service. To provide a seamless user experience
during transmitting the snapshot, the next server has to record
all inputs from the MS, relay all inputs to the previous server,
and relay all output from the previous server to the MS, until
the runtime environment resumes locally. The proposed handoff protocol is described as below:
1) When an MS moves from Server A’s to Server B’s
LSA and sends an input command, Server B notices
a newcomer within its LSA.
2) Server B broadcasts the newcomer’s identification to all
geographically nearby servers.
3) Server A, which hosts the MS’s runtime environment,
i.e., its VM server, responds Server B’s inquiry. Now
Server B knows the newcomer’s VM server is Server A.
4) Server B records and relays the user’s input commands
to Server A, signals Server A to transfer the runtime
environment, and relays display updates from Server A
to the newcomer.
5) Once Server A is signaled to transfer the runtime environment, it takes a snapshot.
6) Besides continually responding to the input commands
relayed from Server B as the MS is still in its LSA,
Server A also sends the snapshot to Server B in the
background.
7) Once Server B receives the complete snapshot and
recreates the runtime environment from the snapshot
and base data, it internally feeds the input queue, which
was recorded during the transition period, to the runtime
environment. Therefore, the runtime environment state
on Server B is synchronous with that on Server A after
the snapshot was transferred.
8) Server A completely stops serving the MS, the MS’s
VM server is now Server B instead.
The timeline of the proposed hand-off protocol is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
If the MS turned around and reentered Server A’s LSA
before the hand-off was completed, Server A can preempt
the snapshot transmission and resume serving the MS as if
the hand-off never happened. Since Server B relays all inputs
to Server A while the MS is absent from Server A’s LSA,
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The proposed service architecture is designed to reduce interaction latency and thus provide more responsive user experience on remote controlled application virtualization services.
However, due to the involvement of the hand-off protocol,
the performance of the proposed service architecture depends
highly on the probability of hand-offs, the geographical deployment of the BSs, and the configuration and capability of
the backhaul network. The former two factors can be modeled
by the test environments of existing communication systems,
such as the well-published UMTS benchmarks [15]. On the
other hand, the configuration and capability of the backhaul
network can only be assumed based on reasonable technical
and cost considerations.
A. UMTS Vehicular Mobility Model
The UMTS document [15] provides three different test
environments, which are the Indoor Office, the Outdoor to
Indoor and Pedestrian, and the Vehicular ones, for technology
selection and evaluation. We simulated the hand-off behavior
and evaluated performance of different infrastructure settings
using the Outdoor to Indoor and Pedestrian mobility model in
our previous work [12]. In this paper, we complete the performance evaluation by simulating the application virtualization
services on the Vehicular test environment specified in the
UMTS document.
As shown in Fig. 2, the UMTS rural vehicular test environment is a plain with no physical obstacle. Each MS’s
speed is fixed at 120 km/h. Each MS’s moving direction is
allowed to change up to 45◦ left or right every 20 meters with
20% chance. All MSs are initially uniformly distributed on the
plain.
The BSs in the UMTS rural vehicular test environment are
located at the dark grey dots in Fig. 2. Each BS has three
directional antennae to serve tri-sectored cells. Each cell is
assumed to be a hexagon and seamlessly tiles with each other.
Each cell’s radius R is either 2000 meters (for services up
to 144kbit/s) or 500 meters (for services above 144kbit/s).
Therefore, the minimum distance between two BSs can be 6
km or 1.5 km, respectively.
The original UMTS mobility model generates discontinuities on the boundaries of the test area. We consequently
add some special traffic rules, known as portals, to eliminate
the boundary discontinuities and allow the interaction among
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Fig. 3.

Möbius County map with teleporting directions.

Fig. 2. The UMTS rural vehicular test environment with LSA arrangement.

LSAs to be simulated and observed for an indefinite period of
time. The characteristics of the portals will be detailed in the
next section.
B. Möbius County
What interests us is the geographical relation between the
service facilities and the MSs’ moving space. As the method
we conducted in our previous work [12], the first step is to
define a sample area which can represent all the geographical
characteristics of service infrastructure we need. We first group
the BSs in Fig. 2 to form approximately hexagon-shaped
LSAs which are optimized in both coverage and average
transmission distance by deploying servers at the centers. As
the urban counterpart, i.e., Möbius City, in our previous work
[12], the sample area should include one complete LSA in
the center and six neighboring halves. Given R and N , the
number of the BS intervals per LSA’s edge, if we align the
origin to the server of an LSG, we define the Parallelogram
ABCD surrounded by four straight lines, which are:
√
√
1) 3x − 3(2N + 1)y = −6 3R(3N 2 + 3N + 1) on the
north,
√
√
2) 3x − 3(2N + 1)y = 6 3R(3N 2 + 3N + 1) on the
south,
√
√
3) 3(2N + 1)x + y = −3 3R(3N 2 + 3N + 1) on the
west,√
√
4) and 3(2N + 1)x + y = 3 3R(3N 2 + 3N + 1) on the
east.
as the sample area of our best interest. We can, therefore, crop
out Parallelogram ABCD in Fig. 2 as our test area, where we
call Möbius County as shown in Fig. 3, to represent every
identical piece comprises the indefinite large test area.
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Like Möbius City [12], assigning four logical LSGs in
Möbius County is sufficient to figure out when, where, and
how frequently an MS moves from one LSA to another.
However, to apply the hand-off aborting mechanism, which
was disabled in [12], we need to distinguish whether an MS
is coming back to the LSA it just left or entering the LSA on
the opposite side of the one it just crossed. Therefore, we have
to assign an additional unique identification for each LSG.
The portals around Möbius County are also similar to those
around Möbius City. Whenever an MS is about escaping from
Möbius County, the portal teleports it to a proper location at
the opposite side so that it reenters Möbius County. Therefore
Möbius County can emulate a limitless test area. Since there
is no street structure to align in Möbius County, the rules of
the portals are much more simple and straightforward than of
Möbius City:
1) For MSs( about crossing
the north
boundary, teleport
√
)
them to 3R, −3 3R(2N + 1) from their current locations.
2) For MSs( about crossing
the south
boundary, teleport
√
)
them to −3R, 3 3R(2N + 1) from their current locations.
3) For(MSs about crossing
the
) west boundary, teleport them
√
9R(2N +1)
3 3R
from their current locations.
,− 2
to −
2
4) For(MSs about crossing
the
east boundary, teleport them
)
√
9R(2N +1) 3 3R
to
, 2
from their current locations.
2
The teleport directions are shown in Fig. 3 as well.
The purpose of the portals is to eliminate all discontinuities
except the MS’s coordinates when it is moving out of the
boundary: it keeps the same direction and speed, it associates
with the same logical LSG, and preserves the geographical
parameters relative to the service group’s facilities. Thus,
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everything interests us is equivalent as the MS moving into
an adjacent parallelogram area in a limitless test area.

Ns is the number of nodes between two neighboring servers,
which always equals to 2N + 1 in this case.

C. Configuration of Backhaul Network

F. Update Time Points and Cost Charging
Although we only calculate costs at position update points,
updates actually take place when a hand-off is completed in
addition to when an MS reaches an update position. At each
update time point, Ttv and transaction counts are updated
concurrently.
Whenever a position update comes at Tnow , all hand-off
end times registered in queue prior to Tnow are update time
points as well. The corresponding costs have to be calculated
in retrospect according to the algorithm described below:
1) Define Tn as the nth earliest hand-off end time in queue,
Lsn as the total transmission distance between servers
corresponding to the nth earliest hand-off in queue,
Lr , Ll , Nrt , and Nrl are the current cost parameters
calculated by the MS’s current position and hand-off
status, and Tlast as the previous update time.
2) If Tnow > T0 , insert an update time point at T0 ,
calculate the transaction counts by the Poisson process
given user input rate λ and time duration (T0 − Tlast ),
set Tlast = T0 , subtract Nrl by one, subtract Nrt by
{2N + 1}, subtract Ll by Ls0 , update Ttv according to
the new parameters, and remove T0 and corresponding
Ls0 from the queues.
3) Redo step 2 until Tnow < T0 or the queue is emptied.
4) Calculate the transaction counts by the Poisson process
given λ and time duration (Tnow − Tlast ), update Ttv
according to the new parameters, and set new Tlast =
Tnow .
As specified in the UMTS rural vehicular mobility model,
we update the MSs’ positions every 20 meters. Since a handoff may occur at the same time, we have to handle the extra
cost brought by it as well. When a new hand-off occurs with a
position update at current time Tnow while the previous update
time is Tlast , and every hand-off end time earlier than Tnow is
already treated with the above algorithm, we use the following
algorithm to update the cost parameters:
1) Register the new hand-off end time and the corresponding Ls in the queue.
2) Increment Nrl by one.
3) Nrt is recalculated by the MS’s current position and
added by {Nrl · (2N + 1)}.
4) Let Ll equals to the summation of all Ls ’s in queue.
5) Ttv is then updated accordingly.
6) The transaction counts are calculated by the Poisson
process given λ and time duration (Tnow − Tlast ), and
then set new Tlast = Tnow for the next update.
Since the variation of the geographical parameters is negligible along the 20 meters (or less) long path, every transaction
in an update interval is charged with identical Ttv to reduce
the computational complexity. Note that Ttv updated at time
T is applied to the transactions which occur after T , while
the transaction counts calculated at T are placed in the time
interval ended at T .

We assume a mesh-styled backhaul network as we did
in [12]. Therefore, each BS only has direct links to its
six neighboring BSs. In the mesh-styled backhaul network,
network latency between a BS and the server depends on the
number of nodes along the shortest path, the total length of the
path, and the relay latency per node. The former two factors
are related to the coordinates of the BS and the server, while
the last one is varied to simulate different nodal transmission
capabilities.
D. Performance Metric
We define the response time as the average time interval
between when a user sends an input and gets an expected
output update. The proposed server configuration is meant to
improve the response time by reducing traverse delay along
the communication route from each MS to the server which
is hosting the service. Factors other than the traverse delay,
such as computational capabilities provided by servers, would
affect the user experience and the quality of our service. Most
of them, however, either affect different configurations equally,
or can be overcome with reasonable cost. The traverse delay
is defined as:
{
}
Lr
Ll
Ttv = 2 ·
+
+ Nrt · Trt + Nrl · Trl
(1)
Vr
Vl
where Lr is the distance of radio transmission, which is the
distance between the MS and the BS covering it, Vr is the
propagation speed of radio, which is the speed of light, Ll is
the total length of wireline transmission in the mesh network,
Vl is the propagation speed in wireline, which is approximately
two thirds of Vr , Nrt is the number of nodes along the
transmission path in the mesh network, Trt is the average
waiting time per node in the mesh network, which includes
nodal processing delay, queuing delay, and transmission delay,
Nrl is the number of servers which are receiving the snapshot
and relaying data to/from the VM server, and Trl is the
processing and relay time per server in the hand-off chain.
Obviously, all parameters, except Vr and Vl , depend on an
MS’s geographical location and hand-off state.
E. Hand-off Duration
Whenever a VM-level hand-off occurs, we set up an anticipated hand-off end time by adding hand-off duration to
the current time. The hand-off duration is calculated by the
following equation:
Tho = Tx +

Ls
+ Ns · Trt
Vl

(2)

where Tx is the total time to deliver every bit of a snapshot to
media, which is the summation of queuing delay, processing
delay, and transmission delay of the snapshot, which is proportional to the size of the snapshot, Ls is the total transmission
distance between the current and the next VM servers, and
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of different N of both cell configurations given
Trl = 0.5s Trt = 20ms, and Tx = 600s, λ = 1.0.

Fig. 5. Simulated Ttv ’s of both cell configurations given Trl = 0.2s, 0.5s,
0.8s, 1.1s and Trt = 20ms, Tx = 600s, λ = 1.0.

G. Traverse Time Accounting
The average Ttv per transaction is calculated at the end of
100,000 independent simulations, each lasting 86400 seconds.
The simulation results of variable N , Trt , Trl , Tx , and λ for
both R = 2000m or 500m, are presented in the following
section.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We first simulate how the size of LSAs affects Ttv given
nominal parameters, which are Trt = 20ms, Trl = 500ms,
Tx = 600s, and λ = 1.0. The simulation results of both R
settings are shown in Fig. 4.
As we can see in Fig. 4, both Ttv ’s bear a strong resemblance in shape to the counterpart in [12] despite the
significantly different mobility models. Ttv ’s are high in small
LSA configurations due to the higher hand-off occurrence rate.
As N increases, Ttv ’s first descend, level for several N ’s, and
then linearly ascend. The descending for low N ’s is due to
the reduction of hand-off occurrences. The smooth ascending
for higher N ’s is caused by the higher average number of
the nodes along the backhaul route and the longer average
transmission distance while the hand-off occurrence rate is
too low to matter. The flat bottom in between is the result of
the two effects competing with each other.
Note although we compare two cell configurations, R =
2000m and R = 500m, in the same figure, each LSA of the
former one is in fact 4 times larger than of the latter one.
Therefore, each MS encounters much fewer hand-offs in the
large cell configuration than in the small cell one. We can also
observe slightly steeper ascending for higher N ’s in the large
cell configuration than in the small cell one due to the higher
propagation delay brought by the longer wireline and wireless
transmission distances.
We can conclude that in this case, setting N = 4 for the
large cell configuration, and N = 8 for the small cell one, are
optimal in reducing average Ttv and keeping the total number
of the servers low, which also means lower deployment and
maintenance cost.
Since the above quantitative conclusion is only applicable
in this set of parameters, we adjust each parameter in the
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Fig. 6. Simulated Ttv ’s of both cell configurations given Trt = 20ms,
40ms, 60ms and Trl = 500ms, Tx = 600s, λ = 1.0.

nominal set and compare the results to see how it affects Ttv ’s
as functions of N in the following subsections.
A. Effect of Trl
Trl only participates in hand-off conditions. In this simulation, we set Trl to 200ms, 800ms, and 1100ms, and see how it
affects both Ttv ’s. Both simulated Ttv ’s in large and small cell
configurations as functions of N and Trl given Trt = 20ms,
Tx = 600s, λ = 1.0 are shown in Fig. 5.
As we can see in Fig. 5, higher Trl significantly increases
Ttv ’s in small LSA configurations due to the higher occurrence
rate of hand-offs. As N increases, Ttv ’s in each cell configuration given different Trl ’s have a tendency to converge together
since the hand-off occurrence rate is dramatically reduced and
thus renders the effect of Trl insignificant. In the large cell
configuration, Ttv ’s converge more significantly and earlier
due to the extremely low hand-off occurrence rate.
B. Effect of Trt
Higher Trt amplifies the influence of transmission distance.
The simulated Ttv ’s in both cell configurations as functions of
N and Trt given Trl = 0.5s, Tx = 600s, λ = 1.0 are shown
in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows the comparison of Ttv ’s of both cell configurations as functions of N given Trt = 20ms, 40ms, and 60ms.
Besides the resemblance in shape to the counterpart in [12],
we can also notice that Trt is a more decisive factor for the
large cell configuration’s performance due to the low hand-off
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Fig. 7. Simulated Ttv of both cell configurations given Tx = 300s, 600s,
900s, 1200s and Trt = 20ms, Trl = 0.5s, λ = 1.0.

occurrence rate and the long average communication distance
in each LSA. Even N = 1 can be preferable if Trt is greater
than 60ms in the large cell configuration.
C. Effect of Tx
Tx only affects the cost brought by hand-offs. A higher Tx
may mean a larger snapshot file, a longer hand-off initialization time, or a longer queuing delay. How Tx affects Ttv is
represented in Fig. 7.
Similar to the counterpart in [12], Ttv ’s of each cell
configuration as functions of N given different Tx ’s are
virtually parallel for high N to each other and show very little
tendency to converge as N increases. However, slightly higher
optimal N brought by higher Tx in both configurations is still
observable.
D. Effect of λ
Although we have shown that user input rate λ was not a
relevant parameter in [12], we still simulate Ttv ’s as functions
of N given different user input rates λ in Möbius County. We
again confirm that the property doesn’t change in the UMTS
rural vehicular mobility model.
However, we should keep in mind that the user experience
depends more on the interactivity of the application software
than on the absolute response latency.
VI. C ONCLUSION A ND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we complete the performance evaluation of
the proposed application virtualization configuration and the
corresponding hand-off protocol by applying the UMTS rural
vehicular mobility model. In addition to the model Möbius
City which we proposed in our previous work [12], we propose
Möbius County using a similar concept to enable MSs to
move in the test environment based on the UMTS rural
vehicular mobility model indefinitely without dealing with any
boundary condition. We simulate the network delay as a result
of MSs’ movements and the occurrences of VM-level handoffs in Möbius County given variable sizes of LSAs, server
relay latencies, nodal relay costs, and snapshot transmission
durations.
Möbius County, combined with Möbius City, can provide
a performance preview of network infrastructures aimed at
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improving mobile application virtualization services in large
scale unknown environments. We can also design a benchmark
framework specific for distributed application virtualization
services based on the proposed simulation environments.
In this paper, we employ deterministic infrastructure delay
parameters and a simple usage model to evaluate the performance. We will introduce more sophisticated usage and
infrastructure delay model to facilitate more precise mobile
application virtualization service simulations. Furthermore,
besides the benefit of lowering the average response latency,
the distributed application virtualization service configuration
and the hand-off protocol can also be applied to load balancing
and fault tolerance for better resource management and service
robustness. We will investigate these potential applications in
the future as well.
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Abstract—In future Ubiquitous Computing Infrastructure, a
growing data demand from users particularly of mobile devices will create further pressures on infrastructure to deliver
information at the right time. We introduce the concept of
"data roving", where smart infrastructure predicts the likely
information needs and replicates data to parts of infrastructure
in the vicinity of the user concerned. We propose this concept
to reduce the impact of congestion, reduce pressure on finite
infrastructure resources, and improve data access performance
for the mobile user. Unknown quantities at this stage include the
efficiency of anticipating information needs of users, and whether
this offers a performance advantage over more straightforward
demand-based caching. The main contribution of this paper is
a description of how a network infrastructure could be used in
predicting information needs and to support replication of data
to enhance performance.
Index Terms—mobility; middleware for mobile environments;
ubiquitous computing; mobile content delivery networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
The concept of ubiquitous computing is acknowledged as
beginning with the work of Mark Weiser at Xerox [1]. Weiser
can be considered something of a visionary, describing a
future paradigm of computing that eschewed then-accepted
approaches in favour of a highly distributed, interactive and
pervasive world. Similarly, we view ubiquitous computing as
a move toward an environment where technology diffuses
into the background and where software systems are used
that adapt to user needs autonomously. A prevalent example
of ubiquitous computing to date has been the emergence
of converged devices such as smartphones and tablet-class
computers, such devices being indicative of a widespread trend
toward more ubiquitous architectures.
Contemporary converged devices and mobile devices (MDs)
in particular have placed unprecedented demand on communications infrastructure. Current-generation MDs are pushing
the data bearing capacities of even recent innovations to 3G
cellular networks, necessitating widespread deployment of
data service upgrades. Growth areas such as mobile video,
and increasing device capabilities and consumer need, are
likely to expand these demands further (and are spurring on
the development of new technologies such as Cognitive Radio
[2]). Increasing demands on finite radio spectrum for wireless
networking indicate the introduction of smart techniques into
the management of data across networks is of benefit.
We introduce data roving (DR) as the ‘anticipation of
data consumption needs in advance, by either a client or
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.
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infrastructure, and the reproduction of data locally to the client
to satisfy data consumption needs in sufficient time and to
required quality’. We consider this to be an evolution of data
staging (DS), which has its origins in business intelligence,
data warehousing, and dynamic infrastructure provisioning.
DS in these contexts refers to the provision of a duplicate or
replica of an information source suitable for processing, that
is then moved back into an storage library after processing is
completed. (Similarly, where the replica is not moved back into
a storage library, DS is equivalent to caching, for instance the
service offered by Content Delivery Network (CDN) nodes or
HTTP caches.) DR has relevance for mobile users particularly
in the development of middleware for mobile environments
and mobile content delivery networks.
The concept of DR, much like DS, offers benefits in terms
of the reduced latency of access for the user. Rather than the
mobile user performing I/O operations across a potentially
large network of varying performance levels, I/O can be
performed with a nearby replica of the information required.
This is achieved by providing information locally to the client,
which makes use of a computer system local to the MD with
sufficient capacity to vend data to mobile users (in many
respects similar to a CDN). Employing DR may also reduce
the exposure of the mobile user to congestion effects on busy
network links between the user and the source, particularly
where the hop count from the client to the DR replica is
shorter. Performance may also be higher if network links to
the replica have equal or greater reliability than the non-DR
equivalent.
The DR concept becomes important when evaluated against
a backdrop of increasingly high data consumption demand by
consumers, and the exchange of increasingly large file sizes
especially for multimedia. The use of MDs with limited local
storage also creates further pressure for data to be frequently
in transit over a fixed or wireless network link. Therefore,
the ability to intelligently move data around is becoming
increasingly important. While concepts such as Quality of
Service (QoS) provide alternative options, these are typically
focused on real-time traffic management according to the type
of service required.
In section 2, the paper the DR architecture is described,
including a high-level process and a discussion of how information can be selected for DR. This is followed by conclusions
in the final section, including consideration of related topics.
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Figure 2.
The infrastructural aspects to DR: the most optimal node is
designated as the LDV, to provide data to MD without recourse to the source
unless the predicted data needed does not match actual needs for MD. More
than one LDV may be selected depending on actual and anticipated mobility
modelling of MD and other relevant performance factors.
Figure 1. The three steps involved in Data Roving: initiating the process,
reserving resources within the UCI, and provisioning of the replica(s) to
a nearby LDV that also includes committing changes back to the original
information store.

II. DATA ROVING A RCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the three steps in the DR process, namely
initiation, reservation and provisioning, and Figure 2 shows
a sketch of an example Ubiquitous Computing Infrastructure
(UCI) supporting DR. We define at this point several terms:
the Mobile Device (MD) is a converged device that has data
provision managed via DR; a Local Data Vendor (LDV) is
a node in the UCI that is presently or anticipated to be in
proximity (physically, topologically, or both) to the MD, of
which there may be more than one at any time; and the
“source” is the principal and authoritative manager of the data
for the user (and MD).
The initiation phase (1) is concerned with the management
of the user data in preparation for distribution to LDVs. The
reservation phase (2) is concerned with the selection of LDVs
and the reservation of resources both at the source and the
LDV. The provisioning phase (3) is concerned with the transfer
and synchronisation of files between the source and the LDV.
The provisioning phase may also refer or proxy requests from
the client for any files that are not available at the LDV but
are provided by the source.
In the initiation phase (1), a prediction should made as to
what data (files) the mobile user is likely to require. Key
elements of this phase include the selection of a set of files that
the mobile user is likely to require, based upon a prediction
function. As necessary, this stage should include prioritisation
of the files into a sorted list based upon a prioritisation rule.
Potential algorithms for selecting files for DR include: (1)
Selection of all files (in the case of small data stores); (2)
The most recently accessed files by the user; (3) The most
recently created files by the user; (4) Inspection of recently
modified file content and derivation of queries to select further
content; (5) A more elaborate file selection based on logical
query/policy (e.g., for selecting media by attributes such as
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genre, artist, year, etc.) developed by the user.
At this point in the DR process, knowledge of a candidate
LDV may not be available, and thus a prioritisation of the
files after prediction may be suitable for later use. A variety
of approaches can be employed for predicting the files a user
is likely to need, and in a sense this can be parametrised based
on policy settings (including for instance user preferences).
In the reservation phase (2), the process moves onto the
selection of the LDV(s). This can identify more than one
node in the UCI that can be used to host data nearby to
the MD. The selection of candidate LDVs should integrate
as many relevant factors as possible; probable factors include
the present geographical location of the MD relative to the
candidate nodes, the proximity of the MD to the candidate
nodes based on number of network hops, quality of link types,
applicable policies at the LDV, available LDV resources, etc.
This may also involve a historical analysis of the characteristics of interest, of both the LDV and the MD, in an effort
to predict a set of LDVs that could be of use to the MD in
the future (and not just the present). This could be achieved
by integrating the outputs of a mobility modelling process on
the UCI and MD. The LDV chosen should be within reach
or likely reach of a wireless (or fixed) links from the mobile
user, and therefore be in a position to vend data to the mobile
user as necessary.
The reservation phase should also reserve resources (storage
space, etc.) on the LDV and update the source to maintain
awareness of the present state of DR for files identified in
phase I. Moreover, appropriate resources should be reserved
on the LDV to cater for contention and availability.
After the reservation phase is completed, the process moves
into the provisioning phase (3). This part of DR is concerned
with the provisioning of data from the source to the MD, via
the LDV. Files identified in phase I should in this phase be
transferred to candidate LDVs. Taking into consideration the
available storage capacities of, and link qualities to, the LDV,
a suitable quantity of files are then transferred. Once files are
transferred, both the LDV, source and MD should receive a
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notification of recent changes.
The provisioning phase is also responsible for monitoring
for changes to the files transferred to the LDV, and these
changes should be propagated back to the source at the earliest
opportunity. Finally, the provisioning phase should provide a
function for referral of clients to the source-managed files if
these are not available on a local LDV and/or provide a proxy
service to retrieve these files on behalf of an MD. The mobile
device should be notified by the UCI that a nearby LDV is
available for data access needs. The provisioning phase also
encompasses the access from the MD to the data provided by
the LDV.
Research related to phase 3 includes the work of Flynn
et al. [3], which explored the use of data staging (not to be
confused with the more generic use of data staging used in
the introduction) through the use of the Coda filesystem. They
address issues that are beyond the scope of this work at this
stage, though the issues are of relevance, and in particular
investigate the issue of using untrusted nodes in a network as
a vehicle for DS, an aspect that requires further investigation
in this framework.
III. C ONCLUSIONS
This work-in-progress paper has provided a description
of a framework for data roving for ubiquitous computing
infrastructure. Three phases in the DR process have been
described. Against a backdrop of increasing data demand
requirements, relatively low quantities of storage on MDs compared to desktop counterparts, and an increasingly congested
communications infrastructure, the concept of DR provides a
means through which efficiencies may be feasible.
A number of experimental steps are necessary to validate the
DR concept. Firstly, an implementation of DR is necessary to
evaluate feasibility characteristics (an early version is shown in
Fig. 3). Whereas the work in [3] uses a filesystem, we initially
envisage a simpler model to transfer individual files based
upon a unique identifier at this stage principally focused on the
predictive element of DR. We do not consider heterogeneous
traffic at this stage, however this is a future potential area for
investigation. Figure 3 shows initial experimental work using a
homogenous network type (though we note network selection
is a more complex problem more generally, as illustrated in
[4]).
A performance evaluation is also required, to assess the
performance benefit of particularly the predictive element of
DR. That is, the process of anticipating the files needed by a
user and transferring this data through the infrastructure to a
nearby node. An important parameter in whether the algorithm
should consider short- or long-term usage data. Anticipating
LDV nodes may lead to several redundant copies of data across
the network. While this may be optimised through the use
of file synchronisation protocols, there remains a potential
inefficiency that can only be justified through the optimal
prediction of files the user is likely to require.
Further, and as the introduction noted, employing DR may
reduce the exposure of the mobile user to congestion effects on
busy network links between the user and the source. In cases
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Figure 3.

Initial ad-hoc wireless simulation over a 2km/square area.

where access to the source is lost, DR may offer considerable
benefits, and this should be characterised.
An important consideration, briefly mentioned in passing,
is a means through which privacy of information transited
through the UCI can be ensured. This is not addressed as
part of this framework at this stage.
The primary difference between DR and other approaches
such as caching, is that the process can be initiated in advance
of the anticipated time of need. Particularly in the reservation
step, an opportunity to make use of low utilisation of UCI,
for instance during night time or early morning, when demand
network traffic is lower, may create an opportunity to reduce
any inefficiencies through the use of DR.
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Abstract—Use cases have achieved widespread adoption in
software requirements capture and representation in software
system analysis and design. Ubiquitous Computing, a paradigm
attributed to the late Mark Weiser, offers new challenges in the
representation of user requirements. Such systems are likely to
require a high degree of user-centricity if they are to meet sometimes demanding requirements of the modern computer user.
This paper presents a review of relevant use case methodologies,
principally those that augment or replace the Unified Modelling
Language metamodel for use cases.
Index Terms—use cases; software; ubiquitous computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Use cases have achieved widespread adoption in software requirements capture and representation in contemporary
software engineering and they are frequently integrated into
business processes. The requirements engineering process is
widely recognised as being crucial in the process of building
a software system, by building a specification through iterative
processes of elicitation, specification, and validation; and
crucially this should ideally also integrate multiple viewpoints
to foster objectivity [1].
A widely recognised shift in the usage of computing technology, focusing more on computing as a communications tool
rather than a collection of discrete computational processing
systems, leads toward a close relationship between user needs
and software systems. This represents a change in the focus
of attention, away from the computer system itself toward
support for the activities of the user. Ubiquitous computing,
and the software systems used to achieve it, shares this shift
in emphasis toward user- and not system-centricity.
The concept of ubiquitous computing is acknowledged as
beginning with the work of Mark Weiser at Xerox [2]. Weiser
can be considered something of a visionary, describing a
future paradigm of computing that eschewed then-accepted
approaches in favour of a highly distributed, interactive and
pervasive world. Similarly, we view ubiquitous computing as
a move toward an environment where technology diffuses into
the background and where software systems are used that
adapt to user needs autonomously. We consider the current
understanding of ubiquitous computing to be an evolution
of Weiser’s original design, reflecting some aspects but not
all. Contemporary ubiquitous computing examples are wide
and varied, but they tend to require relatively advanced functionality in networks (including Cloud computing), contextawareness, and interaction. A prevalent instance of ubiquitous
computing to date has been the emergence of converged
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devices such as smartphones and tablet-class computing, and
these devices are indicative of a widespread trend toward more
ubiquitous computing architectures.
The use case approach to software engineering (as proposed
by Jacobson) would appear to fit many of the requirements
of ubiquitous computing. It encapsulates user requirements of
a system in an easily-understood formalism, and caters for
multiple viewpoints. However, limitations have been identified
in several studies since its introduction.
The conventional use case representation is based on the
concept of scenarios or collections of use cases that represent
flows of events [1]. There are several prominent characteristics.
The first is that a use case should consist of a description
[3], which is typically unstructured or semi-structured text.
The use case should also contain a sequence of actions (or
transactions) performed by the system [3, 4, 5]. In addition,
for the use case concept to be valid such actions should lead
to an observable result [3, 4, 5] thereby excluding incomplete
or multiple sequences [5]. Finally, the observable result should
be of value to an actor [3, 4, 5]. Use cases can be represented
using a graphical notation.
Use cases serve as projections of future system usage and
as projected visions of interactions with a designed system
[6]. They are considered by some authors to be scalable
to large and complex systems, as they can be improved
and expanded incrementally with little or no loss of prior
information. Use cases can also be used in such a way as
to facilitate requirements traceability throughout design and
implementation [1]. Use cases typically make use of natural
language, and because of this they are recognised as being a
good medium through which requirements can be elicited and
recorded, and because of their representation they also avoid
the problems associated with purely narrative approaches,
while at the same time permitting partial specifications [7].
Taking a user’s viewpoint is of significant value when validating the ‘adequacy of requirements’ [7], and use cases can
help facilitate such a process. Use cases are also considered
useful for introducing abstraction into the requirements capture
and design processes, to allow the system to be understood
from structural, behavioural and interactive perspectives [8].
As a consequence of these characteristics, they can support a
more effective elicitation process and consequently enable an
agreement on the views of the users involved [9].
While use cases offer many opportunities, several of the
key benefits offered through their use can also be considered
drawbacks. As has been noted, they derive much of their
flexibility from their use of natural language, however in
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lacking formal lack formal syntax and semantics [1, 9] they
may permit too much scope, introducing the potential for
ambiguity or misinterpretation, and in in the case of plain
narrative text this can lead to serious quality problems [7].
They also have limited support for structuring and managing
large use-case models [9], which can have consequences for
all parts of the development process. Similarly, while there has
been recent efforts to represent checks on the quality of use
case descriptions [10, 11], the use of text to describe the use
case does not necessarily guarantee that the complete process
is specified. Use case may also promote a highly localised
perspective that can obscure business logic [5]. Finally, in
their application, use cases permit the definition of system
behaviour from the perspective of many different stakeholders,
and, while such flexibility can be considered a benefit in some
respects, it is also thought to lead to conflicting functional
requirements [12] and contradiction.
In trying to find suitable augmentation or replacement of
the methodology for the reasons described in Section I, a
number of concepts including some applicable to ubiquitous
computing, can be considered desirable. Lee et al. propose
several that we propose are very relevant for ubiquitous
computing and slightly adapt [1]:
• clarity (combining Lee et al.’s comprehensibility and
unambiguity)–a replacement or augmented formalism
should continue the theme of ease-of-understanding that
Jacobson’s original method provided, and also provide a
method that is clear and unambiguous to all stakeholders
and analysts.
• scalability–any change should scale well to the use case
elicitation process, providing representational schemes to
ensure abstraction is permitted.
• partiality–a proposed formalism should accommodate often incomplete information (and to not require a complete
representation in order to function).
• goal-based–it is desirable for a use case methodology to
include some kind of formalisation of user goals as part
of the representation to accommodate the goals of the
user.
These criteria provide a useful way of analysing the range
of formalisms that have emerged since the original use case
methdology was proposed. Ubiquitous computing has a strong
association with privacy concerns, one aspect not included
in the above summary. Incorporating privacy (including Non
Functional Requirements - NFRs) from the initial requirements
capture process is another important consideration, and we
discuss this in more detail in Section III.
We propose the move towards more widespread use of
ubiquitous computing technologies interactions between user
and system will become focused on the activities of the
users in their environment rather than with the system that
may be used at a particular time. Therefore, we consider a
representational scheme that can accommodate goals as being
an important requirement as a means to partly, or fully, address
this trend.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section II we review a number of extensions that have emerged
regarding use cases, with a particular focus on the aspects
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most relevant to ubiquitous computing. The paper is finished
in Section III, where conclusions are made.
II. R EVIEW
A number of extensions have emerged that could be regarded as incremental refinements. Lee and Xue [9] propose
a goal-based approach (GDUC) to specifying use cases, one
that permits the representation of NFRs and consideration
of interactions between requirements. NFR representation is
a frequent desirable property in the engineering of complex
systems, however the use case approach is not geared to
representing NFRs easily. Moreover, ineffectively dealing with
NFRs is thought to have led to a number of failures in software
development (see [13] for a review and an overarching process
to elicit NFRs). In GDUC for a given actor-specific and
functional goal, it is classified with respect to their competence
(complete or partial satisfaction is needed), view (actor- or
system-specific), content (functional or non-functional), yielding a faceted break-down into «extend» extension use cases
and extension goals. The representation used in GDUC allows
for NFRs to be represented and also permits associations
between indirectly associated goals.
Another process is that by Tan et al. [14] where Data
Flow Diagrams (DFDs) are utilised in an augmented form
to transform parts of an analysis model such as processes
and data flows into an Object Oriented (OO) design and
implementation in terms of classes, class attributes, and so
on. Their aim is to harness DFDs for use-case realisation.
In this approach, DFDs are enhanced to cater for candidate
class operations being reflected in processes in the diagram,
candidate class attributes, arguments and return values being
represented, and control flow being fully specified without
recourse to additional specification. The authors propose that
by incorporating their augmented DFDs into the requirements
analysis stage, by representing use-cases, a comprehensive
method can than be used to translate use-cases into OO design,
and in turn to implementation.
Glinz has proposed an approach that combines a structured
textual representation and a statechart-based structure [7].
In this method there is a clear distinction between events
produced by the actor and the responses of the system, and
there are simple structuring constructs (such as if, go to step,
etc.) to add further detail. Activity flows between scenarios
can be achieved by arranging the scenarios as a directed
graph, where edges have explanatory text describing the conditions required for that flow of activity. Glinz’s statechart
methodology appears to offer greater clarity compared to other
approaches, and we return to this in our observations section.
Similar to Glinz’s approach, Nebut et al. [15] propose
a formalisation of the use case corpus by capitalising on
pre- and post-conditions, to make contracts executable by
using requirement-level logical expressions. This is a logical
evolution of the use case approach and gives rise to a sequential structuring. In the case of Nebut et al.’s work, this
is done with the goal of generating tests from a formalisation
(in particular the detection of faults in embedded software).
Logical expressions used in the conditions of use cases are
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constructed from Boolean logic operators: conjunction, disjunction, and negation, in addition to quantifiers ∀ (forall)
and ∃ (exists), and implication in post-conditions. The authors
use the formalism to generate all possible orderings of use
cases to form a ‘transition system’, and once constructed
this allows a variety of structural and logical tests to be
performed, exercising paths in the transition system. Tests are
implemented as sequence diagrams, representing nominal or
exceptional scenarios associated with use cases. The use of
a formalised representation has particular benefits in terms of
analysis (c.f. Lee et al.) however the authors note the difficulty
it may impose on the requirements analyst, who is forced to
be rigorous and to clearly specify conditions.
An interesting continuation of augmentation to the UML®
metamodel is the work of Dias et al. [16] that introduces Use
Case Fragments (UCFs) into the development process of use
cases. They identify that successful use cases should include
several elements, including the basic flow and sequence of
steps, alternate flows, information exchange details, and also
business rules associated with the interactions encapsulated
in the model. Addressing the perceived requirements of both
students and novice professionals, they consider the use of
a catalogue of recurring use case fragments that can be
composited quickly to address the majority of use cases needed
in typical information systems. Such fragments are noted as
having a similar organisation to software patterns, with each
addressing the abstract concept such as select one element
from a set of existent elements. A UCF template contains
the fragment name, sub-goals, purpose, basic flow, alternative
flows, input and output details, and rule details. In order to
have an applied UCF reflect the situation where it is being
used, there are customisation points in the UCF where business
terms are substituted. Some of the advantages noted by Dias
et al. include the UCF acting as a facilitator, supporting novice
requirements professionals in developing use cases, improving
writing speed and supporting the specification process.
Sutcliffe [6] introduces the scenario-based requirements
engineering approach, of relevance to ubiquitous computing.
In common with the original use case approach, this process
involves use case elicitation from users and gives formatting
guidelines. The final two stages in this process involve scenario generation (from a use case specification) and scenario
validation. The process makes use of a reusable library of
requirements and associated application classes, influencing
factors, exception types, requirements specification(s), and
validation frames to support method stages. The use case is
modelled as a collection of actions with rules that govern
connectivity between actions, and these actions lead to the
attainment of a goal. Use cases are organised into a hierarchy
to allow for refinement of higher-level use cases. Several
action link types are available, including strict sequencing, part
sequencing, and inclusion, offering a range of ways links can
be established. Validation functionality is possible, to check
conformance of the use case models using a schema, and if
suitable abstraction is present the use case model can be linked
to related systems allowing identification of abstract application classes. This work provides a series of functions that
would aid the development of ubiquitous computing systems,
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particularly where there are common application functions
across use cases. An example could be route finding and geosocial networking, which both require geo-location services
through the Global Positioning System (GPS), Assisted GPS,
Wi-Fi® and IEEE® 802.11 Positioning Systems, etc.
A justification for many of the research proposals that
advocate a replacement formalism in the UML metamodel is
that the use case method does not lend itself well to formal
analysis [1]. In comparison, a formalised model would permit
an analysis of the dependencies and inconsistencies (or flaws)
in the model. Several research studies have proposed replacing
the UML metamodel for use cases to achieve well-defined
representations suitable for analysis and resolving imprecision,
which we mention in passing.
The Petri net formalism is a technique that has been used
to model software systems since the 1970s [17]. Devised
as a means of modelling discrete-event systems, Petri nets
are well-suited modelling software concepts and in particular
for modelling concurrency, with no inherent requirement for
synchronicity, and offer (through their asynchronous features)
an abstraction above the flow of time, to present events in
terms of their partial ordering [17]. They have been applied
in a number of ways to enhance the use case approach. Xu
& He [18] apply the concept of the Place Transition variant
of the Petri net ((PT, PrT, P/T net) to the generation of test
requirements, in the context of aspect-oriented use cases. In
contrast, Lee et al. propose Constraints-Based Modular Petri
Nets (CMPNs) (see [1] for mathematical definitions), which
are suggested as improving on the drawbacks of P/T nets
and coloured Petri nets. CMPNs are argued as addressing
several shortcomings with other approaches, such as being
cumbersome where incremental modification is required, to
limited analysis techniques on interaction and dependency, and
in the case of Finite State Automatons (FSAs) high state space
complexity [1].
Replacement formalisms are geared toward a more radical
change to the representational schemed used for use cases, and
while offering benefits in terms of machine analysis it does
present potential drawbacks. Such drawbacks can include a
loss of clarity, and potentially more work on the part of the
use case analyst.
III. O BSERVATIONS
Use cases have achieved widespread use in software engineering problems, and more widely as a generic term for
user needs from products and services. In this paper we
have identified the principal benefits of the original use case
method, shortcomings and new approaches. For ubiquitous
computing, the adoption of use cases provides an opportunity
to ensure any systems developed are more closely aligned to
user requirements.
This paper has identified several evolutions to the original
use case representation, and these can be broadly classified as
either augmentation or replacement (though we note this is
not a clear separation and in reality some degree of overlap
exists). Replacement formalisms tend to use a more formal
representation to permit machine analysis. Regards this latter
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point and our earlier observations in Section I, we note Glinz,
that while formal representations are useful for analysis and
can achieve high levels of precision, this comes at the expense
of readability and effort to write the scenarios [7]. This
shortcoming in comprehensibility of some approaches detracts
from the comprehensibility of the original use case method (a
characteristic identified in Section I as worthy of preservation).
Taking these concepts further requires the development
of an extension to the UML metamodel that facilitates the
desirable attributes needed for ubiquitous computing, in particular representing user goals. It is also necessary to construct
and refine a suitable requirements example for ubiquitous
computing that illustrates these requirements, and use this
to validate the modifications to the UML metamodel. One
example is the the class of situation awareness applications
for ubiquitous computing (c.f. [19]) that provides a basis for
an illustrative set of use cases from a user perspective.
One aspect not examined in depth, but noted in the introduction, is that of privacy. It is desirable particularly for ubiquitous
computing systems to consider how privacy requirements on
the parts of users can be represented and implemented early-on
in the development process.
Ubiquitous computing takes privacy considerations for contemporary computing much further, because such systems
are intrinsically based upon the collection and processing of
information about their users, the environment, their property,
actions, and so on. This information is collected all or most
of the time, senses information types that are not readily
accessible in contemporary computing paradigms (such as
video camera feeds of rooms, contents of fridges via Radio
Frequency Identification, etc.), and is extensively processed
to yield new useful information that can aid the activities
of its users. On a practical level moving toward building
such complex systems inevitably requires specific technical
developments to the system design to ensure privacy can be
protected or enhanced. This necessitates the implementation
of technical measures–Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET),
discussed in a complementary paper [20].
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Abstract—A context-awareness is one of the important issues
for developing an intelligent information service system in
order to provide the information most useful for the users. In
this paper, a context-aware information service system for
baseball game is described. To recognize the context of
baseball play, a contextual knowledge model is suggested. An
‘observation point’ concept is also introduced to provide
baseball information effectively and proactively. A proto-type
context-aware information service system has been
implemented on smart phone, and evaluated in the aspects of
usefulness and appropriateness. The system was appreciated in
understanding over the progress and immersion of the match.
Keywords-context-awareness; contextual knowledge model;
information service; observation point

I.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid and remarkable progresses in computing
environment such as World Wide Web and powerful yet
affordable server systems enable the application programs to
provide more intelligent and proactive information services.
Software agent is usually the kernel of those information
services, and intelligent agents for information services have
been developed to satisfy user’s requirement and to provide
practical services in many different domains such as finance,
traffic, e-health [6][7][8]. Among those agents, the agent for
context-aware information service is supposed to recognize
not only the current situation of the information content and
user, but also the changes of their situation, in order to
supply the information most useful for the user at the
contextual aspect. The recognition of the situation is based
on the overall assessment about all the related factors such as
context of content, user location, surrounding objects,
environmental conditions, and their semantic relations. As a
consequence, for the recognition of the situation, contextual
knowledge models and reasoning techniques based on
ontology concept have drawn many attentions, and reported
as highly effective [5][10][11]. For the representation of
situation, the changes over time should be considered as one
of the important factors since the agent needs to adapt to the
dynamically changing situation and corrects its behavior
[3][4]. These changes are even more significant in the case
of the context-aware information service for baseball game.
Baseball game continues couple of hours, and the
situation consisted of many factors like pitcher, batter, runner,
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inning, out count, ball count, etc. keeps changing. At every
change, game audience might be interested in specific
information through which the progress of the game is
predicted. For the simplicity, in the rest of this article we
refer to these kind of information as ‘observation points
(OP)’. There can be many observation points relevant to the
specific situation of the baseball game. In addition, each
audience might be interested in different observation points
according to his or her knowledge of baseball game. For
instance, the record on the stolen base of a runner might be
more interesting than the hitting average of a batter if the
runner is on the first base with out-count one at late inning
while both team scored nil. In the broadcasting of baseball
game, even though some observation points are usually
provided by commentator, these information are only the
commentator’s observation points, so that likely to fail to
satisfy every TV audience. Moreover, the commentator’s
observation points are very limited as the commentator
should prepare the observation points before the specific
situation take place. Currently, several mobile information
services for baseball game have been developed and
commercialized [9][12]. These services, however, focused
on providing the current status of a game and live video clips.
In this paper, we investigate the use of a software agent
which can systematically provide the observation points at
the specific situation of baseball play in order to address the
above-mentioned problem. The agent was regarded as the
kernel of artifact being capable of playing the role of
commentator and recommending proactively the observation
points suitable for the context of game as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the intended information service.
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For the inference of the observation points at the specific
situation of baseball play, a contextual knowledge model
(‘Context-OP Ontology Model’ in Figure 1) representing the
relations between contextual factors and observation points
of baseball play is suggested. All the possible observation
points at the specific situation of baseball play are collected
from the interviews with baseball experts. Also, the records
of players are gathered manually, and statistically managed
to be linked with the observation points in the contextual
knowledge model. Each situation of baseball play is entered
by game recorder as a play event defined with situation
factors. The agent has been implemented as a context-aware
information service on a smart phone, which becomes the
powerful platform for mobile internet services and the most
useful personal assistant for watching baseball game.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the context-awareness and functional requirement
for information services. Section 3 illustrates the functional
structure and its role of the proposed context–aware
information service for baseball game. Section 4 explains the
contextual knowledge model used for recognition of
situation and inferring observation points. Section 5
discusses the service platform and a proto-type mobile
application of the developed information service system.
Section 6 sums up the work and concludes the paper.
II.

CONTEXT-AWARE INFORMATION SERVICE

As the agent needs to recognize current situation and
recommend information appropriate for the context, it
requires number of functionalities such as context-awareness,
inference of matching items, information retrieval, and
priority indexing (see Figure 2) [1][2]. For the contextawareness, the formalization of the contextual factors
defining the situation of the target content is necessary. The
recognized contextual factors can be represented in a
formalized context model by applying ontology technology.
The function to recognize and assess current context by
analyzing the model is identified as context recognition.
Clear definition on the contextual elements is necessary for
context-awareness. Moreover, grouping of the elements and
converting them into knowledge are also necessary. Once
current context is recognized, the agent refers to the
knowledge model and infers the information appropriate for
the context. The knowledge model defines context element
and information element for generating the relations between
two elements in knowledge map. Then, the agent retrieves
the specific information relevant to the context from the
database and supplies it to the user.

Figure 2. Functions required for a context-aware information service.
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III.

CONTEXT-AWARE INFORMATION SERVICE FOR
WATCHING BASEBALL GAME

There are various records in baseball game as often
referred as the game of data. They are commonly provided
by caster or commentator. However, inevitably the service is
uni-directional and limited in quality and quantity in many
cases. Introduction of the ‘observation point’, and
proactively providing the observation point and relevant
statistics in suitable timing by the system would improve the
service and add the zest to watching the game. The
observation point means the group of the player’s record and
interesting information relevant to the current context of
baseball play, which attracts audience’s interest. The system
structure of the context-aware information service applied to
the baseball game watching is depicted in Figure 3. The role
of each module on the structure diagram is introduced, and
the flow from context recognition to providing observation
points is explained in this section.
Provisioning of observation points starts when a playevent occurs, that means the change of the situation in
baseball game. The event is recorded by game recorder
through the interface as shown on Figure 4, and analyzed to
match to the context model, which is then stored in the ‘PlayEvent DB’. The server process (i.e. agent) regularly checks
the change of content in the ‘Play-Event DB’. In case of any
changes detected, the agent recognizes the current context
through the ‘Context Recognition Module’, and extracts
observation points relevant to the context. Then, the
observation points are served through the user interface. The
extraction of the observation points is carried out in the
‘Observation Point Inference Module’ by inferring the
‘Context-Observation Point Ontology Model’ representing
the relations between context and observation points. The
agent extracts all the instances of observation points matched
to the context. Then, detail information of each extracted
observation points are retrieved from the ‘Observation Point
DB’. As shown in Figure 5, the instance of the observation
point has the name of the related database table, name of
column, searching constraints, etc. as the ‘Related Data’
properties. The details of each observation points are stored
in the database through ‘Player Stats Analysis Module’ when
the players’ records are imported.

Figure 3. System structure of the context-aware information service for
watching baseball game.
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Figure 4. User interface for recording play event.

Also, a weight value is given to each observation point
instance in order for comparing the importance of the
observation points. The inferred observation points are sorted
in the order of weight values given to the observation points.
Finally, the derived observation points are changed into
XML files, and provided to user in the ‘Web Interface
Module’. Through this integrated process, the agent
proactively provides users with situation relevant observation
points of baseball game, and users are able to get interesting
information.
IV.

Figure 5. Structure of the Contextual Knowledge Model.

CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE MODEL FOR INFERENCE
OF OBSERVATION POINTS

The structure of the contextual knowledge model for the
representation of the relations between context and
observation points is shown in Figure 5. The model consists
of 2 classes for representing the change of context, and 2
classes for representing the relation between observation
points. Also, the relation between context and observation
point is represented in order to infer the observation point
relevant to the current context. This relation is one-to-many
relation as the one observation point might be relevant to
many contexts. Moreover, an additional class, ‘Additional
OP’, is introduced to represent the related multiple
observation points. The context class is defined with
contextual factors of baseball play, and the observation point
class has a weight value and properties used for retrieval of
detail information. In the context class, contextual factors are
grouped to be recognized according to the data type property.
Inning, runner, count, score difference, etc. are groups in
high level. Inning has inning number and top/bottom as
lower elements. This ontology model has been modeled in
the way of contexts that can be specifically represented with
these grouping elements by using Protégé as shown in Figure
6. The context with a series of events can be represented
since the context class contains the relation with the previous
context. The change in context along with the progress of
events can be expressed as the sequence, which is controlled
with ‘previous context number’. The agent can identify the
contextual change over time according to the representation
defined in the model. Variety of the observation points might
have been derived since the change of context over time can
be expressed and the agent is able to recognize the contextual
changes.
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Figure 6. Ontology Modeling of Knowledge Model using Protégé.

V.

IMPLEMENTATION

A proto-type information service system for providing
observation points and the relevant information during the
baseball play has been realized in order to assess the
usability of the context based information agent. The system
has been implemented in the server/client structure based on
internet as shown on Figure 7. The near real-time play event
on a game in progress and the video stream of the game are
supplied to the server at the ball park. The observation points
related to current situation are derived and indexed by the
agent according to the level of relevance. The observation
points and related statistics are stored along with the current
video stream, and these are supplied to the client on request.
As an example, iPhone has been used as the client device
for mobile service. A client App has been developed, which
can supply video stream of the baseball game, observation
points, game progress information, player information, etc.
through the user interface as shown on Figure 8. The App
regularly requests the server for the observation points along
with the timing of the video streaming of a game. The game
situation and the player information are supplied only on
demand from user.
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Figure 9. Evaluation results of the proto-type information service system

VI.
Figure 7. Implementation platform for the proto-type information service
system.

Figure 8. Examples of baseball information service on the client App.

Only top three of the suggested observation points are
displayed at the bottom considering screen size of smart
phone. Once any of the observation points is selected by the
user, the relevant data are displayed on the top of the screen.
The information is overlaid on the video streaming of the
ball game.
The system has been applied to the baseball games of
Korean Series 2010, and evaluated in the aspects of
usefulness of the service and appropriateness of the
suggested observation points. The evaluation was carried out
by using questionnaire survey from 70 university students
after watching a baseball game through the system. They
liked baseball game and known baseball knowledge quite
well. Figure 9 shows the result of evaluation. Almost 90%
users expressed positive opinions in the usefulness, and over
80% users thought the suggested observation points were
helpful to understand the progress of the game. Therefore, it
is enough to suggest that the information service might be
enhance the understanding over the progress of the match,
and increase the interest and immersion in the game.
However, some users mentioned the lack of the variety of
observation points, caused by the interface of the proto-type
application. The interface is designed for display only top
three observation points because of the small screen of the
device. Therefore, this issue might be resolved by modifying
the interface through which the user can search the suggested
observation points. Personalization of the observation points
might be another resolution of the issue.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this work, an intelligent information service system
for baseball game has been implemented as a context based
information service agent. Recording interface for the
acquisition of the progress information of baseball game and
for the context modeling has also been designed. An
ontology model has been structured for being aware of
contextual change over time. The ontology is also designed
for parsing data to knowledge and extracting observation
points. The observation points which is the representation of
groups of the information appealing to the user at a certain
context are listed in the order of the relative importance and
displayed on the mobile device as shown on Figure 8.
The implemented proto-type system satisfactorily offered
information at every change of the situation while the system
was applied to the real match of Korean Baseball League. In
an actual situation, when runners on the first and third base at
the out count one, for instance, the system suggested the
possibility of hit, base steal, and double play. Once the
possibility of double play was selected, the record of the
batter on double play against the pitcher during the season
was displayed with some other information. As the
observation points were listed first, and the record
information in detail was supplied only when the observation
point was selected, the service was appreciated non-invasive
and timely. The scope of this agent can be expanded to other
domains like tourism, e-learning, and e-health since the
ontology can be modified and expanded as required.
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Abstract—The paper presents the system model of Radio
System for Monitoring and Acquisition of Data from Traffic
Enforcement Cameras, noting the used network connections
and their effective throughput. The article presents the results
of test verifying the performance of selected elements of
designed system, in terms of image data transmission from
multiple sources. Threats that could be caused by large
amounts of data transmitted from multiple sources to the
database server have been identified.
Keywords-RSMAD; data center; workload; performance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio System for Monitoring and Acquisition of Data
from Traffic Enforcement Cameras (RSMAD) provides
innovative, integrated and extensive computerized system
primarily used for transmission, archiving and exploration of
data concerning traffic offenses. The RSMAD system is
designed for the police and it is to cover the whole country
with its range [1][2].
The research has been aimed at verifying the
performance and capabilities of the one of the most
important elements of the system – the Data Center (on the
basis of the database server). It was very important to test
workload of the database server in the multisource
RSMAD’s environment (presented in Section III).
There are many articles referring to database servers’
workload. But it is difficult to find example related with
testing database server workload, using many mobile sources
of image data.
The paper contains system model and multi-source
RSMAD’s environment description, database server’s
performance measurments methods, and interpretation of
results. The model of the system, detailing the tested
elements and their parameters, will be discussed. The multisource RSMAD’s environment will be presented, including
summarized possible throughput. The tests were conducted
in variants presenting the actual conditions of the system
performance and in variants allowing identification of the
risks resulting from the larger amount of incoming data than
the predicted one. Therefore, proposals to avoid such threat
will be presented.
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II.

SYSTEM MODEL

The basic element of the RSMAD system is Traffic
Enforcement Camera (TEC) enriched by Transmission
Module (TM). The module’s role is performed by a
computer with parameters not worse than presented in Table
I. The UMTS/GSM/TETRA modem (router) and dedicated
application are also integral elements of the module. The
application collects and processes image data from TEC and
forms the transport block (compressed and cryptographically
protected packet containing image data and included
information (in XML format)). So, prepared data is sent by
the application to the database server using FTP (File
Transfer Protocol [3]). Transport block is transmitted using
the secure VPN (Virtual Private Network) tunnel. The entire
image data processing is also to partially relieve the Data
Acquisition Center.
Database server performs several key functions in the
system:
•
Operates the FTP server software allowing
recording the transport blocks by TM included in
the RSMAD system,
•
Processes the received transport blocks, providing
decryption, decompression, verification and
recording of image data, as well as adding the
information included in transport block to database,
•
Stores the image data for the application used to
generate documentation of traffic tickets for traffic
offenses.
The exact technical parameters of the database server are
presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

HARDWARE PARAMETERS OF SELECTED RSMAD’S
ELEMENTS

Processor
HDD
RAM
Operating system
Network Interface
Card

Transmission
Module
Intel Celeron M 1.00
GHz
160 GB
1024 MB
Windows XP Home
Edition x86
Ethernet 10/100

Database Server
Intel E7400 2.80 GHz
250 GB
2048 MB
Windows Server
2008 Enterprise x86
Ethernet 10/100/1000
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Figure 1. The test environment (2nd and 3rd variant)

Database server is just one of many elements included in
the Data Acquisition Center which description exceeds the
theme of this article. The detailed architecture of the
RSMAD system is presented in [1][2][4].
To create the earlier mentioned VPN tunnels, the
Security Gateways (ZyXEL ZyWALL 2 Plus) were used.
This solution fundamentally improves the level of security of
data transmitted over Internet. [5]
The transmission module, sending transport blocks from
TEC, uses the selected subsystems of UMTS/GSM/TETRA
for transmission of data. Selection of particular solution, as
well as transmission rate offered, depends on specification of
particular modem used in the system, configuration of used
network and its instantaneous load. RSMAD does not limit
technology of transmission which can be chosen by the
operator of the system.
The target implementation of the RSMAD system should
be characterized by a throughput of the database server link
much greater than the throughput rate of transmission
module of TEC. Such solution would significantly improve
the capacity of the system and would make its work faster
and more efficient [6].
III.

THE MULTI-SOURCE RSMAD’S ENVIRONMENT

Traffic enforcement camera (mobile or stationary) can
take 2 new photos and TM can generate 2 new transport
blocks every 5 seconds. Maximum size of one transport
block is 2 MB. According to these assumptions, maximum
throughputs generated by 100 TMs has been presented in
Table II.
TABLE II.

Maximum values (in the 1st row in Table II) were
calculated on the basis of assumptions presented in the
previous paragraph. Other maximum throughputs are
dependent on transmission type used.
It is necessary to mention that average transport block
size is much lower than 2 MB, real throughputs are lower
than theoretical. In addition, mostly TECs do not take
maximum number of photos, and not every localization
allows for the best transmission type support. Generally, real
throughputs are much lower that maximum value.

Database Server
Security Gateway
ZyXEL ZyWALL 2
Plus

VPN tunnel
VPN tunnel
VPN tunnel
Security Gateway
ZyXEL ZyWALL 2
Plus

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT GENERATED BY 1 AND 100
TRANSMISSION MODULES

Transmission type used
n.a. (maximum value)
HSUPA (release 6)
UMTS
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throughput
(1 TM)
6.4 Mbps
5.76 Mbps
384 kbps

Maximum
throughput
(100 TMs)
640 Mbps
576 Mbps
37.5 Mbps
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PC

PC

PC

Figure 2. The test environment – the first variant.
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IV.

DATABASE SERVER’S PREFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

Due to the expected large number of supported devices,
as well as a large amount of incoming image data, the
database server was subjected to various performance tests.
These tests checked the efficiency of the database server
under the various load of its Network Interface Card (NIC),
and under load of the database itself. Following the
preformed tests, it was decided to further investigate the
performance of the hard drive used in the test server. All
tests were carried out independently to each other. Analysis
of tests’ results is presented in Section V.
A. Test of database server performance under Network
Interface Card load – the first variant
Tests have been conducted to verify the impact of the
amounts of incoming image data on the database server
performance. Methods for loading of the NIC were used.
Tests were carried out using the FTP server software,
running on the database server, and FTP clients, running on
other computers (elements of the test environment). Each
FTP client was able to establish up to ten simultaneous
connections.
During testing the following options backgrounds, a load
on the NIC was increased – files were sent from single
computer, and then gradually the number of computers
sending files was successively increased. Computers and
servers were equipped with Gigabit Ethernet. Server
performance was measured by registering on Database
Server's NIC download rate. Also the percentage usage of
CPU was recorded.
In the first variant of the test environment, it was taken
into account a combination of 3 FTP clients (10 connections
per client) with the server using a secure VPN tunnel (the set
up by Security Gateways). The first variant of the test
environment is presented in Figure 2.
The maximum rate was limited to only about 20 Mbps
(as presented in Table III). This was due to a high degree of
transmission security, low productivity and applied Security
Gateways. Such a low rate has had a negligible impact on
server load – CPU usage has increased by no more than 2 3% in comparison to CPU load without using NIC.
TABLE III.

performance in a much larger influx of imaging data. In
target implementation of RSMAD, security gateways’
performance will not influence significantly on efficiency of
system work.
The only network device that mediated the transfer was a
switch equipped with Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces (such solution provided the least possible impact
of other devices on the effective transmission rate).
Computers – clients’ NICs were connected to the Fast
Ethernet interfaces, and server’s NIC was connected to Fast
Ethernet interface of the switch.

Figure 3. CPU load and NIC load (download rate) of Database
Server – the second variant of the test environment.

The Database Server's NIC transmission rate at the limit
standard Fast Ethernet was recorded – aggregate file transfer
rate reached 96 Mbps (Figure 3). The CPU load of Database
Server was in this case was about 15 – 20 %.
C. Test of database server performance under Network
Interface Card load – the third variant
In the third scenario of the test environment, similar
measurement methods as in the second variant were used.

DOWNLOAD RATES IN TUNNEL MODE – THE FIRST VARIANT
OF THE TEST ENVIRONMENT

Type of
IPsec

ESP

Type of
hash
algorithm

SHA-1

Type of
cipher

Average data transfer rate
in [Mbps]
Test I

Test II

3DES

17,12

19,36

AES-128

18,48

20,64

AES-256

18,00

20,32

B. Test of database server performance under Network
Interface Card load – the second variant
In subsequent versions of the test environment (presented
in Figure 1), the use of Security Gateways and VPN tunnel
was abandoned (for tests only) to check the server
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Figure 4. CPU load and NIC load (download rate) of Database
Server – the third variant of the test environment.

Computers – clients’ NICs were also connected to the Fast
Ethernet interfaces but server’s NIC was connected to
Gigabit Ethernet interface of the switch. The third variant of
the test environment is presented in Figure 1.
A significant load of the CPU, reaching up to 80% was
observed (as presented in Figure 4). With the achievement
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rate exceeding the level of 500 Mbps, the FTP server
application has stopped responding and the performance of
the operating system has also been disrupted.
D. Testing of the efficiency of the database server in
conditions of database load and testing of the database
server’s hard drive performance
During testing, the local connection to the database took
place. Also, neither of the available physical NICs was used.
Database environment Microsoft SQL Server 2008 was used
with AES-128 database encryption.
To check the
performance of the database server, toughest test conditions
were prepared. Each query to the database began with the
forging of a new connection.
The procedure was 8 times repeated, beginning with the
1st query, each time increasing the number of requests
tenfold. Additionally, all tests were 3 times repeated, and the
results averaged [7].
Data saving in the database took place in a continuous
manner, taking 50% of the CPU power (continuous operation
of one core). Average number of queries per second (with
50% CPU load) is presented in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

RESULTS OF TESTING OF THE EFFICIENCYOF THE
DATABASE SERVER IN CONDITIONS OF TABABASE LOAD

Number of
queries

Processing time [s]

Average number of
queries per second

1

0.0170

58.82

10

0.0180

555.56

100

0.0230

4347.83

1000

0.0727

13755.16

10000

0.4773

20951.18

100000

3.9303

25443.35

1000000

35.1163

28476.80

10000000

353.4117

28295.61

In real conditions of the system operations, a database
query will not be done continuously. Between queries there
will be made a decryption and a decompression of the
transport block. Therefore database server’s load caused
database work will be much lower.
Hard drive performance was tested using a dedicated
application. Testing software checked maximum possible
speed of data saving to hard drive. With the greatest load
write speeds on the hard drive have achieved 85 MBps (680
Mbps). It should be noted that the total load of hard disk with
recording generated by one application or one process may
prevent the stable operation of the operating system.
V.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Tests conducted in the first scenario of the test
environment shows that the transmission and processing of
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data sent with the maximum allowed rate (for this variant) do
not interfere with the work of the database server.
Second, an intermediate variant of the test environment
also allows the stable operation of the database server.
However, it should be noted that throughput disrupting the
work rate of the device (Environmental Test - variant 3), are
also feasible to achieve. This is possible by using a
sufficiently large number of sources of image data (TECs)
using a high-speed links (eg. HSUPA or later subsystems).
After a thorough research of the third variant of the test
environment, it was found that the recorded throughput,
distorting the FTP server application performance and
system application, can be close to the maximum possible
data read / write speed to the hard disk of the database server.
A disk performance test, has confirmed the hypothesis that
the system stability problems really arise when achieving a
comparable throughput with a maximum speed of read /
write data to the hard drive.
The work of the database server is not only limited to
receiving files from multiple image data sources and its
processing (e.g., image data information adding to the
database). The image data or information about a specific
traffic offenses stored in the data base will be used by
applications for conduct the process issuing the ticket. All of
these processes will load the CPU, RAM, hard drive and the
Database Server's NIC.
There is a possibility of increasing the efficiency of
application server through:
•
The use of a hard drive with higher read/write rate,
•
The use of multiple hard drives connected in the
matrix increasing read/write speed in comparison to
a single hard drive,
•
Replacement or installation of new CPUs,
•
Installation of larger amount of memory.
In case of absence of a sufficient capacity to process
incoming transport blocks this task can also be differentiated
between the database server and an FTP server on two
physically separate servers. This solution due to the design
and architecture of the RSMAD system should not create
problems other than a more complex configuration of the
software currently drafted.
In order to become independent on hardware, the stability
of their servers should be taken care of, through its
appropriate configuration on the application layer. The
maximum rate allowed on the FTP server should be also
limited to the level which does not cause destabilization of
the server operating system’s work.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper identified the risks resulting from the provision
of large amounts of data from multiple sources to the
database server. Modifications to hardware in order to
prevent overloading of RSMAD system’s servers were also
proposed. Moreover, the need to control system's
performance, not only carried out on the hardware level but
primarily at the application layer, was pointed.
With the current state of implementation of subsystems
for data transmission in mobile networks, the occurrence of
described risks is not expected. But they should not be
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ignored as in view of the rapid development of the 4G
cellular networks, the risk of overloading the equipment with
too large number of incoming data is becoming more real.
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Abstract— This article aims to present the results of a usability
evaluation for the use of iconographic authentication on mobile
devices as a way to improve security aspects in handling
information. This way of authentication was defined in a
project called Multimodal Biometric and Iconographic
Authentication for Mobile Devices. These assessments were
carried out with eye tracking support tools as a means of
proving the difficulty points and allow the design decision
could be made more accurate to the application final purpose.

The section two will present graphical authentication
concepts used in this project followed by section three that
will present related works. The section four will present a
prototype develop for iconographic passwords followed by
section five with test methodology used. The section six will
present the obtained results followed by section seven with
some conclusions and future works.

Keywords-Usability evaluation; iconographic passwords; eye
tracking observation

Graphical authentication is a type of knowledge-based
authentication that has been explored for over twelve years.
It can be basically categorized in three groups [6]: (1) the
recall-based authentication systems, in which the user is
asked to recall and reproduce a secret drawing, (2) the cuedrecall systems, where the user has to remember, (3) and
target specific locations within an image and the recognitionbased systems, which usually demand the users to memorize
a group of images.
As a recognition technique, the iconographic
authentication demands less cognitive load than recalls
techniques and tends to increase the usability, the security
and the user performance, besides being specially appealing
in the mobile context, where typewritten input is less
common than pointing at the screen.
While some recognition-based systems use faces [7],
assuming that the brain has got a special ability to recognize
them, other systems use abstract images [8], which are
stronger from a security point of view, due to their difficulty
of describing. Nevertheless, the use of icons brings a better
compromise between usability and safety, once it facilitates
mnemonic strategies and then consequently the
memorization.
The security level offered by such systems depends on
many factors, such as the length of the repository available to
the user, the password length, the input method, and the
icons themselves which must ideally show similar
probabilities of choice avoiding dictionary attacks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Considering that human brain recognizes and reminds
visual information better than textual information
[1][2][3][4], the usage of authentication mechanisms that
explore the later rather than the former represent a new
paradigm for safety and usability issues in the context of
mobile devices due to increasing demands for safer and more
flexible new ways of authentication.
In this context, the iconographic authentication may be
used to totally or partially lock the device, configuring one
level of authentication, which can be then integrated to
biometric techniques to increase safety to the process.
A system for local iconographic authentication, where
the password verification happens within the device, with no
external database access has been proposed. Usability and
accessibility issues must be addressed considering the
multiplicity of user profiles, including those with little or no
familiarity to computing interfaces, with disabilities or with
low literacy.
This paper will describe the methodology used to
evaluate the usability of iconographic passwords on mobile
devices, in the context of a Multimodal Biometric and
Iconographic Authentication project [5], as well as
presenting the results obtained taking into account aspects
like ease of use and memorization, time spent for
authentication and the strategies for password creation. This
research is important to determine the viability and the
benefits of iconographic passwords in this usage context.
In the following sections, the concepts of iconography
and usability applied to mobile devices, the prototype
employed for iconographic passwords creation and usages,
the methodology of evaluation, results obtained and final
considerations will be presented.
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II.

GRAPHICAL AUTHENTICATION

III.

RELATED WORK

According to Nielsen and Mack [9], problems with
usability found on an interface might be related to different
aspects such as user difficulty in learning how to use a
system; user delay to complete his/her tasks; deception of the
user in operations caused by the system and non-attractive
interfaces. Often, the use of inadequate language causes
intelligibility problems, which combined with the above
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aspects, further contribute to user dissatisfaction and
interfering with the quality of experience.
We can find in literature studies like the Jun Gong's one
[10], which is based on Shneiderman’s “Golden Rules of
Interface Design” that proposes a generic set of guidelines
for mobile devices. In addition, it is possible to find main
mobile manufacturers recommendations, but they usually
cover specific cases [11][12], which evidences the lack of
standards and consensus mobile usability field.
To ensure effective application of iconographic
authentication and to fulfill the user expectations, specific
usability aspects for mobile environment, such as extremely
dynamic context use and limited user attention, must be
taken into account. Applications must be capable to start,
stop and resume with little or no human effort, and also have
to provide multiple feedbacks and be customized under user
needs.
The mobile devices present hardware limitations related
to screen size, processing power and input methods. These
facts draw attention to images and text size definition as well
as buttons displayed on the interface, so the error and
cognitive effort rates can be reduced, besides prioritize the
choice of icons rather than text input.
IV.

The categories considered for the icons were fruits,
animals, technological devices, and means of transportation,
balls, sea elements, musical instruments, scholar material,
smiles, banners, body parts and hats.
The selection of such icons in each category was made
after an analysis of possible strategies to help memorization
of iconic passwords and, consequently, usability increase of
iconographic authentication, without loss of mathematical
security, as presented in [13].
The first screen of the prototype allowed the user to
choose the option of creating or using an iconographic
password. It was possible to configure the password length,
as shown at Fig. 2.

PROTOTYPE FOR ICONOGRAPHIC PASSWORDS

One of the main goals of the use of iconic passwords in
process of authentication is to increase usability, assuming
that the password memorization gets easier for the visual
inclined users, and to ensure the user will keep this
information in mind for a longer time.
To evaluate iconographic aspects of the authentication
process, such as, quality of icons, repertory length, password
length and amount of icons displayed it was implemented a
prototype that runs in an Android emulator. With this
prototype it was possible to do tests in a conventional
desktop using an eye tracker device and analyze the user
visual behavior during password creation and usage.
A repertory of seventy-two icons was considered as it is
shown at Fig. 1. Each column was filled with a category of
icons, totalizing twelve categories with six icons each. With
the intention of reaching a balance between usability and
security the order of the columns and the placement of the
icons within the columns change at each interaction action.

Figure 2. Prototype initial screen.

Passwords were categorized in fixed lengths of four, six
and eight icons and tests with five users for each of this
category were defined, according to the methodology
presented in the following section.
V.

TEST METHODOLOGY

A. User selection and tests frequency
The first step for the test realization was to determine the
users that would participate on it as well as the frequency of
the test sessions.
According to [14], practitioners of usability recommend
many different quantities of interviews, for several different
reasons. For shipping products, it was recommend six
interviews, for the following reasons: i) six one-hour
interviews can be conducted in one calendar day; ii) testing
six respondents allows you to identify trends. For this project
five users were selected for each category of password.
These users were divided into man and woman with
under-thirty years old, thirty to forty-five year old and fortyfive years old or older, as showed in Fig. 3.

Figure 1. Icons repertory considered in the prototype.
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made together with viewpoints using gaze plots, heat maps,
and audio. User’s expressions were also important in case the
eye tracker might not capture relevant data.
C. Results tabulation
After the realization of four tests rounds, the user’s
performance was grouped according to password length and
compared with the time spent during the creation and usage.
For passwords with four icons, a concern in the password
creation was observed, which lead a better time performance
in confirmation task as shown at Fig. 5.
Figure 3. Summary of user profiles (gender, level of experience and age
groups).

Such division was necessary once the memorization was
to be measured, which implied the need of considering
different age groups. It was also taken into account previous
experience with mobile devices, for it could influence the
usability requirements.
The users were separated into three groups, with five
users each to optimize test sessions in a work day. After the
four first interactions with the first group, the test sessions
with group occurred.
Since one of the main criteria to be evaluated will be the
memorization of passwords after a period of time. It was
defined that the test would happen during fifteen days
according to the schedule presented at Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Tests schedule.

Figure 5. Evolution of users performance for passwords with four icons.

There was only one mistake by one user in his second
interaction, identified by a black square in the following
graphic shown at Fig. 5. Further interactions happened with
no significant changes.
For six icons passwords, the user’s behavior presented
wider variation and more mistakes after the second
interaction, as shown at Fig. 6.

The first use was composed by password creation and
confirmation. If the user could not be able to remember the
password the creation process was restarted. The second use
had to be one day after its creation. The third use was
planned to happen five days after password creation,
encompassing a weekend that could influence password
memorization. Finally, the fourth use had to happen nine
days after password creation for it was a period considered
enough for the password is forgotten in case the
memorization strategy failed.
B. Test configuration
All the tests were performed in a usability laboratory
composed of two rooms: the participant room and the
observation room. The eye tracking device employed was
Tobii Eye Tracker T60 [15], which consists of a seventeen
inches display with cameras and embedded infrared sensors.
The iconographic authentication prototype run on this
display and the interaction method for selection and
browsing was the mouse.
During the test execution users were asked to keep a
distance of about sixty centimeters far from the display to
enhance eye tracking quality. The screen recording was
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Figure 6. Evolution of users performance for passwords with six icons.

Password creation, compared with four icons password,
was faster, which can explain why subsequent interactions
lasted longer and had more mistake occurrences.
Finally, for eight icons password, it was possible to
observe the best performance in interactions after password
creation, except for a user who quickly created the password
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and could not remember it in the subsequent interactions (as
shown at Fig. 7.
It is important to highlight that the mentioned user made
a mistake in the second interaction and last a long at the third
one, but after that he would not forget the password
anymore, showing satisfactory result in the last interaction

Figure 7. Evolution of users performance for passwords with eight icons.

behavior of a methodical user who observes invariably all
icons available on the prototype to make his/her choices.
In all cases of user behavior it was possible to notice a
concern in observing icons according to the strategies chosen
to ease the memorization process.
E. Memorization strategies
After password creation, the test conductors tried to infer
the strategy used to memorize it. At the end of the round of
testes the users were briefly interviewed and asked about
strategies used and face difficulties.
During the test realization it was observed that
iconographic passwords enable a wide universe of possible
combinations which favors the use of most varied strategies
of memorization and creation of passwords that are stronger
and less susceptible to dictionary attack.
The strategies are extremely dependents on the repertory
of icons used and the amount of icons to be memorized and a
direct relation among the level of difficulty perceived by
each user was observed.
Table 1 shows a categorization of strategies used by each
participant of the tests.
TABLE I.

D. Eye tracking data
Based upon Duchowski's recommendations [16] for
experiments involving eye tracking data it was observed the
visual behavior of the participants during the iconographic
password creation and use processes.
The tests videos were separate into relevant video
segments and using the gaze plot resource was possible to
compare different ways of exploring visually the grid of
icons. Three samples of interaction schemas by the time of
password creation were shown in Fig. 8. The circles
represent the visual fixation points and its size is
proportional to the duration of the look.

MEMORIZATION STRATEGIES

Strategies
Peer association
Creating history
Category elimination
Icons with similiar colors
Cultural issues
Memorization of individual icons
Visual affinity with icon
None specific

Have a fixed or a free password order strongly influences
the creations strategies and for this reason it was not
announced to the participants that the icons order did not
matter on creation process. Even so, many users created and
used the password in order, especially in the cases where
there were associations of the icons to stories or sentences.
Nonetheless, the larger the password was, the less users
selected icons in the created order.
VI.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Ways of eye interaction in password creation.

Fig. 8 (a) presents the behavior of a user who analyzes
the icons in a chaotic or random way, searching for
familiarization among the images for the creation of the
password. Fig. 8 (b) presents the behavior of a restrained
user that what limits his/her field of view to two categories,
aiming at easing password creation. Fig. 8 (c) presents the
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RESULTS

Many performance factors such as the execution time,
error rates, screen browsing and password memorization in a
time interval were evaluated.
In this context, passwords composed by four icons were
the ones which presented best use performance, with lower
error rates and time average in all interactions. The eight
icons passwords were the ones with more occurrences of
history creation as a way to improve the memorization and
when histories were not created, the elimination of categories
was used to reduce the possibilities and to ease the password
creation.
It was possible to observe that there is not a direct
relation between the quantity of icons in a password and the
time necessary for authentication, for users with different
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password sizes get very similar performance in
authentication. However, the time spent to create passwords
may influence directly its memorization, that is, users who
spent more time creating the password had less error rates
and tended to not forget it.
This fact was ratified by testimonies of the users who
have not remembered the password and assigned it to the
lack of attention by the time of the password creation. It
indicates the need of thinking about strategies which may
favor the password memorization.
As one of the premises of the test was that it did not need
to be entered in the creation order, many users that had
initially created strategies prioritizing the icons order
finished by abstracting this strategy as the familiarization to
the password increased. It corroborates researches that point
as a usability factor the use of passwords by order and
disorder, a different paradigm from the one used for
traditional passwords.
The choice frequency of the icons to compose the
iconographic passwords was another important factor. It was
possible to observe a regular distribution of the icons where
the most and less chosen categories kept constant, as shown
at Figure 9.

Tecn

School

Hat

Sea

Inst. Mus Body

Smiles Animals Fruits

Bols

Transp Flags

Figure 9. Distribution of icons chosen by the participants.

The user preference for gaudy icons was also observed.
The icons under technology devices category, which were
the less chosen ones, had grey as predominant color.
However, cultural and esthetic aspects had major choice
weight. For this reason, icons such as Brazilian banner,
soccer ball, red car, and cherry were chosen much more than
orders.
The appropriated feedback at the authentication proved to
be a key factor to guide the user throughout the process. As
observed in the survey the user needs to know how many
icons have already been chosen, should be clear the number
of screens, if there are more than one, and the current screen.
This information must be presented to users in clear and nonblocking way avoiding the slowdown of the authentication
process.
At last, it was identified a characteristic named “love at
first sight” that consists of a situation in which the user
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thinks about choosing an icon to compose his/her password,
but he/she does not do so. By the time of the authentication,
the user then finds him/herself in doubt about chosen and
will not know whether it compounds or not the password.
This problem may be solved by considering a little training
process just after password submission. This training may
include, e.g., three authentication simulations before
password registration. Alternatively, the system could itself
choose the password for the user what, on the other hand,
could reduce the usability of the solution.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
As the use of icons to make authentication can be
considered a new paradigm, it was adopted an initial
approach considering six icons passwords to reach an
adequate usability level and allowing the use of histories to
ease memorization and reducing time spent for creation and
use of the passwords.
On the other hand, it is reasonable to claim that as the
familiarity of the users to this new paradigm increases, the
results of usability tests will be better either. And higher
levels of security will also be reached.
At last, in the performed tests it was also observed a
preference for some icons instead of others, what may
weaken the security of iconographic authentication. But there
is a positive feature that reduces this risk which is the
possibility of substituting some icons as well as letting to the
system the definition of the password.
Considering the security and usability aspects presented
in the Sections II and III, some project decisions were
established to lead the prototype implementation. In a
general way, the users that made the usability tests with four
icons did not only have a very good performance but also
reported that it was easy to memorize only four icons. As for
the six and eight password users, they had very
heterogeneous test result and performance.
The security comparison between iconographic and
alphanumeric passwords in the evaluated scenarios, it was
defined an initial password size of six icons within a
repertory of ninety icons. This repertory was split into three
screens with thirty icons each (six rows and five columns).
The use of bigger repertory of icons impacts significantly in
the usability of the solution, resulting in the increasing of the
security not proportional to this impact, which makes
impossible the use of a bigger repertory. As for the size of
the password, it could be bigger, and it would result in an
increment of security for the solution. But, as it deals with a
paradigm change, it was decided to maintain initially the six
icons for iconographic authentication.
The tests performed in the context of this project have
presented an analysis, which contributes for the definition of
the iconographic authentication solution that will be used for
implementation of the functional prototype of project
Multimodal Biometric and Iconographic Authentication for
Mobile Devices.
Despite the missing standardization among the methods
it’s possible to ensure that iconographic password systems
meet the usability and security requirements. As a future
work it’s necessary to provide a comparison between the
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performance of iconographic and alphanumeric paradigms,
besides test the proposed solution in real mobile devices with
dynamic usage contexts.
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Abstract— How can mobile phone design increase usability and
the user’s experience in a global setting? The purpose of this
paper is to put forth general design principles to enhance
usability. We use a structured literature review of 307 peerreviewed papers. We find that shared interaction, intuitiveness
and personalization should drive mobile phone design.
Industry practices are examined and future research avenues
are suggested.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

How can mobile phone design increase usability and the
user’s experience in a global setting?
Information
technology (IT) and mobile phones, commonly referred to as
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are
now pervasive in our everyday lives and that pervasiveness
increases as computers and phones converge as they are fast
becoming information appliances. While there are still nonadopters, the non-adoption of ICTs may be explained by a
range of attitudinal, skills-related and infrastructure-related
factors [1]. However, non-adoption, as it relates to literacy
issues, is weaker in the case of mobile phones [2]. Possible
explanations are the availability of complementary
infrastructure, efficient enough providers [e.g., 3], and easily
accessible related innovations [4]. This implies that mobile
phones are within reach of most of the world’s population:
Somalia – a failed state – ranks 16th out of 42 African
countries in terms of penetration [5].
In the global arena, mobile phones are an empowerment
tool as they help develop human capital [6]. In Mexico, they
free users from geography-related institutional constraints
[7]. In rural Indian areas, they help the less fortunate and are
a catalyst for social change [8]. In the Middle East, they
positively influence economic freedom [9]. Conversely, a
lack of access to mobile technologies may hinder
development [10] and even promote inequalities [11].
This paper is structured as follows. First, we state the
problem we are addressing which is that of designing an
optimal user experience in a global and diverse context.
Second, we explain the context of this research as it relates to
the impact of literacy on ICT use. Then we look at how
users’ familiarity with technology influences design in terms
of accessing information. Third, we discuss the methods
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used which consist in a structured literature review of a large
number of articles. Fourth, the resulting design principles
are examined in terms of their contribution to the
improvement of usability and some industry practices are
presented. Finally, we conclude and discuss potential
implications
for
academics,
businesspeople
and
policymakers.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Mobile phones – and ICTs in general – have proven very
popular in recent years. Globally, they are used in a variety
of contexts: from highly educated and “sophisticated” users
who exploit every single functionality, to utilitarian users
that focus exclusively on core functions (i.e. dialling calls
only or simple web surfing), to users with low or no literacy
who have developed strategies to overcome this obstacle in
order to make mobile phones a tool for meaningful
interaction and/or community engagement. Also, there are a
wide variety of geographical and cultural challenges to
mobile phone usage as pictograms and input-output methods
and devices may be culturally biased even if they are
globally standardized.
Notwithstanding this, accessing information is highly
dependent on interface design and usability. Tools and
technique are evolving at a rapid pace and user adaptation
would be easier if interface design followed sets of principles
that would be consistent globally and culturally, among other
variables.
Thus, in extremely diverse usage contexts as reflected by
an ever-increasing global user base, it is important to
determine how mobile phones may be designed for optimal
usability notwithstanding the potential users’ levels of
literacy or familiarity with technology.
III.

CONTEXT

A. Literacy
In the global arena, the challenge of literacy is often
overlooked when considering usability issues. The traditional
concept of literacy tied to the written language is obsolete as
it is not essential to access information and knowledge
anymore if only because of the penetration of television and
mobile phones [see 12]. Literacy is now considered to be
« digital » [13] insofar as access to ICT is now deemed
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essential by UNESCO [14]. Thus, designers need to provide
an information-rich experience to users of ICTs
notwithstanding their literacy level, in synch with the
growing migration of content on these platforms.
B. Familiarity with technology
Similarly, users’ familiarity with technology is another
design challenge. Traditionally, user interface tools for
accessing information have consisted in series of menus that
may be classified in three categories. First, hierarchical
menus are a commonly used tool that reflects the
organization of information.
Although they are not
necessarily intuitive and require a great deal of both classical
and digital literacy skills, they have the benefit of being
systematic. Second, fisheye menus blow up certain parts of
the information a user is querying to make it easier to
discriminate between the choices offered to this specific
user. They often rely on text and icons. Third, tag clouds
organize information according to its popularity. This is
very useful for users with preferences and search patterns
aligned on those of related groups of users. Designers need
to find ways to divorce familiarity with technology and
access to content so that ICTs become an enabler for all
potential or actual users.
IV.

METHODS

We used a structured literature review process in order to
determine a set of principles and practices for the design of
highly usable mobile phones and ancillary applications. We
reviewed a total of 307 peer reviewed papers that focused on
keywords related to mobile phone usage and design like:
literacy, usability, sales, adoption, etc. Papers were then
grouped by themes that were clustered around design
principles and industry applications.
With regards to the validity and reliability [15] of this
review, the breath of articles we surveyed allows for a good
level of reliability, while the keywords chosen and our
preoccupation for examining diverse research fields and
cases [16] provides validity to this research. We were thus
able to extract design principles and industry practices that
increased usability and user experience.
V.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND INDUSTRY PRACTICES

Our structured literature review first led to general design
principles. Then, real-life examples were extracted in light
of those general principles.
A. Designing interfaces for usability
Usability is thought to be a driver for interface adoption.
As a general rule, interface design should be centered on the
user to allow increased confidence and meaning in their
interactions with – and through – mobile phones. Especially
in the case of interface design for low literacy users [17], any
sustainable solution must be coherent with their geographic
or cultural contexts [18]. Thus, design principles may be
drawn around three core ideas: shared experience,
intuitiveness, and personalization.
1) Allow users a shared interactive experience: A
common experience, in the form of a common platform or
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as an ability to access and exchange similar content, is
conducive to higher quality knowledge flows between users
[19]. It must also allow for various modes of interaction
(i.e., with keyboards, touchscreens, videos, or other
input/output modes, etc.) [see 20, 21]. Massive multiplayer
online video games are a case in point [see 22]. Thus, social
relationships and interface interactions benefit greatly from
being designed like human relationships [23].
2) Focus on intuitiveness: Reducing the users’ cognitive
load increases their interaction accuracy. This implies that
processes underlining a given interface have to make it userfriendly and rich [e.g., 24]. Minor changes to handsets and
a streamlining of the interface (colors, symbols, etc.)
significantly improve usability [17].
Furthermore, an
elegant interface influences the perception of usability [e.g.,
25] as this concept has both objective and subjective
components [26].
3) Personalization and user-control matter: Some
systems offers choices for increased personalization [27]
that go as far as being sensitive to a particular context [28].
Usability may also be improved by increasing the level of
control exerted by the user and through a « help » section
[29].
Social tagging [30] and the combination of
visualization and voice activated features are another set of
useful tools [31].
These principles also find their way into industry
practice.
B. How global industry leaders do it: some examples
Global industry leaders have embodied these principles
in their practices and products to varying degrees. These
may be grouped into three categories: 1) the relationship
between literacy and the handset; 2) interacting with the
mobile phone; and 3) leveraging the possibilities offered by a
mobile phone.
1) The handset and literacy: Few global leaders have
focused on low literacy customers. Yet in many emerging
markets, these customers constitute the bulk of mobile
phone users. In developed countries, many users have
literacy-related challenges as well. In 2008, Nokia and
Motorola have come up with different ways of addressing
these challenges from intensive R&D effort into the matter.
While Nokia focused on the physical ergonomics of the
handset, simpler menu functions, and an icon-based menus;
Motorola opted for a larger screen with bigger letters and
numbers as well as more classical, yet streamlined,
hierarchical menus. At that time, both handset makers
focused on trying to increase intuitiveness while providing
limited user control through a less complex phone.
2) User interaction with/via a handset. Global industry
leaders have often sought efficient ways to leverage user
interaction with – and through – mobile phones. Web
browsing, email, social media, film and picture applications
– and eventually 3D applications – provide additional
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richness and connectedness beyond the voice transmission
capabilities of traditional mobile phones. Handset makers
offer users differentiated modes for interaction (reticular
screen vs mini-keyboard) and different means for scrolling
content. While the iPhone and traditional Blackberry
handsets offered very different user experiences, the
Blackberry Torch constitutes an example of the possible
convergence between these products as it offers a reticular
screen and a physical QWERTY keyboard. It also offers
“apps”, just like Android-based phones and Apple devices
do; the latter having been the pioneer in marketing “apps”
efficiently.
3) Leveraging the handset.
Mobile phones offer
increasing possibilities for interaction trough web-browsing
and “apps”. Google is a case in point. Its search engine
interface design is extremely simple, streamlined yet very
efficient, especially for mobile devices. It is intuitive as it
only has one text-entry box. It allows for personalization as
users may filter search results according to certain
preferences. It is easy to use on mobile platforms and is a
recognized leader in keyword searches. The Amazon
Kindle also embodies these principles. While one can
procure a physical e-reader, it is also possible to download a
Kindle application that allows one to read Kindle books on
an iPhone, an Android handset or a Blackberry.
VI.

simplicity and interaction richness need to become a focus
for industry leaders. Immediate future steps for this research
involve a careful examination of the impact of literacy that
could help explain the effect of this variable on mobile phone
usage for complex tasks and transactions, especially for users
with no or limited levels of literacy. Furthermore, the related
technical challenges need to be dealt with following the
determination of a roadmap detailing the engineering
requirements and technology development that will flow
from this research. In-depth cases, examples and user life
stories are tools that will lead to an increased understanding
of the particular technologies that are bound to shape the
implementation of these principles. From healthcare
management challenges in the emerging world [32] to more
participation and citizen engagement in Africa [33], mobile
phones have become a part of global communities and thus
should be on a path to increased usability by the widest range
of customers on a global scale.
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Abstract—Mobile marketers are anxious to gain knowledge
about the use of mobile services in different cultures and
countries. The aim of this research is to construct a method for
comparing consumer demand for mobile information services
in different countries. We attempted to gain a understanding of
the cross-national needs structure through a comparison of use
intentions between the United States (at the University of
California at Los Angeles) and Japan. Toward this end, we
extracted use intention factors from both the locations. The
results confirmed the following four factors: the informationintensive factor, the entertainment factor, the low penetration
service factor, and the communication tool factor. This study
also found that the two countries have different needs
characteristics for a certain mobile communication service, i. e.,
mobile e-mail, and roughly the same needs characteristics for
mobile entertainment services and for mobile information
services except "radio".
Keywords- Cross-national study; Information intensive; Low
penetration service; Entertainment; Communication.

I.

INTRODUCTION

By the end of 2010, there were 5.3 billion mobile
subscriptions worldwide. That equates to 77% of the
world’s population [1]. This represents a large increase from
the 4.6 billion mobile subscriptions in existence at the end
of 2009. The increase in mobile service usage around the
world has been driven by both advanced technologies and
the growing number of service options available to
consumers. For the most part, these services include mobile
searches, news and sports information, music and video
downloads, e-mail, and instant messages [1]. The explosive
growth in the use of mobile devices is frequently noted in
research studies [2], [3].
Despite the growing importance of mobile devices, few
studies have been conducted using a cross-national approach.
The usages of mobile devices vary considerably among
different countries [4]. The adoption of mobile services and
technology does not appear to follow any single universal
logic or pattern for different countries [2]. Harries et al. [5]
investigated the role that culture plays in explaining
differences in adoption, usage, and attitudes with regard to
mobile services by comparing the United Kingdom and
Hong Kong. Cho [6] explored how mobile phone users in
the United States and Korea adopt both existing and
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potential mobile services. Lee et al. [7] investigated the
different usage patterns among mobile users in Korea and
Japan and interpreted these patterns within the framework of
a value structure. Vrechopoulos et al. [8] conducted
sociological research and found Finland to be the most
mature mobile market when compared with Germany and
Greece. They identified critical success factors and noted
that these factors vary among the countries. Bohlin [9], on
the other hand, identified new policy implications for the
future European mobile market through an analysis of the
success factors in the Japanese mobile Internet market.
As mobile carriers and content providers perform on a
global scale [10], empirical cross-national research on
mobile services has become increasingly relevant. A clear
understanding of the mobile service needs of consumers can
be achieved by investigating the structure of mobile services
across different countries. In order to learn about consumer
needs with respect to mobile information services, and
whether consumers in different countries perceive these
needs differently, we performed a comparison between the
mobile information services needs structure of young people
in Japan and the United States. These locations were
selected for this international comparison because they are
the two leading countries in the mobile market and because
they use mobile services differently. Mobile users in Japan
are the ―most connected,‖ with more than 75% using
connected media (browsed the Internet, accessed
applications, or downloaded content) compared to 43.7% in
the United States and 38.5% in Europe [13]. At the end of
June 2010, there were 111 million mobile subscribers in
Japan [11], and there were 302.95 million subscribers in the
United States at the end of December 2010 [12]. There is a
need to identify a practical systematic framework of
different structures in mobile information service needs in
the United States and Japan by way of a cross-national
comparison. If there are differences in service needs
structures between two countries, mobile companies need to
vary their international marketing strategies and tactics
between the countries by adjusting for the differences. The
following strategies can be used: introduce very high-spec
devices, offer multiple technologies (picture messaging,
mobile Flash, GPS, etc.), provide better network quality and
coverage, etc. By understanding the differences in consumer
needs with respect to mobile information services, mobile
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companies will have a better chance of success. Therefore,
the following hypotheses are presented:
H1. There is no change in the mobile phone service
structure over a two-year period in Japan.
H2. The mobile service structure for information is same
in both the United States and Japan.
H3. The mobile service structure for entertainment is
same in both the United States and Japan.
H4. The mobile service structure for communication
needs is same in both the United States and Japan.
This paper is composed as follows: In the following
section, we cite relevant literature surveys to introduce
various mobile services, and then in Section III, we identify
the behaviors of mobile service users in the United States
and Japan. In Section IV–VI, we describe how we measured
information services in terms of the use intention data via an
online survey. Section VII presents a factor analysis that is
based on Japanese data and was carried out over a two-year
period, and Section VIII presents a comparative factor
analysis using data from Japan and the United States. The
paper ends with a discussion of the results in terms of
information, entertainment, and communication service
factors, as well as the limitations of the study.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The use of mobile communication devices is increasing
rapidly, and devices based on mobile technology are
commonplace in everyday life [14]. A mobile information
service is defined as use of the Internet via a handheld
device [15]. The consumer pays for the desired mobile
content or services [16]. Existing and potential services vary
depending on the developments in mobile technology [9].
M-businesses offer more efficient markets and value system
services, customized offering services, building community
services, disrupting pricing services, and a radically
extended reach in values services [17]. There are three main
types of mobile services:
Information services: As a source of information, a
mobile phone can have a significant impact on user behavior.
Therefore, the quality of information provided by the device
(e.g., maps or driving directions, restaurant guides, and
promotional ads) often serves to expedite search efforts and
stimulate the intention to use the mobile phone further.
Users often log on to the Web to check e-mail, get news,
obtain maps or driving directions, consult restaurant guides,
etc. [9].
Entertainment services: Millions of people use their
mobile devices for play [18]. Mobile phone usage in this
context is an enjoyable activity that allows for an escape
from reality. Users of these services may perceive mobile
phone usage as more entertaining than informative [19].
Communication services: Short message service (SMS),
multimedia message service (MMS), voice mail, and e-mail
all fall under the category of communication services. These
services may be classified as either utilitarian or hedonic,
depending on the way they are used and the motivation
behind their use [9].
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III.

MOBILE INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE UNITED
STATES AND JAPAN

Most people today have a mobile phone, and many use
them for mobile services beyond just calling and messaging.
The mobile service market is growing rapidly. However,
there are also many new service providers competing for
customers, so it is very important to understand consumer
usage behavior. This can be achieved easily by comparing
user behavior on the basis of regions. The needs and uses of
these services differ from country to country.
The United States is in its early stages of M-commerce
development and adoption as compared to many European
and Asian countries (e.g., Sweden, Japan, and Korea) [20].
This is true despite the fact that mobile application usage is
slightly higher in the United States than that in Japan, as
indicated in Table 1. In the United States, 19% fewer
application users utilize their browser than in Japan, while
19% fewer browser users utilize applications. Messaging
methods also vary. The United States displays the highest
rate of text messaging, with 68.0% of users sending text
messages compared with just 41.60% in Japan. Japanese
users exhibit the highest reach in the e-mail category at
TABLE 1.
MOBILE SERVICE USER BEHAVIOR IN JAPAN
AND THE UNITED STATES IN OCTOBER–DECEMBER 2010:
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL MOBILE AUDIENCE (AGE: 13+ YEARS)
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57.10%, while consumers in the United States are most
likely to use text messaging services on their mobile devices
(68.00%). Social networking/blogs reached the greatest
percentage of mobile users in the United States at 24.70%,
followed by Japan at 19.30%. Japanese users were most
likely to capture photos (62.90%) and watch TV/video
(22.80%) on their mobile devices, while users in the United
States were most likely to listen to music (15.70%) and play
games (23.20%) [10]. Table 1 displays mobile service user
behavior in Japan and the United States [16].
Mobile phone users in certain countries, such as Japan,
use integrated services, such as receiving messages regarding
credit card usage, enjoying windows live messenger and
other instant messenger systems, receiving messages from
online community services, receiving promotional price
discounts for family restaurants, and receiving coupons.
Pioneers of location-based services—such as Korea and
Japan—have created precise combinations of infrastructure
and applications needed to ensure success [6].
IV.

METHODOLOGY

We conducted two consecutive studies on Japanese
customers in 2008 and 2009. In 2008, we conducted in-depth
interviews with 30 mobile phone users who had adequate
experience using mobile information services to explore their
information needs and to identify the crucial factors that
influence their mobile phone usage. On the basis of this
qualitative study, we developed an instrument for survey
research. We employed a professional market research firm
in Japan to collect data under a random sampling framework
from a panel of mobile information service users between the
ages of 16 and 79. Data were collected online in the period
between September 18 and September 24, 2008. A
questionnaire focusing on the ―use of information services
via mobile phone‖ was distributed to a randomly selected
Internet research panel with a sample size of 20000. From
this sample, 5567 effective responses (27.8% of the total
sample) were obtained. Out of these 5567 effective responses,
the number of people who had mobile phones was 5222,
which amounted to 93.8% of the effective responses. The
following 21 services were examined: mobile e-mail, SMS,
MMS, TV phone, radio, Internet, 1-seg TV (mobile
terrestrial digital audio/video and data broadcasting service),
music, ring tones, video streaming, games, learning
(dictionary, translation services, and encyclopedia), health,
infotainment content (movies, nightclubs, and celebrity
gossip), mobile chat (push to talk), stock trading, shopping
services, coupon and advertising information services, online
storage services (Internet data storage services), reservation
or booking (hotel rooms or airline seats), and location-based
services (GPS or maps).
V.

DATA COLLECTION

In 2009, an Internet research panel with a sample size
of 3500 was randomly selected from the original 5222
respondents. Data were collected online during the period
between July 10 and July 14. We obtained 1854 effective
responses (53.0% of the sample).
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For a two-year comparative study, a sample of 1854
effective responses from Japanese users was compiled.
This sample consisted of the same people who responded
in both 2008 and 2009; these respondents were designated
as our analysis subjects.
In 2009, an Internet study was conducted with a sample
size of 499 students at the University of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA) in the United States. Out of the 499
respondents, 389 were in their 20’s.
For a comparative study of young people in their 20’s
between Japan and the United States, we had an effective
sample of 169 out of 1854 respondents from Japan and a
sample of 389 students from UCLA. These respondents
comprised our final set of sample data.
VI.

FACTOR ANALYSIS BASED ON USE INTENTION DATA

A. Measurement
Aaker and Alvarez Del Blanco [21] have indicated that
brand awareness indirectly affects purchase behavior.
Likewise, an awareness of newly emerging services will
affect purchase behavior and the intention to use these
services. Therefore, this was a good place to begin
extracting factors based on use intention. We conducted a
factor analysis on 5222 respondents from the 2008 data and
1854 respondents from the 2009 data to extract common
factors that exist among similar services in terms of the ―use
intention‖ of the 21 mobile information services. The
following is a summary of the measurement:
The phrase, ―Please rate your intention to use the
following mobile information service‖ was used to
operationalize use intention. A five-point Likert-type scale
was anchored by low/high use intention for the 21 services.
VII. FACTOR ANALYSIS BASED ON JAPANESE USE
INTENTION DATA OVER A TWO-YEAR PERIOD
In order to focus on the needs of the present and
potential customers, we analyzed only ―use intention.‖ For
this comparative two-year period, 1854 effective responses
were designated as the analytical subjects. We conducted a
factor analysis to extract common factors that existed
among similar information services in terms of the ―use
intention‖ of the 21 mobile information services.
The factor analysis was conducted on the basis of the
use intention by the principal factor method using varimax
rotation. Kondo et al. [22] identified three dimensions of
mobile services—information intensiveness, amusement,
and service penetration rate—on the basis of the data of
―awareness,‖ ―past use behavior,‖ and ―use intention.‖ Here,
we extracted four factors from the 21 information services,
leading to the addition of one factor from the previous
analysis. There was no change between 2008 and 2009 in
the services affected by these factors except for ―radio‖
(because of a missing value), which confirmed hypothesis
H1.
Table 2 summarizes the factor loadings for each service
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TABLE 2.

FACTOR LOADINGS AND USER RATIO FOR EACH SERVICE IN 2008 AND 2009

(A) Year 2008: 1707 respondents; age group: 16~79
(B) Year 2009: 1686 respondents; age group: 16~79

in the case of each factor. The differences between the two
years were due to a number of missing values. The results
showed that in both 2008 and 2009, four factors were
confirmed to be the primary factors affecting the mobile
information service needs in Japan. These four factors were
as follows:
Factor 1: information intensiveness;
Factor 2: entertainment;
Factor 3: low penetration service; and
Factor 4: communication service.
Factor 1 refers to services that require a high degree of
information, such as making a reservation or stock trading.
Factor 2 represents services with entertainment
characteristics, such as ring tones. Factor 3 represents
services with low penetration characteristics where the use
ratio is low, such as a TV phone. Factor 4 represents services
having communication tool characteristics, such as SMS, email, and MMS, i.e., e-mail with pictures. Services within
the factor are listed as follows:
Factor 1: radio, the Internet, learning, health, infotainment
content, stock trading, shopping services, coupon and
advertising information services, online storage services,
reservation or booking, and location-based services;
Factor 2: 1-seg TV, music, ring tones, video streaming, and
games;
Factor 3: TV phone and mobile chat;
Factor 4: mobile e-mail, SMS, and MMS.
VIII. COMPARATIVE FACTOR ANALYSIS BASED ON USE
INTENTION DATA FROM JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES
In order to focus on the needs of both present and
potential customers, we analyzed only the ―use intention.‖
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For this comparative research of young people in Japan
(169) and the United States (389), effective responses were
designated as the analytical subjects. We conducted a factor
analysis to extract common factors that exist among similar
information services in terms of the ―use intention‖ of the
20 mobile information services, excluding 1-seg TV, which
does not exist in the United States.
We used factor analysis as the statistical technique to
analyze the data. We examined the data to check for
inconsistencies due to random error by running a reliability
test, ensuring that the integrity of the data was at a
manageable level. Table 3 shows that the overall factor
analysis was significant for Japan as the Kaiser-MeyerOlkin statistics were greater than 0.50 and the chi square
statistics were significant with a probability of less than 0.05
[23]. In the case of UCLA (Table 6), the overall factor
analysis was not significant because there was a
considerable amount of missing data from the Internet
questionnaire, and hence, we ran the factor analysis without
including the Internet data. Without the Internet data, the chi
square statistics became significant, as shown in Table 8.
We conducted a factor analysis on the 20 mobile
information services by further excluding Internet data and
extracted four factors that explained the 68.23% cumulative
variance for Japan and three factors that explained the
57.6% cumulative variance for UCLA (eigenvalues greater
than 1 are shown in Tables 4 and 9). The Cronbach α
coefficient, the reliability coefficient of the measured value
of questionnaire items for each construct from the point of
view of internal consistency, is used for verifying whether
each item had common parts for the same factor. If the
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value of this coefficient was 0.7 or more, the internal
consistency of the measurement scale was considered to be
high and the reliabilities were adequate. The coefficients for
each factor are shown in Tables 5 and 10. Since all values
exceeded 0.7, it was concluded that the items of each
information service of these factors had common parts.
We extracted four factors from 20 information services.
There was no change in the first two factors between UCLA
and Japan, except for some services belonging to the
communication factor. In Table 10, the factor structure is
presented on the basis of the identification of items that
have loadings on the same factor, with a factor loading
greater than 0.4. The service item Internet (for the United
States) did not satisfy the abovementioned requirement and
hence was omitted. For UCLA and Japan, the same items
that significantly loaded on the first factor were reservations
and booking, coupon advertisements, Internet storage
services, shopping services, stock trading, learning, and
location-based services. These six items represented the
information services that customers could access by using a
mobile device. Therefore, this factor was referred to as a
mobile information-intensive service. Reservations and
booking and coupon advertisements were very significant in
the information-intensive service for both countries. The
most information-intensive service items were loaded on the
same factor; this implied that the service structure for an
information-intensive service was same between the United
States and Japan. This supported hypothesis H2.
The common items for the United States and Japan that
were loaded as the second factor were music, games, ring
tones, and video streaming. All of these items had an
entertainment factor. These items indicated that customers
prefer to be entertained by their mobile devices. Therefore,
this factor could be named ―entertainment.‖ Users in both
countries were always satisfied by mobile entertainment
services that enabled them to listen to music and download
ring tones on their mobile phones. There existed an
entertainment factor for both counties, and the entertainment
service items were loaded on the same factor except for
some items. This resulted in the rejection of hypothesis H3.
We could interpret this as the existence of a same structure
of the entertainment factor with slight differences in its
members.
In Table 11, the order of the third and fourth factors was
different for the United States and Japan. The identified
items (for the United States and Japan) of the last two
factors were fewer than those of the first two factors.
Therefore, they were relatively old services and did not
explain data variability well as compared to the first two
factors. For the United States, the third factor consisted of
two items, SMS and MMS, which facilitate basic
communication; hence, this factor was named
―communication services.‖ For Japan, factor 3 represented
services with low penetration characteristics where the
loading value was low. The third factor consisted of mobile
chat and TV phones. These were classified as the ―low
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penetration
factor,”
which
specified
advanced
communication tools. The fourth factor was composed of
MMS, mobile e-mail, and SMS, all of which facilitated
basic communication. We found that the service structure
for communication was different between the United States
and Japan, which resulted in the rejection of hypothesis H4.
KMO AND BARTLETT’S TEST FOR JAPAN

TABLE 3.

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
Bartlett's test of sphericity

0.912

Approx. Chi-square

2085.6

Df

190

Sig.

0.00

KMO AND BARTLETT’S TEST FOR JAPAN

TABLE 4.

Rotation sum of squared loadings
factor

Total

% variance

Cumulative %

1

9.379

46.896

46.896

2

1.936

9.682

56.578

3

1.255

6.276

62.854

4

1.076

5.380

68.234

TABLE 5.

RELIABILITY STATISTICS FOR INFORMATION SERVICE IN
JAPAN
Cronbach's α
0.898

No. of
items
8

Entertainment

0.913

7

Low penetration service

0.774

2

Communication tools

0.654

3

For Japan
Information-intensive service

TABLE 6.

KMO AND BARTLETT’S TEST FOR UCLA (WITH
INTERNET)

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
Bartlett's test of sphericity

TABLE 7.

Approx. Chi-square

0.905
60.443

Df

190

Sig.

1.0

TOTAL VARIANCE EXPLAINED FOR UCLA (WITH
INTERNET)

Rotation sum of squared loadings
Factor

Total

% variance

Cumulative %

1

7.123

35.616

35.616

2

2.529

12.645

48.261

3

1.330

6.650

54.911

4

1.034

5.168

60.079
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KMO AND BARTLETT’S TEST FOR UCLA (WITHOUT
INTERNET)

TABLE 8.

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
Bartlett's test of sphericity

TABLE 9.

0.906

Approx. Chi-square

1246.164

Df

171

Sig.

0.00

TOTAL VARIANCE EXPLAINED FOR UCLA (WITHOUT
INTERNET)

For the large sample size of 1854 for 2008 and 2009 in
Japan and the medium sample size of 389 for UCLA, health
and learning were loaded in the first factor, which was an
information-intensive factor. Because of the small sample
size of 169 for Japan, the first factor and the second factor
for the services of learning and health could not be easily
differentiated. They were very close and had little influence
on the entertainment factor. In Table 11, we concluded that a
factor in TV phones was less assertive in Japan. Infotainment
content was loaded in the entertainment factor for Japan and
in the information-intensive factor for the United States.

Rotation sum of squared loadings
Factor

Total

% variance

Cumulative %

1

7.108

37.409

37.409

2

2.505

13.183

50.592

3

1.330

6.998

57.590

TABLE 10.

RELIABILITY STATISTICS FOR UCLA INFORMATION
SERVICE (WITHOUT INTERNET)
Cronbach's α
0.930

No. of
items
10

Entertainment

0.883

7

Communication tools

0.642

2

For UCLA
Information-intensive service

TABLE 11.
FACTOR LOADINGS OF EACH MOBILE SERVICE:
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN

A) USA (UCLA): 19 items; 389 respondents
B) Japan (National): 20 items; 169 respondents
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IX. CULTURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES IN
MOBILE INFORMATION SERVICES BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE
UNITED STATES
Differences in service needs between Japan and the
United States were found in our research. From the
previous section, we concluded that the intention to use
mobile services for chat, mobile e-mail, and Internet access
was considerably higher in Japan than in the United States.
The reasons may be summarized as follows:
In the United States, a mobile phone is often viewed as a
necessary tool rather than a luxury [24]. People in the
United States are just as enthusiastic about mobilizing
technology, but they often think in terms of shrinking and
mobilizing the PC and the Internet, rather than expanding
the mobile phone. Young people in the United States are
much more likely to use SMS than e-mail. Sending an SMS
was often considerably cheaper than sending an e-mail. The
U.S. market has traditionally favored smart devices, such as
the BlackBerry, which target business users as a path for
potential growth.
On the other hand, mobile service sales in Japan have
been consumer driven: people use their phones for e-mail,
music downloads, games, and mobile-wallet services, in
which financial transactions are carried out via the mobile
phone [25]. Thus, Japan has developed a sophisticated
mobile phone market earlier than the United States. Many
Japanese people look to their mobile device as a central
source of information gathering. This leads to a ―Keitai
(mobile phone) Culture‖ that is more obvious in Japan than
in other countries, partially because of the Japanese people’s
affection for technology in general. The citizens of Japan are
very technologically savvy, with considerable technological
research, development, and manufacturing occurring in their
country. Similarly, Japanese adults and teenagers rely on
their mobile phones for communication and for the types of
functions that a laptop or desktop computer would normally
provide. With so many types of services and phones
available, they may have one phone solely for the purpose of
talking and another phone just for e-mail and accessing the
Internet, or for other capabilities. The increase in texting via
e-mail is the natural extension of the mobile phone culture
and etiquette, which dictates the correct and appropriate
usage of phones because Japanese people do not want to
listen to other passengers chatting incessantly on their
phones while they are riding a train home from work. As
technology grows and develops, the mobile phone appears to
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be at the forefront of both exponential growth and the
evolution of culture. In this sense, the Japanese mobile
market is years ahead of the U.S. market and is leading the
way with respect to the mobile phone culture. The smart
phone market in Japan expanded in 2010 with innovative and
diverse formats such as personal/governmental/corporate
communications. Our data dealt with mobile information
service needs in 2009 instead of the actual usage. When we
look at the rapid growth of smart phones in 2010, our
analysis based on the 2009 needs data successfully predicted
the potentiality of the mobile information service needs.
X.

CONCLUSION

We identified four dimensions of need determinants for
Japan and the United States: the information-intensive
dimension, the entertainment dimension, the communication
dimension, and the service penetration rate (advanced
communication) dimension. Each factor was very closely
related to the device generation, 1G or 2G (communication),
3G (entertainment), and 3G or 4G (information intensive).
Therefore, we could conclude that our measurements were
generally appropriate for extracting factors with respect to
the need for mobile information services in technologically
advanced countries. These results might be considered
reliable largely because of the consistency of the sample
questions.
The dimension of the service penetration rate was
related to services with advanced technology, and there
would not be many people who experienced using certain
services. The dimension of information-intensive services
had the largest variability. This might be due to the fact that
this dimension was specific to customers who were
interested in the specific services and would require
appropriate segmentation identifying the relationship
between the interests in the service and the characteristics of
the customers.
From the comparative study, we found that the service
structure for the information service was same and the
service structure for the entertainment service was roughly
same in the case of both the United States and Japan.
However, the scenario for service with communication
factors appeared to be due to the cultural differences
between the United States and Japan. Japan is more
advanced than the United States in the use of
communication tools. Daily life in Japan is not conceivable
without an Internet connection. Mobile users in Japan were
the ―most connected,‖ with more than 75% using connected
media (browsed the Internet, accessed applications, or
downloaded content) in June 2010 as compared to 43.7% in
the United States. Japanese mobile users also displayed the
highest usage of both applications and browsers, with 59.3%
of the entire mobile population accessing their browsers in
June 2010, and 42.3% accessing applications.
Comparatively, 34.0% of the mobile users in the United
States used their mobile browsers, and 31.1% accessed
applications. The use of messaging methods also varied.
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The United States had the highest use of text messaging,
with 66.8% sending a text message in June 2010 compared
with just 40.1% in Japan. Japanese users exhibited the
highest reach in the e-mail category at 54%, while
consumers in the United States were most likely to use
instant messaging services on their mobile phones (17.2%).
Mobile operators in developed countries could begin to lose
money in the next two to four years if they do not change
their business models [26]. In this competitive mobile
market, companies need to come up with innovative ideas
and implement them around the world.
This study confirmed that mobile information services
could be categorized into three types: information,
entertainment, and communication. In our comparison of
these services in Japan and the United States, communication
displayed the largest difference.
XI.

LIMITATION

Our research has some limitations with respect to the
generalized ability of its findings. In 2009, an Internet study
with a sample size of 499 was administrated to UCLA
students, while the sample for Japan was randomly drawn.
We could not exclude the impact of country-specific factors
such as governmental legislation and other regulations.
Controls on these effects could lead to cross-cultural studies.
However, this might prove difficult because regulations
were not enforced simultaneously in the considered
countries, and the rate of development was not equal.
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Abstract— In this paper, we discuss what mobile cloud is and
what the differences between traditional cloud systems and
mobile cloud systems are. At first, we point out mobile
peculiarities such as battery constrains and computation
weakness, and then we envision cloud system architecture for
mobile devices that addresses these two issues. Specifically, we
introduce mobile sensor virtualization and remote execution as
essential components of mobile cloud system. At last, we show
canonical services benefiting from our mobile cloud system.
Keywords-Cloud computing; Mobile; Android; Sensor;
Remote execution

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, computer science communities face very big two
tides called cloud computing and mobile computing.
Since a few years, major software companies such as
Amazon, Google, Microsoft have built large-scaled cloud
systems and most SP (Service Provider) have transferred
their services to the cloud systems. As cloud systems provide
various software platforms from IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service) to SaaS (Service as a Service) and guarantees
endless computing resources with scale up/out flexibility, SP
can implement scalable services easily at the low cost. It is
no doubt that SNS (Social Network Service) is one of live
evidences.
Another big tide is mobile computing lead by
smartphones. Smartphones, as a representative of mobile
devices are very popular, and their hardware configuration is
outstanding, for example, 1.2 GHz CPU, 1024 MB ram,
802.11g/n WIFI, 3G, and various sensor devices. These
hardware components make recent smartphones possible to
do everything that desktop can do. Especially, high-end
smartphones (e.g., Apple, Android, and Window Phone 7)
that have their unique application ECO system can do
beyond desktop’s capabilities on the behalf of various sensor
devices.
In a sense, it might be natural to collaborating mobile
devices with cloud system. As the performance of
smartphone is superior, users want to use their smartphone as
a client of new SNS as well as legacy services. Also, cloud
system administrators begin to enhance the cloud systems
with additional servers that help mobile devices. Typical
examples of this efforts are PUSH (e.g., C2DM (Cloud To
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Device Messaging) from Google) servers and SYNC servers.
Specifically, C2DM is a wonderful tool for SNS developers
and it is good for network operators, because it prevents
from wasting bandwidth for Keep Alive messages.
Nevertheless, both service developers and users found
some limitations on services running in cloud system with
smartphones. At first, users always keep attention for one
resource, battery power, which is a most crucial resource.
High performance smartphone can process complicated
services, but it drains battery power much faster. Therefore,
users cannot help recharging the battery, and then, this
degrades the portability. Secondly, service developers have
different difficulties. Most services including SNS require
various sensor data in real-time such as geographical location
or motion speed. This means that software part running on
cloud system needs to query user’s sensor data in real time.
However, there is no uniform platform/library to aggregate
and to deliver sensor data from various sensor devices of
individual mobile devices for the server side system, so this
is a big hurdle for SNS developers.
To address the first issue, Chun [7] proposed an
augmented execution model. This approach has strength in
alleviating computation loads of smartphones, but it has
some constraints. In augmented execution, when application
runs on server side, it is hard to synchronize intermediate
data with mobile side. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph, mobile services need various sensor data
ceaselessly. However, augmented execution model does not
provide a well-defined platform how server module can read
mobile sensor data.
As a result, a cloud system for mobile devices should
provide a tool that help work together easily and provide a
way how to send mobile sensor data for rich mobile services.
Therefore, we adopt augmented execution model as a cloud
execution model and we propose sensor virtualization layer
that gives transparent sensor data delivery. The latter can
enhance the former’s usability.
In this paper, we propose a virtual machine based-remote
execution module with sensor device virtualization. With
these tools, server module can co-work client modules with
easy and utilizes client’s sensor devices seamlessly. We start
from building a virtual machine for Android, and implement
remote execution mechanism for Java and also implement
virtual sensor devices into Linux kernel as a form of kernel
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modules. As virtual sensor devices are implemented in Linux,
the devices can be used transparently by Android system.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the current mobile cloud system
is much similar with typical cloud system except PUSH and
SYNC servers. PUSH and SYNC servers are of “sugar”
servers, because the servers enhance just mobile user
experience much better and help other core servers. In a
sense, two servers can be just regarded as a mobile gateway
for better data exchange with cloud servers.
Now, the question is what the “mobile” does mean. Some
cloud systems can be regarded as mobile cloud systems
because their clients are mobile devices or because their
deploying services are targeting for mobile devices or
because they contains PUSH and SYNC servers as
mentioned above.
Before defining the meanings of mobile, we point out the
differences between mobile devices and desktop systems in
the view point of clients (service target). About ten years ago,
mobile devices were quite different from desktop. They had
low performance processor, low memory, low quality
displayer, so they was not able to run normal operating
systems which meant that mobile applications were
somewhat dedicated for mobile platforms. Therefore, the key
philosophy for mobile applications was that the less mobile
devices do, the better services are. Ten years change
everything, and then, today, there is no quite difference
between desktop and mobile devices such as iPhone or
Android, and mobile devices can process most jobs that
desktop can do in terms of performance.
However, there is one thing left, portability. The faster
mobile processor is, the faster battery drains. In spite of
brilliant material technology, the development speed of
rechargeable battery technology is very slow, so everyone
who has an iPhone or Android phone now is commonly
worried about the shortage of battery power.
Also, a new issue comes out. Unlike the past, stock
mobile devices have many sensor devices, and mobile
services read values in real time. Most mobile platforms (e.g.,
iOS, Android, or Windows Phone) provide well defined API
to handle sensor devices. However, the method for
transferring sensor data from mobile devices to the cloud
systems still is nothing changed. Developers just use TCP/IP
communication with their own socket libraries.

PUSH
SYNC

There are some researches [6][7] for mobile issues. In [6],
authors addressed battery lifetime with cloud computing and
proposed off-loading computation for energy-saving. In [7],
authors introduced clone computing to enhance smartphone
capabilities. They [6][7] tried to catch two goals,
computation limitation and energy limitation by Dalvik VM
cloning (Augmented Execution) for Android. This work is
remarkable, because augmented execution can leverage the
degree of distribution between mobile device and cloud
system on the same programming environment. However,
they do not refer methods how to synchronize runtime
execution environments (including run time data) with
cloned Dalvik VM and real VM. Since sensor data have a
tendency to change ceaselessly in mobile services, streaming
sensor data is crucial. Nevertheless, augmented execution is
worthy to evolve and we adopt it as a starting point of our
remote execution.
III.

MOBILE CLOUD SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our system targets at two tools, remote execution and
sensor device virtualization. Remote execution takes a
responsibility for helping mobile device execution, which
means that some sections of code are run on cloned VM
instead of on mobile device, and sensor device virtualization
that is used as sensor data sources for remote execution.
To simply remote execution model, we also restrict
remote execution scope as following: 1) it has the same
programming environment as mobile devices; 2) it does not
share data between local modules and remote modules –
stateless model; 3) only mobile side can initiates application.
4) only sensor data read from virtualized sensor devices are
allowed for server. Like augmented execution in [7], our
model is based on virtual machine.
Normal part
Remote execution
part
Normal part

SaaS

Mobile
Mobile
service
application
s
s
Mobile platform
RE engine

PaaS

Virtual machine

Mobile platform

Host OS

Mobile OS

Cloud server

Mobile device

Mobile
applications
RE engine

IaaS

Mobile
platform

Figure 2. Mobile Cloud System
Figure 1. Typical mobile cloud system
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RE module
x86-based
Android System

Sensor
classes

Virtual machine
Sensor device
module

Redirect to mobile device

Host OS
Cloud server
Figure 3. Sensor device virtualization

Fig. 2 illustrates overall architecture of our mobile cloud
system. We adopted x86-based Android system for mobile
virtual machine, and RE (Remote Execution) is implemented
as Java library, which is similar with JAVA Remote Thread
library. Like other remote thread libraries, RE is also based
on a stateless model. Instead, our RE thread function takes
one “Serializable” Java class as a function parameter.
In the cloud system side, RE modules are often in need of
sensor data for mobile services. So far, developers should
make a connection to read them, and they should endure
various overheads such as checking device capabilities or
network status. To alleviate such overheads, we introduce the
sensor device virtualization that lets developers use client
(remote) sensor devices locally. Fig. 3 shows the sensor
device virtualization flow. As Android system is based on
Linux, we hooked sensor devices I/O at kernel modules. This
implies that applications (RE modules) can invoke sensor
device I/O calls transparently. Specifically, when a request
arrives from RE modules, virtual devices redirect a request to
a peer mobile device. Although not presented in Fig. 3,
mobile device also should have corresponding modules to
process a redirected request. The corresponding modules
receive a request and finally reply with live sensor value.
Service

Application

Our mobile cloud system with remote execution and
sensor device virtualization is shown in Fig. 4. As one of the
goals of our cloud system is to provide the same application
environment as mobile devices to developers, our cloud
supports mobile virtual machines. In case of Android phones,
our cloud system allocates an Android x86 virtual machine
per Android client for server part modules.
Specifically, for server module, service is linked with
remote execution callee interface and sensor virtualization
(requester) interface, and then it is initiated while VM
creation implicitly (or explicitly by user's request). These
interfaces eventually are connected on-the-fly with incoming
mobile device using simple protocol. Similarly, mobile
application has two modules, remote execution caller and
sensor replier. Remote execution caller has various methods
for instantiation / destruction / synchronization of remote
thread object. Sensor replier simply replies sensor data
requests from peer server.
Although our service execution model is based on the
stateless model, it can process rich mobile services thanks to
sensor device virtualization which provides live sensor data.
In order to reduce response time and lightness, our model
uses UDP based protocol with packet sequencing and limited
ARQ features.
IV.

APPLICATION

In this section, we show a typical example of services
benefiting from our remote execution and sensor device
virtualization. The example is about security. The scenarios
are supposed that one security developer wants to verify both
physical and logical security simultaneously. He/she needs
sensor data for physical authentication and wants to run
decoder for logical authentication on server. The main goal
of this example is not to show a fact that security is enhanced
due to our system. Instead, the goal is to show a fact that the
developers can use mobile sensor data easily for physical
authentication by sensor device virtualization just like they
implement and run it on a local device.
1) issue

Cloud system

Server
{ID, PW} checking

2) ack.
x86 VM
x86 VM
x86 VM
Service
module

...

(a) Traditional scenario

Service

1) issue
Remote execution
interface

2) query.
3) reply

Virtual sensor layer

UDP based
protocol

Server
{ID, PW} checking
& check GPS

4) ack.
(b) New scenario for the proposed system

Figure 4. Overall cloud system for mobile devices
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Mobile authentication with GPS: User authentication is
one of eternal problems. Basically, if the tuple, {ID,
Password} is correct, system regards an incoming user as
being verified. However, suppose that a hacker got a
password, and try to login. How can system detect this?
In the lower scenario (b) in Fig. 5, the developer of
servers implemented verification module with additional
features. Whenever the ID/Password arrives, server-side
verification module queries GPS data without intervention of
mobile user via local (virtualized) sensor devices and
constructs location DB {user/location area}. One day, the
user requests login, and verification module notices that
his/her location is far from the usual location area. With only
this fact, it is enough to suspect the user, and system can
proceed to more robust verification step.
This scenario also can be implemented with traditional
manner (a), but it is not simple. Developers should consider
how to read GPS data and how to transfer to server. Also,
developers should take care of upgrading of client part.
However, if developers use our remote execution, they don’t
need TCP/IP to send ID/Password data, and if they use
virtualized sensor devices, they don’t need to know user’s
device model and how to access.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed two peculiarities called
portability and sensor devices that make mobile cloud
systems different from typical cloud systems, and we
emphasize on the facts that mobile cloud system should take
a care of two peculiarities. Especially, manipulating of
various sensor data is considered as one of decision factors
for whether the services are categorized as mobile services or
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not. For portability, we think the battery consumption. As a
result, we propose remote execution with stateless model.
We are currently building Linux kernel supporting
virtualized sensor devices and also implementing JAVA
interfaces for remote execution. While we are still working
on this project and are building prototypes, we take a look at
the possibility that it can be indeed a good candidate of
mobile cloud system.
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Abstract—The IEEE 802.16 Working Group is developing a
standard for broadband wireless access in Metropolitan Area
Networks (MAN) known as WiMAX. One of the features of
the MAC layer, in this standard, is that it is designed to
provide differentiated servicing for traffic with multimedia
requirements. Based on these assumptions, and considering
that the standard does not specify a scheduling algorithm,
a new scheduler with call admission control was proposed
based on Latency-Rate (LR) server theory and with system
characteristics as specified by the system standard using
the WirelessMAN-OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing) air interface. The proposed scheduling algorithm
calculates the time frame (TF) in order to maximize the
number of stations allocated in the system while managing
the delay required for each user. Properties of this proposal
have been investigated theoretically and through simulations.
A set of simulations is presented with both Constant Bit Rate
(CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic, and performance
comparisons are made between cases with different delays and
different TFs. The results show that an upper bound on the
delay can be achieved for a large range of network loads, with
bandwidth optimization.
Keywords-IEEE 802.16; scheduling algorithm; delay bound;
optimization; Call Admission Control (CAC).

I. I NTRODUCTION
The deployment of high-speed Internet access is often
cited as a challenge for the second decade of this century.
Known as broadband Internet, it is effective in reducing
physical barriers to the transmission of knowledge, as
well as transaction costs, and is fundamental in fostering
competitiveness. However, wired access to broadband
Internet has a very high cost and is sometimes unfeasible,
since the investment needed to deploy cabling throughout
a region often outweigh the service provider’s financial
gains. One of the possible solutions in reducing the
costs of deploying broadband access in areas where such
infrastructure is not present is to use wireless technologies,
which require no cabling and reduce both implementation
time and cost [1].
This was one of the motivations behind the development
by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) of a new standard for wireless access, called
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802.16 [2], also known as Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX). It is an emerging technology
for next generation wireless networks which supports a
large number of users, both mobile and nomadic (fixed),
distributed across a wide geographic area.
Motivated by the growing need for ubiquitous high-speed
access, wireless technology is an option to provide a
cost-effective solution that may be deployed quickly and
easily, providing high bandwidth connectivity in the last
mile. However, despite the many advantages of wireless
access networks, such as low deployment and maintenance
costs, ease of configuration and device mobility, there are
challenges that must be overcome in order to further advance
the widespread use of this type of network.
To achieve this purpose, the IEEE 802.16 standard
introduces of a set of mechanisms, such as service classes
and several coding and modulation schemes that adapt
themselves according to channel conditions. However, the
standard leaves open certain issues related to network
resource management and scheduling algorithms.
This paper presents a new scheduler with admission
control of connections to a WiMAX Base Station (BS). We
developed an analytical model based on Latency-Rate (LR)
server theory [3], from which an ideal frame size, called
Time Frame (TF), was estimated, with guaranteed delays
for each user. At the same time, the number of stations
allocated in the system is maximized. In this procedure,
framing overhead generated by the MAC (Medium Access
Control) and PHY (Physical) layers was considered when
calculating the duration of each time slot. After developing
this model, a set of simulations is presented for constant
bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) streams, with
performance comparisons between situations with different
delays and different TFs. The results show that an upper
limit on the delay may be achieved for a wide range of
network loads, thus optimizing bandwidth.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, a brief description of the IEEE 802.16 standard
is presented. Our analytical model of packet scheduling is
proposed and explained in Section III. Evaluation of the
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capacity of the new scheduler with Call Admission Control
(CAC) is shown in Section IV. Conclusions are in Section
V.
II. T HE IEEE 802.16 STANDARD
A. Overview of Fixed WiMAX
The basic topology of a IEEE 802.16 network includes
two entities that participate in the wireless link: Base
Stations (BS) and Subscriber Stations (SS), as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1.

has a fixed size, the fraction of it assigned to DL and
UL is variable, which means that the bandwidth allocated
for each of them is adaptive. Each subframe consists of a
number of time slots, and thus both the SSs and the BS
must be synchronized and transmit the data at predetermined
intervals. The division of TDD frames between DL and UL
is a system feature controlled by the MAC layer. Figure
2 shows the structure of a TDD frame. In this paper,
the system was operated in TDD mode with the OFDM
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) air interface,
as determined by the standard.

IEEE 802.16 Network Architecture
Figure 2.

The BS is the central node, responsible for coordinating
communication and providing connectivity to SSs. BSs are
kept in towers distributed so as to optimize network coverage
area, and are connected to each other by a backhaul network,
which allows SSs to access external networks or exchange
information between themselves.
Networks based on the IEEE 802.16 standard can be
structured in two schemes. In PMP (Point-to-MultiPoint)
networks, all communication between SSs and other SSs
or external networks takes place through a central BS node.
Thus, traffic flows only between SSs and the BS (see Figure
1). In Mesh mode, SSs communicate with each other without
the need for intermediary nodes; that is, traffic can be routed
directly through SSs. Thus, all stations are peers which can
act as routers and forward packets to neighboring nodes.
This article only considers the PMP topology.
The communication between a BS and SSs occurs in two
different channels: uplink (UL) channel, which is directed
from SSs to the BS, and downlink (DL) channel, which
is directed from the BS to SSs. DL data is transmitted
by broadcasting, while in UL access to the medium is
multiplexed. UL and DL transmissions can be operated in
different frequencies using Frequency Division Duplexing
(FDD) mode or at different times using Time Division
Duplexing (TDD) mode.
In TDD, the channel is segmented in fixed-size time slots.
Each frame is divided into two subframes: a DL subframe
and an UL subframe. The duration of each subframe is
dynamically controlled by the BS; that is, although a frame
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IEEE 802.16 Frame Structure

Figure 3 shows an example OFDM frame structure in
TDD mode. As seen earlier, each frame has a DL subframe
followed by a UL subframe. In this structure, the system
supports frame-based transmission, in which variable frame
lengths can be adopted. These subframes consists of a fixed
number of OFDM symbols. Details of the OFDM symbol
structure may be found in [1].

Figure 3.

OFDM Frame Structure with TDD

The DL subframe starts with a long preamble (two
OFDM symbols) through it the SSs can synchronize with
the network and check the duration of the current frame.
Instantly after DL long preamble, the BS transmits the Frame
Control Header (FCH), which consists of an OFDM symbol
and is used by SSs to decode the MAC control messages
transmitted by BS.
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The UL subframe consists in contention intervals for
initial ranging and bandwidth request purposes and one or
several UL transmission bursts, each from a different SSs.
The initial ranging slots allow an SS to enter the system,
by adjusting its power level and frequency offsets and by
correcting its timing offset. Bandwidth request slots are used
by SSs to transmit bandwidth request headers.
Two gaps separate the DL and UL subframes:
the Transmit/Receive Transition Gap (TTG) and
Receive/Transmit Transition Gap (RTG). These gaps
allow the BS to switch from the transmit to receive mode,
and vice versa.
B. Related Research
Since the standard only provides signaling mechanisms
and no specific scheduling and admission control algorithms,
some scheduling algorithms have been proposed to provide
QoS (Quality of Service) for WiMAX. However, many of
these solutions only address the implementation or addition
of a new QoS architecture to the IEEE 802.16 standard. A
scheduling algorithm decides the next packet to be served
on the waiting list and is one of the mechanisms responsible
for distributing bandwidth among several streams.
In [5], a packet scheduler for IEEE 802.16 uplink
channels based on an hierarchical queue structure was
proposed. A simulation model was developed to evaluate the
performance of the proposed scheduler. However, despite
presenting simulation results, the authors overlooked the
fact that the complexity of implementing this solution is
not hierarchical, and did not define clearly how requests
for bandwidth are made. In [7], authors proposed a QoS
architecture to be built into the IEEE 802.16 MAC sublayer,
which significantly impacts system performance, but did
not present an algorithm that makes efficient use of
bandwidth. In [8], authors presented a simulation study of
the IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol operating with an OFDM
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) air interface
and full-duplex stations. They evaluated system performance
under different traffic scenarios, varying the values of a
set of relevant system parameters. Regarding data traffic,
it was observed that the overhead due to the physical
transmission of preambles increases with the number of
stations. In [9], a polling-based MAC protocol is presented
along with an analytical model to evaluate its performance.
They developed closed-form analytical expressions for cases
in which stations are polled at the beginning or at the end
of uplink subframes. It is not possible to know how the
model may be developed for delay guarantees. Finally, in
[10], the author presents a well-established architecture for
QoS in the IEEE 802.16 MAC layer. The subject of this
work is the component responsible for allocating uplink
bandwidth to each SS, although the decision is taken based
on the following aspects: bandwidth required by each SS for
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uplink data transmission, periodic bandwidth needs for UGS
flows in SSs and bandwidth required for making requests for
additional bandwidth.
Considering the limitations exposed above, these works
form the basis of a generic architecture, which can be
extended and specialized. However, in these studies, the
focus is in achieving QoS guarantees, with no concerns for
maximizing the number of allocated users in the network.
This paper presents a scheduler with admission control
of connections to the WiMAX BS. We developed an
analytical model based on Latency-Rate (LR) server theory
[3], from which an ideal frame size called Time Frame
(TF) was estimated, with guaranteed delays for each user
and maximization of the number of allocated stations in the
system. A set of simulations is presented with CBR and
VBR streams and performance comparisons are made for
different delays and different TFs. The results show that an
upper bound on the delay may be achieved for a large range
of network loads with bandwidth optimization.
III. A NALYSIS OF THE A NALYTICAL M ODEL
A. System Description
Figure 4 illustrates a wireless network operating the newly
proposed scheduler with call admission control, which is
based on a modified LR scheduler [3] and uses the token
bucket algorithm. The basic approach consists on the token
bucket limiting input traffic and the LR scheduler providing
rate allocation for each user. Then, if the rate allocated by
the LR scheduler is larger than the token bucket rate, the
maximum delay may be calculated.

Figure 4.

Wireless Network with New Scheduler

The behavior of an LR scheduler is determined by two
parameters for each session i: latency θi and allocated rate
ri . The latency θi of the scheduler may be seen as the
worst-case delay and depends on network resource allocation
parameters. In the new scheduler with call admission control,
the latency θi is a TF period, which is the time needed to
transmit a maximum-size packet and separation gaps (TTG
and RTG) of DL and UL subframes. In the new scheduler,
considering the delay for transmitting the first packet, the
latency θi of is given by
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This passage of data traffic by the token bucket is bounded
Lmax,i
(1)
R
where TT T G and TRT G are DL and UL subframes gaps
durations, TDL and TU L are the DL and UL subframes
duration, Lmax,i is the maximum packet size and R is the
outgoing link capacity.
Now, we show how the allocated rate ri for each session
i may be determined, and how to optimize TF in order to
increase the number of connections accommodated with Call
Admission Control (CAC).

by

θi = TT T G + TRT G + TDL + TU L +

B. CAC Description
An LR scheduler can provide a bounded delay if the
input traffic is shaped by a token bucket. A token bucket
[1] is a non-negative counter which accumulates tokens at
a constant rate ρi until the counter reaches its capacity σi .
Packets from session i can be released into the queue only
after removing the required number of tokens from the token
bucket. In an LR scheduler, if the token bucket is empty,
arriving packets are dropped; however, our model ensures
that there will always be tokens in the bucket and that no
packets are dropped, as described in Section IV. If the token
bucket is full, a maximum burst of σi packets can be sent to
the queue. When the flow is idle or running at a lower rate
as the token size reaches the upper bound σi , accumulation
of the tokens will be suspended until the arrival of the next
packet. We assume that the session starts out with a full
bucket of tokens. In our model, we consider IEEE 802.16
standard overhead for each packet. Then, as we will show
below, the token bucket size will decreased by both packet
size and overhead.
The application using session i declares the maximum
packet size Lmax,i and required maximum allowable delay
Dmax,i , which are used by the WiMAX scheduler to
calculate the service rate for each session so as to guarantee
required delay and optimize the number of stations in the
network. Incoming traffic passes through a token bucket
inside the user terminal during an interval, as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5.

Input Traffic with Token Bucket
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Ai (t) ≤ σi + ρi t

(2)

where σi is the bucket size and ρi is the bucket rate.
Then, the packet is queued in the station until it is
transmitted via the wireless. Queue delay is measured as
the time interval between the receipt of the last bit of a
packet and its transmission. In the new scheduler with call
admission control, queuing delay depends on token bucket
parameters, network latency and allocated rate. In [3], it is
shown that if input traffic is shaped by a token bucket and the
scheduler allocates a service rate ri , then an LR scheduler
can provide a bounded maximum delay Di:
Di ≤

Lmax,i
σi
+ θi −
ri
ri

(3)

where ri is the service rate, σi is the token bucket size, θi
is the scheduler latency, Lmax,i is the maximum size of a
L
is the bound on the delay Dbound .
package. σrii + θi − max,i
ri
Equation (3) is an improved bound delay for LR
schedulers. Thus, the token bucket rate plus the overhead
transmission rate must be smaller than the service rate to
provide a bound on the delay. The upper bound delay Dbound
should be smaller or equal to the maximum allowable delay:
σi
Lmax,i
+ θi −
≤ Dmax,i
ri
ri

(4)

Therefore, three different delays are defined. The first is
the maximum delay Di , the second is the upper bound on
the delay Dbound and the third is the required maximum
allowable delay Dmax,i . The relation between them is Di ≤
Dbound ≤ Dmax,i .
So, the delay constraint condition of the new scheduler is
(σi0 −L0max,i )T F
r 0 T F −∆R+L0
i
max,i

+T F +

L0max,i
R

+TT T G +TRT G ≤Dmax,i

(5)

where σi0 is the token bucket size with overhead,
L0max,i is the maximum size of a packet with overhead
(preamble+pad), T F is the time frame, ri0 is the rate
allocated by the server with overhead, R is the outgoing
link capacity, TT T G is the gap between downlink and uplink
subframes, TRT G is the gap to between uplink and downlink
subframes, Dmax,i is the maximum allowable delay and ∆
is the sum of initial ranging and BW request, which is the
uplink subframe overhead. Physical rate, maximum packet
size and token bucket size are parameters declared by the
application. However, TF and total allocated service rate
must satisfy Equation (5).
Figure 6 shows a frame structure with TDD allocation
formulas as described by Equation (5). Physical rate,
maximum packet size and token bucket size are parameters
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are treated: required delay, in which the user requires the
maximum delay, and the guaranteed maximum delay, which
is calculated with the analytical model.
A. Calculation of Optimal Time Frame
All PHY and MAC layer parameters used in simulation
are summarized in Table I.
Table I
PHY and MAC parameters
Figure 6.

Frame structure with TDD allocation formulas of Equation (5)

declared by the application. However, TF and total allocated
service rate must satisfy Equation (5).
Equation (6) is the second constraint condition to TF and
service rate. Token bucket rate plus the rate to transmit
overhead and a maximum-size packet must be smaller than
the service rate to place a bound on delay. Thus, the second
constraint condition is
∆R + L0max,i
≤ ri0
(6)
ρi +
TF
where ρi is the bucket rate, ∆ is the uplink subframe
overhead, R is the outgoing link capacity, L0max,i is the
maximum packet size with overhead, T F is the time frame
and ri0 is the rate allocated by the service with overhead.
Previous schedulers do not provide any mechanism to
estimate the TF needed to place a bound on delay or to
maximize the number of stations, because each application
requires a TF without the use of criteria to calculate the
time assigned to each user. TF estimation is important
because a small TF reduces maximum delay, but increases
overhead at the same time. On the other hand, a large TF
decreases overhead, but increases delay. Therefore, we must
calculate the optimal TF to allocate the maximum number
of users under these both constraint. The maximum number
of users is achieved when the service rate for each user is
the minimum needed to guarantee the bound on the delay
Dbound . Different optimization techniques may be used to
solve this problem. In this study, we have used a step-by-step
approach, which does not change the scheduler’s essential
operation. We start with a small TF, for example, 2.5ms,
calculate ri0 and repeat this process every 0.5ms until we
find the minimum ri0 that satisfies both equations.

PARAMETER
Bandwidth
OFDM Symbol Duration
Delay
∆ (Initial Ranging and BW Request) →
9 OFDM Symbols
TTG + RTG → 1 OFDM Symbol
UL Subframe (preamble + pad) →
10% OFDM Symbol
Physical Rate
DL Subframe

VALUE
20MHz
13,89 µs
5 / 10 / 15 and 20 ms
125,10 µs
13,89 µs
1,39 µs
70 Mbps
1% TF

Performance of the new scheduler with call admission
control is evaluated as the delay requested by the user and
assigned stations. Station allocation results, in the system
with an optimal TF, limited by the delay requested by the
user, are described in sequence. The first step is define token
bucket parameters, which are estimated in accordance with
the characteristics of incoming traffic and are listed on Table
II.
Table II
Token bucket parameters

Token Size (bits)
Token Rate (kb/s)

Audio
3000
64

VBR video
18000
500

MPEG4 video
10000
4100

Thus, the optimal TF value is estimated according to the
PHY and MAC layer’s parameters (see Table I), token bucket
parameters (see Table II), required maximum allowable
delay, physical rate and maximum package size.
The graph in Figure 7 shows the optimal TF value, for
four delay values required by users (5, 10, 15 and 20 ms).

IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
To analyze the IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol behavior with
respect to the new scheduler with call admission control,
this section presents numerical results obtained with the
analytical model proposed in the previous section. Then,
with a simulation tool, the proposed analytical model is
validated by showing that the bound on the maximum
delay is guaranteed. In this section, two types of delays
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Figure 7.

Optimal TF
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Next, we show the number of SSs assigned to each
traffic type. As an example, Figure 8 show that when the
user-requested delay is of 20 ms, an optimal TF of 15 ms
is calculated and 50 users can be allocated for audio traffic,
or 30 users for VBR video traffic, or 13 users for the MPEG4
video traffic.

Table III
Description of the different traffics
Node

Application

1→6
7 → 12
13 → 18

Audio
VBR video
MPEG4 video

Arrival Period
(ms)
4.7
26
2

Packet size
(max) (bytes)
160
1024
800

Sending rate
(kb/s) (mean)
64
≈ 200
3200

traffic, whose packet rate is variable, the average maximum
delay is 1.97 ms. For MPEG4 video traffic, the average
maximum delay is 2.00 ms.

Figure 8.

Number of subscriber stations for 20 ms of delay

Two important observations from Figure 8 should be
highlighted:
1) With a requested delay of 20 ms, we cannot choose
a TF of less than 15 ms, since the restrictions placed
by Equation (5) (which regards delay) and Equation
(6) (which regards the token bucket) are not respected
and thus no bandwidth allocation guarantees exist.
2) We also cannot choose a TF greater than 15 ms, even
though it complies with Equations (5) and (6) with
respect to guaranteed bandwidth, because there will
be a decrease in the number of users allocated to each
traffic flow due to increase of the delay.
The same philosophy holds true for other delay values of
5, 10 and 15 ms.
B. Guaranteed Maximum Delay
In this article, only UL traffic is considered. To test
the new scheduler’s performance, we have carried out
simulations of an IEEE 802.16 network consisting of a BS
that communicates with eighteen SSs, with one traffic flow
type by SS and the destination of all flows being the BS.
In this topology, six SSs transmit on-off CBR audio traffic
(64 kb/s), six transmit CBR MPEG4 video traffic (3.2 Mb/s)
and six transmit VBR video traffic. Table III summarizes the
different types of traffic.
On Figure 9, with an optimal TF of 3 ms and an
user-requested delay of 5 ms, the average guaranteed
maximum delay for audio traffic is 1.50 ms. For VBR video
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Figure 9.

Maximum Guaranteed Delay

C. Comparison with other Schedulers
The new scheduler with call admission control, here
called New Scheduler, was compared to those of [9], here
called Scheduler_1, and [5], here called Scheduler_2. The
comparison was accomplished through the ability to allocate
users in a particular time frame (TF). Table IV shows the
parameters used for comparisons.
Table IV
Parameters used for comparisons
PARAMETER
Bandwidth
OFDM symbol duration
Time Frame (TF)
Delay Requested by the user
Maximum Data Rate
Traffic type

Scheduler_1
20 M Hz
13.89 µs
5 ms
0.12 ms
70 M bps
Audio

Scheduler_2
20 M Hz
13.89 µs
10 ms
20 ms
70 M bps
Audio

In the graph of Figure 10, we compare the New Scheduler
with the Scheduler_1. A maximum delay of 0.12 ms was
requested by the user, and the duration of each frame (TF)
was set at 5 ms. Other parameters are listed in Table IV. In
comparison, the New Scheduler allocates 28 users in each
frame, while the Scheduler_1, allocates 20 users. Thus, the
New Scheduler presents a gain in performance of 40% when
compared with the Scheduler_1.
In the graph of Figure 11, we compare the New Scheduler
with the Scheduler_2. A maximum delay of 20 ms was
requested by the user, and the duration of each frame (TF)
was set at 10 ms. Other parameters are listed in Table IV.
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this model, demonstrating that an optimal TF was obtained
along with a guaranteed maximum delay, according to
the delay requested by the user. Thus, the results have
shown that the new scheduler with call admission control
successfully limits the maximum delay and maximizes the
number of SSs in a simulated environment.
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Abstract—In IEEE 802.16-2009 standard, a Subscriber Station
(SS) has to meet timing constraints imposed by uplink and
downlink MAP relevance. Thus, the standard adopts nibble
alignment in MAP Information Elements (IEs) in order to
support fast MAP decoding. However, some MAP IEs are not
nibble-aligned with increased implementation complexity of a
MAP decoder. In this paper, we present a hardware architecture
designed to efficiently decode MAP message on a nibble basis
while suppressing the increase in implementation complexity.
The feasibility of the proposed architecture is verified by FPGA
synthesis and its performance is presented in terms of MAP
decoding time.
Keywords-IEEE 802.16-2009;
alignment; MAP decoding
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, the IEEE 802.16 Working Group on Broadband
Wireless Access (BWA) Standards released IEEE 802.16-2009
[1] as a new base standard that supersedes and makes obsolete
IEEE standard 802.16-2004 and all of its subsequent
amendments and corrigenda. The new standard is expected to
provide high data rate communications in metropolitan area
networks (MANs). In order to support such a high speed
transmission, careful considerations should be given to the
implementation architecture of both physical (PHY) layer and
medium access control (MAC) layer.
From the traditional hardware and software partitioning
methodologies point of view, most of MAC functions are
implemented by software because it enables a system to have
more flexibility and reduced time-to-market. However, as
transmission speed increases, more and more timing critical
MAC functions have been migrated from software to hardware
due to the inherent latency of software processing such as
interrupt latency and relatively low performance compared
with the dedicated hardware processing [2]. One of such
examples is MAP decoding, where MAP is a MAC message
that defines frame structure with the information about the
scheduled access both downlink MAP (DL-MAP) and uplink
MAP (UL-MAP) sub-frames. Each subscriber station (SS) can
access the frame only after correctly receiving and decoding
the MAP message. Since all the MAP processing should be
completed to meet the MAP relevance, MAP decoding is
regarded as one of timing critical MAC functions in SS. As a
result, the IEEE 802.16-2009 standard took the fast map
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decoding into consideration and adopted nibble alignment as an
underlying concept when each MAP IE is designed. It is
because nibble alignment reduces the implementation
complexity of MAP decoder [3] and thus motivates hardware
implementation.
The standard explicitly requests that both hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ) MAP IE and subburst IE should be
nibble-aligned. However, most of subburst IEs, in IEEE
802.16-2009, are not nibble-aligned. Even though there was an
effort to fix this inconsistency in the standard [4], the
standardization body rejected this opinion due to the
compatibility issue with the existing legacy SS. The
inconsistency is less likely to be resolved even in the future and
it is an obstacle to implementing the MAP decoder by
hardware. Therefore, in order to achieve fast MAP decoding
with low implementation complexity, it is necessary for a MAP
decoder to deal with the MAP in nibble-by-nibble fashion
whether the MAP IE is nibble-aligned or not. In this paper, we
propose a hardware acceleration architecture for MAP
decoding that maintains nibble processing whether the MAP IE
is nibble-aligned or not. The proposed architecture is fully
implemented by the hardware and its implementation results
are provided in this paper.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides background and description of MAP decoding
focused on nibble alignment. The definition of nibble
alignment is also introduced. The proposed hardware
acceleration architecture for MAP decoding and its detail
operations are presented in Section III, and FPGA
implementation results are covered in Section IV. Section V
shows the performance of the implemented MAP decoder in
terms of MAP decoding time. Section VI concludes this paper.
II.

BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF MAP DECODING IN
IEEE 802.16-2009

MAP itself is simply a MAC management message, which
is carried in a payload of MAC Protocol Data Unit (PDU). The
inband signaling nature of MAP message and its nontrivial
signaling overhead have made the original MAP message
obsolete in most of implementations [5]. The compressed MAP
is a simplified version of the original MAP adopted to reduce
the size of original MAP message. Fig. 1 shows the
hierarchical structure of the compressed MAP in IEEE 802.162009 focusing on the subburst allocations by HARQ DL/UL
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Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of the compressed MAP in IEEE 802.162009.

MAP IEs. Contrary to the original MAP message, the
compressed map has no generic MAC header (GMH) and the
compressed DL-MAP appears first with the first three bits set
to 110. The compressed DL-MAP indicates the presence of the
compressed UL-MAP by a single bit in the compressed DLMAP data structure. The compressed DL-MAP includes
several DL-MAP IEs identified by a downlink usage interval
code (DIUC). The DIUC defines the type of DL access and the
DL burst profile associated with that access. A DL-MAP IE
entry with a DIUC = 14 indicates that it carries special
information and conforms to the DL-MAP Extended-2 IE
format [1]. Among the DL-MAP Extended-2 IEs, HARQ DL
MAP IE and Persistent HARQ DL MAP IE are extraordinary
MAP IEs in that they have a HARQ region for burst allocations
with different modulation and coding scheme. Each burst
inside the HARQ region is separately encoded and referred to
as a subburst. These subburst allocations are specified by
subburst IEs included in either HARQ DL MAP IE or
persistent HARQ DL MAP IE. The compressed UL-MAP has
similar hierarchical structure to the compressed DL-MAP with
differences on how to allocate multiple subbursts, as is shown
in Fig. 1. In case of DL subburst allocations, multiple DL
subbursts with the same HARQ and coding scheme can be
allocated by a single subburst IE. On the contrary, every single
UL subburst allocation requires its own subburst IE.
At every frame, the compressed MAP is broadcast to all SS
in a sector and each SS begins MAP decoding by checking the
CRC appended at the end of the compressed MAP. The MAP
is discarded and the SS does not access the relevant DL
subframe and UL subframe when a CRC error is detected.
Otherwise, the SS parses the MAP and extracts all the control
information included in MAP IEs. This MAP decoding process
is timing-critical due to MAP relevance. Fig. 2 shows MAP
relevance with orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
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(OFDMA) PHY in Time Division Duplex (TDD) system.
According to the standard, information in DL-MAP always
pertains to the same frame in which the MAP was received. In
case of UL-MAP, all the information in the UL-MAP applies
to UL subframe starting at the Allocation Start Time measured
from the beginning of the current frame. TDD system has the
ability to control the transition time between DL subframe and
UL subframe by adjusting the Allocation Start Time included
in the UL-MAP [1]. However, the maximum value of
Allocation Start Time is bounded by twice the frame duration
and the minimum value is equal to or greater than one frame
duration. Referring to Fig. 2, this means that the UL subframe
relative to UL-MAP in frame j always exists in the next frame
(j+1). Therefore, all the uplink processing should be completed
no later than the beginning of the UL subframe in the next
frame in IEEE 802.16-based TDD-OFDMA system.
UL-MAP decoding must be regarded as one of the timingcritical uplink operations because of the upper bound for the
UL-MAP relevance. A successful MAP reception without CRC
error initiates the decoding process. After decoding the
received MAP, the SS can identify the allocated uplink
resources. Then the SS constructs MAC PDU by carrying out
packing, fragmentation, GMH generation, payload encryption,
and CRC calculation. The constructed MAC PDUs are finally
concatenated to build an uplink burst and handed over PHY for
transmission. It should be noted that all of these uplink
processing cannot be done simultaneously but sequentially.
Moreover, it is not until MAP decoding is completed that all of
these uplink processing can be initiated. Therefore, fast ULMAP decoding is very important, because the SS cannot access
the scheduled uplink medium when it fails to keep the ULMAP relevance even if SS succeeds in MAP decoding.
Fast MAP decoding is also necessary for downlink. The SS
should not ignore any data following MAP message because it
has no information about whether there are its own bursts or
not. The downlink PHY of SS should buffer all the received
data until it receives the result of DL-MAP decoding that
indicates the detail allocation information about DL bursts.
Thus, fast DL-MAP decoding has a beneficial effect on
downlink PHY of the SS in the reduction of the required size of
buffer memory. Besides the advantage in memory size, fast
DL-MAP decoding enables the SS to send ACK/NAK of DL
HARQ burst using UL ACK region in the next uplink
subframe. The ACK/NAK signal of DL HARQ burst is sent by
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the SS after fixed delay specified by HARQ DL ACK delay for
DL burst field in Uplink Channel Descriptor (UCD) message.
The standard allows three values for this delay, one, two, or
three frame offset. Most implementation adopts the minimum
delay of one frame because the fast HARQ retransmission is
preferred. In this case, before the beginning of next UL
subframe, the SS should complete the DL HARQ processing
such as the checking of 16 bits CRC appended at each DL
HARQ burst and figure out the offset in the UL ACK region in
order to transmit ACK/NACK signals. The offset in the UL
ACK region is determined by the order of HARQ-enabled DL
burst in the DL-MAP. Besides, UL ACK region can be defined
by not only UCD message but also HARQ ACK Region
Allocation IE included in UL-MAP. Thus, when the UL ACK
region is allocated by UL MAP IE, entire MAP decoding is
needed to initiate DL HARQ processing. As a result, fast MAP
decoding is also helpful for DL HARQ operations because the
minimum HARQ DL ACK delay can be adopted.

Nibble alignment control block (NACB)
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED NIBBLE ALIGNMENT
SCHEME

As we mentioned earlier, fast MAP decoding is strongly
required and the standard supports it by adopting nibble
alignment in MAP IE. The nibble alignment in MAP IE can be
classified into two broad categories according to nibble
alignment, either at the end of MAP IE and or inside MAP IE.
Nibble alignment at the end of MAP IE means that the length
of entire MAP IE should be multiples of 4 bits. In the standard,
there are three kinds of nibble alignment inside MAP IE. One
is nibble alignment at the end of an if-else clause inside MAP
IE regardless of whether the if-clause or the else clause is
executed. The others are nibble alignment before a loop and
inside the loop. Nibble alignment before a loop means that the
first bit of a loop should be the MSB (Most Significant Bit) of
the nibble and nibble alignment inside the loop means that the
length of a loop should be multiples of 4 bits. UL Sounding
Command IE is the best example that shows how to
accomplish the nibble alignment inside MAP IE. UL Sounding
Command IE appends padding bits for byte alignment at the
end of MAP IE and utilizes reserved bits 11 times for the
nibble alignment inside MAP IE.
Even though all the DL/UL MAP IEs in IEEE 802.16 are
byte-aligned or nibble-aligned at the end of MAP IE, nibble
alignment inside MAP IE is rarely kept by most of MAP IEs. It
is because the nibble alignment inside MAP IE is not
mandatory in general MAP IEs. However, the standard
explicitly mandates subburst IEs to be nibble-aligned [1]. In
spite of this requirement for subburst IEs, unfortunately, most
of subburst IEs are not nibble-aligned. Therefore, the current
IEEE 802.16-2009 loses consistency throughout the standard
with respect to the nibble alignment inside subburst IEs. As a
result, the fact that not all the MAP IEs are nibble-aligned
should be taken into consideration especially when the MAP
decoder is implemented by hardware for the sake of fast MAP
decoding. The contribution of our paper is to present a
hardware architecture designed for fast MAP decoding on a
nibble basis.
Fig. 3 shows the proposed MAP decoder architecture for
nibble alignment. According to the control of nibble alignment
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Figure 3. Proposed MAP decoder architecture for nibble alignment

control block, the MAP memory stores valid MAP data with no
CRC error and outputs the MAP by the unit of nibble, MN[3:0],
to both multiplexer and D flip-flop, where N denotes time
index (N = 0, 1, 2, …). Let M0[3:0] be the arbitrary value
before the MAP memory is filled with received MAP data.
Thus M1[3:0] is the first nibble at the beginning of the MAP. D
flip-flop takes a single bit MN(B) as an input and produces
delayed version of it by one time index, MN-1(B), where B is bit
index (B = 0, 1, 2, 3) and MN(3) corresponds to MSB of the
nibble MN[3:0]. The initial value of each D flip-flop is set to
M0(2), M0(1), and M0(0), respectively, and they are allowed to
be arbitrary value. The multiplexer is ordered to select one of
the following four inputs according to the alignment mode m
(m = 0, 1, 2, 3) specified by nibble alignment control block
(NACB). Therefore, the output of the multiplexer is one of the
following values:
0

M N [3:0] = MN[3:0]
1

M N [3:0] = MN-1(0) & MN[3:1]
2

M N [3:0] = MN-1[1:0] & MN[3:2]
3

M N [3:0] = MN-1[2:0] & MN(3)
where the operator & stands for bit concatenation. The
m
multiplexer generates the nibbled-aligned MAP, M N [3:0], that
is an input to MAP decoder. Finally, MAP decoder reads
m
M N [3:0] and produces MAP decoding result.
More detail operation of nibble alignment operations are
illustrated in Fig. 4. Assume that the MAP decoder is in state K
and the current mode is m. Let the current output of MAP
memory be Mn+1[3:0] (n∈N). At this time, suppose that the
MAP decoder has found that a loop in the MAP IE begins at
the bit M mn+1(b) where b∈B and b≠3. Notice that if b=3, the
current input of MAP decoder, M mn+1[3:0], is nibble-aligned
before the loop and we do not need any further operations for
nibble alignment. Since the first bit corresponding to the
beginning of a loop is not the MSB of M mn+1[3:0], the MAP
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Figure 4. State transition of MAP decoder for nibble alignment

decoder makes a request for nibble alignment at the bit M mn+1(b)
to NACB. Thus only (3-b) bits of the current nibble,
M mn+1[3:(b+1)], is used for map decoding in state K and (b+1)
bits are not used. The MAP decoder informs NACB of the
number of bits that is not used for decoding in the current state
and it transits to the overhead state L. The states from L to
(L+3) are overhead states because no actual MAP decoding
takes place in these states and they are used only for nibble
alignment. In state L, NACB changes the read address for MAP
memory so that the output of MAP memory can be M0[3:0] in
state (L+2). At the same time, it carries out the addition of
(m+b+1). In state (L+1), NACB finds a new mode, m', by
performing following modulo operations with (m+b+1)
obtained from the previous state:
m' = (m+b+1) mod 4.
where mod is a modulo operator. In state (L+2), NACB
compares (m+b+1) with 3 and it transits to state (K+1) if
(m+b+1) is greater than 3. Otherwise, it transits to state (L+3)
which is simply a temporary state before state (K+1). The
output of multiplexer in state (K+1) is now M m’
n +5[3:0] if
(m+b+1) > 3 and M m’
n +6[3:0], otherwise. In either case, the MSB
of the input to the MAP decoder is the start of the loop in state
(K+1). The MAP decoder resumes MAP decoding process
from the state (K+1) with the nibbled-aligned MAP data.
Therefore, the presented alignment scheme makes it possible
for the MAP decoder to operate on a nibble basis.

TABLE I.
Resources

Number of Slice Filp Flops
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of occupied slices
Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s
Number of DSP48s

V.
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Used
(b)
5,649
6,492
5,090
7
3

Utilization
(b/a)
3%
3%
5%
2%
3%

PERFORMANCE

The performance of the implemented MAP decoder is
investigated by register transfer level simulation with 80MHz
clock speed. Performance evaluation is carried out in terms of
MAP decoding time, which is defined as the time elapsed
between the moment the MAP decoder reads the first nibble
and the moment it reads the last nibble of the MAP. The MAP
decoding time does not include the time required to verify
CRC-32 appended at the end of MAP because the MAP
memory stores valid MAP data with no CRC error. As we
mentioned previously, most of subburst IEs are not nibblealigned. Thus, in this section, we concentrate on investigating
the MAP decoding time of a MAP comprised of subburst IEs.
Two different kinds of MAP constructions are considered
to study the performance of the implemented MAP decoder.
One is a MAP construction for DL 2x2 Spatial Multiplexing
TABLE II.

IMPLEMENTATIONS

The feasibility of the proposed architecture is investigated
by implementing the compressed MAP decoder using Xilinx
Virtex-4 XC4VLX200 FPGA. The implemented MAP decoder
is capable of decoding the MAP including 10 DL MAP IEs and
17 UL MAP IEs. For the commercial Mobile WiMAX system
[6], only sub-MAP and its relevant MAP IEs are excluded from
the implementations. The implementation reveals that the
nibble alignment inside the loop and at the end of if-else clause
is much more important than before a loop. If the if-else clause
is not nibbled alignment, the logic size doubles from the end of

Available
(a)
178,176
178,176
89,088
336
96

if-else clause. Moreover, if the loop is not multiples of 4 bits,
the logic size of the loop increases by two times when the
remainder of the length of the loop modulo 4 equals to 2, or
increases by four times when the remainder of the length of the
loop modulo 4 equals to 1 or 3. Since the proposed architecture
supports nibble alignment for any MAP IEs, the MAP decoder
can operate on a nibble basis while avoiding the dramatic
increase in the size of required logic when the MAP IE is not
nibble-aligned. Table I indicates the implementation results in
term of FPGA resource utilization. Only a small fraction of
FPGA resources are utilized. According to the synthesis report,
the implemented MAP Decoder can operate up to 140 MHz
clock frequency.

a)

IV.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

b)

MAP IES FOR a)DL 2X2 SM AND b)UL 2 LAYER CSM

MAP IE
Compressed DL MAP
CID Switch IE
Space-Time Coding (STC)/DL Zone switch IE
HARQ DL MAP IE
MIMO DL Chase HARQ subburst IE
Dedicated MIMO DL Control IE
Compressed UL MAP
Compressed DL MAP
Compressed UL MAP
CDMA allocation IE
CDMA allocation IE
HARQ ACKCH Region Allocation IE
FASTFEEDBACK allocation IE
PAPR Reduction/Safety Zone/Sounding Zone Allocation IE
UL Zone Switch IE
HARQ UL MAP IE
MIMO UL Chase HARQ subburst IE
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Obviously, MAP decoding may be processed by software.
In such a case, the initiation of MAP decoding will rely on an
interrupt driven by channel decoder. It is interesting that the
mean value of interrupt latency is approximately 10 sec in a
PC operating at 2GHz CPU core [2]. From Fig. 5, notice that
the implemented MAP decoder operating at 80MHz can
decode a MAP with 19 subburst allocations within 10 sec. In
other words, even before a software MAP decoder is invoked,
the presented hardware MAP decoder can complete MAP
decoding in most cases in Fig. 5. Thus, fast MAP decoding is
the benefit of the proposed hardware acceleration architecture
for map decoding that maintains nibble processing whether the
map IE is nibble-aligned or not.

11
10
DL 2x2 SM
UL 2 layer CSM

MAP decoding time (usec)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

VI.
2

4

6

8
10
12
14
Number of allocated subbursts

16

18

20

Figure 5. MAP decoding time versus the number of alloated subbursts

(SM) subburst allocations with no UL allocations. The other is
a MAP construction for UL 2 Layer Collaborative Spatial
Multiplexing (CSM) subburst allocations with no DL
allocations. Table II shows the details of both MAP
constructions. Each row of Table II is carefully indented in
order to show MAP hierarchy. Notice that DL 2x2 SM
subbursts and UL 2 Layer CSM subbursts are allocated by
MIMO DL Chase HARQ subburst IE and MIMO UL Chase
HARQ subburst IE, respectively. In case of DL 2x2 SM, the
for() loop inside MIMO DL Chase HARQ subburst IE iterates
as the number of subburst allocations increases. On the
contrary, in case of UL 2 Layer CSM, the iteration is caused by
for() loop surrounding MIMO UL Chase HARQ subburst IE.
In either case, the size of MAP increases as the number of
subburst allocations increases.
Fig. 5 shows the MAP decoding time of the implemented
MAP decoder with respect to the number of allocated subbursts.
Regardless of the number of subburst allocations, MAP
decoding time of UL 2 layer CSM is larger than that of DL 2x2
SM . It is because the MAP size of UL 2 layer CSM is much
bigger than that of DL 2x2 SM due to the overhead imposed by
UL control region allocation. CDMA allocation IEs, HARQ
ACKCH Region Allocation IE, FASTFEEDBACK allocation
IE, and PAPR Reduction/Safety Zone/Sounding Zone
Allocation IE is needed to allocate UL control regions such as
ranging regions, HARQ ACK region, CQI region, and
Sounding channel, respectively. Even though MAP coding
time of each scheme is different, their MAP decoding time
increase linearly for the observed number of allocated
subbursts. However, in case of UL 2 layer CSM, MAP
decoding time abruptly increases when the number of allocated
subbursts changes from 16 to 17. Since MIMO UL Chase
HARQ subburst IE can be used to allocate 16 subbursts at most,
one more MIMO UL Chase HARQ subburst IE is needed to
allocated 17 subbursts. Thus, the overhead arisen from one
additional subburst IE makes a rapid increase at 17 subburst
allocations.
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CONCLUSIONS

MAP decoding by hardware is required for the fast MAP
decoding that is needed to achieve the broadband access
provided by the system based on IEEE 802.16-2009. The
nibble alignment is adopted by the standard to support the fast
MAP decoding while suppressing the increase in
implementation complexity. However, some of the MAP IEs
are not nibbled-aligned, which causes difficulties when the
MAP decoder is implemented by hardware. In this paper, we
propose a hardware architecture for MAP decoding that
maintains nibble processing with the help of nibble alignment.
From the synthesis result and the investigated MAP decoding
time, we can conclude that the proposed architecture facilitates
implementing a realistic fast MAP decoder with low hardware
complexity.
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Abstract— Since ancient times, the obsession with security and
authenticity has been an issue that has produced the
development of diverse technologies, to avoid the access of
third persons to information or to private places, and to
guarantee the identity of a person with regard to a certain fact.
Undoubtedly, in a society like today, which comes naming like
"of the information", these issues are a basic aspect given the
large number of everyday situations that occur relating to the
use of confidential information and purposes of authenticity.
For it, it becomes necessary to investigate, legislate, and to
develop applications and systems that help to preserve the
security and authenticity of a user and so, to provide them with
sufficient capacity in order that these aspects in telematic
networks are exported to the world of the mobile devices. This
article describes the mechanisms that can be used as digital
signatures and certification to obtain the electronic security in
mobile devices. In addition, we propose a real platform already
realized for the implementation of the digital signature in
mobile terminals.
Keywords - digital signature; certificate; midlets; servlet;
cryptography.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today's society mobile devices have become widely
accepted. They have achieved a great popularity, thanks to
its easy operation and low cost being widely used by people
all around the world, increasing their power every day. This
processing power, which grows more and more, will do
possible the operations of calculating of summary data
algorithms (hash functions) [1] and the digital signature,
also; it will be possible to do on a mobile phone in a little
period of time. And all this facts combined with the great
improvement in the capacity of mobile networks makes it
very interesting to research and it develops technologies that
are suited to the terminals for conducting electronic
signatures [2].
The mobile world should adapt itself to new trends in
electronic signatures and digital certificates that it is
concerned, both for electronic commerce and to the carry out
administrative´s procedures online, as well as other
possibilities offered by technology in this field [3].
Therefore, we find that, on the one hand, mobile phones are
functional devices with a great potential. On the other hand,
there is a way to get that the citizens interact with the
government and other existing services in this field, through
electronic means.
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This article seeks two objectives, to report about the
current existing technologies and develop an application that
allows electronic signature capabilities through mobile phone
with a digital certificate installed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
review the theory of cryptography, its objectives, its
implementation on mobile devices and the different
alternatives that we have. In Section III, we present the
development of our platform divided in client and server.
Section IV shows the results of our platform and in Section
V we propose the possible improvements. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

A. Electronic Security
The basic pillars of security [4] in communications and
secure exchange of electronic documents are:
• Privacy: Preventing that a third party may intercept
(read) the information submitted in the case of
sensitive data.
• Integrity: Preventing that another agent outside the
issuer, get modify (insert, delete, mess, etc.) the
information sent.
• Authenticity: Preventing that a third party can
impersonate the other party.
• Non-repudiation: Preventing the other party could
deny the participation in communication (either as a
source or destination).
These are conditions that must be met in order to
establish a secure environment in the digital world and we
will see that this security can be ensured by the use of
cryptography, digital signatures and certificates.
Current cryptography is mainly divided into two very
distinct branches which are detailed below.
1) Symmetric Cryptography
Symmetric cryptography [5] refers to the set of methods
that allow secure communication between the parties,
because the key has been exchanged previously, which is
called symmetric key. Symmetry means that parties have the
same key to encrypt and decrypt. This type of cryptography
is also known as private key cryptography.
Although there is no standard type of design, perhaps the
most popular is the DES (Data Encryption Standard), which
is essentially a cryptographic system that takes as input a
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block of 64 bits of the message and is submitted to 16
interactions, with a key of 56-bit.
With a brute force method, it could break DES by
making it unsafe for high security purposes. The option to
replace DES has been a new encryption system which is now
known as triple-DES or TDES which consists of applying
DES three times.
A large number of symmetric cryptographic systems was
designed in the past 20 years, including some of them which
are: RC-5 [6], IDEA [7], FEAL [8], LOKI'91 [9], DESX
[10], Blowfish [11], CAST [12], GOST [13], etc. However,
they have not had the scope of DES, although some of them
have better properties.
2) Asymmtric Cryptography
Asymmetric encryption algorithms [14] use a different
key pair in communication, one to encrypt and another to
decrypt. Both keys are mathematically related and it is
virtually impossible to derive one from another. The key pair
is generated based on asymmetric encryption algorithm used,
being a secret (private) and the another is known for others
(public key).

Figure 1. Process communication in an asymmetric key system [15].

The clear message is encrypted with the private / public
key and only his partner (private / public) can decrypt it. The
safety of this system is based on the impossibility of
calculating a key from another, besides, of course, to keep
the private key secret.
A public key cryptosystem to note is the RSA algorithm
[16]. It is based on the difficulty of factoring large numbers.
The messages sent using the RSA algorithm are represented
by numbers and the operation is based on the product of two
100
large prime numbers (greater than 10 ) chosen at random
and the decryption key. His security is that there are no quick
ways of factoring large numbers into prime factors using
conventional computers. The size of his key is not fixed,
meaning that if the factoring of RSA modules employees is
committed; keys with greater lengths can be chosen to
maintain the security of the cryptosystem.
Should be noted that one of the most important
applications of public key cryptography is the digital
signature. The origin signs a message with its private key.
B. Signature and Digital Certificate
The RSA algorithm is reversible; ie, in addition to allow
the public key encryption and decrypt the message with the
private, it also allows to encrypt with the private key and
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decrypt with the public. This latter mode of encryption does
not provide confidentiality because anyone can decrypt the
original message since they can always get the public
component of the speaker, however, encrypt a message with
the secret key of a user involves a clear identification (so get
the authenticity and non-repudiation) and that only with the
key associated with their identity can decipher, as does a
handwritten signature, so this process is known as Digital
Signature.
A Digital Signature [17] consists basically on three parts:
1. Key pair generation, private (with which it is
signed) and public (with the one verified by a third
party). This key generation is done according to a
particular algorithm, as we have been seeing before:
the RSA.
2. Signature of the document. With the private key
signed the message.
3. Signature verification by a third party. Given the
signature and public key, another user can validate
the signature.
As the computational cost of public key algorithms is
fairly high, to sign a large amount of data, when a message is
large, the digital signature could be extremely slowly. For all
this, is applied to the document a summary way function
(hash function) to obtain a hash value, which is only a
summary of the document. The digest or hash functions [18]
are used to compress a text or document in a fixed length
block. Hash functions should be public and irreversible, that
is, from the abstract can not recover the original text. Not
encrypt only compressed text or documents in a fixed length
block. The hashing algorithm SHA-1 has been examined
closely by the public cryptographic community, and has not
found any effective attack.
The Digital Signature, thanks to the asymmetric
cryptographic algorithms, can replace the traditional
signature on paper, as it offers these features:
• Document integrity. If the document was modified
during transmission, the signature verification will
be missed.
• Identity and authenticity. Only a public key
associated with the user who signed with his private
key can correctly decrypt the digital signature.
• Non-repudiation. The user can not deny that he
signed his authorship of the Digital Signature.

Figure 2. Generating Process of a Digital Signature [15].

The digital signature ensures data integrity and
authenticity, so that errors caused during transmission, it
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would become apparent during the process of signature
verification:
• Separate content unencrypted (original) of the
signature itself.
• The receiver proceeds to calculate the hash of the
received document according to the algorithm used
(in this case, the SHA-1). As a result you get 160
bits.
• Now we proceed to calculate the decryption of the
signature received with the sender's public key, and
by the same asymmetric algorithm that was
encrypted (RSA in this case). This gives a string of
160 bits should match the digital signature calculated
in the previous step.
If both matches, the verification is correct, the document
was signed by the issuer and data were no corrupted.
The format of the digital signature depends on the way in
which they perform. It is important note the signature with
syntax ASN.1 referenced to the standard RFC 3852 and it is
based on the set of standards PKCS # 7 / CMS.

based vs available apps disparity. Here we can see that the
“old guard” (Symbian, Java ME and flash) has a larger
installed base, but a smaller number of available apps than
the newer platforms (Android, Iphone and BlackBerry).

Figure 4. Installed base and number of available apps [24].

If now we attend to the quick coding and prototyping, we
can consult another study reflected in this image. Here, we
see that the easiest platform to master is Android (5 moths),
while the hardest is Symbian (15 months).

Figure 3. Verification Process of a Digital Signature [15].

A digital certificate [19] is a document issued and
digitally signed by a Certification Authority that combines
the distinctive name of a person or entity with its public key
for a period of time. They are digital documents that serve to
ensure the accuracy of the public key certificate belonging to
the owner or the entity, which is digitally signed documents
that can provide the most absolute security guarantees.
This mechanism provides the users to verify the
authenticity through the network, controlling access to
resources, etc. There are several formats for certificates and
the most widespread is the X.509 version 3. This format is a
standard of ITU and ISO / IEC.
C. Security on Mobile Devices
Different technologies are capable of offering digital
signature capabilities and user authentication using a mobile
phone. There are several articles about this [20], [21], [22];
however they are abstracts and with unrealistic solutions.
Then, we explain those most important tools that have been
used for the development of the platform.
We can attend to commercial and technical reasons [23]
for the selection of the platform. In the first, we will consider
the market penetration of the different alternatives. As
for technical reasons, we will study the speed and simplicity
of coding and prototyping. The following image shows an
analysis of the status of the market related with installed
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Figure 5. Platform´s learning curve [24].

In this article, we have chosen the Java ME platform for
the rapid development and great penetration into the
market. Moreover,
this solution
has low
cost about
developer tools.
1) Java Mobile Edition
Java ME, formerly known as Java 2 Platform Micro
Edition or J2ME, is a technology for developing Java
applications on mobile devices such as phones and PDAs.
Java ME consists on programming specifications and a
special virtual machine which allows that a Java ME
program can be run on a mobile device. JavaME services are
based on local programs, called MIDlets, which the user can
download and install on his terminal. MIDlets can be run
locally on the device and also provide client-server sessions.
There are two settings for Java ME, configuration for devices
with limited connection (CDLC) and other for connected
devices (CDC).
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The development of a Java ME application follows
several steps, which we detail in four:
• Edit the source code.
• Compilation: The code is compiled and the class
files are obtained.
• Pre-verification: To prevent malicious applications
are installed.
• Packaging: It generates a .JAR.
• Deployment: Installing MIDlet on the mobile
terminal.
Noted that the Java ME cryptographic operations are
performed with the addition of cryptographic libraries
according to the standardized set of APIs in the Java
Cryptography Architecture (Java Cryptographic Architecture
- JCA).
2) Security and Trust Services APIs
API Security and Trust Services (Security and Trust
Services API) [25] is a specification for Java ME and give
the possibility of opening a channel of communication
between a Java MIDlet and a "security element." This
security element can be a smart card with cryptographic
module WIM, or the internal security element that provides
the S.O. of a terminal.
Using SATSA, JSR-177 is also a security element which
can perform all security processes such as electronic
signature or authentication of users in Java ME applications.
The API of Satsa has four optional packages for the different
needs of communication with the security element. The
communication mode depends on the type of application.
These packages are APDU and JCRMI, intended to
communicate with smart cards. The package PKI is used for
credential management and digital signature. Finally,
CRYPTO is used to perform cryptographic operations.
3) Symbian OS
This operating system [26] has been developed
exclusively for mobile terminals and its code is provided to
major phone manufacturers like Nokia. Provides important
functions related to authentication, and confidentiality and
integrity of data. Also, Symbian allows the management of
certificates
with
a
cryptographic
module,
and
implementation of standard cryptographic algorithms, hash
functions, key and random number generation.
These technologies have been used to create some
examples of existing services such as Mobipay or some
proprietary driven by large operators such as Vodafone and
Telefónica.
III.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLATFORM

The basic objective is to implement a digital signature
mechanism in a mobile phone. Of all the existing
technologies, Java is chosen to try to ensure more widely as
possible among the existing terminals. For it, a Java ME
application (MIDlet) for a Nokia N95, has been developed
which uses the private key of a personal digital certificate
from the Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre, issued in
the conventional way, and so perform cryptographic tasks in
the mobile digital signature.
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Figure 6. General scheme of the Platform [27].

The main elements involved in this platform are:
• Mobile phone N95. With Java and JSR-177 factory
installed.
• Conventional certificate in PKCS # 12 format issued
by the Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre.
• Server with Tomcat version 6 installed.
• Development environment NetBeans IDE 6.0.1.
• Software digital signature verification.
We will study the environment of the two most important
components of this platform, the client and server.
A. Client
To give the client the functionality required for this
platform is necessary, to incorporate into the mobile device
(N95); two fundamental elements: the digital certificate and
the MIDlet [28]. These will be discussed below, however,
previously it would be useful to show the structure that
contains the device protocols:

Figure 7. Structure of protocols of the mobile device [29].

1) Digital Certificate
The first thing is to have a personal digital certificate
issued by the Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre. The
steps to follow to obtain are the following:
• Request the certificate through the internet.
• Proof of identity in a registry office.
• Download digital certificate user.
• Export Certificate.
Once obtained the personal digital certificate in PFX /
PKCS # 12 format, is exported to the mobile terminal. For it;
the transfer file has been made through Bluetooth from the
PC although it could be used for a USB cable. In the inbox is
stored the message received by Bluetooth, which contains
the file with the personal digital certificate and private key.
When we try to open this message; a key is requested, which
was inserted during the previous export stage. When you
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enter the password correctly the phone detects that contains
the file and will proceed to the installation of the certificate.
Thus, the private key is stored in the security element and
the user certificate and the certificate authority in his default
store.
2) Midlet
The application on the client side consists of a MIDlet
called MozartPKI. This MIDlet has been developed for
terminals with profile MIDP 2.0 and limited CLDC 1.0.
connection settings. The MIDlet has been developed so that,
using SATSA cryptographic services, a user can send to
server a plain text message digitally signed by him, and that
another person may recover the server and check it later. The
MIDlet consists of 2 classes in the package
es.minerva.mozart. A MIDlet class itself is called
MozartPKI.java and the other is Infodata.java. The
Infodata.java class is responsible for reading the IP address
of an external file server, so if you want to change the IP
delivery of the signature file (the server), we would not need
to tweak the source code, just enough to change the file
properties.
To install the MIDlet the first thing to do is compiling
and to package the source code and resources of the client
application. For it, NetBeans 6.0 is used for the development
environment (compile and build the JAR file).
To install on the mobile phone it is enough to send the
JAR file, which is the MIDlet itself. For this test, we will use
the Bluetooth technology. Thus, once the mobile has
received the JAR file, is able to install the MIDlet. With the
MIDlet installed on the Nokia N95 can be checked by
accessing the phone's application menu and noting that this
application is available as the others:

compilation and construction of the Web application; a file
.WAR is created in NetBeans and must be installed on the
Servlet container, which in this case is Tomcat 6.0. To do
this you access the Tomcat management console and select
the WAR file to deploy it for.
IV.

RESULTS

A. Client
Accessing MozarPKI, we see the operation of this
MIDlet. Once launched, the welcome screen appears like you
can see in the image and the entrance to the right:

Figure 9. Screen of welcome and beginning of the N95 [27].

First, the MIDlet requests to the service user, the
insertion of the message to sign, and once you have written is
confirmed by pressing the corresponding button. The
message to be signed by way of example is "I received your
gift". The message is then introduced and offers the
possibility to modify it if the client detects a fault in writing:

Figure 10. Text editor and confirmation [27].

Figure 8. Correct installation of the MIDlet "MozartPKI" [27].

B. Server
This server consists of a Java Servlet, ServerPKI with a
web page, index.jsp. Java Servlets [30] are objects that are
within the context of a servlet container (in this platform will
be Tomcat 6). The Servlet works very similar to the MIDlet,
when the client that runs on mobile phone, establishes a
connection to the server and sends the POST request, the
servlet responds by trying to keep the inflow as array of
bytes in a file on his disk. If the process is successful, it
opens an output stream to send the MIDlet acknowledgment
message indicating that the process has finished successfully.
The Java Servlet is compiled by NetBeans and which has
been developed to run on the server. As a result of the
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If the user checks that the message entered is correct,
click on the button "Sign" and the cryptographic process
start. The security element of Symbian notice that an
application (the MIDlet) is requesting access to it, and made
a prompt the user to accept if you agree.
Once the user has accepted the request from the MIDlet, to
access the security element, SATSA does a "sweep" by the
security element which, in the case of Nokia N95 is the
internal operating system Symbian. The installation of the
user's certificate is found and is shown on screen in order to
be selected.
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Figure 13. Server Web page and download window [27].

Figure 11. Certificate selection, access to elem. Sec And Signature [27].

When the user selects the certificate that he wants,
SATSA tries to access the private key. For security reasons,
it is under a password. If the key is entered correctly SATSA
proceeds to perform the digital signature of the inserted data
in the format CMS / PKCS # 7 SignedData containing the
signer's certificate, the data that have been signed and the
digital signature itself.
Once the signing process is complete, the file containing
the digital signature should be sent to the server which is
running the Servlet developed. When the user clicks on the
button "Send" starts the process and then the MIDlet
retrieves from the file properties; by the methods of the class
InfoData.java, the URL of the server and displayed on screen
for the user to confirm. The user must also to confirm the
request of the MIDlet to connect to the Internet to send the
file to the server, since this connection could lead to charges
associated with the carried through the GPRS / UMTS. Once
the HTTP connection is established the MIDlet looks
forward to receiving the consent of the server.

Figure 12. URL's obtaining and sending to Server [27].

The MIDlet, as detailed above, sends the CMS file and
looks forward to receiving the assent or the server-side error.
If everything works properly, the message "OK" is got on
screen as shown in the previous image. The process has been
completed for the MIDlet as signed message has been stored
correctly as indicated by the assent of Servlet.
B. Server
Looking index.jsp, the website of Servlet is presented:
Server Status and message received.
The followings images shows the appearance of the
website. The link server status is available to inform the user
if the service is active or not. To download the signed file,
click on the link and opens the download window.
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C. Verification
The PKCS # 7 / CMS file, that contains the signed data;
needs to be checked to complete the process and check that
the signature has been generated by the mobile correctly. To
carry out the process of verifying of the digital signature; by
the user on their mobile device, we have used the free tool
eSign Viewer [31].

Figure 14. ESigna Interface Viewer [27].

This tool allows three things: view the contents of the
signed, the signatures and the validity of the signatures
applied to the same.
In the image, right, appears correctly separated the
message sent from your digital signature. On the left, the
program displays the report with the results of opening the
file and checks the signature correction. This information
shows how Esigna tool verifies if the signature made by the
J2ME application in the mobile terminal is valid and if
complies with the PKCS # 7 / CMS format. A third party
who want to verify the authorship of the message can do it
and be sure who sent it.
V.

FUTURE WORKLINES

Three future worklines can be analyzed, taking into
account the most important elements of the platform made:
We used certificates issued by the Fábrica Nacional de
Moneda y Timbre (FNMT) since it is considered the major
Certification Authority in Spain. In private business, the
FNMT certificates are not used, because so the complicated
problem of the validity check in LDAP directories is
released, which have restricted access. This would be a
possibility for a future attempt to open the application, and
integrate developments, certificates issued by other
Certification Authorities as Camerfirma.
This Project has used Java ME with libraries SATSA for
signing and certificate management. It could mean a
restriction on developments since the service provider may
require other forms of signature or the use of certain
cryptographic algorithms that do not implement this API. At
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this point, it is worth mentioning the possible to use of other
Java libraries like BouncyCastle or explore alternatives for
the integration of cryptographic cards in mobile devices.
The fact that the digital signature has been implemented
in the development of this project is conducted in CMS
format, ensures interoperability of the developments made.
In this respect, as a possible future work is the integration
and improvement of the application developed in Java ME
for interconnection with a public platform or other third
parties wishing to provide service.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The main goal was to develop a study of the state of the
art in the field of digital signature applied to mobile
telephony as well as investigate the possibility of integrating
the use of digital certificates on mobile devices business. In
this aspect, we have managed to integrate a digital certificate
on a mobile phone and use it for services of authentication,
digital signing of data and establish secure connections. All
this in a closed and controlled environment, but easily
extended to more realistic situations.
On the other hand, the field of digital signature and
certification is currently at a low growth and maturity among
the population, and less on mobile use, so job opportunities
are numerous. The truth is that, as noted in this article, there
is sufficient technological resources to address the field of
cryptography and digital signatures using digital certificates.
All that is needed is investment and effort to try to get what
may be another big boom in mobile communications.
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Abstract—Location-based services are possibly the most
popular services with respect to mobility, since they allow for
the automated filtering of information relevant to the user.
This paper presents a detailed evaluation of SMARTPOS,
an indoor positioning system based on deterministic 802.11
fingerprinting and a digital compass. SMARTPOS is accurate
enough to supply location estimates for indoor location-based
services and can be deployed standalone on a mobile phone.
The system considers the user’s orientation to avoid errors
caused by the blocking effect of the human body. For location
estimation it takes only that part of the fingerprint database
into account that corresponds to the user’s current orientation.
SMARTPOS achieves a mean position error of 1.16 meters and
a maximum position error of 2.74 meters in a 250 square meter
environment.
Keywords-Location Systems, 802.11 Fingerprinting, Mobile
Phone Positioning, Location-Based Services.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, a trend towards mobility can be recognized. Smartphones, small devices with comparatively high
processing power and mobile internet, make it possible to
work while traveling, to stay connected to social networks,
and to retrieve nearly any information anywhere at any
time. One of the most popular mobile services are locationbased services (LBS). These are value-added services, which
utilize the location of the mobile to present the user with
information about its surroundings. Navigation and information services, friend-finder, pet-tracker, and location-based
games are only a small part of the number of services and
applications filling the app-stores of the world.
The key enabler for LBS is the Global Positioning System
(GPS) [1]. It enables accurate positioning in outdoor environments, the usage is free of charge, the system is globally
available, and most of today’s smartphones are equipped
with a GPS-receiver. Unfortunately, GPS is not able to track
people in indoor environments with acceptable accuracy.
Signals might get lost due to attenuation effects of roofs
and walls or lead to position fixes of very low accuracy due
to multipath propagation.
Even worse, indoor location-based services require much
higher precision guarantees than outdoor services. Errors
should not exceed a few meters to allow for a differentiation
between several floors or rooms. Otherwise, the service
could provide information for places, which are quite far
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away from the actual position of the target. Despite these
challenges many users would appreciate indoor locationbased services, especially in large and complex buildings
such as museums, shopping malls, airports, hospitals, or
university buildings.
Existing indoor positioning techniques can be grouped
by their level of precision and the expenses for additional
infrastructure. Dedicated indoor positioning systems such as
ultra wide band or ultrasonic systems consist of several components with the sole purpose of determining the positions
of possibly multiple targets in indoor environments. The
precision is often high, but an expensive infrastructure is
needed and hence the space where positioning is possible
is usually limited to a small area, where higher accuracy
compensates the high cost. Another class of systems is
built on existing infrastructure such as WLAN, Bluetooth
or inertial sensors for positioning. The precision of such
systems is limited, but the system can be deployed with few
additional expenses.
In this paper, we present SMARTPOS, an indoor positioning system for smartphones based on deterministic
WLAN fingerprinting and a digital compass. The system is
self-positioning, meaning that the whole positioning process
(including all measurements) is carried out on the phone.
It achieves a high accuracy within few meters and therefore is able to provide indoor location-based services with
high quality location estimates at no additional expenses.
SMARTPOS makes use of the user’s orientation to avoid
errors caused by the blocking effect of the human body. Only
those fingerprints are considered for location estimation that
were measured while viewing in a similar direction like the
user.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the
next section, a short overview of existing indoor positioning
systems is given. In Section III, SMARTPOS is presented
in detail while in Section IV, the impact of several parameters is analyzed and discussed. Weighted and non-weighted
kNN (k-nearest neighbors) in signal space, the influence of
missing values on the algorithm and the performance gain
of including the orientation on SMARTPOS and a Naive
Bayesian Estimator are evaluated. Section V concludes the
paper and gives hints on future work.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
In the past 15 years, a variety of technologies for indoor
positioning have been proposed. A good overview of existing indoor positioning systems using radio frequency (RF)
technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID),
ultra wide band (UWB), ultra high frequency (UHF), WLAN
and Bluetooth is given in [2]. However, they do not describe
up-to-date systems, which have been developed since 2007.
We therefore focus in this section on the recent development
and work closely related to our research.
Many state-of-the art systems rely on fingerprinting algorithms [3], [4], [5], [6]. These algorithms work in two
phases: The first phase, the offline phase, is used to collect
signal strength measurements (the fingerprints) from access
points throughout the building at predefined reference positions. In the second phase, the online phase, the signal
strength information is continually measured and compared
to a database of all fingerprints from the offline phase.
Different algorithms calculate the position as the nearest
fingerprint in signal space, the average of the k-nearest
neighbors with or without the distance in signal space as
additional weight or utilize probabilistic methods. Localization techniques based on fingerprinting can be divided into
two classes: deterministic and probabilistic techniques.
Deterministic systems compute the location estimate as
a function of the received signal stregth (RSS) values measured using a physical model incorporating the values stored
in the fingerprint database. One of the first systems working
with WLAN fingerprints to retrieve a position estimate is the
RADAR system [3]. RADAR is a deterministic system that
utilizes kNN for position estimation and offers an optional
signal propagation model for the automated creation of the
fingerprint database. The authors noticed already the impact
of the user’s orientation and proposed obtaining empirical
data for multiple orientations. Kaemarungsi et al. analyze
the effects of the user’s presence and orientation on RSS
values in [7]. The results show that the attenuation effects
of the human body can lower the RSS by more then 9dBm.
Probabilistic techniques [4] on the other hand compute
a distribution based on the measurements from the offline
phase and use probabilistic techniques to estimate the user’s
position. COMPASS [5] is one of the first probabilistic
indoor positioning systems that adresses the problem of
attenuation effects caused by the human body by adding
a compass to the system. In the offline phase, fingerprints
for several selected orientations (typically each 45◦ or 90◦ )
are collected at reference positions. In the online phase,
the user’s orientation is calculated by a digital compass
and only the fingerprints with a similar orientation are used
for the positioning algorithm. COMPASS presents the most
similar approach to our system. However, we additionally
analyze the impact of orientation information for deterministic techniques as well as for a bayesian approach. We
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also compare our results with a system not filtering the
orientation information and thus benefiting from a much
larger database. Chan et al. also present a system running
on a mobile phone considering the orientation of the user
in [8], but apply a technique called Newton Trust Region
for further position refinement. Martin et al. present one of
the first WLAN positioning systems, which integrates both
offline and online phase on a mobile phone [9].
Most up-to-date systems combine WLAN fingerprinting
with additional technologies such as inertial sensors to offer
more accurate position estimates and continuous tracking
functionality [10]. The authors utilize a particle filter for
fusing WLAN fingerprint location estimates with an accelerometer.
III. SMARTPOS: A S YSTEM FOR S ELF -C ONTAINED
M OBILE P OSITIONING
In this section, we describe SMARTPOS, a system for
an accurate and self-contained indoor positioning based on
deterministic 802.11 fingerprinting and a digital compass.
The system runs stand-alone on a mobile phone and consists
of a management module for the creation and maintenance
of the fingerprint database and a module for location determination. The latter offers the possibility of modifying
several parameters concerning the deterministic location
estimation or allows a change of the positioning method to
a room-based bayesian approach.
A. Database Creation on a Mobile Phone
During the offline phase, active scans for WLAN signals
from surrounding access points (APs) are executed with a
mobile phone at several reference positions. The measured
signal strength values are enhanced with the viewing direction and the pixel coordinates of the reference position on a
bitmap of the floor. The viewing direction is obtained by the
digital compass of the smartphone, the position is assigned
by tapping on a zoomable and scrollable map displayed
on the screen of the mobile. Finally these values (in the
following referred to as fingerprints) are stored in a database.
At each reference position, four fingerprints are created,
one in the direction of each axis of the specific building.
The alignment along the axes of the building instead of the
geographic directions is carried out to improve the accuracy
of the application in tracking scenarios since most users
move along the main axes of a building, e.g., when walking
down a corridor. For each fingerprint, five scans are executed
and the average of the received signal strengths is stored in
the database to reduce the impact of short-time fluctuations.
Furthermore, the orientation of the phone, which is derived
from the mobile phone’s compass, is averaged throughout
the sampling time and also stored in the database. This
is done to remedy the disturbances of the magnetic field
inside of buildings, especially near electronic sources or
large amounts of metal.
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B. Deterministic Location Estimation

following formula:
−1
k
X
1
wi = di
d
j=1 j


During the online phase, SMARTPOS utilizes a deterministic positioning algorithm based on weighted kNN
to estimate the approximate position of the user. WLAN
signal strength measurements are carried out in a continuous
fashion and for each measurement m the current orientation
o of the phone is measured by its digital compass.
The orientation is considered to represent the approximate
viewing direction of the user and hence implicitly yields
the information about the attenuation of his body. The
online RSS values should therefore not be compared to all
fingerprints in the database due to possible influence of the
human body, but only to those fingerprints that correspond
to a similar viewing direction to o during the offline phase.
Since the viewing direction is retrieved from the noisy
readings of the compass, the orientation is averaged over
the duration of each scan. This mechanism could also be
replaced by advanced filtering algorithms to reduce the
impact of outliers. SMARTPOS considers only a subset S
of all fingerprints in the database containing those with a
maximal deviation of 50◦ from o and is therefore able to
reduce the number of fingerprints matched in the online
phase to an extent of 25% of the database size.
On the remaining subset S of filtered fingerprints, the
nearest neighbours in signal space with respect to m are
computed. SMARTPOS uses a sophisticated distance metric
for the comparison of two RSS measurements (i.e., the
online measurement m and a fingerprint f ∈ S): Each
measurement contains the information about all RSS values
with the mac adress of the AP, which sent the signal.
Since at a given position only signals of a subset of all
access points in the building can be received, the question
arises how to treat missing signal strength imformation in
one of two compared measurements. One possibility would
be to assign a fixed value MIN to the RSS of all access
points missing in one measurement. This mechanism favors
combinations of measurements, where signals by an AP are
of very small strength in one measurement and missing in
the other instead of combinations, where a high RSS value
in one measurement is missing a counterpiece in the other.
The value of MIN should be below the minimal RSS value
measureable by the device. The other possibility is to ignore
all signal strength information missing at least in one of the
compared measurements. Based on the results of a detailed
evaluation (see Section IV) SMARTPOS utilizes the second
approach, which is expected to be more robust in the case
a new AP is turned on or an existing AP is turned off.
Based on the Euclidean distance di = dist(m, fi ) in
signal space the subset N ⊂ S of the k nearest neighbours
is computed. In addition SMARTPOS assigns a weight wi
to each fingerprint fi ∈ N, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} according to the
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It is easy to see that the wi are normalized since

(1)
k
P

wi = 1.

i=1

For the computation of the user’s position l, SMARTPOS
calculates the weighted average of li , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, li being
the reference position of the fingerprint fi :
l=

k
X

li wi

(2)

i=1

C. A Naive Bayesian Location Estimator
A Naive Bayesian Estimator is a simple and still very
powerful classification scheme. The main ingredient is Bayes
theorem, which is used to infer the probability P (I|M ) of an
event I conditional on a measurement M . Using Bayes rule,
we can turn over I and M and calculate from the probability
of measuring M in the case that we are inside a given room
I.
P (I|M ) =

P (M |I)P (I)
P (M )

(3)

The probabilities on the right hand side are estimated
from a labelled set of instances simply by counting or
calculating the mean and variance of each one-dimensional
parameter and assuming a normal distribution. This trick
assumes that the parameters are statistically independent. As
this is usually not true, the performance of a classifier on a
given problem has to be carefully estimated. It is common
to use a method called cross-validation for measuring the
quality of a classifier. This is done by splitting the training
data and using a majority for training and holding back a
minority to calculate a success rate on this test set. The
details of how to do this and the basic caveats can be found
in many textbooks on data mining.
IV. E VALUATION
For the evaluation of our system, we created two sets of
fingerprints in a part of our university building. All RSS
information was gathered with a HTC Desire. The first set
is arranged in an approximate grid of 79 reference positions
with fingerprints measured in the direction of all four main
axes of the building, which results in 316 fingerprints in total
(the grey dots in Figure 1). The second set is a much smaller
set of 64 fingerprints at 16 pseudo-randomly distributed
reference positions (again measured in the direction of all
four axes) within the coverage of the database and is used
as substitution for online measurements (the black dots in
Figure 1). This ensures that our results originate from an
identical setting for all the different location estimators.
The estimators are evaluated in respect to four criteria
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Figure 2: Comparison of weighted and non-weighted kNN

SMARTPOS, we evaluated both approaches for variable k.
Figure 2 shows the results. The weighted approach behaves
similarly, but performs better for each k > 1. The same
applies for the deviation while the maximum error shows
no significant difference except for two outliers (k = 3 and
k = 8), for which the weighted approach also performs
better. SMARTPOS therefore utilizes a weighted kNN as
described in Section III-B.
B. Treatment of Missing RSS
Figure 1: Reference database (gray dots) and online testset
(black dots). APs are displayed as grey rectangles.

according to [2]: the accuracy as the mean position error,
the precision as the maximal and the standard deviation, and
the complexity as the number of compared fingerprints. The
question of scalability, cost and robustness is not considered,
since the scalability and the cost are the same in all systems
and the robustness is hard to measure. In the following the
results from a detailed evaluation of SMARTPOS in the
described setting are presented and discussed. SMARTPOS
is evaluated as follows: First the deterministic kNN approach
is analyzed and the settings of several parameters compared
to each other. The questions of assigning a weight to
the nearest neighbors and whether missing signal strenght
imformation should be considered or ignored are discussed
and the impact of the user’s orientation on accuracy and
precision presented. In a consecutive step an optimal value
for k is determined for SMARTPOS. Finally, the usage of
orientation information in a Naive Bayesian Estimator is
analyzed.
A. Weighted or Non-Weighted kNN
When using a kNN approach together with WLAN fingerprinting one has to decide whether just to compute the
center of the nearest neighbors or to add a weight to each
of the k-nearest neighbors according to the distance in
signal space and then calculate the center of mass. With
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In Section III-B, two approaches for the treatment of
missing signal strength information when comparing two
RSS measurements are described. One considers the information by assigning a minimal value of −100dBm for
the missing RSS information, the other ignores all RSS
values from APs measured only in one of the two compared
measurements. Both approaches were tested for a variable k
and the results are presented in Figure 3. The accuracy of a
system ignoring missing values is higher than the accuracy
of a system considering the information for each k > 3 and
also offers a minimum mean error for k = 9. The deviation
only becomes smaller for each k > 7 with the minimum for
k = 11, while the maximum error oscillates and therefore
adds little information. Hence, SMARTPOS ignores missing
RSS values.
C. Impact of Orientation Information
The most profound innovation of SMARTPOS is the
usage of orientation information in a deterministic location
estimation system on a smartphone. With the filtering of
the fingerprints in the offline database with respect to the
orientation information of the user, the compexity of the
online matching can be quartered (when using the state of
the art four directions for each reference position) and the
accuracy and precision increased by a considerable amount.
Figure 4 shows the results of the tests. The mean error is
much smaller when using the orientation information and
also reaches its minimum of 1.16m for k = 4, while the approach without orientation information reaches its minimum
of 1.31m for k = 9. The minimal deviation of 0.57m for
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Figure 4: Comparison of considering and ignoring the user’s orientation

k = 6 is also much smaller than the minimal deviation of
0.74m for k = 11 without considering the orientation. The
same is true for the maximum error, which is minimal for
k = 5 with a value of 2.65m when considering the user’s
orientation, whereas without the orientation information the
minimum is 3.29m for k = 8. The much smaller number
of k when using the orientation approach can be explained
by the fact that the number of fingerprints for comparision
is quartered and each online measurement has at most 4
neighbors in the grid, while without the filtering of the user’s
orientation the number of neighbors can increase to a total
of 16 neighbors, because 4 fingerprints are stored for each
reference position. In conclusion SMARTPOS utilizes the
orientation information of the user to improve accuracy and
precision of the location determination, while reducing the
complexity at the same time.
D. Determination of k
Based on our experiments with SMARTPOS, we recommend utilizing an orientation-based weighted kNN approach
with k = 4. For the comparison of measurements one should
ignore all signal strength information of each AP missing at
least in one of the measurements. With these parameters, the
system offers the lowest mean error of 1.16m of all possible
combinations with an acceptable deviation of 0.66m and a
small maximum error of 2.74m.
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E. Orientation and the Naive Bayesian Esitmator
The influence of filtering fingerprints according to their
orientation on deterministic kNN positioning has been described. To get a deeper understanding of what influence
the reduction of the search space according to the viewing
direction has on indoor positioning, we chose to evaluate
on the most simple (and often most effective) way of
inducing a position from given measurements: Assuming
that the variance in measurements is normally distributed,
we estimate the mean and variance of a set of measurements
taken in the same room and reuse this information for
identification.
In order to do so, we assigned a label with each fingerprint
specifying the room that it lies in. The long corridor has been
cut into three rooms to reduce the variance of measurements
in this long area as depicted in figure 5. Using this labeled
data, we constructed a Bayesian Estimator, which calculates
for each pair of access point and label the mean, standard
deviation, weight sum and precision and reuses them for
classification. We tested the classification performance with
10-fold stratified cross-validation training on 90% and evaluation on the remaining 10% of the data.
We used this technique on five different datasets: A dataset
for each quadrant and a dataset where a random subset of
25% of all measurements in all directions were taken. In this
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than that of the same algorithm trained with a similar large
set of data containing fingerprints of all viewing directions.
In the near future, we want to expand the mechanism
for filtering the database for faster access by including an
accelerometer to the system. We hope that after an initial
position fix we are able to further reduce the candidate
set and can therefore support even large databases (e.g.,
at airports) standalone on the phone. Furthermore, we are
currently working on mechanisms for a self calibrating
system to replace the cumbersome process of keeping the
fingerprint database up-to-date.
Figure 5: Labeled rooms for the Naive Bayesian Estimatior.
Table I: Evaluation results
Dataset
All directions
North
West
East
South

Number of Fingerprints
78
72
77
82
82

Success Rate
79%
62.5%
70.13%
65.85%
71.95%

way we achieve comparable training set sizes.
The results from this experiment are negative: A Bayesian
classification of room-labels performs better on the total set
of measurements than on the direction-dependent subsets.
The results are given in Table I. Hence, for a system based
on Bayesian estimation theory, we propose not to use the
direction as a filter.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented SMARTPOS, a positioning
system on a smartphone based on deterministic WLAN
fingerprinting and a digital compass. SMARTPOS utilizes
a weighted kNN approach with k = 4 and with a distance
metric in signal strength space, which ignores RSS values
from access points visible only at one fingerprint. We
analyzed the impact of several parameters and conclude that
a weighted approach results in more accurate and precise
results than a non-weighted approach. Ignoring missing RSS
values provides better results than assigning a minimal value,
at least for higher values of k. In our setting this was the
case for k > 3 in the oriented approach and for k > 7 in
the approach without the user’s orientation. With adding the
user’s orientation, SMARTPOS is able to reduce the mean
positioning error to 1.16m and the variance to 0.66m. The
maximal error in this case is 2.74m, which is 55cm smaller
and therefore much better than the minimal maximum error
of 3.29m in all experiments without the orientation information. We conclude that the user’s orientation should be
considered in deterministic 802.11 fingerprinting. However,
we also discovered that the orientation information should
not be used as a filter in a Naive Bayesian Estimator, since
the percentage of correctly recognized rooms was smaller
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Abstract—Knowing where a mobile user will be next can
deliver a tremendous increase in network performance under
high load, as this knowledge enables pro-active load balancing.
To derive this information, sequences of traversed cells are fed
into pattern detection algorithms. After the training phase the
learned model predicts each user’s next cell. Even for complex
scenarios, the prediction accuracy can exceed 90%. Predictions
are used to rearrange mobile connections in a simulated highload scenario centered around an event at a soccer stadium.
To prevent call drops for mobile users targeting the stadium,
apropriate resources in the predicted next cell are reserved. The
results exceed 20% in improvements for throughput and call
drop rates, enabling the network to bear a much higher load
before stalling.
Keywords-Handoff Optimization; Mobility Prediction; Load
Balancing

Fig. 1.

Available features during user movements

I. T HE PROBLEM OF USERS CHANGING CELLS
Seamless handoff from basestation to basestation is essential
for preserving mobility in cellular networks. Here we provide an additional indicator for handoff, which complements
existing decision algorithms and can be used to manage
overall mobile network load. The major advantage of this
approach is the early availability of the handoff indicator,
being in the range of several seconds compared to short-term
measurements of signal strength and quality.
The idea is, that moving users are bound to the geographical
topology, i.e., street and rail networks, and therefore are forced
to partial deterministic behavior. Each movement provides a
trail of traversed cells, which deliver a coverage ﬁngerprint
for the mobile network. Using knowledge discovery or data
mining algorithms to learn the historical sequences of cells
lead to a prediction of the most likely next cell each time a
user enters a new cell.
This document consists of two main parts: In Section II, the
overall achievable next-cell prediction accuracy is calculated
for a sample geographical topology. The scenario demonstrates, how the artiﬁcial intelligence algorithm performs for
varying road and railway networks, depending on the available
input data for training the algorithm. The way the mobile data
is handled, the privacy of the user’s is respected and it is
unnecessary to trace complete proﬁles on a per-user basis.
In Section III, the same methods are applied to a high load
scenario: Mobile users moving to and from a soccer stadium.
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The knowledge of the predicted next cell users are moving
into is used to balance the load in the mobile network and
enhance the user’s quality of experience. The scenario is built
using network coverage measurements, the underlying road
and railway network, typical network trafﬁc, and ﬁnally, the
numbers of visitors for each means of transport. The results
show the potential for gaining beneﬁts by actively rearranging
connections with knowledge about expected handoffs.
II. S PACE - DOMAIN PREDICTION OF NEXT CELLS
Space-domain prediction of cells estimates where a mobile
user will move next and identify the basestation candidate for
the new association. In this section, the complete process from
building mobility traces up to prediction of expected next cells
with pattern detection algorithms is examined.
A. Mobility trace generation for pattern recognition
Every mobile cellular network needs a component, which is
informed about the current location of the user based on the
associated cell. Where this information is available depends
on the type of network, e.g., mobile switching centers and
location registers for mobile networks or remote authentication servers for wireless local area networks (WLAN). The
known location is typically rather coarse and one reason why
smartphones deploy GPS receivers for location based services.
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Here we rely on the most common denominator independent of the speciﬁc network type, the basestation identiﬁer.
In addition, the duration t each user is connected to each
basestation can be easily derived from the sequence of association/deassociation events. Further parameters may include
position or distance to the basestation (see Figure 1), but are
proved not to be mandatory for a good next cell prediction
accuracy. An example sequence generated by a mobile user
consisting of information tuples BS-ID, Residence Time may
look like BS1, 20s, BS2, 35s, BS4, 32s, . . . The length of these
sequences is limited by the overall call duration, as mobile
nodes in many networks can only be tracked during active
connections or otherwise in large location areas bundling
several cells. Very long sequences of traversed cells may occur
for example when driving on vacation and the kids playing
mobile online games during the trip on the backseat of the
car. As very long sequences in most cases do not provide
more information, all generated sequences are limited in length
and split into shorter sequences. The optimal upper bound of
length is also part of the analysis and results for sequence
lengths between 3 and 6 cells are compared.
The set of all generated traces are used as training data for
the pattern detection algorithm. The goal is to correctly predict
the last basestation in each sequence.
B. Related research in cellular predictions
Predicting the next cell for moving mobile users has been
in focus of mobile positioning research for several years.
Macroscopic mobility prediction as discussed here sets the
focus on the cellular level, which is useful in network load
balancing.
In [3], a fundamental approach has been described for
macromobility predictions: A variant of the ZIP-compression
algorithm called LeZi is used to build a tree per user from
the cell sequences. This algorithm delivers a good prediction
accuracy for complete sequences, i.e., without missing values
or changes in the cell sizes due to radio effects, and different
variants are still popular today (see [7]) due to its simplicity
and low consumption of computing resources.
The work on algorithms for mobility prediction can be
classiﬁed into several categories as deﬁned in [4]: Domainspeciﬁc, user dependent and usage of time.
In our previous work in [1], we demonstrated that the
selection of the speciﬁc algorithm used for predicting the
position is of secondary importance. While of course some
algorithms may deliver higher accuracy compared to others,
in most cases the question whether the mobility sequences
contain learnable patterns of movements at all is more critical.
Typically, general purpose data mining algorithms as the
Support Vector Machine used in this publication are able to
extract a minimum of patterns in the data if existent. Therefore
we only investigate domain-independent algorithms without
the need for mobile network speciﬁc parameters and keep the
pattern detection algorithm replaceable
The feasibility of predictions per user proﬁle has been
demonstrated in several recent publications as [11], [12], in
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[6] for WLAN or in [8] with a prediction accuracy up to 93%.
Nevertheless, learning individual movement patterns comes
at the price of impacting privacy. The training data used for
the predictions in these scenarios has every user identiﬁcation
removed, resulting in pattern detection independent of speciﬁc
user behavior. Of course, approaches like this can only work
in case the geographical topology restricts the users in their
movement (e.g., on highways or in trains), so that meaningful
patterns are generated.
Beside the spatial prediction, predicting the time of the
handoff to the next cell is also necessary to reserve resources
promptly. This timing can be integrated into the prediction
model itself as demonstrated in [5]. This approach is reasonable if different points of time lead to different user behavior
(e.g., weekend/weekdays, morning/evening). For short term
changes, e.g., during trafﬁc jam, incorporating time into the
model increases the complexity of the training process. Our
previous work in [2] presented an approach to deal with short
term behavioral changes. For the work presented here we are
independent of absolute timing and simply use cell residence
time as a learning attribute.
C. Dynamic user-agent based mobility models
The feasibility of next-cell predictions strongly correlates
with constraints moving users have to face due to the geographical topology, network coverage and most important the
degree of determinism in the movements itself.
For this work several mobility models are combined to
include different behavior. Essentially, these models are Path
Follower, Gravity and Random Walk models. The path follower model can closely resemble commuting behavior: Following a preset path, staying at the target area for a certain
amount of time and following a similar path back to the origin.
This mobility model presents the highest level of determinism
in the traces, introducing uncertainty only in variance of speed
or residence times at target areas.
The gravity model assigns for different areas a so-called
gravity value. This parameter sets a level of attractiveness to
the areas, deﬁning the probability for selecting this area as the
target for movements.
Finally, the random walk model provides no determinism,
but is still useful to generate a certain amount of background
noise for the pattern recognition algorithm. Nevertheless, the
random movement of course is still constrained by the road
network, leading partly to the same traces as the other mobility
model, e.g., on highways without a chance to leave at will.
Random mobility is valuable to generate traces for areas,
where the road density is high compared to the diameter of
network cells, for example for GSM cells covering dense urban
areas.
All mobile users are modelled as Agents without a ﬁxed mobility model. This enables user traveling by car and switching
to walking at the destination.
Figure 2 presents an exemplary scenario combining the
road network, mobile network coverage and mobile user
agents for simulation. The focus is put on situations where
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Simulation scenario with different mobility models

mobile networks may easily receive high load: Highways and
especially railways. Here a large amount of potential mobile
application users switch cells nearly simultaneously and stay
in a cell only for a short amount of time. In contrast, the rail
network disables freedom of movement, forcing the users to
certain sequences of cell transitions. The next section delivers
results for the predictability of these sequences.
The geographical topology consists of several different areas: In the center one large area like an urban center, enabling
random movements. This area is adjacent to the four areas to
each side, introducing noisy patterns to the more regular streets
and rails in these outer areas. Each of the four areas provides
a different combination of possible user mobility: Rails only
in the north, rails parallel to a simple street network in the
south, to an area to the east and parallel to a highway in the
west. Each line of rails also incorporates stations, where the
simulated train stops for several seconds.
All mentioned mobility models are integrated into the
scenario. For the gravity model the attractiveness distributions
of user types A − C is given. The topology is covered by
overlapping cells, most of them are not show in Figure 2 for
sake of simplicity. The western area as an exception shows
some cells, as this part of the scenario is especially difﬁcult
for pattern recognition. Highway and railway users generate
identical sequences of traversed cells except for two tiny cells
individual to each path. A correct prediction for these cells
is only possible in case the pattern detection algorithm can
distinguish users on the parallel tracks.
D. Predicting next cells with pattern detection
The generated sequences are used to train pattern detection
algorithms and predict the next cell (the target class) for
new sequences. As classiﬁcation of examples is a well-known
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task for pattern detection, several algorithms are available for
this classiﬁcation task. The more expressive the algorithm
is, the better it can be adapted to complex traces, but the
more difﬁcult it is to ﬁnd the optimal set of parameters for
the algorithms. In parallel, the input data has to be selected
carefully: What is the optimal maximum length for mobility
sequences? Which features beside the basestation identiﬁer
enhance the pattern detection process?
For the results presented here the well-known Support
Vector Machine (SVM) machine learner has been used for
the prediction process, see [9]. SVMs try to separate the
data samples by optimal hyperplanes and new examples are
classiﬁed depending on which side of the hyperplane they are
positioned. The hyperplane’s location is deﬁned by the socalled support vectors, which consist of a selected subset of
all provided examples. The plane is considered optimal, if
it minimizes the number of samples on the wrong side and
maximizes the distance to the support vectors.
As a simple plane can not always capture the nature of
data distributions, kernel functions allow to transform the input
data into a modiﬁed space. A popular kernel is for example the
polynomial kernel with the degree as a parameter. Selection of
kernel and parameters like degree has to be done consistently
for every example set.
To extend the SVM’s ability to predict more than two possible classes (due to only comparing the side of the hyperplane
of the example in question), the problem of multiple classes,
as necessary for predicting the next cell, can be covered by
pairwise predictions between each class.
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Cell prediction accuracy for different features

Figure 3 presents the prediction accuracy as relation of
correct to all predictions. Four different maximum sequence
lengths 3-6 have been evaluated as well as using only the
basestation identiﬁer (on the left side) and identiﬁer in combination with cell residence time (right side of the ﬁgure).
The SVM can handle a combination of nominal data (BS-Id)
and continuous data (time) without changing the algorithm.
All results are generated using a ten-fold stratiﬁed crossvalidation, delivering a 90% conﬁdence interval in the range
of ±1.65.
The reference prediction (horizontal line) is calculated using
a Markovian O(1)-predictor. This simple classiﬁer uses only
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the currently associated basestation as input and predicts the
next which occurred most frequently in the training examples.
The O(1)-predictor therefore delivers an estimation of the
learning complexity, with more neighboring basestations and
a uniform transition probability resulting in a lower accuracy.
The results in Figure 3 show for the id-only case an accuracy
of around 65%, which is 20% higher compared to the O(1)predictor, but still not sufﬁcient for reliable enhancements of
handoff and network management. For longer sequences of up
to six cells the accuracy even slightly decreases. Effects like
this appear in cases, where the added data masks the valuable
bits of information provided by the rest of the features (here
the higher information value of the latest basestation compared
to previous ones.
A great boost in prediction accuracy can be seen for the
second evaluation, BS-Id with residence times. Users traveling
by car provide different patterns compared to users traveling
by rail. Using the duration in each cell these users become
separable, increasing the prediction accuracy up to 94%. Here
the predictions even beneﬁt from longer sequences, as the
likelihood of identifying a user’s means of travel increases
with more durations available.
SW
0.81
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

W3
0.00
0.79
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00

Predicted cell
W1
NW
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.93
0.01
0.02
0.94
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01

W2b
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.56
0.42

W2a
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.56
0.43

Real
SW
W3
W1
NW
W2b
W2a

TABLE I
C ONFUSION MATRIX , WEST SIDE OF SCENARIO

SW
0.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

W3
0.01
0.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Predicted cell
W1
NW
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.99
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

W2b
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

W2a
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

Real
SW
W3
W1
NW
W2b
W2a

TABLE II
C ONFUSION MATRIX ,

WEST SIDE , INCLUDING RESIDENCE TIME

Tables I and II enable a detailed comparison of this effect
per basestation for the western part of the scenario. Cells with
Ids W2a and W2b are the small cells distinct for highway
and railway. Table I presents an overall good accuracy for
most cells with the exception of these two cells (56% and
43%). Including the duration needed to cross the cells into the
training data increases the accuracy for all cells and enables
perfect predictions of W2a and W2b. The duration enables
to distinguish users without any further information like GPS
positions, knowing in advance which of the cells will be next.
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III. BALANCING HIGH - LOAD SCENARIOS
This section applies the next cell predictions of the former
section to balance network load in the mobile network itself.
The early knowledge about users entering a new cell delivers
a convenient time frame for reservation of resources.
A. Scenario description: Soccer stadium
The scenario used for evaluating the effect of predictions
is based on the same principles as the scenario presented
before and incorporates a real geographical topology, network
coverage measurements and user movement proﬁles.

Train stop
Subway
Car park
Highway
Traffic measurement point

Fig. 4.

Topology for mobility simulation of the stadium scenario

Figure 4 illustrates the scenario: The central point of interest
is the soccer stadium in Dortmund, a German city with more
than 500,000 residents. During an event at the stadium more
than 60,000 people are arriving and leaving the stadium;
20,000 people unrelated to the event are expected to move
in the region. Data provided by the local Department for
Trafﬁc, the regional transport and the stadium operator enables
detailed modelling of the movement behaviors. The ﬂoating
car data is measured using sensors in the streets and have
been provided for several days, with and without events at the
stadium to calculate the difference in paths and car density.
The distribution of visitors arriving by train, car and foot
determine the parameterization of the simulated agents, which
are again able to switch mobility models. Visitors arriving by
car change to a walk model after arriving at the parking sites
etc.
For later evaluation two main paths have been selected: At
the northern top the urban high way B1 crosses the scenario
from east to west. Secondly, a railway track from north-west
to south-east provides one main access route to the stadium.
Together with user movements, the traversed basestations
need to be captured. To gain a realistic view of the coverage, the basestations in range have been measured. Figure
5 displays results of measurements by car and foot. Each
measurement has been associated with GPS positions and
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B. Mobile network management
This section concentrates on applying the next-cell predictions for different dynamic network management techniques
like reserving radio resources for expected users or rearranging
existing connections to maximize data throughput.
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Fig. 6.

Handoff success rate based on scenario load

Figure 6 presents the enhancements for handoff success rate.
According to data provided by the German mobile network operators, the aggregated data trafﬁc exceeds 1,000 Erlang voice
calls equivalent during the event in and in direct neighborhood
to the stadium. In case a user with an active connection gets
into a cell without free resources, the connection has to be
dropped. When a user successfully enters a new cell, the next
cell is predicted and the resources for this user are blocked in
the expected cell.
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shows the associated primary UMTS-HSPA basestation. At
most positions an active set of 4 was available, showing a high
overlap of adjacent cells. This is a necessary precondition to
enable rearrangement of connections into neighbor cells.
Interestingly, the measurements highlight a classical handoff
parameter, the handover margin. The position of handover is
shifted due to this margin depending on the direction of travel,
as can be seen for the B1 at the north of the ﬁgure.
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To examine the effects for different load situations, the
simulation has been scaled for different percentages up to
the full load simulating all 80,000 mobile users. Please be
aware, that a scaling factor of 0 includes still one user for
each mobility model.
As to expect, for a small load scale, the handoff is equal
to or nearly 100%, as no cell is completely ﬁlled with
connections. The success rate starts to decline with increasing
load. Figure 6 displays the success rate for two paths, B1
and railway, and for two modes: With and without using the
predictions. The success rate declines faster for users arriving
by train, as these users travel faster and in higher numbers,
increasing the probability for arriving at resource depleted
cells.
Reserving resources can not completely avoid this effect, but
signiﬁcantly improve the success rate. The decline is slowed
and the improvement of handoff success can go up by 28%
for the fully loaded scenario.

Handoff success rate based on call holding time

Whether a reservation based on the prediction can be
successfully executed, depends on the holding time of connections. Mobile operators report an ever increasing utilization,
starting with one minute mean call duration for voice calls
and two minutes for video calls in pre-iPhone times. Figure 7
presents the handoff-success rate based on mean holding times
and a pre-reserved guard channel. Most network operators
prioritize active over new connections and set a ﬁxed amount
of cell capacity for users arriving in the cell, decreasing the
amount of capacity for new connections accordingly.
Users targeting a fully loaded cell get a reservation in case
for a prediction (Handoff QoS), when an existing connection
is closed or the guard channels are not completely used.
The success rate therefore depends on ratio of the mean cell
transient time h1 of the moving users and the mean holding
time h2 of the resident users in the target cell, h = hh12 .
Figure 7 presents the results for a ﬁxed h1 and varying h2
of n = 20 users resident to the cell. For large ratios h ≥
0.2 nearly all handoffs can be handled perfectly without the
need for ﬁxed guard channels. For increased holding times and
smaller ratios h = 0.025, the probability of ending connections
in the target cell drops and the success rate is below 40%.
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This can be compensated with the classical guard channels.
Nevertheless, using the predictions for channel reservation, a
smaller ﬁxed guard channel is needed to achieve the same rate
of successful handoffs.
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Network throughput with rearrangement of connections

Lastly, the results presented here further enhance network
management by rearranging active connections to neighboring
cells for predicted incoming connections to the cell. This
handles situations, where throughput can be maximized by
distributing the trafﬁc more evenly. Figure 8 illustrates the
effect again for two sample users with a reference bitrate of
64 kBit/s TCP trafﬁc. Moving into high-load cells, especially
with mixed trafﬁc types and the need to compete with UDP,
degrades the mean throughput to 0 kBit/s for the highest load
in the scenario.
As for the handoff success rate, the throughput starts to decline with increased load. The error bars for each point present
the median absolute deviation, increasing with higher variance
and bias in the data transmission. Again, a higher amount of
Quality of Service can be guaranteed by using the predictions
and moving existing connections from predicted next cells.
Nevertheless, in the end with full load in the scenario, the
TCP connection looses against other trafﬁc source like UDP.
This leaves an area between the two extremes of underused and
exhausted network, where the rearrangement balances network
load and improves QoS for all mobile users.
IV. T HE BENEFIT OF USERS CHANGING CELLS
Instead of compensating for the effects of moving users
on the network routing, we actively use knowledge about
previously visited cells to predict the next location and balance
trafﬁc load accordingly.The results demonstrate, that even with
simple features like identiﬁers and cell residence times the
geographical constraints mobile users face can be detected.
Predicting user’s next cell with a high accuracy of more
than 90% provides mobile network operators with a powerful
tool to rearrange trafﬁc. This enhances quality of service for
the users as well as saving costs for operators due to more
efﬁcient utilization of infrastructure. The approach is nonintrusive and intended to co-exist with mandatory network
management for handoff, call admission control and routing.
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User’s privacy is preserved as no individual patterns need
to be learned. The only time where the user’s id can be
associated with the sequence of basestations is when preparing
for predicting the next cell. In the future, further methods to
make users anonymous like proposed in [10] may enable to
provide the data to external location based service providers
without breaching privacy.
The ﬁnal step, before the methods proposed here are considered ready for production use, relates to the selection of
subsets of cells for model training. As an example, for the
region of Dortmund for the combined network types from
GSM to 3G, including sectorization, more than 500 cell ids
can be measured. For the whole country this will result in an
amount of cells too large for most data mining algorithms.
Future research concentrates on distributed data mining for
automatically generated clusters of cells.
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Abstract – Deployment of multimodal interfaces in an
environment of high cognitive-load, e.g., the cockpit
environment of a police helicopter or motorcyclist in-pursuit,
using audio communication with the need to frequently change
radio channel or mode/focus of attention under timeconstraints, whilst multi-tasking, can impose an extra load on
the driver in addition to that due to the complexity of vehicle
manoeuvring. This can raise concerns regarding driver safety.
There is a need for a multi-sensor, multimodal information
exchange interface that is minimally distracting by design, with
consideration for the cognitive capacity of the driver at any
given point in time. This paper presents the MoveON Jacket
prototype with a Cognitive Capacity Respecting Multimodal
Information Exchange framework that offers a minimaldistraction interface to motorcyclists enabling access to
information online in real-time while supporting enhanced
compliance with road safety constraints. This project has
delivered the first validated implementation of an architecture
for: a) minimal-distraction, b) cognitive capacity awareness,
c) multimodal communication and control, d) graceful in-line
man-in-the-loop cognitive control integration, e) performance
improvement context caching to support an off-line learning
capability for incrementally optimised man-machine mixedinitiative taking, f) performance enhancement and
personalised ambient driver’s pal adaptation.
Keywords – multimodal command and control; cognitiveload; minimal distraction; cognitive control; mixed initiative
taking; man-in-the-loop; machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

While the level of sophistication of systems on-board
vehicles has steadily progressed in recent years, provision of
similar functions has not relatively matured for motorcycles
and other two-wheeled vehicles.
The main reason
underlying this lack in provision can be related to safety
concerns, as the manoeuvre context of a motorcycle is more
complex than that of four-wheeled vehicle. Safety of an
individual moving on the road on a two-wheeled vehicle is
of paramount importance. This manoeuvre complexity is
further increased in the context of on-board features usage,
and communication with entities external to the immediate
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environment of the individual, e.g., a central command and
control station as in the case of police motorcyclists.
Therefore, any provision of added-value system features onboard two-wheel vehicles needs to consider potential
compromises on safety. Thus, a major requirement of any
such development is a minimally distracting unobtrusive
interface that is sensitive to, and keeps track of the cognitive
load of the user at any given point in time. A multimodal,
multi-sensor, minimally distracting interaction system is
required for motorcyclists as at any arbitrary point of time
they may not able to interact readily and safely through a
visual or tactile interface. For such a system to be sensibly
deployed it must be capable of gracefully receiving training
on the job (in-line) without this imposing too high a
cognitive load on the trainer (the user, the driver/rider in the
vehicular control environment).
Such an ambient
Communications Command and Control assistant (C3 Pal)
will have to take experientially -based best-estimate control
actions on the driver’s behalf and be ready to stand corrected
by the driver if mistaken and learn from the experience to get
it right next time. Such man-machine mixed initiative
systems require situated context caching at man-machine
control handover points so as to support offline learning for
enhanced adaptation to the user’s requirements during manmachine team-working real-time.
In the following sections, background domain knowledge
is presented in Section II. Section III details the MoveON
project, whereas Section IV focuses on the cognitive
capacity sensitive multimodal information exchange
framework. In Section V, evaluation of the prototype is
discussed, and Section VI concludes this paper.
II.

MINIMISING DISTRACTION

Cognitive load is defined as the total of ongoing mental
activity, at any given point in time, in the working memory –
a major contributor to which is the number of attention
seeking factors [10]. Cognitive load theory [11][12] states
that the quality of the design of instruction is accentuated if
the limitations of working memory are given careful
consideration. Long term memory stores knowledge and
skills while working memory performs computational tasks
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associated with consciousness. Information is first processed
by working memory, which is very limited in terms of
capacity and duration, and then may be stored in long term
memory. Cognitive load theory is employed in the
development of learning structures or instructional strategies
to circumvent any learning impedance imposed by the
limitations of working memory in conventional strategies
[10]. Of the three components of the cognitive load, intrinsic
load represents the inherent difficulty of the content;
extraneous load may be introduced by the designer of the
instructional materials; germane load represents the effort
involved in the processing of content and is often associated
with motivation and interest. In the context of minimising
distraction for motorcyclists, cognitive load theory can
inform the design of the communication interface for audiovisual and tactile information that may be relayed to the rider
in real-time on the road.
Research in the measurement of cognitive load presents
several constructs; for instance, the relative condition
efficiency [13]. Availability of usable cognitive load
measures is crucial for providing support for minimal
distraction interfaces. Relatively simple subjective measures
are in most frequent use; however more sophisticated
methods also exist for multimodal environments to gauge the
relative complexity of cognitive tasks, such as empirical
approaches to cognitive load measurement, which can be
divided into i) direct object measures, e.g., eye tracking
techniques, brain activity measures, dual-task methodology;
ii) indirect objective measures, e.g., physiological
correlations (cardiovascular, EEG etc.); iii) direct subjective
measures, e.g., self-reporting of stress level; iv) indirect
subjective measures, e.g., self-reporting of perceived mental
effort [6].
Niculescu et al. [1] studied the impact of stress and
cognitive load on the perceived quality of interaction in the
context of a multimodal dialogue system for crisis
management, using physiological sensors and subjective
measures including an evaluation questionnaire regarding the
quality of system interaction, an interview, and video
recordings of trials to perform behaviour analysis. Niculescu
et al. report that both stress and cognitive load impact the
subjects’ perception of the quality of interaction with the
system.
A. MoveON Project
The MoveON project [3] has developed an innovative
multimodal multi-sensor system to support a distraction
minimising communication control architecture using
multiple modalities (tactile visual and auditory) in full
duplex mode. The MoveON system can provide
motorcyclists access to services and information online in
real-time while attempting to protect the driver from
experiencing excessive levels of cognitive load and
therefore, unsafe levels of distraction arising from the
perceptual-cognitive task environment including the
manoeuvring of the motorcycle plus handling multiple
communication channels; some in full duplex. MoveON
employs a multimodal interface with the capacity for
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Figure 1. MoveON Jacket Interface

presentation of visual information via a sleeve touch screen,
text-to-vibration functionality and speech recognition.
Information gathered by multiple sensors is used to train
the Cognitive Capacity Management component that
continuously assesses the user's level of distraction so as to
channel information in a maximally safe and timely manner.
Usability of the demonstrated prototype has been evaluated
by applying a socio-technical Usability Relationship
Evaluation Methodology [8].
A specialised user group of UK police motorcyclists
participated in a user-centred system co-design and
evaluation to assess user's distraction while interacting with
the prototype system, and, identifying driving conditions in
which the motorcyclist's attention is disrupted, thus, causing
unsafe levels of distraction and endangering safety.
1) The MoveON Jacket
The MoveON system is fully wearable with all its
components on a body area network and not on the bike. The
MoveON environment comprises of a jacket interface,
helmet interface and the motorcycle. The jacket is a classic
motorcycle, jacket augmented with assistive electronic
components. These include a microprocessor (VIA Pico-ITX
housed in a Travla AnkerPC casing) affixed to the left
posterior side of the jacket. A GPS device resides on the
inside of the jacket near the right arm side-deltoid. This
device connects to GPS satellite to obtain the geo-position of
the motorcyclist.
2) Sleeve Screen
The sleeve screen (LCD touch screen) is one of the major
input and output modalities of the MoveON system. Situated
on the left forearm, it provides an interface between the
system and the motorcyclist to call the various commands of
the system or to acknowledge receipt of information from a
command and control station.
The sleeve screen GUI is designed with a touch-screen
smart phone / PDA interface in mind, where the user is able
to interact with the system without a keypad / keyboard,
using gestures (with either a stylus or finger). The buttons
on the GUI are designed so that the officer can use the
interface whilst wearing motorcycle gloves. The menu, as
shown in Figure 2, presents various options to the user at any
given time. The list of options is scrollable with either a
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flick gesture, whereby the list scrolls automatically with a
velocity calculated from the flick gesture, or a press-down
hold-and-drag gesture whereby the scrolling is controlled by
the user. At any point during a flick scroll, the user may
touch the screen to stop scrolling at a particular point to
highlight and select an option by just tapping on it once.
The GUI is a generic container with the functionality to
add/remove various listed options. This functionality is used
by the Olympus dialog management system [9] to present
options to the user depending on what has been selected by
the user. A menu-driven command mode takes the user
through three steps for device selection (e.g., radio),
command selection (e.g., change channel to …) followed by
parameter selection (e.g., 9).
The touch driver circuit and the main LCD display have
been integrated so as to make one single module. The VGA
and power supply board are fitted at the back of the jacket
but housed inside the lining of the jacket so as to preserve the
normal way that the jacket is worn. The main battery powers
the sleeve screen as well as the CPU. The power supply
cable comes from the main battery through the left arm /
sleeve (inside the lining). An additional screen (dot-matrix)
functions purely as a debugging facility hidden inside the
jacket, attached to a micro-controller that supports the
functionality of the vibration motor array.
3) Vibration Motor Array
The vibration feedback motors are asymmetric load
rotary motors that give a powerful vibration output. The
choice of vibration sensors was improved after the first user
evaluation process whereupon it was highlighted that the
vibration from the motorcycle engine muffled the vibration
output from Precision 10mm shaft-less sensors i.e.,
submerging their vibration and making it difficult to be
sensed by the rider. Two motors were attached to the
driver’s shoulders and the third just above the right elbow on
the sleeve of the jacket. These motors provide for the
MoveON text-to-vibration (ttv) functionality, controlled by
an Olympus agent that supports four simple commands for
the motorcyclist in a policing scenario. These commands
correspond to a simple tactile vocabulary requiring only
minor user-training. For this, initially, seven motors were

Figure 2. MoveON Sleeve Screen Interface
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strapped to the right arm of the motorcyclist, but user
evaluation highlighted two salient issues: a) tactile
vocabulary was too large, requiring a wider pattern of
vibrations to be comfortably and reliably recognised by the
motorcyclist rider under various conditions, b) reliable
sensing of the orchestrated vibration pattern for each word
was made difficult by ambient conditions such as swamping
of the messaging vibration by continuous high amplitude
motorcycle vibration that was also transmitted to the rider’s
arms through the handle bar, and other ambient detractors
such as noise, wind and rain..
User evaluation informed optimisation of the physical
design, vocabulary size limits, and vibration frequency for
maximum user comfort.
The motors were powered by a 9V battery that was
placed within the inside pocket of the jacket. A voltage
regulator IC maintained the 5V required by each rotary
motor. Owing to the level of power consumption of the
motors, a decision to use a separate power supply for the
batteries was taken. The main battery powered the CPU and
other devices on the jacket. To further ensure circumvention
of a single-point-of-failure, a back-up energy source was also
installed in the jacket.
The jacket was connected to the helmet with a single
cable that incorporated the required connection points for all
devices such as a helmet camera (USB), helmet LEDs array
(USB), microphones and headphones. The energy source
was in the jacket so the electronic devices in the helmet were
powered by the wired connection between the jacket and the
helmet.
III.

COGNITIVE CAPACITY SENSITIVE MULTIMODAL
INFORMATION EXCHANGE

It is proposed that the user’s vulnerability to stress, in a
given context of stress load, affects their perceived stress
levels. These, in turn, affect the perceived cognitive load and
thus, the available safely ‘grab-able’ cognitive headroom that
could be deployed to minimally (i.e., safely) distract but
maximally inform an individual (just-in-time) whilst engaged
on the move. The motorcyclist’s operational context is one
of the most significant determinants of the relevant situation
assessment as to the relative significance and timing of
various messages that the rider may have to be updated on
with mission-critical timing.
Typically, the police
motorcyclist’s residual stress level, at any instant, during a
shift is expected, mainly, to have six correlations: i) update
value of rider’s baseline stress; ii) stress index of events
already experienced during the shift; iii) time elapsed since
the start of the shift; iv) the stress levels induced by
instantaneous ambient conditions experienced by the rider
(e.g., current task, traffic conditions, weather, road surface,
communications messaging intensity and noise); v) stress
due to unknown risks that may be waiting for the police
motorcyclist en-route to an incident to which he is called
(unknown risk anticipation stress); vi) the rider’s stress
vulnerability profile in the context of i–v above; i.e., the
individual’s stress management capability, which is their
learned or genetic endowed ability to cope with stress. Such
a context-specific stress vulnerability profile of the
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individual is in turn influenced by the interplay of a spectrum
of associated factors, e.g., idiosyncratic, and other
deterministic influences relating to the Life-Course
Perspective [4] and a whole host of psycho-physiological,
experiential and operational factors (historical, static,
dynamic and current) spanning over time from birth to the
present point in the spectral context (i.e., now, which are the
day, time, place, space and point-of-decision/execution in the
individual’s task flow). The safely distracting informative
and timely messaging of the rider has to be optimised to
allow for the uncertainty in assessment of the instantaneous
residual stress level and thus, the instantaneously disposable
level of cognitive capacity headroom that the rider can,
safely, be expected to make available for the next messaging
input/output as may be optimally allowed to occur as decided
by the multimodal interaction controller. The available
cognitive headroom is inversely proportional to the
perceived cognitive load, which is directly influenced by the
perceived (residual) stress level as instantaneously
experienced by the individual; which, in turn, is influenced
by the individual’s stress vulnerability profile. Minimising
distraction can be viewed as maximising safe distraction, in
an approach whereby multimodality control is based on
seeking safe distraction or opportunities for grabbing safely
available disposable cognitive capacity i.e., grabbing the
attention of the driver for passing messages that wait in the
queue to be conveyed to the driver. Paradigmatically this
depends on the level of available and disposable cognitive
capacity (stress levels), and requires the following
constraining factors to be resolved and satisfied as part of the
cognitive load resolution and optimisation.
A. Operational Context
In the context of the MoveON application domain, i.e., in
the given practice context, stress level is a temporary psychophysiological variant that can be assessed by combining the
effects of
• the attention required for driving the motorcycle
• road / traffic conditions, level of activity in
surroundings, GPS information indicating the
present location of the driver and thus, the traffic
context, e.g., approaching or passing through a
junction, joining a motorway or leaving it etc.
• pre-existing communication level of the user with
the MoveON system (thus, indicating the cognitive
load arising from the user communication channels
that are currently active).
• elapsed time on current shift (and indirectly
cognitive load attendant with the Shift Envelope
described as the range of experiences, from extreme
to mild incidents, typically encountered on a given
shift, up-to-the-decision-moment, as a variable mix
of stress drivers).
• time of the day (Morning, Afternoon, Evening,
Night).
• experience level and age of the driver.
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motion dynamics of the motorcycle driver (indirectly
related to the motorcycle), as an indicator of the
user-motorcycle neuro-motor interaction load.
In MoveON, the operational context includes, notably,
the pattern of traffic conditions experienced within the
particular officer’s shift envelope up-to-the-moment, and
critically, the present traffic conditions, and, the responsive
coping capacity of the rider, their attendant stress/cognitiveheadroom cost and thus, their remaining currently disposable
cognitive headroom. This is because context-sensitivity in
stress assessment implies consideration of the stress inducers
in the task flow context. Therefore, as context-specifically
identified stress inducers are the most relevant determinants
of the remaining cognitive headroom, for traffic police as in
the MoveON application domain, the most important stress
inducers arise from the operational environment parameters;
chiefly the traffic conditions. However, the cumulative
amount of residual stress incurred by the driver and thus, the
respective depletion of the available cognitive headroom has
a highly personal pattern; itself dependent on a number of
correlations of stress whose cumulative influence on the
individual would be modulated by the individual’s personal
coping capability, which is their stress vulnerability profile.
The correlations of stress include relatively static as well as
other relatively dynamic personal and operational profile
patterns. These mainly involve the psycho-physiological
correlations of stress such as life-course, coping-style,
cognitive-style, work/life-style as well as the operationally
significant influences such as the historical and current Shift
Envelope (the range of variable operational stress inducers
experienced as a mix of incidents that can typically occur
within a shift as time elapses. For example, Saturday night to
Sunday morning as a shift having its stressors considered
cumulatively up to the present instantaneous context of task
challenges having to be coped with instantaneously by the
rider at their current position (both geographical and task
flow-specifically).
•

Figure 3. Attention and available cognitive headroom
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B. Cognitive Load vs. Available Headroom
The visual, auditory, tactile and neuro-motor channels
can be deployed, as illustrated in Figure 3. The deployed
cognitive space is denoted by CL* where CL is Cognitive
Load and * denotes the channel {Auditory, Visual, Tactile,
Neuro-motor (bio)feedback} while the complementary area
is denoted by ACH i.e., Available Channel Headroom. The
available cognitive headroom perceived for a channel by an
individual can be variably influenced not only by the actual
cognitive load on that channel but also by cross-channel
loading effects that exist in certain contexts of co-occurring
neuro-motor and perceptual tasks to be discharged by the
brain and such cross-channel loading effects have an
irreducible person-invariant baseline plus a person-specific
variation depending on a person’s gender/genetic context and
the task context. Essentially there are genetically variable
influences as well as universally applicable influences and
environmentally/ emotionally amplifying overlay influences
that are associated with the extent of perceived sensory
(cross)-channel loading in humans.
Within our minimal distraction C3 paradigm, we model
the above-named four sensory modality channels under the
assumption of bounded cognitive headroom whereby the
Available Cognitive Headroom (ACH) ranges from 0% to
100%. Incoming events from different input channels during
the runtime of MoveON, affect the ACH differently for each
modality in respect of a given context (e.g., the personspecific and all other relevant profiles etc as discussed
previously).
As explained above, for calculating the variability of
ACH per channel, we also have to take into account all
possible cross-channel effects, i.e., increased levels of
cognitive load when two incoming events require the
simultaneous use of the same output channel or co-occurring
channels and neuro-motor/bio-feedback activity as normally
occurs in riding/driving; for example particularly when
taking corners as a motor-cycle rider has to do in wet
weather and/or poor visibility conditions when this requires
more exacting orchestration of bio-feedback control
mediated through coordinative structures output by the brain
based on the sensory-perceptual-cognitive input.
C. Traffic Analytics
As for the rider’s geographical position, the respective
GPS sub-system provides information regarding the location
of the officer at all times in terms of Latitude, Longitude,
speed and direction with time-stamps. This information is
used by the traffic analytics module in conjunction with the
traffic congestion information relevant to the officer’s
current location as well as their stress-response profile. Such
analytics are carried out to provide the requisite salient
pattern discovery to help inform of the rider’s currently
disposable cognitive headroom level based on the de facto
cumulative cognitive-load/stress-effects resulting from the
interplay of a mix of idiosyncratic and deterministic
influences. The analytics serve to precompile these into
principal indicators of disposable cognitive headroom in so
far as this is modulated by the traffic context as the main
stress inducer. Thus, the rider’s response to such stress
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inducers is influenced by the precompiled idiosyncratic
personally-specific underlying factors that are thus taken into
account by the analytics to inform the context-aware
minimal distraction information interaction process.
This constitutes a knowledge basis that underpins the
data intelligence pattern discovery for our multimodal
communication dynamic optimisation architecture, including
analytics, to enable the necessary predictive modelling
process that can support the modality control decision engine
in the context of the current situation assessment. This is to
help the MoveON modality controller ultimately to derive,
based on the situation assessment, the values of the currently
ACH for each of the mutually cross-loading channels
(auditory, visual, tactile) and hence, to decide on the channel
to be the next selected in attempting to safely grab some of
the user’s attention within a target time window (e.g., now).
This amounts effectively to deciding on the highest priority
data to be transmitted, the transmission modality (the
specific user’s sensory channel to be the next selected
conduit for conveying information), timing, place, surface
and space in which to convey the data so as to safely grab
some of the attention of the user. This would require the
expectation values of the current perceived stress load to be
estimated for the particular officer at a particular spatiotemporal point in the shift-envelope to help decide the
optimal control of multimodal information input/output to
best support the user in the execution of their task.
D. Predictive Learning
A Predictive Learning Model of the road traffic
conditions was deployed to inform the modality control
system with the congestion profile update regarding a road
segment. This constituted one of the inputs to the controller
to help deduce the associated stress levels to be estimated in
respect of a particular rider/driver. Thus, the Predictive
Traffic Learning Model exploits the static information
coming from the officers’ tacit knowledge as well as the
historical and current dynamically evolving traffic
information, e.g., from Rich Site Summary (RSS) feeds.
Long-term patterns reflect the average traffic conditions
within a certain area over a long time period and thus, the
congestion expectation levels for a given spatio-temporal
envelope. Short-term patterns contain the current traffic
conditions, which are expected to point to a more accurate
assessment of congestion expectation at a given time and
place on the road. In cases, where short-term patterns have a
traffic record for the requested position, this will take
precedence over long-term patterns.
E. Biological Data
Instantaneously
monitored
psycho-physiological
parametrics (voice pitch, heart rate, blood pressure, breathing
rate, perspiration) compared to normal baselines are used as
supplementary metrics, to enable the effective measurement
of the overall instantaneous stress level as being proportional
to the safely available disposable cognitive load or attention.
A stress vulnerability model component exists as part of
the Cognitive Capacity Management in our architecture that
handles measurement and evaluation of a user’s biological
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context. After evaluation of general measurable biological
data and consultation with medical personnel, a pool of
biological data can be selected to adequately serve as
supplementary optional knowledge to be captured to support
the MoveON application domain. This includes heart rate,
respiration rate, skin temperature, and blood pressure. An
evaluation process has shown that each of the above
parameters represents a well-established indicator for higher
body activity and that all are as such directly related to
psycho-physiological stress, the concomitant stress and
cognition load and thus, the ACH. Heart rate, respiration
rate, and blood pressure are for example likely to rise under a
heavier physical load and psychological stress that manifests
itself in the individual physical condition.
The evaluation process had to account for additional
hardware requirements in terms of garments that can
measure the identified biological data. Such garments must
not disrupt or degrade a task force member’s ability to
perform his tasks, but must seamlessly integrate with his task
performance style in strict accordance with the overall
purpose of this system, which is to support officers on duty.
While the vast number of suitable garments can measure
heart and respiration rate, those garments able to measure
skin temperature and blood pressure had to be rejected for
reasons of impracticality in the context of an officer’s daily
routine. For this reason, skin temperature and blood pressure
were discarded from the data acquisition agenda. Heart rate
and respiration rate were used to estimate the measure of
stress vulnerability. The fact that heart rate and respiration
rate baseline patterns are highly person-specific was taken
into consideration by using moving averages on available
individual biological data to derive a reasonable rest-state
heart rate (i.e., a personal cardiovascular baseline as an
operational reference datum) and by using fuzzy parameters
estimated stress factors in a given situation.
IV.

EVALUATION

A prototypical user-group of UK police motorcyclists
comprising a number of officers of a range of ages and ranks
participated in our user-centred system co-design and
evaluation process to assess the user's distraction whilst
interacting with the prototype system, and identifying driving
conditions in which the motorcyclist's attention is disrupted
thus, potentially exposing the driver to safety risks.
Additional feedback from an expert user group including
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) experts as lifelong avid
motorcyclists themselves shaped the research, design and
development of the minimal distraction real-time
information exchange system.
Biometric data on
physiological factors and visual recordings collected by the
officers, on-the-road in real scenarios, was used to help the
quantitative and qualitative evaluation to inform our
evolutionary interactive design and development of the
system. Questionnaires and in-depth interviews were
conducted with the user group regarding the usage of the
system i) in a laboratory, ii) while on a parked motorcycle,
and iii) whilst riding the motorcycle “in-pursuit mode” on
the road. Although, ideally, further extensive tests would be
needed to assess the scalability of the system fully; it is
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possible to confidently expect that this architecture is
scalable within a range accommodating the aforementioned
six variables in the context high level classification of
ambient condition variations to the extent that the size of the
controller optimisation search space remains below 300
nodes (decisional state space) consistent with real-time
performance and controller in-line responsive mode. For
offline learning mode, there will be no such limitation to
scalability as long as the context caching parametric space is
adjusted to include any additional variables of interest.
However such scalability boundary condition as might be
considered are in any case significantly mitigated by this
architecture through a) a more conservative incremental
approach to disposable cognitive load recruitment, b) riskminimising instantaneous and graceful handover of control
to the rider through rider simply signalling an “over-ride”
command, c) hardware acceleration, d) context-caching all
decision instances for offline training, thus, enhancing the
learning case base of the system so as to continuously evolve
a more efficient and reliable and safe multimodal C3
assistance capability for all mobile task forces and their field
commanders and the Central Taskforce Command.
V.

CONCLUSION

This paper has set out the relevant state-of-the-art and
thus motivated, as well as described, the architecture of the
system arising from our user-centred design and
development of a real-time multimodal communications
controller interface system for (hostile) high cognitive-load
environments as exemplified by our police motorcyclist testcase. The resulting system has been evaluated and shown to
support the key objective of maximising real-time and timecritical mission information exchange between each
taskforce member and other command and control units
whilst minimising driver distraction that may become unsafe.
The overall architecture of the MoveON Jacket prototype has
been described. This has been shown, under real-road traffic
conditions, to enable motorcyclists to carry out various
technologically assisted functions. A detailed description of
the minimal distraction design concepts has been presented
with reference to cognitive-load and perceived stress levels
considering physiological factors, manoeuvre-context of the
vehicle, and the interaction between the user and the system
on the road. This architecture as powerfully supported by the
Cognitive Capacity Management paradigm represents a
pioneering dynamic taskforce stress load management
architecture that has delivered the first validated
implementation of a mobile taskforce multimodal C3
optimisation architecture Ambient Assistive Partner capable
of graceful in-line man-in-the-loop cognitive control
supported by man-machine mixed-initiative taking and
messaging prioritisation focused on timing critical mission
situation assessment updates in full duplex.
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Abstract—Using Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) communication for a Cooperative Collision Warning System
(CCWS) has been explored and has shown promise in improving vehicle safety. However, the performance of such a
system under different adoption rates has not been examined in
depth. We first examine what effects varying adoption rates will
have on a CCWS protocol with a variable broadcast scheme.
We then examine the implementation of a VANET alongside a
Vision-Based Driver Assistance (VBDA) system that monitors
the environment surrounding the vehicle using cameras. We
propose an Enhanced CCWS protocol where information from
VBDA is included with CCWS related VANET communication
to significantly increase its effectiveness under low adoption
rates.

Vehicular-Ad Hoc Network, Vision-Based Driver Assistance, Cooperative Collision Warning System
I. I NTRODUCTION
In a Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET)-based Cooperative Collision Warning System (CCWS) each vehicle periodically shares information about itself, primarily its current
location and trajectory, with surrounding vehicles. Through
these location updates each vehicle can build a model
of neighbouring vehicles in the surrounding environment.
The concept of a CCWS has been introduced, studied and
validated by a number of researchers [1] [2] [3]. However,
these studies typically look at the operation of a CCWS with
a 100% adoption rate, or in other words 100% of vehicles are
equipped for VANET communication. Unfortunately upon
adoption of the Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) set of standards in production vehicles there will
be a long gap between the initial introduction and nearing
100% adoption.
In addition to VANET communication a Collision Warning System (CWS) utilizing on-board vehicle sensors is
another technology of interest for improving safety. We see it
in the form of Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Forward
Collision Warning Systems (FCWS), for example the Active
Cruise Control system found on BMW vehicles. These
types of sensors have been extended for use in autonomous
vehicles in the DARPA challenges and for Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) in the RoadLab project at the
University of Western Ontario [4]. In this paper, we describe
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the use of a Vision-Based Driver Assistance (VBDA) system, which uses cameras and computer vision algorithms,
designed as part of the RoadLab project.
In a vehicle capable of both VANET communication and
VBDA the information attained from each technology can
be merged into a unified model to increase accuracy. This
can be taken one step further and information gained from
VBDA can be used to enhance VANET communication.
In this paper we assume vehicles are either equipped with
both VANET and VBDA technologies or have neither. An
Enhanced CCWS (ECCWS) protocol is proposed where
equipped vehicles append information attained about unequipped vehicles to CCWS location updates. This allows a
more complete model of the environment to be built even
under low adoption rates.
This paper describes research that has explored the potential for such a system. In a simulation environment both
VANET and VBDA technologies are tested alongside one
another. Under varying adoption rates between 10% and
100% a CCWS and an ECCWS protocol are tested. The
effect of varying adoption rates and the potential for improvement with an ECCWS protocol are examined. To study
this we have created a robust simulation environment for
realistic vehicular traffic, wireless network communication
and computer vision. Multiple open source projects are
combined with custom modules to achieve this.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we present related work that this research was
based on. In Section III, the unified model built from both
sources is explained. Following in Section IV, we explain
the specifics of the ECCWS protocol. In Section V, we
explain the simulation environment. Then, in Section VI, we
examine the results of our simulations. Finally, in Section
VII, are concluding remarks and future directions for this
research.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The feasibility of a CCWS is analyzed by H. Tan and
J. Huang where they examine the technologies necessary
to implement such a system effectively [1]. They find
implementing a CCWS based on current technologies is
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feasible and proceed to test out a theoretical CCWS system
using two vehicles to produce promising real world results.
Expanding on this work, the frequency of location update
broadcasts is examined further by S. Rezaei et al. [2]. In
their paper they examine a number of different broadcast
schemes under simulation. One such broadcast scheme is
periodic communication intervals where location updates are
generated on a set interval, from 25ms to 500ms. A second
broadcast scheme is variable communication intervals where
an error threshold between actual vehicle location and the
estimated vehicle location, based on the last location update,
must be exceeded before a new location update is broadcast.
The paper also introduces a model for Differential Global
Position System (DGPS) error which we use in our simulations.
The best broadcast scheme is found to be a variable communication interval with repetition within 50ms. A similar
broadcast scheme is again selected by C. Huang et al. for
further testing [3]. Our simulations confirm that this is an
excellent broadcast scheme for CCWS communication and
as such our CCWS protocol is based on it.
The VBDA system is based on the RoadLab project[4].
Vehicles are instrumented with 10 cameras arranged in
stereo pairs monitoring the world surrounding the vehicle.
To improve vision performance looking forwards there are
two pairs of cameras monitoring that direction. The layout of
the cameras and range they provide useful information for is
shown in Figure 1. The images provided by these cameras
are analyzed in real time to identify vehicles and objects
surrounding the instrumented vehicle at a rate of 30Hz
or higher. The results produced for each object identified
include a distance to the object and 2D bounding box drawn
over the object in 3D space.
Information from both VANET communication and
VBDA is integrated into a unified model [5]. While RoadLab
relies on VBDA the results from a RADAR or LIDAR based
driver assistance system could be used instead as all three
are fundamentally based on line of sight.
Finally, our simulation environment is based on work
done by C. Sommer et al. in linking the discrete event
simulator OMNeT++ and traffic simulator Simulation of
Urban Mobility (SUMO) [6]. Both simulators are linked
together for realistic wireless network and node mobility
simulation.
III. U NIFIED M ODEL
In order to use information from both VANET communication and VBDA, we first create a unified model. We will
often have location estimates for neighbouring vehicles from
both sources with varying amounts of error. These position
estimates should be linked when they are both in reference
to the same vehicle.
Through the CCWS, location estimates consist of vehicle
position, heading and size. This provides us with a good
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Figure 1.

Range and layout of RoadLab cameras

Figure 2.

Unified model demonstrated

estimate of the space occupied by the vehicle however the
actual vehicle location may be inaccurate due to communication errors. Through VBDA we only receive a distance to
the vehicle along with a 2D bounding box. This does not
provide us with the physical space occupied by the vehicle
however the information we attain should be very accurate
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due to the frequency of VBDA updates. In our simulations
we assume no measurable error in VBDA results.
In order to combine the two estimates we take the information attained from our CCWS and draw a 2D bounding
box where we believe the vehicle is and calculate the
distance to the vehicle. We compare this result for each
CCWS estimate with each of our VBDA results in order
to determine which VANET estimates and VBDA results
are closely matched. The simulations we will describe in
Section V are performed in 2D so instead of calculating
a 2D bounding box in 3D space we calculate the minimum
and maximum angle the object would occupy in the cameras’
field of view as described in Figure 2.
For each potential match of a VBDA result and VANET
estimate we compare the distance to both. A maximum
difference in distance of 1m is allowed for a match to be
made. If less than 1m of difference in distance exists we
compare both angles. A difference in angle equivalent to a
maximum of 1m at the distance the vehicle is away from us
or arctan( d1 ) is allowed. This is to ensure the difference in
angle scales along with distance to the vehicle.
If more than one vehicle exists that matches these parameters the one with smallest combined difference in distance
and angles is chosen as a match. We record all matches along
with the number of errors made. We also record any vehicles
that go unmatched but could potentially be matched.
IV. ECCWS
Our regular CCWS protocol involves broadcasting the
vehicle location, trajectory, current time and information
on the vehicle, such as vehicle dimensions, with a variable communication interval. The variable communication
interval works as follows. When a location update packet is
broadcast the vehicle position and trajectory are saved. Every
10ms the difference between the current vehicle position,
from DGPS, and the estimated vehicle location, based on
the last vehicle position update, are compared. If the error
between the actual vehicle location and estimated vehicle
location is greater than our error threshold of 0.5m then
a new location update packet is broadcast. In addition we
repeat each broadcast a second time within 50ms. These
location updates allow other vehicles to estimate the space
our vehicle is currently occupying along with where it
will be in the next few seconds. The CCWS protocol only
broadcasts information for the vehicle itself.
Our ECCWS protocol appends information to each location update for unequipped nearby vehicles. Since a large
portion of our CCWS packets are made up of physical, MAC
and network layer headers along with message security
features, adding information on nearby vehicles will be more
efficient than broadcasting additional packets.
If we have identified a vehicle using VBDA and have
not received any VANET communication from it, based on
our unified model identifying the vehicle, we will mark the
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vehicle as being unequipped. We will append the information
of up to the four closest unequipped vehicles to our own
location updates. By doing this we share information that
vehicles outside of visual range could not possibly receive
with VBDA alone and give them a more complete picture
of the environment.
The size of our CCWS application layers packets is 242
bytes including a 54 byte signature and 128 byte certificate
[7]. For each appended vehicle the packet size is increased
by 40 bytes to include all relevant information. If extra information for four other vehicles is included, the application
layer packet increases in size by only 66% providing us
with an efficient way to increase the amount of information
shared between vehicles. For our ECCWS protocol location
updates are broadcast at the same time as the regular CCWS
protocol, only the extra information is appended and the
packet size is increased accordingly.
V. S IMULATION
Using our simulation environment we test both the CCWS
and ECCWS protocols. Network simulation is done using
OMNeT++ using the MiXiM framework. Our CCWS application layer is implemented as a custom module. The WAVE
Short Message Protocol (WSMP) is implemented for the
network layer. An existing 802.11b MAC layer is adapted
with appropriate timing parameters for 802.11p. Finally, a
Packet Error Rate (PER) model developed by S. Cocorada
for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
broadcasts is used to decide if incoming packets are accepted
or rejected [8].
We transmit our messages with a bitrate of 6Mbps and
transmission power of 35.4dBm on IEEE 802.11p channel
178 or the Control Channel (CCH). We model path loss with
a path loss coefficient of 3.0 and shadowing with a mean
signal attenuation of 0dB and standard deviation of 4dB [9].
The Vehicles in Network Simulation (VEINS) project is
used to link OMNeT++ with SUMO. This controls node
movement inside a provided road network. We test our
CCWS and ECCWS protocols on three different road networks, a Manhattan grid type network with roads running in
a grid pattern, a city network based on downtown London,
Canada and a highway network based on Highway 401,
Canada.
Finally, our vision simulation is implemented as a custom
module in OMNeT++. Each vehicle is modeled as a 2D
rectangle. Every 100ms we update our vision algorithm and
for each vehicle create a list of visible neighbouring vehicles.
We determine if a vehicle is visible by calculating what
percentage of it is occluded. If less than 50% of the vehicle
is occluded it is determined to be visible. It is assumed that
we cannot see through any vehicles and anything behind
them is occluded.
The simulations are each 120 seconds in length and statistics are recorded throughout the entire simulation runtime.
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The average number of vehicles in the Manhattan grid,
London and highway road networks is approximately 640,
720 and 1100 vehicles respectively. The adoption rates of
10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% are tested on each
road network once with our regular CCWS protocol and
once with our ECCWS protocol. The results are recorded
and analyzed afterwards.
VI. R ESULTS
We execute our simulation once for all three road networks, under six different adoption levels with both CCWS
schemes for a total of 36 executions. Every 100ms during the
simulation we record statistics for each vehicle on VBDA,
VANET communication and the unified model. Additionally,
for each CCWS position estimate we record the error between the estimated position and the actual vehicle position.
Finally, we record statistics on packets sent, received and
error rates. For each statistic collected the mean and standard
deviations are calculated both on a per vehicle and overall
basis.
Our unified model, despite being quite simplistic, performs well. There are two types of unified model errors.
First, matches-missed, which is a vehicle tracked by both
CCWS and VBDA but incorrectly assumed to be two
separate vehicles. Second, match-errors, which are matches
made between two separate vehicles, one tracked by CCWS
and and one tracked by VBDA, that are incorrectly assumed
to be the same vehicle. In general both matches-missed and
match-errors are below 0.5% of all possible matches or all
matches made respectively. In the highway road network,
matches-missed is slightly higher at approximately 1%. With
the higher speeds present on a highway compared to city
driving there is the potential for a larger error between actual
vehicle location and estimate vehicle location. This would
explain the higher matches-missed on the highway network.
Using our unified model we implement a ECCWS.
From Figure 3, we can see the number of vehicles tracked
by the CCWS and VBDA in our unified model increases in
a linear fashion as the adoption rate rises. This is expected
since the number of vehicles within communication range
will increase linearly. The number of vehicles tracked by
the ECCWS and VBDA is very promising though. This
initially increases quite rapidly until we reach approximately
50% adoption. At this point the number of vehicles tracked
is approximately the same as the number tracked at 100%
adoption. The result levels off and is stable from 50% to
100%.
This result shows that by 50% adoption our ECCWS
protocol can track essentially all vehicles that the CCWS
protocol would be able to at 100% adoption. Additionally,
by 25% adoption, the ECCWS protocol can track the same
number of vehicles as the CCWS protocol at 75% adoption.
This presents a strong case for an ECCWS in extending the
reach of VANET communication during its initial stages.
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Figure 3.

Number of vehicles tracked at various adoption rates

Figure 4.

PER at various adoption rates

Furthermore, we can look at the PER for these simulations
under different conditions in Figure 4. As expected the PER
for the CCWS increases slightly as adoption rate increases.
This is the result of increased number of transmissions and
related interference causing lost packets. The packet error
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together and the use of an ECCWS protocol shows great
potential.
In future work we plan to improve the simulation environment by extending it into 3D space and adding obstruction
information for vision and radio shadowing. Furthermore,
by examining how to use our unified model to improve
vehicle safety and what information is necessary we can
better quantify the benefits of an ECCWS.
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VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
Overall, these results show that an ECCWS protocol with
additional information from VBDA shows great potential for
improving system performance under low adoption rates. Of
course, VBDA or any similar sensor based driver assistance
system also presents additional benefits in terms of accuracy,
latency and security under all adoption rates. As such, the
implementation of both VBDA and VANET communication
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